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PREFACE 

In recent years, under the influence of American School 
of Linguistics, there has been a phenomenal rise in descrip- 
tive studies of languages, the world over. In India, too, 
descriptive analyses have been carried out of a number of 
cultivated and uncultivated languages or dialests by indivi- 
dual researchers and institutions, but little interest has been 
evinced towards the study of tribal dialects of western and 
central Himalayas, because of the inaccessibility to these 
arid, rugged and snow-bound mountainous terrains. Even the 
'Linguistic Survey of India' offers very little information 
about the languages spoken in these regions because of scant 
availability of the relevant material to the editor of the 
great Survey. There are many dialects spoken in these regions 
about which the Survey is quite silent, and there are some 
about the existence of which only passing references have 
been made in it .  In this context, it may, however, be men- 
tioned that with regard to the description of these Himalayan 
dialects, George Grierson has very honestly accepted the 
inadequacy of his analyses and has made suggestions here and 
there, for further investigations into the structure of these. The 
volume 111, pt. I of the 'LSI', which pertains to the informa- 
tion on the languages under consideration was published in 
1908, but till today our knowledge about the languages of 
this region is the same as it was 80 years back when Grierson 
introduced them to us, there has been no addition to it what- 
soever. 

It was in 1965 that I came into contact with Padmabhushan 
Dr. Siddhesvar Verma, the 'doyen of Linguistics' in India 
and at his instance started working on Central Pahari lang- 
uages of Lower Himalayan regions, in which, I have made 
substantial contributions. It was later on that he inspired 
me to undertake the study of the languages of the higher 
Himalayan regions as well. At that time I had little idea of the 
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inhospitalities of the area and of the magnitude of the work 
ahead. But then I had enough energy in me and was full 
of enthusiasm to undertake the task of exploration of unex- 
plored areas. So this shifted my area of operation from 
lower Himalayas to higher Himalayas. Finding it more con- 
venient at Chandigarh, I first started collecting material on 
tribal languages of Himachal Pradesh with the help of tribal 
students from there. The first expedition for the collection 
of first hand data from the field area was undertaken in 1980 
and the valley of Lahul, also termed as 'Himalayan wonder 
land' was the first target of my linguistic hunt. This 
proved very rewarding. For, it was during this expedition 
that I came across the Indo-Aryan speaking Chinals, who still 
speak a variety of Old Indo-Aryan in this snow-bound 
Himalayan valley. The flash of this discovery by the print 
media of this country on July 8, 1983 brought an applause for 
the investigator from all sections of the society in the country 
and as well as abroad. Later on the first detailed account 
of one of the dialects of this valley came to light in 1982 under 
the caption, "A descriptive analysis of Pattani". 

Being encouraged by this success an ambitious plan was 
drawn to undertake a descriptive analysis of all the langu- 
ages/dialects of the whole Himalayas from Ladakh in the 
west to Bhutan in far east. This was submitted to Jawaharlal 
Nehru Memorial Fund for its consideration for Jawaharlal 
Nehru Fellowship. The expert committee of the Fund was 
considerate enough to favour this scheme for this prestigious 
academic award in 1984. By the time the investigator had 
already completed the survey of the tribal areas of Lahul- 
Spiti and Kinnaur in Himachal Pradesh and this followship 
enabled him to  visit other tribal Himalayan regions in India, 
Nepal and Bhutan in the next two years. In the meantime 
the descriptive analysis of Kinnauri also was completed 
which has appeared as the first volume of the series--Studies in 
Tibeto-Himalayan Languages ( 1  988) and the first part of the 
second volume on the Tribal Languages of Himachal Pradesh 
also appeared in the same year. 

The present volume deals with Ti beto-Himalayan tribal 
languages of Uttarakhand. For the convenience of greater 
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details it has been divided in two parts, namely, 

Part-I-Tibeto-Himalayan dialects of Rangkas group. 
Part-11-Tibeto Himalayan dialects of Bhotia and Munda 
group. 

In the context of the languages dealt with in the first part 
of this volume it may be stated that these were introduced to, 
us, for the first time by George A. Grierson through his 
monumental work L.S. I., Vol. 111, Part-I. 

The linguistic material presented in this volume is, except 
for Johari, entirely based on the first hand recording of it 
in the area (Dharchula) as well as at  Nainital by the author 
himself over a period of 10 years. Although many speakers 
from the area have contributed to the understanding of the 
linguistic structures of languages presented in this volume, 
yet the author is particularly grateful to  the following indi- 
viduals who willingly put their services at his disposal for days 
together, without whose kind co-operation execution of this 
difficult task was almost unthinkable. 

1 ,  Shri Shankar Singh Sonal, V. Song (Darma) 
2, Shri M.S. Hyanki, V. Sirkha (Chaudangs) 
3. Miss Veena Hyanki, Sirkha (Chaudangs) 
4. Shri H.S. Phakaliyal, V. Chhilasong (Chaudangs) 
5. Shri Jitender Singh Garbyal V. Garbyang (Byangs) 
6. Miss Anita Garbyal, V. Garbyang (Byangs). 

Lastly my thanks are due to MIS Mittal Publications, 
New Delhi, who have gracefully undertaken the task of 
publication of the whole series of 'Studies in Tibeto-Himalayan 
Languages*, the first two volume of which are already in the 
hands of scholars entitled "A Descriptive Grammar of' 
Kinnuari" and "Tribal Languages of Himachal Pradesh" 
Part I. 

D D SHARMA 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

It may be in the fitness of the context that some back- 
ground information about the tribal languages of this sub- 
continent and the position of the Tibeto-Himalayan group of 
languages in the linguistic scenario of it, is given to the readers 
before they are introduced to the linguistic area and the 
languages to be discussed in this volume. 

I .  Tribes and Tribal Languages 

To be precise we may say that the statistics of the popula- 
tion of Indian sub-continent tell us that the tribes of India 
constitute nearly six per cent of the total population of it. They 
speak a number of dialects and sub-dialects of which slightly 
more than 100 have been classified as tribal languages. Though 
from the point of population the number of the speakers of 
these languages is the smallest, yet the number of languages 
spoken by them is the largest. Grierson rightly sums up the 
situation as "a formless ever moving ant-hords of dialects". 

Numerically, the largest number of tribal languages out of 
the four linguistic families of this sub-continent belongs either 
to the Austro-Asiatic family or the Tibeto-Burman and Tibeto- 
Himalayan family. And locationally, the languages of the latter 
group are spoken in the southern slopes of the Greater 
Himalayas, intercepted by high mountains ranging from 12000' 
to  25000' above the sea level, scattered in several strategic and 
sensitive international frontiers of this country, right from 
Ladakh in the west to North-Eastern frontiers in Arunachal 
Pradesh in the east. The great variety of tribal languages of 
this group, spoken in the above mentioned territories, have 
been broadly grouped as Ti betan/Bhotia and Himalay an. The 
dialects of the former group are again divided into ( 1 )  Western 
Bhotia and (2) Eastern Bhotia. In India the languages of the 
western Bhotia group are represented by Ladakhi, Balti, Purik 
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in the state of J and K, and by Stod, Spitian and Upper 
Kinnavri dialects in the state of Himachal Pradesh and Jad in 
the state of Uttar Pradesh, and the dialects of eastern Bhotia 
group, with Tibeto-Himalayan character, are represented by 
Tolchha-Marchha dialects of the Garhwal Himalayas, Darmiya, 
Chaudangsi and Byangsi dialects of Kumaun Himalayas, and 
Sikkimese of Sikkim. Besides, many Himalayan dialects of 
Nepal and the Monpa dialect of Arunachal Pradesh also 
belong to the Bhotia group of Tibeto-Himalayan. It is regret- 
table that one of the dialects of the eastern Bhotia group, viz. 
Rangkas, the dialect of Johar is lost to us for ever, due to the 
shift of Johari speakers to the Kumuani dialect of the region. 

And the languages of the latter group, viz. Himalayan 
group are represented by Pattani, Tinani, and Gahri in 
Lahul, Kanashi in Malana (Kulu) and Kinnauri in Kinnaur, in 
the state of Himachal Pradesh, Raji and Rangkas group in 
Pithoragarh district of Uttar Pradesh, and Lepcha and Limbu 
in the Darjeeling district of West Bengal and Sikkim. The 
languages of this group are also designated as 'Pronominalized' 
languages, some of which are spoken in Nepal as well. 

But so far the study of these languages has remained 
neglected. Most of these are either unknown or little known 
even to linguists, not to talk of common man. This statement 
is particularly relevant with regard to the languages of the 
Tibeto-Himalayan group, because in the study of Tribal 
languages, whatsoever it was, our linguists have mainly focus- 
sed their attention to the study of the tribal laliguages of Bihar, 
Assam, Nefa and Madhya Pradesh which primarily belong to 
Austro-Asiatic, Dravidian and Tibeto-Burman groups. 

The state governments, too, under whose jurisdiction these 
languages fall, have paid little attention to their development 
because of the preferential treatment given to  the predominent 
languages of the regions. Although reports of the commis- 
sioners of the linguistic minorities have been often drawing the 
attention of state governments towards the discriminatory 
treatment being meted out to tribal dialects of the region, yet 
no government has taken it seriously as yet. There has not been 
any encouragement even for the academic exercise of the 
cultivation or preservation of the variety and richness of these 
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linguistic treasures, consequently these are vanishing day by 
day under the impact of so called modernization. As such 
there is an urgent need of making efforts to preserve the genius 
and the beauty of these languages which is sure to make the 
fabric of national uni ty  more colourful. It needs no mention 
that in the past we have already lost a number of languages 
irrevocably and the sad story is sure to be repeated if we con- 
tinue to be indifferent towards the preservation of our this 
invaluable cultural heritage. 

2. Location of the Area 

Now, with this brief account of the situation of tribal 
languages in this country, we would like to  introduce the 
readers to the linguistic area and the languages taken up for 
discussion in this volume. 

The Tibeto-Himalayan speaking tribal area under considera- 
tion lies in the trans-Himalayan valleys of Gori, Dhauli, and 
Kuthiyangti and their tributaries along the northern-most 
mountain part of the district Pithoragarh, in the Kumaon sub- 
division of the hilly region of Uttar Pradesh. It is situated 
between north latitude 9.49" and 31-27" and between east 
longitude 78.30" and 81.5" along the S.E. part of the central 
Himalaya. It comprises three main valleys, drained by rivers 
Gori, Dhauli, Kali and their tributaries. 

3. Land Area and Population 

In the Himalayan regions estimation of exact land area is a 
very difficult task. Moreover, the census reports of the region 
do not provide figures for tribal and non-tribal areas separately. 
The figures both land and population are available either for 
the whole Block or for the Tehsil in which the area in question 
falls. According to Kumaun land-use classification (1  979- 80) 
report the total land area of the Tehsil Munsyari, which com- 
prises the Pargana Johar is 1801.76 km and that of the Tehsil 
Dharchula which comprises the Pargana Darma is 1070.97, the 
greater part of which is barren and mountainous. Similarly, 
the total tribal population of the district Pithoragarh is 17,337 
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which has been split up as follo~~-Munsyari--7192$-Dhar. 
chula 8246+Didihat-l198-t Pithoragarh-5 1 3 +Champawat- 
188. (Census of India, 1981, Series-22, Uttar Pradesh 
Paper 1 of 1982, Director of Census Operations, U.P.). Thc 
population of the Tehsil Didihat also includes the Austro. 
Asiatic speaking tribe Raji, which is estimated to be nearly 500 
Besides the hand-book records 2145 tribal souls in the distric~ 
Almora as well. 

The tribal belt of Kumaun though forms the second largesl 
area among the broad geographical zones, is inhabited by on14 
3.51 % of the total population of it. District Pithoragarh whick 
comprises this tribal belt constitutes 42.10 per cent of  the total 
area of the region and is thus the largest among the three 
districts of Kumaun (Joshi, et .  a1 1983 : 2). 

The tribals inhabiting the Gori Valley are known as Joharis 
while those of Dhauli and other river valleys to  the north-east! 
known as Darma, have further been given different names a$ 
Byangsi, Chaudangsi and Darmi/Darmawal, according to the 
name of the valley they inhabit. 

4. Physical Features 

The tribal region of Johar and Darma, being situated in the 
N and NE of the main ranges of the greater Himalayas is a dry 
zone. For, the grezter part of it falls on the rain shadow 01 
the Himalayan ranges, broadly extended between the greater 
Himalayas and the Indo-Tibetan water parting in the extreme 
north. 

The whole of the region lies on an average elevation 
between 2500 and 3500 m. above the sea level in the southern 
s!opes of the snow clad mountains of the central Himalayas. It 
contains as many as 20 peaks with an altitude exceeding 20 
thousand feet at many points. The whole region, though rela- 
tively dry, is dominated by a number of glaciers. The famous 
Milam glacier, the source of the river Gori falls in the north of 
Martoli in Malla Johar. The Untadhura Pass (17,640') a 
former gate way to Tibet, also falls in this very region. Some 
of the well known mountain passes which were normally crossed 
during: the Tndo-Tihct~n trade a r ~ - R o n r h o - n h r r ~ n  / c  ~ O A  - \ 
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Ghatmila-Dhura (5,347 m.), Kio-Dhura (5,439 m.), Kungri- 
Bingri (5,564 m.), Lowe-Dhura (5,564 m. ), Nuwe-Dhura 
(5,650 m.), Lampiya- Dhura (5,533 m.) and Lipu-Lekh (5, I22m.). 

5. Physical Distribution 

The whole tribal belt of the Himalayan region of the district 
Pithoragarh is divided into three valleys, clearly demarcated 
from one another. They are as under: 

( i )  Johar Valley: The valley of Johar which is drained by 
the river Gori and its tributaries extends up to Milam the last 
village on the Indian side of the international border with 
Tibet. On the north it is separated by high Himalayan peaks 
from Tibet and on the east from Darma valley by the mountain 
chain containing Panch-chuli group and the Chhipula peak. It 
comprises three Patiis, viz. Malla Johar, Talla Johar and 
Goriphat, of the Pargana Johar. Out of these the home of the 
Shaukiya Khun or the older dialect of Johar was Malla Johar 
only which is now almost desolate. 

(ii) Darma Valley: The valley of Darma is drained by the 
river Dhauli and its tributaries. It extends from Tawaghat to 
the northern most village Sipu. It is a well demarcated area 
and is separated from other valleys or areas by natural boun- 
daries. On the north it is separated from Tibet by snow 
.covered high mountain peaks, Nowedhura and Lipudhura, on 
the west by the mountain chain containing the Panch-chuli 
group and the Chhipula peak, on the south by a line drawn from 
the latter peak due east to the Kali river and by Ilang-Gad from 
Askot, and on the east by the mountain chain culminating in 
Yirgnajung separating it from the Byangs valley and the 
Patti Chaudangs which form a part of the Pargana Darma. 

( i i i )  Byangs Valley: The Byangs valley is the north-eastem 
most valley of this tribal region of Kumaun. It is drained by 
river Kali and Kuthyangti. The whole valley, including the 
sub-valley Chaudangs, is extended from Tawaghat in the south 
to  Kuti in the north. Natural boundaries s f  this valley are 
high Himalayan ranges in the north, which separate it from 
Tibet, the River Kali in the east and in the south separating it 
from Nepal, and the lateral chain of mountains culminating in 
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yirgnajung in the west. The demarcating mountain range 
between Byangs and Darma is Jyolangka. Kuti is the last 
village of the valley leading to the Lipulekh pass in the north. 

Administratively, the Byangs valley is divided into two 
sub-valleys, viz. Chaudangs and Byangs, divided by a barren 
land known as Nirpanya Dhura i.e. it has three distinct 
tracts in it, (1) from Tawaghat to Zipti, called Chaudangs, 
(2) from Zipti to Budi, an uninhabited barren land called 
Nirpanyadhura and (3) from Budi t 3  Kuti, called Byangs. 

About the boundary line between Chaudangs and Byangs 
Shri H.S. Phakaliyal intimates that there is some difference of 
opinion among the older people of Chaudangs and Byangs. 
Accordingly, the elders of Byangs claim that the boundary line 
of Chaudangs fell near Binja Kufi, near Zipti, but contrary to it 
the elders of Chaudangs declare that it was extended up to 
Malpa. Any way, both the ends of the Nirapanyadhura can 
be conveniently accepted as the dividing lines of these two sub- 
valleys. 

6. The People 

The distinct ethnic group of people inhabiting the high 
attitudes of the Himalayan regions of the district Pithoragarh, 
on account of their Mongoloid features, have been put under 
one cover term 'Bhotia' by earlier writers on Kumaun or 
Uttarakhand. Sometimes to  distinguish them from the tribal' 
groups of Garhwal, they are also termed as eastern Bhotias. 
But lately the use of this cover term is being strongly resented 
by the people of the Tribal communities of this region. The 
Joharis, who were termed as Shaukas by Kumaunis, disown1 
this term and claim their descent from Rajputs. They follow 
Hindu customs and perform Hindu rites in the same way as 
Hindus do. 

The other group of the tribals inhabiting the Darma Valley 
and its sub-valleys resists the use of the term Bhotia for them. 
The most vocal of them Shri H.S. Phakaliyal of Chaudangs. 
He prefers to call these people as Rang. He claims that they are 
not mongoloid Bhots, but the ancient Kiratas who are dis- 
tantly related to the Kiratas of Nepal and further east. 
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Although Kumaunis have only one cover term for all the 
tribals of Pithoragrah, but there are different denotative terms 
for them in Tibetan. According to Tibetan terms the inhabi- 
tants of Johar are called Kjtonamba, of Darma Shyoba, and 
of Byangs Jyalbu. Locally, too, Joharis are known as Kjonam- 
ba, Byangsis as Byangkhopa, Chaudangsis as Bangbani and 
Darmis are Darrnani. 

Life in these mountainous regions is not easy, but these 
sturdy people had been facing all rigours and hazards of life 
bravely for time immemorial. They were known for their zeal 
to travel far and wide from their snowy abodes to different 
parts of Tibet and north India for trading and grazing their 
herds. But now,'on account of termination of their trade with 
Tibet most of them have shifted their settlements to lower 
regions in search of a settled life and fresh means of subsis- 
tance. Joharis have almost abondoned their ancestral homes in 
Milam and Dung in Malla Johar and have settled in their 
Talla desh, in Munsyari Block and elsewhere. The inhabitants 
of Darma and Byangs though still visit their ancestral homes 
in summer, yet most of them have made their winter quarters, 
on the Bank of the river Kali from Joljibi to Dharchula, 
as their permanent home or have migrated to other places in 
Kumaun as well. 

Besides, the tribal culture of these people is also under- 
going a tremendous change with the change of circumstances 
and the socio-economic position of the younger generation. 
Some of the old customs are being discarded under the impact 
of social reforms and some new ones are being introduced as a 
result of growing contacts with the outside world. 

From the point of language, too, a very speedy change is 
taking place in them. The Joharis have already given up their 
ancestral tongue and have totally shifted to the eastern variety 
of Kumauni. In others too the spread of education, easy access 
to communicative system, constant contact with non-tribals 
is bringing a rapid change in the linguistic behaviour of these 
people. Hindi is making a rapid inroad in  these impregnable 
Himalayan regions and driving out the old valuable linguistic 
preserves of these simple folks. Many terms have become 
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obsolete and unintelligible to the new generation of speakers. 
There is an apprehension that these linquistic preserves will be 
lost for ever if no serious effort is made to  preserve them for 
the posterity. 

7. Linguistic Scenario 

Grierson has used the term Rangkas for the old dialect of 
Johar, but in view of close affinity between it and the dialects 
of other valleys of this tribal belt and also of the advocacy of 
recognizing this tribe as Rang tribe, I would prefer to call the 
whole group as Rangkas, a derivative of Rang-Skad, the langu- 
age of the Rang people. It has three constituents, viz. Johari 
(western) Darmiya (Central) and Byansi (eastern). In local 
parlance the dialects of these valleys are termed as Shaukiya 
khun (Johari), Byangkho-Lwo (Byansi), Bangba-Lwo (Chaud- 
angsi) and Darma-Lwo (Darmiya). It needs no assertion that 
soriginally the languages of this group belong to the western 
sub-group of pronominalized Himalayan languages, though in 
the course of time these have lost many features of pronomi- 
nalization, still they have retained a number of striking simi- 
larities of phonological and morphological systems commonly 
attested in the language9 of Lahul, Kinnaur and Garhwal 
Himalayas besides sharing a common Tibeto-Himalayan voca- 
bulary. A structural analysis of all these languages/dialects 
attests that though, on account of their constant contact with 
the speakers of the Tibetan tongue from time immemorial, 
these have been strongly influenced by it, yet structurally they 
have retained many features which distinguish them from 
Tibetan dialects. All these features of these languages/dialects 
will be discussed in detail in  a forthcoming volume under the 
title "A Comparative Grammar of Tibeto-Himalayan Langu- 
ages". Here we shall confine ourselves to a few commonly 
attested lexical items of Johari, to see that all these belong to 
a single group, though the present generation of Joharis has no 
access to their ancestral dialect of the Rangkas group. 
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RANGKAS 

Johari Darmiya Chaudangsi Byangsi 

One 

Two 

Three 

Four 

Five 

Six 

Seven 

Eight 

Nine 

Ten 

I 

We 

Thou 

You 

He 

They 

hand 

Foot 

Nose 

Eye 

mouth 

Tooth 

Ear 

Hair 

Head 

taka 

nisi 

sum 

pi 

nai 

tuk 

nhisi 

jyad 
gwi 

ci 

ji 

nun 

ga 

gani 

u:/hwe 

usi 

la 

like 

him 

mi 

a 

SU 

taka 

nisu 

sum 

pi 

nai 

tuku 

nisu 

jyadu 

gwi 

ci 

j i 
j i 

€3 
gen i 

we 

usi 

la 

laki 

nim 

me 

t ig 

nis 

sum 

pi 
1s8i 

tuk 

n is 

jyad 
gwi 

ci 

ji 

in 

gan 

gani 

u: 

usi 

1 a 

laki 

nim 

mE 

a 

SU 

rac 

cham 

pigya 

tig 

nisi 

sum 

pi 
nai 

tuk 

nis 

jyed 
gwi 

ci 

j i 

in 

gan 

gani 

ati 

usi 

la 

16ki 

nim 

meg 
a 

SU 
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Belly 

Back 

Iron 

Gold 

Silver 

Father 

mother 

brother 

sister 

man 

son 

daughter 

sun 

moon 

fire 

water 

house 

horse 

COW 

dog 

cat 

bird 

go 

eat 

come 

give 

who 

dan 

Iun 

cyan 

jan 

mu1 

(a) ba 

min 

pi k han 

rans ya 

mi 

ieri 

cimi 

ni 

1 ha 

me 

ti 

cy am 

rhan 

rE 

kwi 

bila 

Pya 

di 

ja- 

ra- 

da- 

kha-mi 

jan 

mu1 

mina 

Pe 

rarisya 

mi 

siri 

came 

n i 

lha 

me 

ti 

cim 

ran 

bEna 

khi 

bila 

si-pya 

dilde- 

ja- 

ra- 

da- 

kha-mi 

dan 

luri 

nijan 

jan 

mu1 

ba 

mina 

pi 

ransya 

mi 

siri 

came 

ni 

1 ha 

me 

ti 

cim 

ran 

sirE 

nokhi 

bila 

cipac 

de 

ja- 

ra- 

da- 

kha-mi 

lun 

n2jan 

jan 

mu1 

ba 

mi 

siri 

came 

n i 

me 

ti 

cim 

ran 

rE 

nikhi 

bila 

cip2c 

d i- 

j a- 

ra- 

da- 

kh2-mi 
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what kha kha/kha-li khE khE 

why kha-1E khali-t?n khacar khacare 

ask rhu- rhu- rhu- rhu- 

blood S i S i SI Fii ". 

bone rho ro rhe rhe 

cave P ~ U  phu phu phu 

earth sa sa sa sa 

dream - man man m?k 

drink tun tun tun tun 

dumb lato lato lato lato 

face omi womi wome wzmi 

take kur- kur- kwor- kwor 

meat By a 5ya S ya s'ya 

milk 

name 

shoe 

needle 

path 

rich 

ring 

river 

nu 

mhyali 

pola 

chab 

am 

pucham 

lagchab 

yan- ti 

nu 

mun 

pola 

chab 

âm 

pacham 

lagchab 

yan-ti 

nu 

min 

p3la 

chab 

am 

phecab 

lakchab 

yan-ti 

nu 

min 

p3l a 

chab 

am 

phacab. 

lakchzb 

yali-t i 

A scrutiny of this list of word makes it clear that a good 
number of them belong to the Tibetan stock, which is but natu- 
ral in view of its long and close contact with Tibetan dialects, 
spoken in its northern and eastern frontiers. It has influenced 
its vocabulary to a fair degree and to the grammatical structure, 
to some extent. But in the present analysis of these languages 
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.their historical aspects havz not been taken into account. AS 

-such it is a purely descriptive or structural analysis. The his- 
torical aspect is likely to  be taken up later on. 

8. Linguistic Sub-stratum 

Writing about the dialects of western sub-group of complex 
-pronominalized languages Grierson says "on and about the eth- 
nographic watershed between Tibetan and Aryan there is dotted 
a series of small dialects which are of a different nature. They 
are mainly of a Tibeto-Burman stamp, but besides, they have 
those characteristic features which have been mentioned in 
connexion with the pronominalized languages of Nepal. The 
dialects in question are found in the North of Almora, in 
Kanawar, in Kangra, Lahul and Chamba". (L.S.I., 111.1. 427), 

Some of the peculiar features of these dialects which distin- 
guish them from Tibetan dialects and associate with Munda 
-are as under: 

( i )  Pronominafizction of Verb Forms: One of the MunCa 
feature of Tibeto-Himalayn language, which is shared by the 
,dialects of Rangkas group as well, is incorporation of the 
pronominal subject/object in the given verb form itself. Accor- 
.dingly, the first and the second person pronominal subjects, 
,which are mostly represented by the suffixes Igl and In/ respec- 
-tively are either affixed to  the tense maker of the verb form in 
question or are infixed between the stem and the tense maker. 
!In these dialects it has survived now in the second person forms 
*only, e . g .  Johari-/rhE-sa-n/ thou livest 

Darma -/syon-si-n/ thou livest, /to-na-sul broughtest, 

Itan-nu-sul foundest, Ide-ni-so! you went (PI.) 

lchaudangsi-/]he-n/ thou art, /gas inja da-t&n/ you give us, 

/SEtan/ strikest; (In fixation):--/de-n-a/ goest, 

/se-n-s/ strukest, /di-na-s/ wentest, 

/syuri-n a-s/ didst, /to-na-s/ broughtest. 

Byangsi --/sa-ta-n/ t-hou strikest. 
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About the first person marker pronominal element, Grierson 
observes that in Chaudangsi, the infix /g/ in the verbal forms 
like /se-g-as/ I struck, /sE-g-as/ I have struck, Ida-g-~s/ I have 
given, /tale-g-s/ I transgressed, etc. is probably a pronominal 
suffix of the first person, though these forms are no more in 
currency. 

However, the presence of /g/ in  forms liketin-jag-ne/ we 
shall eat, /in de-g-ne/ we shall go, can be interpreted in terms 
of pronominal infixes. 

(2) Vigesimal System of Counting: There is at least one 
dialect, viz., Johari, of this group which had preserved the 
vigesimal system of counting, e.g., for 'fifty' we have the term 
Ininsa-cilwhich literally means "two-twenties ten" others have 
however, adopted the Tibetan decimal system i.e. counting by 
tens, consequently, in them the term for 'fifty' is attested as/na- 
sa-1i.e. five-tens, which may have resulted from their long con- 
tact with Tibetan speakers. 

(3) Pronominal Inflection: Another characteristic of the 
Tibeto-Himalayan languages and shared by Munda is this that 
these are inflected for all the three numbers, 17iz., singular, dual 
and plural, at least in their pronominal inflections. According 
to the information provided by Shri H.S. Phakaliyal (a per- 
sonal communication) these languages, too, were inflected for 
the dual number till r e c e ~ t  past the place of which now has 
been taken by plural forms. 

(4) Dichotomy of inclusive-ex-clush'e in the first person: The 
peculiar feature of the complexity of the inclusion or exclusion 
of the addressee in the dual and plural forms of the first person 
pronoun too is traceable, though in a lesser degree in some of 
these, e.g. in Byangsi we get the following sets of the verbal 
forms. 

/in jayan-ne / we shall eat (inclusive) 

/in j a p e /  we shall eat (exclusive) 

/in dem/ (deyarine) we shall go (inclusive) 

/in degne/ we shall go (exclusive) 
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We could not record data for this aspect of the language in 
other dialects. I presume that these too have traces of this 
phenomenon. 

(5) Reduplication of Verb Base: Another common Munda 
feature attested in these languages is the frequent use of redup- 
lication in verbal bases, e.g., Ranakas-/ga-ga-di/ he has done, 
Ida-da-ti/ thou gavest, /di-di-n/ he went; Darmi-va -Ira-nil comes, 
but /pi-ra ni-ni/ has come back; Chauda~~gsi-lku-kor-ta/ he 
brought, Isyu-syun-ta/ I have done, /si-sE-ta/ he killed, /di-di- 
ni-/ he went, Ira-ra-nil he came; /pha-ph2r-ta/ opened, !pu-pi- 
ta-ta/ applied; Byangsi-Id?-da-tal gave, Ira-rE-ta/ brought, 
/tan-tan-ta/ got, /di-di-nil went, ini-ni-solwas. 

(6) Prejixation of tense markers: In these dialects it is a com- 
mon practice to derive past perfect verb forms from the base 
by prefixing-/ka/, /ko/ or /pa--pi-pu/. e .g. Rangkas- /ka-rhE-c/ 
stopped, has stopped, /ka-bec/ befell, ka- by u-c-/ was frightened, 
/ka-se-c/ ran, /ka-do-c/ stuck, etc. 

Darmiya -- /ka-jyar-cu/ was frightened, /ka-phukE-su/ wasted, 
squandered, /par-ke-su-/ wasted, /pa-thok-sku/ returned, etc. 

chaudangsi-./pi-di-ni/ he went, /pa-jyan da-li/ he has died, 
Ips-jyanocl he has died, /pi-ra-da-ni/ he has come back, 
jpu-nyar-ta-li/ he was lost, /kattan/ saw /ka-ddal gave, /kadduli/ 
beat, /k?jja/ ate, /ka-tturi/ drank, /pidde/ went. 

Byangsi- /pa-pa/ measured, having measured, /pi-dil went, 
/kab-tin/ was found, /ka-tyan ( - h a )  (has been found, /kab-luk- 
ta/ said, /pa-hwe-ta/left,/ka-da-ta/ gave, /pi-kor-ta/ carried, 
/ka-jyar-ni/ was frightened, /pi-di-nil went, /ka-hiye/ laughed, 
/kaddob/ saw, /ka-ttye/ wept, /kadda/ gave, /ka-yy?n/ heard, 
/ p a - ~ h e /  left. 

Some of these occur in free variation with reduplicated 
-forms as well as in /pi-di-nil-/di-di-nil went, /ka-da-tat-/d& 
,da-ta/ gave, etc. 

(7) Dichotomy of animate and inanimate: These languages 
exhibit the dichotomy of animate and inanimate as well, with 
respect to formative suffixes, case suffixes and gender suffixes 
and demonstrative pronouns, which is again a Munda feature. 
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In nominal and pronominal inflections, too, the nouns and 
pronouns standing for inanimate objects are inflected for loca- 
tive case with case suffixes, whereas those for animate objects 
take only post-positions. 

From the point of gender, too, it has been noticed that 
animate objects have a gender distinction, but all inanimate 
objects are genderless. In animates also a further distinction 
is made between human and non-human beings (for examples 
see relevant sections in the analyses). 

9. Genealogical Affinty with T.H. Languages 

The diaiects of the Rangkas group of Pithoragarh attest a 
close affinity with the dialects of the T.H. group of Himachal 
Pradesh not only in respect of the above noted piculiar 
grammatical features, but in respect of lexical items as well. 
There is a fairly good proportion of vocabulary items which is 
peculiar to the dialects of this group. Genealogically these are 
neither related to I.A. sources nor to the Tibetan sources. 
Some of these, of course, show a distant relationship with 
Munda languages. A few of them may be listed as under. 
(See p. 16). 

10. The Number of Speakers 

Although in the absence of valley wise statistics of popula- 
tion and speakers of different dialects it is difficult to present 
a clear picture of the speakers of these dialects separately, 
yet according to the census reports referred to above the total 
strength of the tribal population, including the Austro-Asiatic 
speaking Rajis or Ban-Rauts, in the districts of Pithoragarh and 
Almora is 17337+2145= 19482. From the linguistic point 
of view, the Joharis, who form a sizeable portion of it, too can 
be deducted from the total strength of the tribal population of 
this region, because of their shift to Kumauni from the old 
Johari or Shaukiya-khun. 
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Kinrrauri Kanashi Patfani Galzri Johari Darmiya Chaudangsi Byangsi Tibetan 0\ 

One idlit id idi ti ki taka taku t ig tig ci k 

two nis nis - iiis nisi nisu nis sini - 
four P u PU pi pi pi pi pi pi Si 

seven stii - nij fiiji nhisi nisu nis n is dun 
Y 
4 

hundred ra - ra ra  - ra - - -gya 
01 
n 

mouth - a ag a a - - a kha P a 
go1 d jan jan jan ser jan jan jan jan ser f; s 
ear -- rad reta reEi rzc r2co rac rac namcok e 
head - - punze puia puge piiya piiya pig ya go . .  
be1 l y - - dan dan dan dan dan dhopa Q 3 

00 
field ri rhe rhi rig ral re ri rai -- 8 

cm 
6 

horse ran rhan ran :ran rhan ran ran rari t a h 

sister rin rins rhin grin ransya ransy ran sya ransya sin-mo % e < 
daughter cimed chime Eemed cimi cime came came bu-mo h 2 

ti ti ti ti ti ti t i  chu 
d water soti f i  
3- 

khim 
Q 

House kim cum kyum cyam cim cim ci m kyum 3 a 



TRANSCRIPTION AND PHONETIC 
SYMBOLS 

Although phonetic values of all the phonemes used for the 
transcription of the dialects concerned have been indicated in 
their phonemic inventories, yet for the convenience of the 
general readership the scheme of transliteration and the nearest 
values of the symbols in Devanagari script is being given 
below : 

Vowels: a (a), a (ar), i ( 5 ,  i :  ( )  u (3) ,  u:/o (S), e (F), 

E (it), 0 3 (Jit). 

The phonetic signs used in this study may be interpreted as 
under: 

- - in relation to  
< = comes from; is derived from, 
> = becomes; developes into, 
-1- = or; alternate form, 
w = nasalization (above the vowel), 

- . - centralization (above the vowel), 
.- = in free variation; free form (after the 

morph). 
[ I  = phonetic form 
I /  = phonemic form 
-+ = rewritten as. 
+ added to, plus juncture (pause). 





DARMIYA 





INTRODUCTION 

The Speech Area 

Darmiya or the Darma Lwo is spoken in Darma, the Dhauli 
valley of the district Pithoragarh, in Kumaun Hills. The 
area is extended from Tawaghat near Dharchula in the south 
t o  Sipoo in the north along the river Dhauli. It is bounded 
on the north by Tibet, on the west by the Chain of Panch- 
Chuli group of mountains, the Chhipu-la peak, on the south 
by a line drawn from the latter peak due east to the Kali 
River, and on the east by the chain of mountains culminating 
in Yirgnajung, separating it from the Byangs valley and the 
Patti Chaudangs. It is sub-divided into two parts, viz. Talla 
Darma and Malla Darma. 

The principal villages falling under the jurisdiction of 
Darma Patti are-Dar, Bongling, Selachal, Nanglin, Baling, 
Dugtu, Saung, Baun, Philam, Datu, Gwo, Marchha, Dhakar, 
Sobla and Sipoo. 

The Language 

Darmiya which is locally termed as Darma Lwo, belongs 
to  the Rangkas (Rang-Skad) group of the Tibeto-Himalayan 
languages, spoken in the river valleys of Gori, Dhauli and 
Kali. It has a clear stamp of Tibetan, but in its sub-stratum 
some other linguistic disciplines, most probably Munda and 
some other aboriginal languages of the region, are also clearly 
traceable. Besides, a constant contact of the Darmn Lwo or 
Darmanis with the I .A.  Speaking neighbours has also influenc- 
ed it in a big way. As such it has frzely drawn upon it  as well. 
Some of the examples of these various linguistic elements trace- 
able in the Darma Lwo may be illustracted as under: 

Tibetan: Nominal stems and verbal roots belonging to this 
stock are-/la/ 4 lag hand, /phu/<phug cave, Igyulergyug-pa 
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to  run, lkhuil < khjd dog, Ida/ < gtong-ba to  give, /pi/ 
< bzhi four, Ibal father, /Ian/ bull, /mala/ goat, /me/ fire 
/SO/ tooth, /mull silver, /mi/ man, /nil sun, /Iha/ moon, /cim/ 
house, /si-pya/ bird, /ro/ bone, /cham/ bridge, /mar/ ghee, 
/thati/ ground, /ru/ horn, /Qa/ meat, /sa/ clay, earth, /ch;b/ 
needle, /melon/ oven, /kham/ pillow, /cha/ salt, lkhu-mi/ thief. 

Indo-Aryan: /bila/ cat, /p3la/ shoe, / hisab/ account. /pats/ 
address, /umar/ age, Iris/ anger, /sag/ anxiety, /tir/ arrow, 
/pharsa/ axe /thE li t  bag, /jB/ barley, /bhalu/ bear, /mona/ bee, 
/:art/ bet, /dakar/ a belch, /peti/ belt, /mukka/ a blow, /nila/ 
blue, /dimak/ brain, drota/ loaf of bread, /sZs/ breath, /byoli/ 
bride, /byola/ bride groom, /k5sa/ bronze, /dhanuS/ bow, 
/noni/ butter, /topi/ cap, /karigi/ comb, /tamba/ copper, /murda/ 
corpse, /rui/ cotton, /ka/ a crow, /daram/ door, /purb/ east, etc. 

Indigenous: A few notable indigenous or T.H. terms are- 
/nim/ nose, /a/ mouth, /race/ ear, /cham/ hair, /dan/ belly, 
,/nijali/ iron, /jari/ gold, /mina/ mot her, !pel brother, /band/ 
wife, Isyen-can/ child, /6iri/ son, /came/ daughter. /sinu/ devil, 
/lak8r/ star, /ti/ water, /ran/ horse, /bena/ cow, /lunjo/ ass, 
/ransya/ sister, /piBya/ head, /lafo/ dumb, /pacham! rice, lhui} 
air, /pha/ ashes, /cakti/ beer, /ge/ cloth, /mo/ cloud,/ lomi/ face, 
/punu/ big, great, etc. 

Literature and Data 

There is no previous work on this language, except the 
short sketch given in the L.S.I. (Vol. 111. pt. 1490-95). As such 
the present analysis is the first detailed analysis which is based 
entirely on the recordings made by the present writer himself 
in 1984 at  Nainital. The principal informant was Shri Shanker 
Singh Sonal from the Village Saung in Darma. Being an 
educated young man, his vocabulary bore a clear impact of 
Hindi, yet structurally it was fairly close to  the native tongue, 
examples of which are available in the Gtiersons Survey as 
well. Hence I have relied on it for this analysis, though 
further recording of it from the speakers of the older generation 
is urgently desirable. 
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Number of Speakers 

In the absence of valley-wise data of the tribal population 
in the census records and hand books, the exact number of 
speakers of this valley could not be ascertained. It was 
estimated as 1,761 at the time of Grierson's survey, but by now 
it must have registered an upward growth of the population of 
the area. 



SOUND SYSTEM 

Different sets of vowel and consonant phonemes attested 
in the sound system of Darmiya are as follows: 

1.0 VOWELS 

Phonemically the following vocalic sounds are attested, 
,singly or in sequences. 

Front 

High I 

Mid e 

Lower Mid E 

Low 

Central Back 

As regards the lip position only the back vowels /u/, lo/ 
and /a/ are rounded, all others are unrounded. 

I .  1 Phonemic Contrasts 

Phonemic contrasts of these vowels may be illustrated as 
under: 

i/e-/mi/ man: /me/ fire; /Si/  blood: /se/ recognition. 

i/u-/khu/ smoke: /khi/ grand son; /kannu/ /sick: /kanni/ 
sickness. 

i/o-/mi/ man: /mo/ cloud; /ji/ and: /j6/ barley. 

ila--/dimu/ to go: /damu/ to give; /gimu/ to  swallow: 
/garnu/ to do. 

e/a-/we/ hill: /wa/ tiger; /chezu/ wifes brother: /chazu/ 
down. 



e/u-/ne/ medicine: /nu/ milk; / g i n /  tree /sun/ village. 

e/3-/sell shadow: /s4/  showl; /rhe/ field: /rh3/ show. 

e/o-/me/ fire: /mo/ cloud; /lemu/ to say, /lomu/ to read. 

el?-/sell shadow: /s;l/ char coal. 

e/E-/gel clothes: /gE/ thou; /be/ thread: /bE/ skin. 

a/E-/la,/ hand /1E/ also; /ga/ do (imp): /gE/ thou. 

e/a-/lemu/ to say: /lamu/ to lick; Idemu/ to go: /damu/ to 
give. 

a/a-/am/ path: /am/ mango; /thari/ price; /thdn/ plain 
ground. 

a/u - /rhari/ horse: /rhun/ back; /gar/ wall: /gur/ tent. 

alu-/pha/ ashes: /phu/ cave; /Eha/ salt: /Ehu/ lake. 

1.110-/rut horn: /ro/ bone; /mu/ rain: /mo/ female. 

o/3-/ro/ bone: /r3/ basket; !mo/ female: /m3/ family. 

1.113-/mu/ rain: /m3/ family; /ru/ horn: /r3/ basket. 

1.2. Vocalic Sequences 

There are no diphthings in this dialect. However, occurrence 
,of vowels in a sequence is attested in a few cases. Their 
sequence, too, is not restricted, i .e.  any one of these can occur 
as a first or the second member of the sequence with distinct 
syllabic entity. Occurrence of / i /  as a second member is more 
common than as first member. These may be illustrated as 
under: 

Front + back 

iu-/piu/ mouse 

Back + front 

ui-/hi/ air, /khui/ dog, /gui/ knot 

ai-/khai/ foundation 

oi-/koimu/ to cook, to chew 
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ei-/mei/ eye 

Back + back 

ua- /pua/ maternal uncle 

Cer~tral- front 

ai-/khai/ towards 

ae-/g?e/ thou 

1.3.  Distribution 

Distributionally all the vowels can occur in all positions. 
without any restriction. This feature of the dialect can be 
illustrated as under: 

/a/ : /ata/ elder sister, /mar/ ghee, /lakra/ star, /pat81 leaf. 

/a/ : /A' mouth, /khanu/ bitter, /tamina/ alone, /gal do. 

/i/ : lipha/ sleep, /iiri/ boy, /ligi/ foot, leg, /ti/ water. 

/u/ : lul, /punn/ big, /akusu/ abuse, /bu/ worm. 

/1/ : /ekd?m/ atonce, Iceme/ daughter, /be/ thread, /de/ go. 

lo/ : lomil face, /nonil butter, /ro/ bone, /yo! come. 

/E! : /bEna/ cow, /bEra/ song, /1E/ also, /gE/ thou. 

131 : / rn~na/  bee, /r3/ basket, 1k3/ rind, bark. 

1.4. Allophonic Variations 

The above noted vowels of Darmiya show certain allophonic 
variants in their respective phonetic environments. 

1.4.1. Nasalization: All vowels tend to be nasalized in the 
vicinity of nasal consonants, e.g. /pahar!=[p2har] chestnut, 
/fia/=[fiii] fish, /lamu/=[18rnii] to lick, /noni/=[n6ni] butter, 
/am/=[am] path, etc. 
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1.4.2. Qualitative Variants: Vowels /el and lo/ tend to be 
opener when occurring with nasality, as in /j6/=[j3] barley, 
lmona/=[m3na] bee /nonil= [n 3ni] butter. 

Free Variation: In the absence of standardised form of speech, 
there is a laxity in the pronunciations of certain vowels, e.g. 

Vowels /u-01 and /e--E/ attest a free variation in the word 
final position, as in /tadu/ .- Itado/ that, lru-ro/ in, on, 
(locative marker), /se-sE-/ strike? !jo-ju/ or /chow chu/ 
dative markers, /go-gu/ genitive suffix, recorded by Grierson 
(LSI, 111. 1. 491). 

2.0. CONSONANTS 

In Darmiya the total number of consonant phonemes, estab- 
lished on the basis of phonemic contrasts, is 34. All of them 
attest a binary division based on their place of articulation and 
manner of articulation. The class of plosives further attest the 
opposition of the presence vs. absence of voice, and all classes 
of voiceless plosives also attest the opposition of presence vs 
absence of aspiration. All the consonatal phonemes with their 
phonetic characteristics may, schematically, be presented as. 
under: 

Place of Articulation 

VI. p , p h  t , t h  c , ch  t . t h  k , k h  
Plosives Vd. b, (bh) d ,  (dh) j, (jh) d (dh), 9, (gh). 
Nasals m n ii (n) n - ~ )  
Vibrants r? rh 
Lateral 1 
Fricative s i h 
Flapped I 
Semi-vowels w Y 

N.B.-Phonemic status of phones placed in parentheses is of a doubtful, 
nature. 
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2.1. Phonemic Status of Voiced Aspirates 

From the analysis of the data and distribution of the con- 
sonant phonemes of the Darma Lwo it has been noticed that 
occurrence of the voiced aspirates is confined to the initial 
position and to I.A. loans only. Besides, except ldhl none of 
them attests a phonemic contrast with their unaspirate counter- 
parts. As such their phonemic status in the language is some 
what doubtful. However, in view of infiltration of quite a 
sizeable number of vocables from the neighbouring 1.A. dialects 
and of a subjective feeling of their being distinct sounds by the 
speakers of the language some of these have been accorded the 
status of a phoneme. For, these attest a phonemic contrast in 
the language from which they have been borrowed. 

Patalal ADcates: Similarly, the phonemic status of palatal 
.afficates, so commonly attested in other dialects of the Tibeto- 
Himalayan group, is very much doubtful in it. For, though 
'existence of this phonetic feature is very much attested in the 
-pronunciation of certain vocables of it, yet no phonemic con- 
trast could be attested between a palatal plosive and a palatal 
.affrcate. Hence, it has been accorded a phonetic status only. 

2.2. Distribution 

Distributionally, all the consonats and semi-vowels, except 
In/,  171 and !r/ can occur in the initial position of a word. Simi- 
larly, all the plosive consonants, except Igh, dh, bh/ can occur 
medially, though sporadically. But on account of its being a 
predominantly vowel ending language, occurrence of plosives, 
except unaspirate dentals, velars and bilabials is not attested in 
the final position. The consonants commonly occurring in this 
position are, nasals and liquids followed by sibilants. This may 
be illustrated as follows: 

/p/ - /punu/ big, ldhapyal Sword, /papi/ sinner, /pap/ sin. 

/ph/-/phul cave, /phukto/ knee, /laphu/ tail, /raph/ heat of 
fire, flame. 

/b/-lbudil buttermilk, /yamba/ remainder, /ba/ father, 
/chab/ needle. 



[bhl-/bhalu/ a bear, /bhari/ weight. 

It/-/tarnina/ alone, /tomu/ buy, /tete/ grandfather, /6?rt/ a 
bet. 

/th/-Ithay/ plain land, Itha?/ cost, /katha/ story. 

/dl--Idan/ belly, /kanduli/ a swing, /budi/ buttermilk, /biid/ 
a drop. 

/dh/-/dhan/ riches, /dhanug/ a bow, /dh?pya/ sword, 
/and ha/ blind. 

/El-/Mme! girl, daughter, /Ci/  grass, /r8co/ car, /bagEa/ 
marriage. 

/tb/-/cn;m/ bridge, /Chu/ [lake, /china/ a boil, /karbuch/ 
bags of load. 

/j/-/jar/ joint, /jora/ pair, /bijli/ lightning, Ipyajijl onion. 

[z]-ljyaril dairy, /chHzu/ dawn, /zyaq/ turmeric, /chezu/ 
brother-in-low. 

[jh] -/jhatt/ quickly, /jhopri/ hut. 

It/-/taynu/ alive, /!okri/ basket, /lato/ dumb, /fit/ camel. 

/th/-/(ham/ custom, /but hu/ bush, /[haqnu/ dance, /sethi 
rich. 

/dl-/daynu/ beautiful, /dome/ hapiness, /ladam/ patch. 

/dh/-Idhila/ loose, /dhil/ late, delay. 

/k/-/ka/ a crow, /k?isa/ bronze, /chukta/ breast, /dimak/ 
brain. 

/kh/-/kham/ pillow, /kha/ walnut, /makhar/ a stick, /kokh/ 
arm pit. 

/g/-/gel clothes, /bagEa/ marriage, /[hagwa/ a cheat, /so& 
anxiety. 

/gh/-/ghera/ circle, /ghayi/ watch, /gharnandi/ proud. 

/m/-/mokro/ ant, /mami/ father's sister, /mo/ cloud, lcirnj 
house 

In/-/nunu/ new, /nonil butter, Idan/ belly, /nu/ milk. 
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/I/--/ra~sya/ sister, /Jdbuq/ book, /mu?/ name. 

!A/--/Ra/ fish, /iiuekar/ mustard, lfianthabal evening. 

[n]-/kana/ blind. 

/y/-/yanu/ bad, /sayta/ help, Ichaya~l wife's brother. 

/r/-/ro/ bone, /iiri/ boy, /ternu/ brave, /bir/ all, every. 

/l/-/ia~,/ bull, /lala/ grandmother, lldbuql book, /pyat/ half. 

/w/-/wa/ tiger, /we/ hill, /rwo/ hungry, /dawa/ medicine. 

/S/-/li! blood, /Ski/ boy, /piSa/ head, /dei/ country. 

Is/-/sa/ clay, /sib/ breath, /ri:s/ anger, /b%/ bamboo. 

/h/--/hu/ a kiss, /sehmu/ to bear, /iyahi/ guest, /@hi 
correct. 

/r/-ljo[/ joint, /jori/ pair, /chyapra/ lizard. 

From the above distributional data of Darmiya available to  
us, it becomes evident that voiced aspirates and retroflex plo- 
sives and the nasal /n/ do not occur at all in the final position 
of a word. Their occurrence in the initial and medial positions 
too  is mostly confind to Indo-Aryan loans alone. Besides, 
occurrence of /z, th, fi, W, h/ too, is not attested in the final 
position in our data. 

Free Variation: There are a number of instances in which 
plosive consonants show free variation between voice and 
voicelessness. e.g. /ka-ka-su/ .- /ga-su/ made, IkEcu-khE ju/ 
other, /itu-idu/ that, /pha.-ba/ father, /-czn-jan/ plural 
maker suffix. 

Besides, aspirates also attest a variation between aspiration 
and non-aspiration, as in lapi-aphi/ one self, own, /luk-cu- 
lhik-cu/ became. 

2.3. Phonemic Contrasts 

With regard to phonemic contrasts of consonant phonemes, 
it may be mentioned that though minimal pairs of consonants 
showing contrasts of their phonetic features are attested in the 
initial position, yet in non-initial positions there are only a few 
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which attest these contrasts. In fact, like many other languages 
of the Tibeto-Himalayan group this dialect, too, seldom attests 
occurrence of aspirate plosives in a non-initial position in 
native words. As such the scope of contrasts of aspirate and 
non-aspirate counterparts of voiced and voiceless consonants is 
extremely limited. Similarlv, on account of vowel ending and 
non-plosive consonant ending nature of these dialects the scope 
of the contrasts of unaspirate plosives too is confined to the 
initial position only (see distribution of consonants). Conse- 
quently, the four fold distinction of presence 1,s. absence of 
voice and aspiration is normally attested in the initial position 
only, both these features are almost neutralized in the medial 
and final positions in a polysyllabic word. The phonemic con- 
trasts of consonants available in this dialect may be illustrated 
as under: 

Plosives 

'Bilabials /p, ph, b, (bh)!. 

p/b-/pk/ brother: /be/ thread; /pya/ bird: /hya/ marriage; 
/pu/ husks: /bu/ worm. 

plph-/lapu/ raddish: /laphu/ tail. 

phjb-/pha{ ashes: /ba/ father; /phu/ cave: /bu/ worm. 

Dentals It, th, d, dh/. 

t/d-/tar/ wire: /daram/ door; /sits/ a name: /sida/ straight; 
/ti/ water: /idi/ this. 

tlth-/tuq/ to  drink: /th07/ ground. 

th/d--/than/ now: / d h /  belly. 

dldh-Idan/ belly: /dhan/ riches; /budi/ but termilk: /budhi / 
intellect. 

Palatals /c. ch, j (jh)/. 

c/j-/Ci/ grass: /ji/ and, I 

clch-/Eya/ tea; /f ha/ salt; /Eeme/ girl; /Eheme/ husband's 
sister; /cini/ sugar: /chinil chisal; /ti/ grass /Ehe/ 
maternal causin. 
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chlj-/Ehu/ lake: /ju/ yoke. 

Refroflexed 11, th, d, (dh)/. 

t/d-/!2bmu/ to stick (Intrans): /dabmu/ to stick (trans). 

#/th-/am/ path: /[ham/ custom. 

Velars: /k, kh, g, (gh)/. 

k/g-/kuimu/ to be broken: /guimu/ to break. 

/kuli/ labourer: /guli/ earthen jar. 

k/kh-/ka/ a craw: /kha/ walnut, what? 

kh/g-/khe/ grandson: /gel clothes. 

Nasals: /m, n, fi, q/. 

m/n-/me/ fire: /ne/ medicine; /mi/ man: /nil sun; 

/lamu/ to lick: /lanu/ thin; /Sirnu/ to  wipe: /Sinu/ 
white. 

m/?-/rham/ breakfast, root: /rhaq/ horse. 

n/fi-/na/ pus: /fia/ fish. 

m/fi-/ma/ not: /6a/ fish. 

9111---Itha?/ plain land: /than/ now. 

Liquids /r, 11. 

r/l-/rad/ colour: /la?/ bull; /ramu/ to ascend: /lamu/ to lick. 

rlrh-Iraq/ colour: /rhaq/ horse; /raksa/ with: /rhaka/ sand. 

Semi Vowels; /y, w/. 

y/w-/ya/ either: /wa/ tiger. 

Fricatives 19, s, h/. 

Sls--/iya/ meat: /sa/ clay; / 3 i ~ /  tree: /suq/ village. 

h/+-/rho/ snow: /ro/ bone; /rhaq/ horse: /ra?/ colour. 

s/h- /su/ tooth: /hu/ a kiss. 

Flapped 11s. Vibrant /r : r!. 
r/r-/siri/ a ladder: /biri/ boy, son. 
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2.4. Phonetic Tendencies (Allophonic Variations) 

The overall phonetic tendencies of this dialect may, briefly, 
be pointed out as follows: 

2.4.1. Devoicing: As stated above, it is predominantly a 
vowel ending and nasal ending language. As such there is a 
very limited scope for the occurrence of plosives in the final 
position. Moreover, it has been realized that all voiced and 
aspirate plosives occurring in the word final position stand t o  
be reduced in every way. This reduction of voice and aspiration 
is noticeable not only in the ultimate, but in the penultimate 
position also. As such the voiced plosives, /g,d, b/ occurring in 
this position are realized as their voiceless counterparts, as in 
/malik-gu/+[malik-ku] of the master, /ga-su/ +/ka-ka-su/ made, 
/khEju/+[khEcu] other, /itu--/idu/ that, /ba-pha/ father, 
/zyad/-+[zyat] eight, Ipyadl-tlphyatl half. 

2.4.2. De-aspiration: Occurrence of aspirate phones in the 
final position is rare in this dialect. Even in a medial position 
too the aspiration of an aspirate consonant is tremendously 
reduced: e.g. ,  /gadale  gadha donkey, /buddu/ <buddl16 dunce, 
/api/< aphi own. /pyat/</phy?d/ half, /dill < dhil delay. 

2.4.3. I,'oicing: But against the normal tendency of devoi- 
sing there are a few example in which an opposite tendency of 
voicing is attested from the historical point of view, e.g., 
/bu-di/</bu-ti/ butter milk, /sag/< /3ok/ anxiety. 

2.4.4. Assimilation: There are a number of instances in 
which the phenomenon of assimilation too is attested. For 
instance, /brid-ti/+/britti/ dew, /mig-ti/+/mitti!tears, /mug- 
kil/+/mukkil/eyelid etc. 

2.5. Consonant Clusters 

In this dialect the scope of consonant clusters is extensive. 
However, the favourable environment for the occurrence of 
these is the inltial and medial position only. There is hardly 
any scope for the occurrence of a cluster in the final position, 
particularly in native words. Moreover, in the initial/medial 
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position too, the number of the members of these clusters is 
normally two. There may be a few loans with three members, 
but there are not more than three. Clusters of different com- 
binations attested in this speech may be presented as follows: 

2.5.1. Initial Position: Normally, the number of the cons- 
tituents of a cluster in this position is two. Distributionally, 
(i) the first member may be a plosive /a fricative/ a liquid and 
the second member a semi-vowel /a liquid: These may be illust- 
trated as under: 

( a )  Plosive + Semi-vowels: /byoli/ bride, lbyolal bride- 
groom, /cyu/ chin, /cyamu/ to conceal, /tyar/ festival, /pyamu/ 
to  grow, /chyapra/ lizard, /khyoksimu/ to ride, /kweni/ to boil, 
/kwali/ fore head, /pyat! half. 

(b)  Fricative + Semivowel: /syanu/ baby, boy, /syante/ old 
man, /syuno/ evil spirit, /jyari/ daily, /zyara/ forest, /hyunu/ 
deep, /syal/ fox, /gyahi/ guest, lhwal honey, /hwanam/ dis- 
tance. 

('c) Liquid + Semivowel: /lyamu/ to  fall, /rwo/ hungry, 
/lwo/ language dialect. 

( d )  Plosive + Plosive: /ktan mu/ to be pressed, I kchaqmul 
tired. 

( e )  Plosivelfricative + liquid: /dramul to  push, Iphrumul to  
awaken, /hyarto/ up, upon, /tre/ there, Isrib-hribl rib. 

( f) Plosive + nasal: /kmonu/ ripe. 

( e )  Nasal + Semivowels: /my&/ daughter's husband, /nyav- 
nu/ light in weight. 

Three member initial cluster: In our data we could not 
come across any example of three member cluster in the initial 
position of a word. 

2.5.2. Medial clusters: As compared with initial clusters 
the range of medial clusters is wider. The constituents of a two 
member medial cluster are attested as follows: 



(i) Plosive + plosive: /cakti/ a beer, !tugtu/ before, /lokcu/ 
calf, /cipcu/ chicken, /nokchu/ day, /l?kchab/ -ring, /khokcu/ 
intestines, lchyapra] lizard. 

(ii) Plosive + liquidlsemi-vowel /fricative/ ~?osal: /k hat nu/ 
a cheat, /daksimu/ to quarrel, / loksi~/ handle, /puksa/ dust, 
/khokhra/ hollow, /tali/ knife, /bijli/ lightning, /lakrh/ stars, 
/mokro/ ant, /budru/ under, inside. 

(iii) Nasal/liq uid/ fricative + plosive: /karbuch/ bags of 
load, /yamba/ remainder, /tamba/ copper, lnogondil behind, 
lgundal centre, /ghanfi/ bell. /binti/ request, /andha/ blind, 
/durkhu7/ ground floor, lsimial day after tomorrow, /warti/ 
water channel, /galti/ mistake, /banjar/ fallow land, jkhcrjul 
from, /khurco/ lamb, /khaki/ pocket, /ghamandi/ proud, 
/ y a ~ t i /  river. 

(iv) Liquid/nasal + nasal/liquid: /thamro/bank of river, 
/ d i~ lo /  blunt, /tarnu/ brave, /tarmu/ can, /saylay/ chain, 
/bayru/ court yard, out side, /kayni/ disease, pain, /tul/mui to 
drink, /charnu/ dried, /gomla/ left side. 

(v) Liquid/nasal + fricative: /rhuy/ back, jrhe] field, /rhaq/ 
horse, /rhiza/ day before yesterday, /pharsa/ axe, /urSimu/ to 
take bath, / d u ~ s o /  drum, /laysa/ excreta of animals. 

(vi) Fricatine + liquid/nasal /semi vowell: /kohra/ fog, 
/thaznami/ begger, Ibiswas/ trust, faith. 

The constituents of a three member cluster attested in this 
position are- 

(i) Nasal + plosive + liquid: /bistra/ bedding, /mistri/ car- 
penter, /antro/ last, final. 

2.5.3. Final cluster: As stated above it being predorninently 
a vowel ending language has a very limited scope for the occur- 
rence of final clusters. The only patterns attested in this 
position are a sibilant + a plosive, as in /dost/ friend; and a 
liquid + a plosive, as in laart/ a bet, /purb/ east, /nark/ hell 
(all from I.A. stock). 
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2.6. Gemination 

Gemination is not a significant feature in this dialect, 
though lengthening of certain classes of consonants or occur- 
rence of idential consonants may be realized in certain predict- 
able environments: 

/ch?ppu/ adge, /kammu/ to beat, /mukka/ a blow, /bills/ male 
cat, licchal desire, /britte/ dew, /picchar)/ down, /pettt?m/ egg, 
Imukkill eye-lid, /batti/ lamp, /uttar/ north, reply, /jhatt/ 
quickly, /mit ti/ tears, /matti/ pissu, /phulli/ nose screw, etc. 

2.7. Supra-Segmental Phonemes 

Besides the above mentioned segmental phonemes, Darmiya 
has a few cases of supra-segmental phonemes as well. 

2.7.1. Nasalization: According to the data available to us 
Darmiya has only non-phonemic nasalization, for we could 
not come across any pair of contrast in this respect. Accor- 
dingly, all vowels occurring with a nasal consonant are nasaliz- 
ed automatically. e.g., /bEnZi/= [bEnS] cow, /mina/= [mina] 
mother, /warn-nu/=[wGm-nfi] black, etc. 

Lengthlquantity : Length or quantity too is not a fully 
established phonemic feature in it, though there are certain 
environments in which the quantity of a vowel or of a conso- 
nant becomes significant, particularly in the case of particula- 
rization or intensification in an atterance. Besides, borrowing 
of a large number of vocables from the Indo-Aryan stock also 
has created a situation in which the quantity of a vowel has 
become significant, as in /mull silver; [/mu:]/ source of water; 
/ti/ grass: /ci:l/ a vulture. However, no contrast of length could 
be attested in consonantal phonemes. 

2.8. Accent and Intonation 

Accent too does not seem to be a significant phonemic 
feature in it, but the sentence intonation, particularly pertaining 
to enquiry or exclamation, is certainly a significant feature, e.g. 
/ga-m.u/ to do; but lgamu J. / should I/we do ? lusu-ka-da-da-su/ 
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he has given away, but /u-su ka-da-da-su 5. / has he give away! 
(surprise). 

3 0. WORD STRUCTURE 

A word in this dialect, may be mono-morphemic or poly- 
morphemic, has the following general characteristics: 

(1) It may begin with any vowel or consonant, but In/ 
and /I/ 

(2) Normally, a native word ends in a vowel, a nasal, a 
liquid, a voiced plosive or sibilant. 

(3) No native word begins or ends in a consonant cluster 
other than those mentioned above. 

(4) Normally, no aspirate plosive or /h/ or a semivowel 
occurs at the end of a native word in it. 

(5) In a slow tempo of speech a word necesserily admit8 a 
momentary pause on either side of it. 

3.1. Syllabic Structure of a Word 

As in other languages of this group in this too the imme- 
diate constituents of a word are syllables, numbering from 
1-3, which may have one or more phonemes of linguistically 
permissible sequences between the two successive junctures 
and also are capable of conveying a single concept. 

3.2. Syllabic Units 

Constituents of a syllabic unit are a 'nucleus' which is one 
of the vowels set up for this language + consonantal margins 
occurring on either side of it, which can be simple i.e., a 
single consonant or complex (=a  consonant cluster or a 
geminated consonant) permissible in the language, within the 
established system of vowels and consonant. There is no 
restriction on the occurrence of a vowel as a nucleus or a 
consonant, including clusters, as a margin of a syllabic unit. 
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3.2.1.  Patterns of syllabic units: On the basis of the analysis 
of monosyllabic words it has been found that the permissible 
structure of various syllabic units, the constituents of a word, 
may be one of the following patterns: /V/, /VC/, /CV/, /CCV/, 
/ c v c / ,  /ccvc/, /cvcc/. 

These patterns, besides occurring independenty in a mono- 
syllabic word, may also become constituent syllables of a 
polysyllabic word. 

( i )  Monosyllabic Patterns: In monosyllabic words the 
patterns of the above mentioned units may be illustrated as 
under: 

- 
/V/-/u/ he; /a/ yes, la/ mouth, 

/VCI-/fit/ camel, /am/ path, /am/ mango 

/CV/--/la/ arm, /ii/ blood, /ro/ bone, /phu/ cave, /sa/ clay, 
/me/ fire, 

/CVC/-.-/Eim/ house, /nim/ nose, /cham/ bridge, ,'sag/ 
anxiety 

/CCV/--/pya/ bird, /cyu/ chin, /mya/ son-in-law, /rhe/ field 

/CCVC/--/tyar/ festival, ,/rhaq/ horse, Isrib-hribl rib 

/CVCC/-/:art/ bet, /dost/ friend, /purb/ east, /nCrk/ hell. 

From the point of frequency, the descending order of 
these pattern is as /CV/, /CVC/ /CCV/ and /CCVC/. 

It may be mentioned that in words with more than one 
syllable these very patterns are repeated in various sequences. 

( i i )  Dissyllabic  pattern.^: The permissible syllabic sequences 
in a dissyllabic word are attested as under: 

ICVC-CV/--/lokcu/ calf, Idannu! beautiful, /warnnu/ black, 
/puksa/ dust, /tovnu/ green. 

/CCVC-CV/-/syarlte/ old man, /britti/ dew, lgwal- mu/ 
to  knead 

/CV-CVCI-/daram/ door, /meluq/ fire place, /lizey/ iron 
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/CV-CV/-/cici/ aunt, /tete/ grandfather, /Siri/ boy, son, 
/yanu/ bad, /buthu/ bush, /khanu/ bittsr 

/CCV-CVCI-lchyayanl wife's brother 

/CCV-CV/-/jyari/ daily, /syuno/ ghost, /kwali/ forehead 

ICVC-CVCI -,!pittarn/ egg, /samd?n/ son'sldaughte r's 
mot her-in-law 

/CV-V/-./lui/ air, /khui/ dogs, /piu/ mouse, /mei/ eye 

/CV-CCV/-/la-pya/ rock, /che-iya/ cousin sister, 

/CVC-CCVl-lnarn-syal daughter in-law, /mistri/ carpenter, 
/bistra/ bedding, 

/CCVC-CCVI-Isran-sya/ sister, /gwal-cya/ lock 

/CCVC-CVl- lrhak-sa/ sand. 

From the point of frequency the descending order of these 
patterns is attested as /CVCV/, /CVCCV/ and /CCVCV/ 

(ii i)  Trisyllabic Patterns: The number of trisyllabic lexical 
words is not very large in it. The permissible syllabic sequences 
of this class of words are attested as under: 

/CV-CV-CV/-jthisimul to melt, /wasunu/ till, /masalal 
spices, /bgsuri/ flute, /pEsimu/ to walk, 
/l?simu/ to forget 

ICVC-CV-CVI-ldaksimu! to fight, /cuksimu/ to put on, 
/thoqsimu/ to return, lchib cimu/ to suck. 

jCVC-CVC-CV/-/barnokcu/ noon 

/CCVC-CV-CV/-lfiya~thoba! evening, /khyoksimu/ to  
ride. 

/CCV-CV-CV/ - /kweranu/ equal. 

From the point of frequency the most frequent trisyllabic 
pattern is /CVCVCV/ followed by /CVC-CV-CV/ pattern. 
Other patterns attest only a limited number of exilmples. 

( i v )  Quadri syllabic Patterns: Quadri syllabic words are 
rare in this language. These can be attested only in morpho- 
logical constructions, as in past participle forms. 
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Their patterns are as under: 

/CV-CVC-CV-CV/-/ku-duri-si-mu/ to tame, to rear 

/CV-CV-CV-CV/-/ku-du-si-mu/ mixed. 

Penta-syllabic-/CV-CVV-CV-CV/-/ku-koi-si-mu/ cooked 

3.3. Syllabic Division 

Normally, the syllabic cut falls at  the weakest link between 
each pair of two successive syllables, determined by linguistic 
forces like accent (i.e., higher stress), quantity of the syllable 
peak or the patterns of the syllables concerned. 

In the matter of syllabic grouping it fully agrees with other 
languages of this group, i .e. ,  the vowel is the nucleus (peak) 
of the syllable, and consonants preceding or following it 
are the peripheri or margins. As such other things being equal, 
in open syllables, the consonantal on-set margin /margins 
of the initial syllable peak are grouped with it, e.g., in Isyu-no/ 
and /chya-yali/ the consonants preceding the vowels are 
grouped with the vowels /u/ and /a/ for the purpose of 
forming the syllabic unit, and the succeeding consonants go with 
the succeeding syllable peaks. Thus in the above examples 
the syllabic division will be as lsyu-no/ and lchya-yan/ (the 
dash indicating the place of syllabic cut). 

But if the interlude, occurring in succssive syllables, consists 
of more than one consonant, excluding semi-vowels, than the 
most conventional principle applicable to syllabic division 
is that the first member of this cluster goes with the previous 
syllable peak to form its cola margin and the second member 
is grouped with the succeeding syllable peak to  form its on- 
set margin. For instance, in /lokcu/ 'calf' and Isyantel old 
man, the components 1-k/ and 1-11-1 form the cola margin of 
the first syllable peaks 1-0-1 and 1-a-/ and 1-c/ and It/ of the 
second syllable peaks /u/ and /el. Similarly, in a pattern like 
/pittam/ and/ sran-sya/ too the syllabic division will follow the 
same principle of grouping of phones to form the syllabic unit 
and to affect the mechanism of syllabification. 

However, in case of the second 1-C/ of a complex interlude 
being a liquid or a semivowel then the syllabic cut falls 
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between the syllable peak of the preceding syllable and the 
first /C/ of the complex interlude in question, as in lche-sya/ 
cousin sister, Igwal-cyal lock. 

4.0. GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE 

4.1. Word Classes 

On the basis of their morphological peculiarities and syntac- 
tic position the word classes attested in this speech are-noun, 
pronoun, modifires, verb and fun:t ion words /enclitics. Nor- 
mally, as in other languages in this too, words of noun, 
pronoun and verb classes enter into various types of morpho- 

'logical inflections, whereas others do not. As such words 
belonging to former group are variable, i .e. are inflected for 
various grammatical categories and those belonging to the 
latter group are invariable or non-flectional. 

4.2. Word Formation 

In it a word can be both mono-morphemic or yoly-morphe- 
mic. The morphological processes employed for the formation 
of polymorphemic words are -juxtaposition, prefixation (in a 
few cases only), suffixation, infixation, reduplication and corn- 

-pounding. Of these the devices of suffixation and compounding 
are the most common, particularly with regard to  nominal, 
pronominal and verbal stem formations. Various structural 
and morphological elements, involving various grammatical 

. categories of these classes of words, may be presented in the 
following respective sections of this analysis. 

4.3. NOUN 

Syntactically, a noun in it functions as a subject or object 
of a verb. It may also function as a predicative word, referring 
to the subject or the object. Morphologically, it takes gram- 
matical categories of number, gender and cases, and is also 

:.followed by post-positions. 

4.3.1. Noun Classes: As in other dialect of this group, in 
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Darmiya too a distinction of human and non-human or ani- 
mate and inanimate nouns is attested in respect of gender and 
number categories. Consequently, no gender distinction is 
made in respect of non human being and no number distinction 
is attested in respect of inanimate objects. 

4.3 2 .  Article: There are no articles in it. However, in- 
definite pronouns and the numral /taka/ .- /ta! 'one', are used 
as an indefinite article, as in /khi?mi-gabu ba/ a certain father, 
ltako ceme/ a daughter, etc. Besides, demonstrative pronouns 
are also used, sometimes, as a kind of definite article, as in 
/idu phu-gudarmyal at the door of the cave. 

4.3 3 .  Nominal Stems: As in other dialects of this group, in 
this too three kinds of nominal stems, viz., primary, derived 
and compounded, are normally attested. Out of these the 
number of primary stems is the largest. Historically, a majority 
of them belong to the Tibeto-Burman stock, but there is a 
sizeable number of them which belong other to Indo-Aryan o r  
fall under the category of indigenous words. 

7'. B Sources: Primary -stems belonging to the T. B. sources 
are both monosyllabic and poly-syllabic, e.g. /mar/ ghee, 
lkhuil dog, /fia/ fish, /me /fire, /sa/ clay, /Sya/ meat, /nil' 
sun, /ro/ bone, lkurul cup, /<erne/ daughter, /phu/ cave,. 
/Zim/ house, /pya/ bird, /ii/ blood, /zav/ gold, /Ei/  grass, /la/ 
land, /lizeq/ iron, /mu?/ name, /cheb/ needle, Itha/ salt,. 
/khumi/ thief, etc. 

Miscelloneous sources: /r?co/ ear, / t i /  water, IbEnal cow,. 
/rnyn/ son-in-low, /iiri/ boy, lbudil butter milk, /d?n/ belly, 
/pi;,/ head, / r h a ~ /  horse, /piu/ mouse, /nim/ nose, Isrib/ rib,. 
/pacham/ rice, etc. 

I. A .  Sources: Stems borrowed from the I. A. sources are. 
numerous. Some of these are- 

/sag/ anxiety, /sanlan/ chain, /Jali/ branch, /rora/ loaves of 
bread, Isas/ breath, /pitall brass, /k8sa/ bronze, /noni/ butter, 



/topi/ cap, /kc^ngi/ a comb, Ikonaj corner, /murda/ corpse, /mi/ 
cotton, /de8/ country, /b6d/ a drop, /#yal/ fox, Iris/ anger, 
/pap/ sin, /gwala/ shepherd, /katha/ story, /puja/ worship, /aia/ 
hope, etc. 

4.3.4. Stern formation: In this dialect most of the nominal 
stems are radical. As such there are only a few in which the 
mechanism of nominal stem formation, viz. prefixation or 
suffix. may be attested. However, there are some in which 
the mechanism of reduplication and compounding is attested 
to  some extent. 

(i) Suflxaiion: As stated above, there are few examples 
of prefixation or suffixation in it .  The few examples of 
suffixation attested in our data are the loan terms from the 
I. A. dialects, e.g. /papi/ sinner</pap/ sin; /bEri/ enemy</bEr/ 
enm,ity. 

(ii) Reduplication: As in other languages in this too, 
however, reduplication of syllables, stems or formation of 
echowords, is a normal procedure of nominal stem formation, 
e.g. lei-ci/ auntp (ounger); /te-te/ grand father; /la-la/ grand 
mother. 

4.3.5. Compound stems: The number of compound stems, 
having both the constituents as free forms with their indepen- 
dent meaning is fairly good in it. The following type of 
compound stems have been obtained from the data available 
to us. 

Noun +noun = Noun: /me-lun/ fire- place; /mitti/ tears < 
/mig/ eye + /ti/ water; lbrid-ti/ -t /britti/ dew, /khu-mi/ 
thief < /khu/ theft; /war-ti/ water-channel; lyaq-ti/ river, 
/mug-cham/ eye-brow; /mug-kill + /muk-kill eye-lid; /bya-bu/ 
house fly; 

AdjPctive +noun=Noun: /che-ti/ perspiration < /the/ hot; 
lkhu-ti/ spittle, /minu-ba/ uncle< /minu/ younger + Ibal' 
father; lpunu-ba/ elder uncle < /punu/ elder + /ba/ father. 
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Verbal noun + noun = Noun/thu'~-nu-mi/ dancer< /thu*)-nu/ 
to dance, dancing, /bEra garnula/ singer < /bEra ga-mu/ to 
sing a song, singing. 

4.4. Nominal inflection 

As i n  many other languages of this group, in this too there 
is no grammatical gender. As such a nominal stem is inflected 

-fir  the number and the case categories only. In Darmiya 
these grammatical markers are kept apart from one another 
e.g. /mi-ku,/ of man, /mi-jan-gu/ of men; /la-rul in the hand; 
/la-jan-ru/ in  hands. In this, the order of different elements 

,is as stem+number marker +case marker. 

4.4.1. Gender: As pointed out above, languages to T. B. 
.group do not recognize any grammatical gender, a t  least for 
native vocables. The natural gender which in no way affects the 
structure of other constituents of a sentence is, however, 

, distinguished (i) either by using separate terms for paired 
-groups of males and females, (ii) or by prefixing terms denoting 
-the sense of 'male' and 'female' or 'he' and 'she' to the 
-substantive concerned. In borrowed items, however, the 
*original pattern of the language from which it has been borro- 
wed may be followed. 

But in this dialect the gender distinction is confined to  
'human beings only, all inanimate objects and non-human 
'beings are treated as genderless: 

.e.g. syanu son : ceme daughter 

syaqnu oldman : syanju old woman 

12n bullock : bEna cow 

ba father : mina mother 

minaba uncle (y.) : cici aunt (younger) 

punu ba ,, (e.) : punu mina aunt (elder) 

tete grand-father : lala grand-mother 

pema fat her-in-law : sas lpuni mother-in-law 
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pe brother ; 3rrarlsya sister 

cheyaq wife's brother : sali wife's sister 

&pya cock : pya hen 

mala he goat : lasaq she goat 

In the case of non-human animate beings the same epicene 
term is used for both the sexes of the species concerned, e.g. 
/rhaq/ horse or mare, /wa/ tiger and tigress, /khui/ dog and 
bitch, /bills/ he or she cat, /benJar/ he or  she monkey. This- 
feature of Darmiya morphology is attested even in the case 
of grand children, e.g. /khe/ means both grand-son or grand- 
daughter. 

In I. A. borrowed items, however, the original pattern of.  
gender distinction is maintained, as in /raja/ king, /rani/ 
queen; /mastar/ teacher, /mastarnil teacheress, etc. A few more- 
examples of inanimate and lower animate being are: 

/sin kharju pata Iheni/ leaves fall from trees. 

/pya raq-su lev nil birds fly with wings. 

However, if the distinction of sex in animals too is absolu- 
tely necessary than it can be expressed with prefixes like lphof 
male and /mo/ female as well, as in /ray/ horse! /mo-raql mare,. 
Ipbo-phu/ male deer /mo-phul female deer, etc. 

4.4.2. Number: As in Tibetan, in it too, nominal, pronomi- 
nal and verbal stems are inflected for two numbers only, viz. 
singular and plural. Dual, if necessary, is expressed by prefixing 
the term for two, viz. niSu 'two', as in Iniiu mi 'two men'. In. 
fact, in nominal or pronominal inflections the singular is not 
marked overtly. It is the absence of plural marker which 
distinguishes it from the plural. The plural markers, however, 
follow the stem and precede the case suffixes, e.g. /mi/ man: 
/mi-jan/ men, Jmi-jan-gu/ of men; /u/ he; /usi/ they: lusi-sul 
they, by them. /gE/ thou: /g8ni/ you: /gani-gu/ yours. 

The plurality in nouns is expressed in two ways, (i) by 
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means of plural marker suffixes, (ii) by adding a numeral other 
than for 'one', or by adding a qualifier conveying the sense of 
'some, a few, many, all, several', etc. In verbal conjugations 
it is mostly inferred from the number of the subject of the verb 
in question. 

(i) Suflxal pluralitj: The only suffix employed to affect 
plurality in nouns is /can,'-/jan/ which is uniformly used with 
all nominal stems: (But Grierson 111. I: (491) has recorded it as 
/can/, an in rang chan horses etc. 

/mi/ man; /mi-.jan/ men; /ceme/ girl: Iceme-j?n/ girls; 

/rhan/ horse: /rha?-jan/ horses; /khui/ dog: /khui-jan /dogs; 

/wa/ tiger: /wa-jan/ tigers; /la/ hand: /la -jan/ hands; /khe/ 
grand son: /khe-jan/ grand sons; /me/ eye: /me-jan/ eyes; 

/bEna/ cow! /bEna-jan/ cows /kine; /pya/ bird: !pya-jan/ 
birds; /sin/ tree: /sirl-ja?/ trees. 

However, nominal stems indicating inanimate objects and 
lower species of animate being are normally not inflected for 
plural number. 

(ii) Non-Sufixal plurality: As stated above the non-suffixal 
method of indicating plurality is either to use a numeral modi- 
fier other than for 'one' or use a modifier indicative of the 
.sense of plurality such as /cur)/ many. 

These may be illustrated by the following examples: 

/ri-gu taku ri?Sya nini/ I have one sister: 

/jigu sum riaiya nini/ I have three sisters, 
/nirl cuq pe nijyan/ we are many  brother,^) 

/jigu taku pk nini/ I have one brother. 

Besides, in this context Grierson has recorded terms like 
/titti/ and /dulo/ to indicate the meaning 'many' as well. 
Between these the term /titti/ follows the noun qualified by it 
and /dulo/ precedes it, e.g. /ba titti/ fathers, lit. father many, 
and /dulo ba/ many father =fathers. 
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4.5. Case 

Case is %rammatical category in it and can be established 
on morpho-syntactic basis. Besides expressing the relationship 
of a noun with the verb in general. a case particularly the 
genitive case, also expresses a relationship between two nouns 
or between a noun and a pronoun. 

The gra.mmatica1 relations expressed by these cases are 
varied and numerous, such as subject, object, means, ageny, 
purpose, advantage, separation, origin, possesion, material 
composition, place, time, etc. 

4.5.1. Case termination: In it casal relations are expressed 
by means of suffixes, post-positions which follow the crude base 
of the nominal or pronominal stems in the singular, and the 
number marker in the plural. But the peculiarity of these 
terminations in this language is this that each of them has a 
definite and unalterable form irrespective of the number of nouns 
or pronouns in question, i.e. it has identical forms for both the 
numbers and the nominal stem does not undergo only morpho- 
phonemic changes. However, in case of plurals, the case sign 
always follows the plural marker, if any. Schemetically, all the 
case markers of Darmiya can be presented as under: 

Case sq. PI. 

Direct d d 
Accusative d 9 

Dative - handu/davsu -hi?ndu/da~su 

Ablative -jo/-kharju jo/-kharju 

Genitive -gU -gU 

Lolative -ru/ro -ru/ro 

4.5.2. Syntactic Correlations: Various syntactic correlations 
expreessed by these case forms may be explained as under: 

( a )  Direct case: Morphologically, the direct case has no 
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markers for any number. But syntactically it is used to denote 
the following grammatical relationships. 

(i) It is a case of the subject of an intransitive verb in all 
tenses, and of a transitive verb in non-past tenses. 

/ji tamina niie/ I am alone. 

/niq sum p6 niiyan/we are three brothers. 

/pya ra7-su I?q nilbirds fly with wings. 

lcici nim2q do raju-rasulaunt came here yesterday. 

Isyan-jan nu tuqni/children drink milk (of breast). 

Accusative case: There is no overt case marker in it. How- 
ever, the following grammatical relationships are indicated 
by it. 

( i )  It is a direct object of a transitive verb: 

/u syanu k;mda/he beats the child. 

/syanu rota zani/the child is eating loaves of bread. 
/rhaq ci ji ti dalgive grass and water to  the horse. 

/syanu-su lobualosu/the child read (past) a book. 

(ii) It is also a case of indirect object of a verb having two 
objects, viz. direct and indirect. 

/mina-su syanu nu dadalmother gives milk to  the child. 

10-su aphi-gu syanu thojnu-mi kadada-su/he has given his 
son to the begger. 

But the data recorded by Grierson shows that at times the 
direct object can also be placed in the dative or agentive case, 
as in- 

/ji-su u-g iiri-jo kcmi-sul I have beaten his son. 

/idu bE-su ray-molin order to sell those hides. 

(b )  Cosal relationsh@ of subject and object of a transitive 
verb: 

The casal relationship of the subject and the object of 
a transitive verb in the past tense is well defined in it, i.e. The 
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subject of all transitive verbs, is invariably placed in the 
ergative case and the object in the nominativeldirect case: 

/gE-su dilli kharju ji datlsu kha rhensul 

What have you brought for me from Delhi. 

Iji-su gE-handu ge rhesu/l have brought clothes for you. 

Isyanu-su ce me tatlsulThe boy looked at the girl. 

/sita-su ram-jo zm rusu/Sita asked way from Ram. 

This relationship is fully maintained even in the case of 
verbs having direct and indirect objects: 

(mina-su aphigu syanu thojnu-mi kdada-su/ 

Mother gave away her child to the begger. 

/minasu syanu nu dadalmother gives milk to the child. 

(c) Ergative Case: As in other language of this group, in 
this too the ergative case is used to express the subject of a 
transitive verb, both in the past and the present tenses. The 
invariable ergative marker added to the nominal stem or to the 
plural markers is /-su/: 

/mi-su gadat they do; /niqsu dadan/ we give; 

/syanu-su lobutl lo su/ the boy read the book (past). 

/syan-j?n-su lobuq losu/ boys read books (past). 

10-su dada, ji tuq-sii he gives, I drink. 

/gE-su ge udi ta?su/ where have you put the clothes. 

Inakar-su malik-ku ge chiIda/ the servent washes clothes of 
the master. 

(d) Instrumental/ Agentive: The p.p. marker for the instru- 
mental /agentive case is similar to that for the ergative case. 

/syanu la-su rota zanil the child is eating bread with 
hand. 

/Ram pharsa-su s i ~  thurndal Ram is chopping tree with the 
axe. 
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.. /pya raq-su lavni/ birds fly with wings. 

( e )  Sociafive Case: The sociative case which expresses either 
causal or inherent association of a thing or  a person with 
some other things or persons is expressed with the help of post- 
position /raksa/ 'with': 

/gae raksa khiju kh6-mi niju/ who was the other person 
with you. 

/u-su $phi ba raksa demu nini/ he has to go with his father. 

( J ) Dative: The sense of dative case is expressed with the 
-post-positional markers /da?su/ or /hando/ which follows the 
crude base of a noun or pronoun. 

Itaku la daysul for a month. 

Imin-ba davsu! to/for uncle 
/ji da?su/ for me, jgae hand01 for you. 

The p.p. /hand01 is used with verbal nouns as well, as in 
Ira/ mu hand01 for coming; /tuq-mu hand01 to  drinklfor 
drinking. 

But Grierson (491) has recorded it as jo, ju  or cha, chzi, as 
in pa cha to the father, kha-mi-jo to whom, daqm chu, to the 
servant. 

(g j  Ablative: The casal relationship of separation of a 
thing or person from another thing or person is expressed with 
the postposition /khar-ju/, actually /cu/ preceded by /khar/ in 
the sense of 'on'. 

/siq khar-ju pata lheni; leaves fall from trees. 

/hui khar-ju ti bonil Rivers flow from mountains. 

/gae udi kh2r-ju raSyan/ where are you coming from ? 

/u dilli khar-ju rani/ he is coming, from Dellii. 

In certain types of expressions i t  also follows the locative 
case marker: 

/loburl la-ru kharju cirgacul the book fell from the hand. 



Besides, the ablative markers /jan/ and /jo/ too are attested 
with personal pronouns and animate nouns (for examples 
see Model declensions). But the data in the L.S I records it as 
/cu/ or Isul, as in /ba kh6r-cu/ from a father: Iwanam-sul from 
a far. In the context of comparison it is also attested as 
Icyar,/, as in /bir cya? jEn/ best (lit. all from good). 

( h )  Genitive: The genitive case expresses a mutual relation- 
ship between two substantives or between a noun and a 
pronoun. The genitive suffix in  Darma Lwo is /gu/ which 
irrespectively is affixed to all nouns and pronouns, as in /ji-gu/ 
my; /ge-gu/ thy; lgani-gu/ your; /o-gu/ his, her; lusi-gu/ their; 
Isy;nu-gul of the child, Imina-gut mother's, /mi-jiin-gul of men; 
Iceme-jan-gul of girls. 

/sy?n-jan mina-gu nu tu7--nil children drink mother's milk 

Imina-su syan-jan bEna-gu nu ddda/ mother gives cow's 
milk to the children. 

Though in my data I could not come across any variant 
o f  this suffix, yet the data recorded by Greirson shows /ge, 
gu, gai,-g/ or  /ko, ku/ as its variants (L.S. I .  111. I. p. 492). 

(i) Locative: The use of the locative is restricted to in- 
animate nouns only. Moreover, various time and space 
oriented relations of this case are expressed by various post- 
positions and adverbial phrases. I n  this the widely used case 
marker is /ru/ which indicates the sense of 'in' and 'on', as in 
/la-rul in the hand, on the hand; /me-ru/ in the fire. 

jiia ti-ru suysi-ni/ fish line in water. 

/biid;ru siv-ru suqsi-ni/ monkeys live on trees. 

/u-si sinu-ru lan gads/ they are doing work in the cold. 

How many people live in that viilage? 

It is also used to denote the ultimate action of a verb, as in 
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/ji rhe-ru de mu e i ~ s i /  

I wish to go to the field (i.e. in the field). 

/u ;phi suq-ru dinil he is going to his home. 

4.5.3. Postpositions: There are a few post-positions which 
like case suffixes indicate the casal relations of nouns and 
pronouns with other nouns or verbs: 

Of these the most widely used post-position which indicates 
various case relations is /jo/ 'from.' Its various syntactic uses 
may be illustrated as follows: 

(a)  as an accusative marker: 

/ji-su kha-mi-jo lesul to  whom did I say ? 

IgE-su na ujo lea-li/ you may have told him. 

Isita-su ram-jo am rusul Sita asked the way from Ram. 

(b) In  case of impersonal constructions it conveys the sense 
of 'by' (=from); 

/ji-jo suqsi matrsi/ sitting can not be by me. 

(=Hindi lmujh se bEtha nahi jata/) 

/gE-jo pEdll gamje matarsyanl 

walking on foot can not be done by you. 

(c) It is also used with a causative agent (subject): 

/u:iyBn-j~n-jo 12n-gaphutl-da/ he gets the work done by 
boys. 

(d) It also indicates the sense of possession, with animate 
nouns: 

/punu pd-jo/ in the possession of elder brother. 

The few more post-positions denoting various relationships 
are-/ti-te/ with; /khuj in; /ciri/ from; /dar)su/ for the sake ofi 
lnirnal near, /rEksya/ together with; /]el into; Irarnarul under; 
jpisa-ru/ on; ltu-tu/ before; /yuv-kon-ti/ behind; /philtn/ in- 
stead of; /beru/ under, etc. The post-positions usually follow 
a nounlpronoun in the genitive case. 



4.5.4. Models of Nominal Declensions 

1. Direct/Acc. mi mi-jan 

3. Erg./Ag. misu mi-jan-su 

4. Dative mi-handu mi-jiin-handu 

5. Ablative mi-jaq-1-kharju mi-jan-jaql-kharju 

6. Genitive mi-gu mi-jan-gu 

7. Locative mi-ru mi-j3n-ru 

/ceme/girl 

1. Direct ./Acc. ceme ceme-jan 

3. Erg. Ag. ceme-su ceme-jan-su 

4. Dative ceme-handu ceme-jan-hhdu 

5. Ablative ceme-jo ceme-jan-jo 

6. Genitive ceme-gu ceme-jan-gu 

7. Locative ceme-ru ceme-jan-ru 

/la/hand 

1. DirectlAcc. la la-jan 

3. Erg. Ag. la-su lajan-su 
4. Dative la-handu la-jan-handu 

5. Ablative la-kharju la-jan-kharju 

6. Genitive la-gu la-jan-gu 

7. Locative 1 a-ru lajan-ru 

5.0. PRONOUN 

AS in other languages, in this too pronouns like nouns 
func t i~n  as subject, object, complement, etc. From the point 
of inflection too those behave like nouns. Semantically, these 
are divisible into six classes, viz. (1) Personal, (2) Demonstra- 
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tive, (3) Interrogative, (4) Indefinitive, (5) Reflexive, (6) Rela- 
tive. Of these the pronouns of the personal and demonstrative 
classes are inflected for both the numbers, but not others. 

5.1. Personal Pronouns 

Personal pronouns which represent the nouns of the first, 
second and third person are clearly distinguishable from 
their distinctive stems. These have been attested as-/ji/ I, 
/nil/  we (1st person); /gE/ thou, /gani/ you (second person); 
/uihe ; /usi/ they (3rd person), (for their complete declensional 
forms see Model declension, 5.7). 

In the LSI, however, the forms of the I st and second 
persons have been noted as /ji/ I, /in/ we, /gai/ thou /gEni/ 
you. Because the recording was done by untrained people, 
therefore, a possibility of these not being recorded correctly 
is there. /gEni/ is definitely a phonetic realization of /gZni/. 

From the point of inflection, personal pronouns fully agree 
with the inflectional patterns of animate nouns, i.e. the case 
markers and the post-positions taken by them are the same 
and follow the same morphophonemic rules. In the case of 
number suffixes, they follow a different pattern, i .e . ,  in the 1st 
person the plurality is affected by the replacement of the stem 
itself, as in /ji/ I : /niy/ we; in the 2nd person by suffixing /nil 
to the stem, as in /gt-gE/ thou: /@-nil you; and in the 3rd 
person by suffixing /si/ to the stem, as in /u/ he, that; /u-si/ 
they, those. 

It has been noticed that in a colloquial speech the genitive 
case marker /gu/ is left out with 3rd person pronominal stem 
when used as a possessive pronoun, as in /niq jiara usi sul-ru 
ranu ninsul we used to  go (visit) their home daily. In this 
sentence the personal pronoun /u/ which syntactically is in the 
possessive case is inflected for the number category only. 

5.2. Demonstrative Pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns are used for pointing out a rela- 
tively 'remote' or 'proximate' person or thing. In this dialect 
these are attested as /andu/ this, /tedu/ that. In the LSI, 
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however, tbe variant form@ like nai, nado, nadu, 'this', and 
id, ido, idu, iru, 'that' or tad, todo 'that' also have been recorded, 
but I could not get any of these in my data. Their uses 'may 
be illustrated as under: 

/andu ji-gu suq-ru 161 this is may home. 

/gE-su 2 n d ~  kha kaga simu nini/ what have you done this. 

ltedu ji-gu minu ba-gu sur] It/ that is may uncle's village. 

How many people live in that village? 
. . 

5.3. Interrogative Pronouns 

In Darmiya, the interogative pronouns have been obtained 
as, /kha/ what ? lkha-milwho ?, /gabu/ which?, 

ltedu kha-mi syanu niju/ who was that boy? 

/idu gobu wala tokri nijulwhich one was that basket? 

/ji-su kha-mi-jo lesul to whom did I tell? 

The term for 'which' is normally used as a modifier and as 
such is not inflected either for any number or case, but the 
other is inflected for the case category 

/gE raksa khiju kha-mi niju/ who was the other person with 
you? 

/kha-mi-su lesu/ who said? 

5.4. Indefinitive Pronouns 

Pronouns of this class refer to an unknown or unidentified 
person or thing. As in other languages in this too these 
are formed with interrogative stems by adding /mi/, /ri/ to 
them, i .e.,  /mi/ with human beings and /ri/ with non-human 
objects, or /gabu/ 'a certain'. 

/kha-mi rayan/ Whosoever comes. 

/usi khe-ri cuv loaphi gads/ They may do whatever they 
like. 
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/g& kha tho? jangyan daqdi/ whatever you ask, I will give. 

]gobu mijan maanna nini/ some people did not sleep. 

5.5. Reflexive Pronouns 

Reflexive pronouns substitute and refer to a noun or pro- 
noun which is, as a rule the logical subject of the sentence. 
As in Hindi, in this too the reflexive pronoun laphi/ is 
used for all persons. 

/ji aphi sutlrul I to  my home, lminasu aphi-gu syanjan/ 
mother to her children, ljisu ji-gu pel I to my brother, 

/ji aphi lan sphina ga7 di/ I myself do my work, /gE aphi 
lan aphina gal you your-self do your work, /u aphi lan 
aphina gala/ he himself should do his work. 

5.6. Relative Pronoun 

As in other languages of this group, in this too there are 
n o  separate stems for relative pronouns. Usually, the interro- 
gative or demonstrative pronouns are employed to serve the 
purpose of relative pronouns as well; or in most of the cases 
it is left out too: 

!khami rayarl, idu deyaql whosoever comes, he will go. 

IgE kha thojav Syan, d a ~ d i l  whatever you ask for, I will 
give. 

/taku mi gabu-go taku Chana nicul a man who has a hut. 

Besides, the I.A. jo is also used, as in- 

/ji jo nini, bir go-guna lhe/ mine what is, all thine is. 

5.7. Models of Pronominal Declensions 

First Person. /ji/ I sg. 

1. Direct j i 

pl: 

niq 

2. Accusative s 9 



3. Erg. Agentive ji-su 

4. Dative ji-hhdu 

5. Ablative ji jaql-kharju 

6. Genitive ji-gu 

7. Locative ji-jo 

.Secorid Person /gE/ thou 

1. Direct BE/@ 

2. Accusative 9 *  

3. ErgJAgentive gE-su 

4. Dative gE-handu 

5. Ablative gE-jarl 

6. Genitive gEgu 

7. Locative gE-jo 

'Third Person-/u/-lo/ he, she 

sg- 

1. Direct olu 

2. Accusative , 9 

.3. Erg./Agentive osu 

4, Dative o-handu 

5. Ablative 0-20 

6. Genitive 0-g u 

7. Locative 0-jo 

Demonstrative /andu/ this, /idu/ that 

4 .  Direct/Acc. andu 

2. Erg. Ag. andu-su 
(Rest as above) 

niq-su 

niq handu 

niq ja/-kharju 

niq-gu 

ni9-jo 

gani 

9 B 

gani-su 

gani- handu 

gani-jaq 

gani-gu 

gani-jo 

PI* 
usi 

P9 

usi-su 

usi-handu 

usi-Zo 

usi-gu 

usi-jo 
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Interrogative: /khami/ who (only in the singular) 

1. DirectIAcc. kha-mi 

3. Erg./Ag. khami (SU) 

4. Dative kha-mi-h2ndu 

5. Ablative kha-mi- 

6. Genitive kh2-mi-gu 

6.0. ADJECTIVES 

As in other languages of this group, in this too, adjec- 
tives belong to that class of words which qualify a noun o r  
pronoun or intensify the meaning of another adjective. 
Structurally, these belong to the indeclinable class of words, 
but on the basis of their syntactic position and semantic 
functions they are treated as a separate class of words. Mor- 
phologically, these can be classified as pronominal and non- 
pronominal. The former are variable and the latter non- 
variable. 

6.1. Pronominal Adjective 

There are two types of them (1) Possessive and (2) Demons-. 
trative. These may be illustrated as under: 

(1) Possessive Pronominal Adj. 

/jigu rit7;yal my sister; /niq-gu suqkhul our village, 

/gE gu s'iri/ thy son; /gE ni bE na/ your cows; 

10-gu ba/ his father, lusi-gu rhe/ their fields. 

Demonstrative Pronominal Adj.-/andu rhZv/ this horse,. 
/tedu rhaq/ that horse. Moreover, adjectives belonging 
to this class can be termed as distinguishing too, 
because these distinguish a person or thing from 
another person or thing, e .g . ,  in an utterance like /andu 
rhaq/ this horse; the qualifier /andu/ distinguishes the 
/rha?/ 'horse' from other horses. Also /nE citti/ this 
letter, /nE Jan/ this work. 



6.2. Non-Pronominal Adjectives 

The non-pronominal adjectives which either donote a 
quality, such as good, bad, black, red, etc. or quantity such 
as enough, pleny, much, etc. or number such as some, few, 
many, four, five, etc. or some state or condition, such as 
sad, jolly, cold, hot, etc. may be termed as describing one, 
because they simply describe the quality, quantity, state or 
number of the noun head qualified by them. Morphologically, 
these belong to non-variable class, i.e., are not inflected 
either for the number or for the case form of the noun head 
qualified by them: 

/minu syanul young child: /minu Hyanjan/ small children. 

/ a n d ~  b2nBu-ru/ in this pot, / h d u  a'lkhural to this mug 
(Iota). 

ltedu suvkhu-ru/ in that village, ltedu fiq kh?rju/ from that 
tree. 

Some of the most frequently used radical adjectives are - 
/bir/ all, every; /cuv/ enough, plenty; many, / alipal a liltle, 
/ulaq/ how many?, how much; /saro/ strong, hard; /lizi/ slow, 
/tarnha/ alone, /kha/ some, a certain, any. 

The indefinite adj. /kha/ and distributive /bir/ are invariably 
followed by /mi/ when referring to a human being, as in 
/khami zenu-mi/ a good man, /d3 leni, bir mi raksa zalyi3/ meal 
is ready, all eat. 

Besides, it has also borrowed a number of adjectives from 
neighbouring Indo-Aryan dialects as well: /nila/ blue /go11 
round, /calak/ clever, /saph/ clean, /ganda/ dirty, /pura/ full, 
/muskill difficult, / akor /  square. 

6.3. Formation of Adjectives 

Adjectives are both radical and drived. Radical adjectives 
are mooomorphemic, but derived are polymorphemic. The 
adjectives illustrated above are all radical ones. A few exam- 
ples of the most commonly used formatives of the adjectives 
are: 
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(i) - /nu/-/warn-nu/ black, /toq-nu/ green, /nyar)-nu/ light 
in weight, /bu7-nu/ long, tall, jsyaq-nu/ old in age, 
/cur-nu/ pointed, Itatl-nu/ alive, lya-nu/ bad, Idar,- 
nu/ beautiful, /pu-nu/ big, /tar-nu/ brave, lhyu-nu/ 
deep, /parnu/ flat, /zenu/ good, pure, right; /marl-nu/ 
red, /mi-nu/ short, small; /Sir-nu/ sour; /cha-nu/ sweet; 
1109-nu/ warm; /&nu/ white. 

(ii) /c~-ju/-/yukat)-t5~/ the lower one, lthukav-ju/ the 
upper one, /gunda-ju/ the medial one, etc. 

An indefinite or interrogative adj. qualifying a human 
'being takes /mi/ as an appendix to  it, as in /kha-mi zEn mi/ 
agood man, Iji-su kha-mijo lesu/ to whom did I say? 

8-6.4. Placement of Adjectives 

In Darmiya, like I.A. languages the qualifiers of a noun 
- are invariably used attributively, e.g. /cuv pel many brothers, 
/sum ri$ya/ three sisters, /wam nu khuil black dog, /kha-mi-jEn 

,mi/ a good man, etc. 

In a noun phrase containing more than one adjective; 
the sequential order of different classes of qualifiers is like 

--this; + demonstrative, & pronominal, & numeral, & intensi- 
fier, & describing. 

/andu jigu khui lhe/ this is my dog. 

/tedu ugu bEna lhe/ that is his cow. 

{jigu sumu riqsiya nini/ I have three sisters. 

/ji-su taku wamnu khui tar) SU/ I saw a black dog. 

ljisu taku cur) wamnu khui taqsul I saw a very black dog. 

But in case of more than one describing adjective quali- 
--fying a noun head the one referring to  size precedes the one 
.-referring to quality or colour: 
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/jisu taku cu7 punu wamnu khui taq su/ I saw a very big 
black dog. 
/chuq!o minu minu rnaqnu pya (usilnu ninil a very small, 
red bird is seated on the roof. 

6.5. Degrees of Comparison 

As in many other dialects of this group of languages, in 
this too the grammatical feature of degrees of comparison 
of adjectives is non-suffixal. In comparing two objects it is- 
affected by placing the object of comparison in the ablative 
case, and the object being compared in the nominative 
case, along with the term ljatlril 'more' prepositioned to the 
modifier, e.g., 

/yukaq-Zu rhe thukaq-ju rhe jiqri pumu nini] the lower 
field is bigger than the upper field. 

Iniq-co gani jaqri nisu guna jamin nini/ we have double the- 
land than yours. 

And in case of comparison among more than two objects, 
i.e. in the superlative degree, the particle of comparison, viz. 
/jaq/ is prepositioned to the modifier in question: 

Jgunda-ju rhe bricarl jaq punu nini/ the medial field is t h e  
beggest of all. 

In L.S.I. however, the particle of comparison has been 
recorded as chyang or chya'ng-ri as in bir chysng jainu best 
(lit. all from good), usi pe vo ransya chyGng-ti yamb5 bd, 
nisini his brother is taller to his sister. 

6.6. Agreement with Noun Head 

In this dialect there is no class of adjectives which way 
attest any agreement with the noun head qualified by them 
e.g., /warn-nu rhaq] block horse; /warn-nu bEna/ block cow; 

/daq-nu ceme/ beautiful girl; Idaq-nu ceme-jan/ beautifub 
girls; /bu+nu syenu / tall boy; /burl-nu ceme/ tall girl; 
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Ige-gu Hiril your son: lee-gu liiri-jSn/ your sons. 

7.0. NUMERALS 

In Darmiya, numerals share the position of qualifiers. As 
such they are a sub-category of adjectives. 

The formal sub-classes of this class of adjectives are: 

(1) Cardinals, (2) Ordinals, (3) Aggregatives, (4) Fractionals, 
(5) Multiplicatives, (6) Approximatives. 

7.1. Cardinals 

The commonly used forms of cardinal numerals from 'one' 
.to 'twenty' are as follows: 

/taku/ one, /niliu/ two, /sum/ three, /pi/ four, /nail five, 

/tuku/ six, /nisu/ seven, /zyadu/ eight, /gui/ nine, 

/ci/ ten, /cyadte/ eleven, /cyaiii/ twelve, Icy2-sum/ 

thirteen, /cya-pi/ fourteen, /c=ya-ba?/ fifteen, /cya-thu/ 

sixteen, /cyani/ seventeen, /cyabci/ eighteen, /cirgu/ 

nineteen, /nasal twenty. 

From the above it is evident that forms of the numerals 
:from one to ten are monomorphemic and from eleven to twenty 
pol y-morphemic which are formed by combining the appro- 
priate allomorphs for the term 'ten' as its first component 
and those of one to nine as the second component, but in 
the case of 'twenty' the order of the components is reversed, 
i .e .  it become two-ten lni-sa/. 

In these forms the notable morphophonemic change is 
that the morpheme /ti/ is rewritten as / c Y ~ /  before the 
numerals appended to it, and the added numerals too under- 
g o  various types of morphophonemic changes: 
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For higher counting it, like Tibetan, follows the decimal 
system. According to which the numerals above ten are formed 
by compounding the terms for one to nine to the terms for 
ten, twenty, thirty, forty, etc. Moreover, the terms for the 
decades of 'twenty', 'thirty' etc. too are formed by combining 
the terms for numerals two to nine and for ten, respectively as 
the first and the second components of the compound term in 
question, e.g. /nisa/ 'twenty' is-two-ten, /sum-sa/ thirty 
(=Three-ten), /pi-sa/ forty (=four-ten), /9a-sa/ fifty (-five- 
ten); /tuk-cha/ sixty (=six-ten), lzyac-cha/ eighty ( =zy?d + sa = 
8, 10). But a different system seems to be at work for the 
terms 'seventy' and 'ninety'. For these, contrary to expec- 
ted terms like *nisu-sa (70) and *gui-sa (go), we get Ituk-cha-cil 
seventy (lit. six, ten, ten), and lzy2c-cha-ci/ </zy?d +sa +ci/ 
ninety (lit. eight, ten, ten). 

Further to form the higher numerals of different decades, 
numerals from one to nine are directly added to the term for 
the decade in question, e .g .  21 -20, 1 (nasa-taku), 25=20, 5 
(nasa ?ai), 43 = 4, 10, 3 (pi-sa sum), 54= 5, 10, 4 (va-sa-pi)68 =6, 

, l o ,  8 (tuk-cha-zyat), so on and so forth. 

Numerals for the first hundred series are formed by prefix- 
ing the term for hundred, viz /ra/ to the desired number, as in 
/ra takul one hundred one, but in case of other centurial 
series the term for hundred, viz. Ira/ or/ sE/ is placed in bet- 
ween the number of the century and the number above it, as in 
/n?k-sE-nasal 'two hundred and fifty', and for the round 
figures of a century it simply follows the specific centurial num- 
ber, as in /?a-sE/ 'five hundred'. 

~ e r m s - f o r  numeral higher than hundred are seldom used by 
common folk. In case of necessity, either the I.A. terms like, 
/hazar/ 1,000, /lakh/, 1,000, etc. or the Tibetan terms like /toq,' 
1,000,, /[hi/ 10,000/ bum /1,00,000 etc. are used. But now 
only I.A. terms are current. 

7.2. Ordinals 

The use of ordinals is not common there. In expressions 
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like 'who was the second person with you' we get the term 
/khiju/ for the 'second' which actually mean 'other' : /gze raksa 
khiju kha mi nijul. 

7.3. Aggregatives 

This class of numerals denotes the number of persons or 
things together or collectively. In this dialect the aggregatives 
are formed by suffixing a formative particle /mi/ or /ri/ to the 
numeral in question, e.g. /nirni/.-/ ni-mi-ri/ both, /surni/< 
/sum-mi/ all the three, /r)ai-ri/ all the five, as in / n i ~  ni-mi/ 
both of us; /gani ni-mi/ both of you; /mi-ni-mi/ both of them. 

/usi nimi-ri khai rayaq/ both of them will come tomorrow. 

/usi sumi lagla? ji kamsul all the three together struck me. 

/usi nai-ri khai do rayaq/ they all five will come here 
tomorrow. 

7.4. Multiplicatives 

This class of numerals denotes multiplicity of things 
in terms of 'times' or 'folds'. In it these are obtained by add- 
ing the Hindi terms /guna/ to the number in questions as in 
/nib gunal two times. /sum gunal three times etc. 

7.5. Fractionals 

The commonly used fractionals in it are: 

/pyet/ half, /saws/ I-1/4,/petthe nigu/ one and a half, 
/petthe sum/ two and a half, etc. In these constructions the 
term /petthe/ 'half' is prefixed the next number of the number 
in question. It is a common practice among most of the T.H. 
languages. 

7.6. Approximative 

The sense of approximation is expressed by using the 
item for the specific numeral preceded by /karib/ 'about', as in  
/karib niiu-sum zya-ru/ In about 2-3 days. 
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Besides approximative phrases are also formed by using a 
set of two numerals in a consecutive or a random order, as in 
Ifizi-nisu mi/ approximately five or seven persons, / ~ y a b a ~ - ~ a ~ ~ /  
nearly 1 5-20. 

It may be interesting to note that in case the approximation 
pertaining to human beings, the term /mi/ 'human' being may 
be appended to each of them, though the term for man or 
men also is used as usual, e.g. /kZrib q?i mi nisu-mi/ about 
5-7 persons. But no such an affixation is attested in the case 
of other objects, as in /caybaq-nasa rupya/ about 15-20 rupees. 
The practice of adding /mi/ is attested with regard to the use 
of indefinitive adjectives as well, as in /khami jEn mi/ a good. 
man. 

8.0. VERBAL SYSTEM 

The verbal system of this dialect is quite simple. For, the 
verb roots attest minimum inflection for numbers and persons 
in .;ill tenses and moods. 

8.1. Classification of Verb Roots 

Structurally, verb roots in it belong to three categories, viz,  
Primary, Derived and Compounded. Though most of the verb 
roots are primary ones, yet there are some which belong to the 
other two categories as well. Moreover, on the basis of casal 
forms taken by them for their subject or object or on the 
basis of syntactic distinction of having a second noun /pro- 
noun other than the noun/ pronoun serving as their subject, as 
the legitimate object of the verb concerned these roots can 
be classified as transitive and intransitive as well. 

The most distinguishing feature of transitive and intransi- 
tive verbs in the past tense, in it, is this that the subject of the 
transitive class of verbs is invariably placed in the ergative tail: 
whereas that of the intransitive class of verbs is placed in the 
nominativeldirect case. 

Besides simple transitive and intransitive verbs, there day. 
be a few verb roots which are called verbs of incomplete pre  
dication, i.e., requiring a predicative word, usually a noun or 
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adjective for completing the sense indicated by the verb 
form, as in jji rona nili/ of am hungry, /u tamina nini/ he js 
alone. 

ljigu sum rinsya nini/ I have three sisters. 

(i) Primary Roots: Primary roots are both, native and 
borrowed. Some of these are as under: 

Native - In this all native primary roots are monosyllabic. 

/ga-/ do, Ida-/ give, /za-/ eat,/ tun-/ drink, /un-/ see, 

Ira-/ come, /de-/ go, /tab / stick, 1thi-i melt, /!a-/ prick, 

/rali-/ sell, /pa-/ measure, /kwe-; f i l l ,  /tho-/ ask, /re-/ bring, 
/sgon-/ sit, lya-/ sleep, /to-/ stop. etc. 

I .A .  Roots: The commonly used I.A. roots in it are those 
which belong to the category of denominative roots, derived 
from nominal or adjectival stems, e.g.  /jit-mu/ to conquer, 
/jol-mu/ to connect, /har-mu/ to be defeated, /ragar-mu/ to 
rub, /se-mu/ to recognize <Isel recognition. 

(ii) Derived Roots: No examples of derived roots could be 
attested in the present data. 

8.2. Compound Verbs 

Normally, languages of Tibeto-Himalayan group do not 
favour the use of compound verbs, yet these are not totally 
wanting too, though the number of the constituents of verbal 
roots forming a compound stem is not more than two, of 
which the first is the main and the second a subsidiary, and 
all grammatical categories are carried by the final constituent 
itself. In this dialect the most commonly employed auxiliaries 
are: /lernu/ to become, to be, /tar mu/ can, /damu/ t o  give,/ 
nilnu/ to be,/ cimu! want, e .g .  Inimu-da/ let remain; Idemu 
da/ let go; /gaesu na len-li/ you only may have said. 
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/ u  piro noleje/ had he come, /cur bunjul is filled, 

/labjun su/ is over; /lea su/ is slept; /tijuv nu-nini/ is seated; 
Ira matar/ cannot come; / ramu paryas/ will have to come; /ji 
&mu ciqsi/ I want to go;/demo pa[su/ had to go; /leldn tazul 
went on; lramu ci?nu nisu/ wanted to come; Idemu ciquu nisul 
wanted to  go. 

8.2.1. Verbs Compounded with Nouns and Adiectives: The 
device of compounding certain nouns and adjectives with cer- 
tain verb stems to express a single verbal concept too, is 
attested in it, e.g.  

/pato gamu/ to fold</pato/ fold; /m?na gamui to forbid; 
/maphi-gamul to forgive; /yad garnu/ to remember; /binti 
gamul to  request; /iuru garnu/ to start; /kanduli charnu/ 
/to s w i ~ g <  /kanduli/ a swing; /raji kaljul to agree; dhoka- 
dasu/ to deceive; /boyya chamul to swim; /ri:s parmu/ to 
become angry </ri:s/ anger. 

8.3. Transitivization 

As in other languages of this group, in this too, there is no 
inbuilt system of deriving transitive stems from intransitive 
stems or vice-versa, by modifying their stems as we notice in 
Indo-Aryan languages, as in bE!hanci to sit: bEthi3nir to make to  
sit, sonir to sleep sulci'nir to make to sleep. But in these langua- 
ges all roots are radical, i .e.,  in it a root is either transitive or 
intransitive, e.g. 

In transitive 

tab-mu to stick 

gui-mu to break 

ktosi-mu to  stop 

tiksi-mu to prick 

Transitive 

dab-mu to stick 

kui-mu to break 

to-mu to stop, make to  stop 

!a-mu to prick 
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thisi-mu to melt thi-mu to make to melt 

pEsi-mu to move pE-mu to make a move 

pya-mu to grow hyib-mu to move, to  grow 

8.4. Verbal Conjugation 

In it, a verb is conjugated for the grammatical categories of 
person, number, tense, mood and aspects. In these languages 
a verb is, normally, not conjugated for voice categories, for in 
the colloquial speech no favour is shown for the use of passive 
or impersonal constructions. Rather all expressions relating 
to passive or impersonal voices are transformed into the struc- 
ture of an active voice. 

From the point of temporal conjugation too it attests a 
clear distinction of the present, past and future tenses only. 
Similarly, from the point of aspects ( i .e . ,  denotation of nature 
of action). The verb forms show a distinction between perfect 
and non- perfect only, there being no clear distinct ion between 

and non-progressive aspects of it. Both of them are 
freely used for each other, though literal rendering of linguistic 
expressions, involving progressive aspect, is possible. 

8.4.1. Sub-systems: The verbal conjugation of Darmyia 
attests only Affirmative and Causative sub-systems. Of these 
the range of affirmative sub-system is the widest one. 

8.4.2. Afirmati~le sub-system: Under this system all verb 
roots are inflected for all tenses and moods. The prefixo- 
suffixal mechanism operative in the indicative mood of it may 
be presented as follows: 

8.5. Mechanism of Tense Formation 

In a verbal conjugation its various temporal categories are 
obtained by means of respective temporal suffixes, along with 
number and person markers. As such the normal order of 
various constituents in a finite verb form is: root+tense 
markerkperson and number markers. 
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8.5.1. Person-number suffixes: Though in principle a verbal 
stem is expected to be inflected for 6 forms (i.e., 3 person x 2 
numbers) in all the tenses, yet in actual usage a formal distinc- 
tion is available for 4 forms only ( I  1st +2 2nd + 1  3rd). eg. 
/gada/he/she/they do; / ~ a d ? n /  thou do; /gudani/ you do;/gadi/ 
I do; /gadan/ we do (identical with 2nd sg.). As such the 
semantic connotation of person and number is mostly deter- 
mined by the subject of the verb form in question e.g. / u  gada/ 
he  does; /usi-su gadal they do; /gE gadan/ thou doest; ninsu 
gad&/ we do !iyanu rota zanii child is eating loaves of bread, 
/Syan-jan rota zani/ children are eating loaves of bread. 

8.5 .2 .  Subject in corporation: Darmiya belongs to the 
western group of pronominalized languages, but by now it has 
lost much of its pronominalized character. In our data the 
traces of the incorporation of the subject in the verbal forms 
are traceablein the second person only. In other persons it 
seems to have been lost. The abbreviated form of this pro- 
nominal element is attested as In/- /-n/, which is suffixed to 
the verb forms in the present and future tenses, but is infixed 
in the past tense forms, eg. /da/ to give: 

Future --/dati-da/ ,, : /darida-n/ ,, : Idan-di/ ,, 
Past --/da-su/ ,, : Ida-n-su/ ,, : Ida-su/ ,, 

Similarly, /gal to go 

Future -/gari-da/ ,, : Igari-da-n/ ,, : /gan-di/ ,, 

Past -/ga-su/ ,, : /ga-n-sul ,, /ga-su/,, 

(For more examples see Model conjugation) 

The remnants of the pronominal element attested in the 
second person forms of the verbal conjugations is a clear 
point that in the hoary past this dialect was a fulfledged 
member of the group of pronominalized languages of the 
Himalayas. In this position there is, however, no change in the 
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last light decades, i.e., since it was recorded first by George: 
Grierson in the LSI. 

8.6. Temporal Conjugation (Indicative M ood) 

All transitive and intransitive verbs, including the verb sub- 
stantives are inflected for various temporal and non-temporal. 
categories in it, but in a non-formal speech there is no strict 
adherence to the use of various temporal conjugations, parti- 
cularly with regard to indefinite and continuous tense forms. 
Consequently, indefinite tense forms are indiscriminately used. 
for their continuous or habitual tense forms. Various forms 
and functions of temporal conjugation, in the indicative mood 
may be presented as follows: 

8.7. Verb Substantive 

Various tense forms of the verbs /lemu/ to be & /nimu/ 'to 
become, to have' are obtained as under: 

Present Tense sg- 

3rd Person l'e/ nini 

2nd Person l'e 

1 st Person nigi 

Past Tense (only /ni-/) 

3rd Person nizu/ nisu 

2nd Person ninsu 

1 st Person nigu 

Future Tense 

3rd Person 

2nd Person 

I st Person 

PI. 

l'e/ nini 

l'e 

li/niian/ n iSy2n 

nizu/nisu 

ninsu 

ningu 

nisyan nisyan 

nisyan syan nisyan syaq 

nisyansi nisyan-han 

Besides, Grierson (111.1.493) has noted forms like /nil, /si/ 
is; /ni-si-nil is, are; /luk-cul is, am, and /nhini/ I am as well. 
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In future tense an impersooal form / l i /  is also attested, as in 
/gaesu len-li/ you may have said (=Hindi kaha hoga). 

8.8. Finite Verbs (Affirmative sub-system) 

A finite verb form in it exhibits grammatical categories of 
tense and moods. The markers of these categories, sometimes 
amalgamated into one are directly affixed to the verb stem and 
are followed by number-person markers. A structural analy- 
sis of these forms in  all the tenses and moods may be presented 
in the following paragraphs. 

8.8 .1 .  Present Itzdejnite: In this dialect the present tense 
of a finite verb, besides the indefinite or indicative sense of an 
action taking place in the present time, also denotes an action 
in progress which may be technically termed as present conti- 
nuous. It is also used to denote a habitual action or an action 
of universal character, as in /syanu rota zanil the child eats or 
is eating loaves of bread. /liz?n rue-ru tanje lurini/ iron becomes 
hot on having put in the fire. 

In this dialect the inflectional base for these forms is the 
bare root itself, to which are added the tense, number and 
person markers, which may be explained as follows: 

3rd Person: Darmiya verb forms do not attest any distinc- 
tion in the 3rd person. There the amalgamated tense-person- 
number suffixes are -Ida/ and /-nil, the distribution of which 
is not clear, e.g. /ga-da/ he/ they do, Ida-da/ he/ they give, 
/za-nil he/ they eat, Ira-nilhelthey come; ldinilhelthey go, /tun- 
nil he/they drink, /syun-si-nil helthey live; /kamda/ he beats, 
/thum da/ he cuts, chopps. 

2nd Person: In the singular number the tense marker Ida/ 
is followed by person-number [marker-/-n/ and in the plural 
number by /-nil, as in /gadan/ thou doest, /gadZni/ you do; 
/dadan/ thou givest, Jdadanil you give. (Also see Model Conju- 
gations). 

However, in most of the cases the tense marker Ida/ is re- 
placed by /sa/ in these forms, as in /ras?n/ thou comest, 
lrasanil you come; /zasan/ thou eatest; /zasani/ you eat (see 
model conjugations). 
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1st Person: The first person markers are, /di-si/ (sg.) and 
/-dan --sari/ (pl.), as in /ga-di/ I do; /ga-dan/ we do; /za-si/ I 
eat /za-sari/ we eat (For more examples-see Model conjugations. 
8.13). 

Present Continuous: As stated above the speakers of this 
dialect do not make any distinction between present indefinite 
and present continuous. The sense of both is conveyed by the 
present indefinite itself, e.g. 

/u  sy?nu kzrndal he beats/ is beating the child. 

Iceme rota zanil the girl eats/ is eating bread. 

lhute wana disan/ up to which place you are going? 

Similarly, the present indefinite is employed to express the 
habitual or universal aspect as well, e.g. /u h6meSa zalan-na 
syunsil he is always in the habit of eating. /lizen me-ru taqje 
,luy-nil iron\becomes hot on hzving put in the fire. 

8.8.2. Present Perfect: Present Perfect is not a distinct 
conjugational category in it. Normally, simple past indefinite 
is used to convey the perfective aspect of an action: 

/niq aphi lan galan tabjun su/ we have finished our work 

Ijanru bir leya-zu/ all others have gone to sleep. 

But, in addition to  this, the mechanism of pre-fixing a 
perfective marker 1ka.l is also attested in many cases, e.g., /ji ta 
zati ka-zasu-/ I have eaten the food; /ji thyii cum ka-chan-su/ 
I am very much tired to  day; /usu kadada-su/he gave away. 

8.8.3. Static Present: The static present or the present per- 
fect continuous is expressed by means of periphrastic construc- 
tions, i.e. by adding the desired form of the aux. /ni-/ to the 
perfect participle form of the main verb. But it may be expres- 
sed by simple past indefinite as well, e.g. /syor)si-nil he lives/ 
he is living. 

/sin-ru taku pya tijuxi nu nini/ a bird is seated on the tree. 
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/gE-su andu khaka-gasinu ninil what all this has been done 
by you? 

8.8.4. Past Indejnite: As the present indefinite the past 
indefinite too, besides the denotation of the indicative aspect, 
denotes an action in progress, in the past as well. The inflec- 
tional base of which is the bare not itself. 

In Darmiya Lwo, the past indefinite is affected by suffixing 
1-su/ to the verb root, but in case of verb roots ending in a 
vowel an infix 1-n-/ is also affixed in between the root and the 
past tense suffix /su/ in the secondp erson and 1st person plural 
forms. As such, the past tense has two forms, one with the infix 
1-11-1 and the other without it. (For examples see Model Conju- 
gations 8.13). 

The tense marker 1-su/ has an allomorph 1-zu/ (a voiced 
varient) which is attested in the 3rd person forms of intransi- 
tive verbs. e.g. 

/ga-su/ he, they did; /tuq-su/ he, they drank; but 

Ira-zu/ he, they came; /ta-zu/ he the went; 

/leya-zu/ he, they slept, etc. 

The indefinite past tense forms are also employed to convey 
the sense of completion of an action in the immediate past or 
even in the present, i.e. the present perfect, e.g. 

/ji taktona andu priki-su/ I have already finished it. (For more 
,examples see above), 

But in the LSI, besides the allomorph /zu/, a few more 
allomorphs, viz-so, -s, cho, chu also have been recorded, as in 
lhe-su he said; gi-s  he made, to-cho he went; rii-chu he came 
etc. But none of these could be attested in our data. 

Interestingly, according to LSI the first person forms also 
attest infixes like-ye, -y-, +before the tense marker /su/ which 
again seem to be remnants of the old pronominal suffix, e.g., 
gdy-su I did; diyali-s we went; /ka-m-i-su/ I have struck; /game- 
.-ye-su/ I have walked. 

Post Continuous: Normally, as in the present tense in the 
past tense too, the purpose of the past continuous is served by 
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the past indefinite itself, as in /gE-su kha-mi whin-su/ whom 
were you calling? 

But if the specification of the progressive aspect in the past 
is absolutely necessary then it can be affected with the past 
tense form of the aux. /sunsi/ or with simple past tense forms 
of the aux. /nil appended to the participle form of the main, 
verb: 

/u curi d'il wanasu gwalan suiisi-zu/ 

he continued laughing for a long time. 

/tu tamina na ranu nizu/ he was coming all alone. 

/u-si apas-ru dhaksi-nu nisu/ they continued quarreling 
among themselves. 

/hui 18gatar teje lelen ta-zu/ wind went on increasing conti- 
nuously. 

Habitual Past: Like past continuous, past habitual too, is- 
affected by appending the past tense forms of the aux. 'to be'. 
or 'to go' to the past participle form of the main verb: 

/niy jiara u-si sun-ru ranu nin-su/ 

we used to go to their place daily /every day. 

8.8.4.1. Past Perfect: Normally, the speakers of this dialect 
do not make any difference between past indefinite and past 
perfect. But i t  can be affected by means of reduplication of the 
verb stem and prefixation of affixes, /ka, pa/ etc., e .g . ,  Ira-nil he 
comes. but /pi-ra-ni-nil he has come back; /ka-jyarcu/ he was 
frightened, /ka-pluke-su/ has squandered; /pa-rke-sul had\ 
wasted. 

It is also affected with compound constructions in which 
the principal verb is placed in the infinitive form and the sub- 
sidiary in the past tense forms: 

/u do-jo demu parsu/ he had to go from here. 

/u hrija do rarnu cirinu nisul he wanted to  come here day' 
before yesterday. 

/gae tre demu cinnu ni-su/ you should have gone there. 
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8.8.4.2. Suppletivism: In a few verbal stems, the phtno- 
menon of suppletivism also takes place in the past tense forms, 
e.g., /lhe/ he is, but/ ni-21.11 he was; /di-nil he goes: /ta-zu/ h e  
went; (di-si/ I go: Ita-su/ I went. 

8.8.5. Future Tense: The normal function of future tense 
forms is to state something about an action or state that has 
yet to take place or to come into being. But in this dialect it, 
besides denoting the sense of absolute future or progress of an 
action taking place in future, also denotes the sense of optative 
and of the subjunctive moods, including possibility or condi- 
tional aspect of an action taking place in future. 

Normally, the in flectional base of the future indefinite is the 
bare root itself to which are affixed the future markers includ- 
ing respective person, number markers. In Darmiya there are 
three sets of future markers. The distribution of which is not 
very clear. These are: 

I 

sg. PI* 

3rd Root+ - qda -7da - 

-qdan -qdani 

- qdi -qd?n 

3rd Root +yarl + yav 

2ud + '1 syanl-san + tlsy2n/-san/-sini 

(In some cases the termination /s;n/ is realized as /ban/ as- 
well) 

111 

3rd Root +yav 

1st + yansi 
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The terminations of the 3rd set are attested with roots 
ending in a consonant, such as ltuq-/ to drink. 

(For examples of all these see Model conjugations) 

Syntactic usages of some of these may be illustrated as 
under: 

Irhuncan, ga le dandi/ wait, I will give to you as well. 

/gze kha thojan syan, daridi/ whatever you ask for, I will 
give 

/ji tre kha jyari ma dyansil I shall never go there. 

/kha-mi raybn, idu deyan/ whosoever comes, he will go. 

/usi riai-ri khai do rayanithey all the five will come here to- 
morrow. 

/ji aphi Ian aphina gandi/ I myself will do my work. 

/nin aphi I2n Pphina gandan/ we ourselves will do our work 

Besides the simple future, these forms are employed to indi- 
xate the progressive and the presumptive aspects as well: 

/khai menci 1E do rayan/ tomorrow sister-in-law may also 
come here. 

/u zati zanunisyanl he may be eating food. 

/usi bir-su kazasinunisyan/ they may have taken food, 

lgaesu na ujo lenlil you alone may have told him. 

/hulan wanasu hadam lelanna syon syan/. 

for how long will you go on weeping like this? 

In  a colloquial speech the present tense forms are also 
.employed to convey the sense of future, as in /di-si/ I will go; 
/sE-ti/ I may beat, etc. 

8.9. Passive Sub-system 

Grammatically, the passive voice represents that form of 
the verb in which the subject is not doer, but is acted upon. 
As such in this type of constructions the grammatical subject 
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is not the logical subject, i.e., the doer, but the logical object, 
the person or thing towards which/ whom the action is direc- 
ted. In view of this, the passive voice is, naturally, restricted 
to transitive verbs only. 

Like other languages of this group, Darmiya too, does not 
favour passive constructions. For, as in others, in this too the 
inherent use of the subject of a transitive verb in the ergativel 
agentive case is enough to convey the passive sense e.g. utter- 
ances like /u-si-su dada/ convey the meaning 'they gave' or 
'giving was done by them'. Consequently, all utterances hav- 
ing a passive structure the neighbouring languages are rendered 
as in active voice in it, with their subject in tbe ergative case. 
As a result of this a sentence like 'this letter will not be read 
by you' will be rendered as 'you will not be able to read this 
letter; /nE citti gae-su ma larisyZn/. However, expressions like 
/ka-ga-si-nu ni-nil 'has been done', indicate that the passive 
can be affected by prefixing /ka-/ and infixing 1-si-/ to the past 
participle form of the verb in question. 

8.10. Impersonal Voice 

Contrary to passive voice the impersonal voice is restricted 
to intransitive verbs. It is always in the neutral constructions, 
as such the verb is always in the 3rd person sg. number. For, 
it has either no subject at all, or if there is one, it is represented 
as able or unable to perform the action denoted by the verb: 

But in Darmiya all Hindi impersonal expressions are rende- 
red as in active voice, agreeing in number and person with the 
subject, e.g. /ji-jo sunsi matarsel seating cannot be done by 
me (=I cannot sit), /gae-jo pEdal gam-je ma t?rsy~n/  you 
will not be able to go on foot, for 'going on foot will not be 
possible for you*. (Hindi-/ tumse pEd2l nzhi c?la jayegaj) 

8.1 1 .  Causative Sub-system 

Since 'causing something to be done' is an action which 
must be directed towards some body, all causative verbs are 
invariably transitive. As has already been pointed out in the 
context of transitivization (8.3) that there is no inbuilt mecha- 
nism for deriving secondary roots from the primary roots, 
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transitive or intransitive in it. So the possibility of deriving 
causative roots too is ruled out. The purpose of the causative 
is served by the distinct transitive verb itself. Moreover, the 
languages of this group do not favour the use of the second 
.causative as well. 

Transitive First Causative 

uri-mu to see thE-mu to show, to make to see 

tun-mu to drink pileya-mu to make to drink 

zamu to eat khila-mu to feed, to make to eat 

Moreover, the disfavour to causative structure may be 
noticed in the fact that in most of the cases it has resorted to 
borrowings from I. A. stock for causative stems. 

However, if necessary the causative forms can be obtained 
by adding post-positional /jo/ 'from' to the causative subject 
-and the aux. 1-phuu-/ to the main verb. The tense markers are 
added to the aux. /u iyanu jo lan ga-phun-da/ he gets the 
work done from the child/boy. 

8.12. Negative Sub-system 

Contrary to many other dialects of this group, Darmiya has 
n o  distinct negative sub-system, i.e., in it negativization does 
not bring about any structural change in the verb form; e.g. 
Idan-dil I shall give: /ma daridi/ I shall not give; /zasu/ate: 
/m;zasu/ did not eat. 

8.13. Models of Verbal Conjugations 

/garnu/ to  d o  

Present Tense sg. 

3rd Person ( 4  gads 

2nd 9, (gE) gadan 

1st ,, (ji) gadi 

Past Tense 

3rd Person (usu) gasu 

PI* 
(usisu) gada 

(ganisu) gadani 

(n i~su)  gadan 

(usisu) gasu 
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2nd ,, (gE-su) gansu 

1st 9, (jisu) gasu 

Future Tense 

3rd Person (u) garlda 

2nd ,, (8E) garldan 

1st ,, (ji) gaqdi 

Imperative (gE) ga 

Optative (ji) gamu? 
/za-mu/ to eat 

Present 

3rd Person (u) zani 

2nd ,, zasan/zasyan 

1st 9 9  zasi 

Past 

(USU) zasu 

(gasu) zansu 

(jisu) zasu 

Fut ure 

3rd ( 4  zayarl 

2nd zaqsan 

1st zaq si 

Imperative (8) za 
Optative ji zamu ? 

/tun-mu/ to drink 

Present 

3rd Person (u) tuvni 

2nd , ,  tut7syan 

(gani-su) gaosu 

(nin-su) gansih 

(usi-su) gayda 

(gani-su) gavdani) 

(nirl-su) gar,den 

(gani) gani 

(niv) gamu? 

(usi) zani 

zasani/ zasyani 

zasin 

(usi-su) zasu 

(g2ni-su) zansu 

(niq -su) zansu 

(usi) zayaq 

zatlsan(i) 

zaqsan 

(gani) zani 
niq zamu! 

(usi) tuvni 

tuq syan (i) 

t urlsyan 
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Past 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
Jst 9, 

Futtrre 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
1st 9 ,  

Imperative 

Optative 

Present 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
1st 

Past 

3rd Person 

2nd 9 ,  

1st ,, 

Fut w e  

3rd Person 

2nd 9 ,  

1st ,, 
Imp. 

Optative 

(usu) tuqsu (usisu) tuq 

(gesu) ,, (ganisu) ,, 
(jisu) ,, (ni'~)su) ,, 

tun yan tun yan 

turi yansyan tunyansini 

tunansi tunansyan 

(gE) tuna (gani) tunni 

(ji) tunmu? (nin) tun mu? 
/damu/ to give 

(u) dada (usisu) dada 

(gE) dadan (ganisu) dadani 

(ji) dadi (ninsu) dadan 

(usu) dasu (usisu) dasu 

(gEsu) dansu (ginisu) dansu 

(jisu) da3u (ninsu) daliSu 

(u) datida (usisu) danda 

(gr) dandan (ganisu) dandani 

(ji) dandi (ninsu) dandPn 

(gE)da (gani) dani 

(ji) damu? (nin) damu? 
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Preserr t 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
1st ,, 
Post 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
1st ,, 
Future 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
1st ,, 
Imp. 

Optative 

Present 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
1st ,. 
Past 

3rd Person 

2nd 9 ,  

1st ,, 
Future 

3rd Person 

2nd ,, 
1st ,, 
Imp. 

Optative 

Iramul to come 

sg* 
(u) rani 

(gE) raSan/raiyan 
(ji) raSi 

razu/ -su 

ransu 

rasu 

ray an 

rans'yan 

rangi 

(gE) YO 

(ji) ramu? 
/demu/ to go 

dini 

di%n/diiyan 
dig i 

tazu/ -su 

tansu 

tasu 

dian [dyan] 

dyan Iyan 

dyanii 

(gE) de 
(ji) demu? 

PI* 
(usi) rani 

(gani) ras'anilragyan i 
(nin) ragin 

razu/ -su 

ransu 

ransu 

ray& 

ranXyan(i) 

ranf in 

(gani) yoni 

(niti) ramu? 

dini 

diXini/dif yani 
digin 

tazu/ -su 

tansu 

tansu 

dian [dyan] 

dyan Syen (i) 

dyan3Fyan 

(garni) dini 

(nin) dumu? 
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9.0. MOODS AND ASPECTS 

Besides the temporal conjugation, there are some other 
categories of verbal conjugation in which there is only 
partial inflection of verbal systems for a particular mood or 
mental state of the speaker and for a particular point of time. 

As such modal conjugation deals with the inflectional 
forms of a verb indicating the manner of an action, whether 
it is ordered to be done, or is dependent upon a condition, 
etc. The three types of moods which are normally attested 
in these languages are-Indicative, Imperative and Subjective, 
with furlher divisions and sub-divisions. The forms and 
functions of the Indicative mood have already been detailed in 
the foregoing pages. Now, we shall take up the cases of the 
remaining two. 

9.1. Imperative Mood 

Imperative mood is that form of a verb which expresses an 
action as an order, a polite command, a request, a warning, 
prohibition, etc. In this type of expressions, the subject is 
the second person pronoun, honorific or non-honorific, and 
is, usually, left out. By its very nature the imperative cannot 
refer to the past. As such its use and forms are restricted to 
.the present and the future times only. 

In Darmiya in the singular it is the bare roots, in roots 
ending in a vowel and root+a in roots ending in consonents 
and in the plural it is followed by the plural marker-/nil: 

IgE gal thou do: /gani gani/ you do 

/gE za/ thou eat: /gani zani/ you eat. 

/de/ go (sg): /dini/ go (pl.); Ida/ give (sg): /dani/ give (pl.) 

/ya/ sleep (sg); /yani/ sleep (pl); /tuqa/ drink (sg):/tu ynil (pl.) 

In some roots the phenomenon of suppletivism also takes 
place, as in 

/yo/ come (sg.); /yonil come (pl.)</ra-/ to  come. 

(rhaq ci ji ti da/ give grass and water to  the horse. 
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/rhuq can, gae 1E d a ~ d i /  wait, I shall give to you as well. 

/gani apbi lan aphina gani/ you yourselves do your work. 

But the polite command implying its execution in future 
is expressed by suffixing /lo/ to the verb root: /u  aphi lan aphina 
gal01 he himself should do his work; /ita dari sauni lo/ pre- 
sently let it  remain. 

9.2. Prohibitive Imperative 

It is used to prohibit a person from executing an action 
in question, and is affected with the use of the prohibitive 
particle itha/, prefixed to the imperative form of the verb 
concerned, with necessary morphophonemic adjustments. 

/gal do: /tha gal dont do. Ida/ give, /th8da/ don't give. 

In case of prohibition implying to future time, it is expres- 
sed with future tense forms itself, as in /kh& do ramu th? 
leSyan/ Don't forget to come here tomorrow. 

9.3. Subjunctive Mood 

The subjunctive mood and its various forms are used to 
express a variety of mental states and attitudes of the speaker, 
such as wish, hope, requirement, possibility-, probability, 
presumption, ability, compulsion, permission, certainty, neces- 
sity, advice, obligation, benediction, condition etc. For a 
broader analysis all these may be grouped into three groups, 
viz., (1)  Optative, (2) Potential (3) Contingent. These may be 
illustrated as follows: 

(i) Optative: It represents the action mainly as a desire, 
wish, request, requirement, purpose, supposition or a possibility 
almost always with an implied reference to future: 

/usi khzri cu? lo aphi gadal They may do whatever they 
like. 

/u do ramu maci?/ he should not come here. 

/ji rhe-ru demu ciqsil I wish (want) to go to the field. 

/ji taku la duq-su sun-r11 demu da/ let me go home for a 
month. 
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/cham. alipa ai dina/ Come, let us go a little further. 

/ji ramu?/ should /may I/ we come? 

Idemu?/ should /may I, we go?; /garnu? /MayIl/ we do? 

/zarnu?/ should /may 11 we eat etc. 

It is also expressed with indicative mood forms /khai manci 
le do ray??/ tomorrow sister in-law also may come here: 

(ji) Potential: This mood denotes, mainly possibility of 
occurrence of an action with reference to  the present or 
past. It is obtained by adding present or future 
tense forms of the verb substantive to  the past parti- 
ciple form of the main verb: 

/u zati zanu niiy2n/ he may be eating. 

/u-si bir-su ka-za-sunu migyan/ They all may have 
eaten. 

/gae-su-na u-jo lenli/ you alone may have told him. 

(iii) Contingent: This mood denotes a condition which is 
contrary to fact. It also implies a wish which cannot 
be fulfilled. In this construction the subordinate 
clause is formed with conjunctive participle and the 
main clause with future tense. 

/gani railje t3, ji le raksa dya~s i l  

had you come. I too, would have accompanied you. 

/u piranu leje ta ,jinu lele/ 

had he come. so nice it would have been. 

9.4. ASPECTS 

The forms of a verb indicating the type of the character 
of the action etc. denoted by it are called aspects. Besides 
the terminate and the progressive aspects, already discussed 
in the foregoing pages, some other aspects of linguistic com- 
munication expressed with the help of various subsidiary verbal 
forms are as under: 
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(i) Compulsive: The compulsive aspect of a statement is 
expressed by combining the infinitive form of tha main 
verb with the respective tense forms of the verb sub- 
stantive /par-/: 

/u dosu demu parju/ he had to go from here. 

/gae ranje, jile ramu payyas/ If  you come, I will also 
have to  come (=on your coming). 

(ii) Desiderative: The desiderative aspect is expressed with 
the verb /ciq-/ 'to wish, to desire*, to  the infinitive form 
of the main verb: 

Iji ita rhe-ru demu ci?si/ I wish to go to  the field jogt 
now. 

lu hrija do  ramu ciqnu niju/ he wanted to  wme hem 
day before yesterday. 

(iii) Inceptive: The inceptive sense of an expression is 
conveyed by simple tense form of the verb in question: 

/u niq talian na katejul she started weeping (wept) on 
seeing us. 

(iv) Abililarive: Ability or inability on the part of a doer 
in the performance of an action is expressed with the 
verb /tarsemu/- 'can' combined with conjunctive parti- 
ciple form of the main verb: 

/ji jo sunsi matarsi/ I cannot sit. 

/g?e jo pEdal gijmje matarsyaxi/ you will not be able 
to walk, (go on foot). 

10.0. NON-FINITE VERB FORM 

Besides the regular finite verb forms, which are the essential 
constituents of the predicate, and regularly take the tense, 
person, number suffixes, there are also some verb forms 
which are derived from verbal stems, but are not inflected for 
the above mentioned grammatical categories. Consequently, 
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these cannot be used independently as a predicate in a sen- 
tence. In this dialect, their formations are attested as under: 

10.1. Infinitive 

"Infinitive is that form of a verb which expresses simply 
the action of the verb without predicating it of any subject". 
In this dialect it is obtained by suffixing the infinitive marker 
/-mu/, /mo/-/-m/ to the verb root, as in Ira-mu/ to come, 
/de-mu/ to  go, /un-mu/ to see, /lemu/ to say, /lo-mu/ to read, 
Iri-mu/ to write, /chil-mu/ to  wash, /za-mu/ to eat, /tun-mu/ to 
drink, Ida-mu/ to give, /kur-mu/ to  lake, /gwa-mu/ tc laugh, 
/ya-mu/ to sleep, lte-mu/ to  weep, etc. 

Besides, the base alone also may be used as infinitive or 
verbal noun /ran/ to sell, /turi/ to  drink. 

10.2. Verbal Noun 

Verbal noun, which usually has the force of a logical 
object or complement of a verb or has a semantic correlation 
with Acc. dative case is identical with the infinitive form of the 
verb: 

/u do ramu cinnu nizu/ he wanted to come here. 

/ji khira zEe nu 1211 gamu cirisi/ I want to do some good. 
work. 

/usu aphi ba raksa demu ninil he has to go with his 
fat her. 

/ji taku la dansu demu da/ let me go for a month. 

Moreover, as a verbal noun, it can take postpositional 
case markers as well, particularly to express the meaning of an 
acc.-dative case: 

/usu do ramu handu lesul he was told for coming here. 

/khir koimu dan su pacham cin-nil 
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rice is needed for preparing (cooking) kheer. 

llemu dansu/ for saying, /uimu dansu/ in order to call. 

lrimu handu/ in order to write, /tunmu handu/ for drinking, 
!garnu handu/ for the sake of doing, lyamu handu / in order 
to sleep, /lomu handu /for, in order to read, for the sake of 
reading, .etc. 

The verbal noun, in spite of functioning as a noun, retains 
its verbal character as well, and can, therefore, take an object 
or complement, in the same way as a finite verb form does; par- 
ticularly with verbs denoting the sense of obligation, necessity, 
requirement, compulsion, etc. 

/ji-su taku citti rimu nini/ I have to write a letter. 

/ji khi-ra Ian gamu cinsil I want to do some work. 

/usu aphi sun-ru demu nini/ he has to go his village. 

/ji rhe-ru demu cinsi/ I want to go to the field. 

10.3. Participles 

Participles are verbal adjectives qualifying a noun /pro- 
noun but retaining some properties of the verb. There are 
two kinds of participles in it, viz. present and past. But contrary 
two I.A. languages, the participles in these languages are not 
affected by the grammatical categories of the noun /pronoun 
qualified by them. 

10.3.1. Present Participle: The present participle indicating 
a concorrent action is formed by suffixing /Ian-lari/ to the 
verb root, e.g., Iri-lani writing; /hizu-Ian/ dying; /sE-lh/  
killing; /ga-lan/ doing, Ida-lan/ giving; /kur-lan/ taking; /lo-Ian/ 
reading; /tho-lan/ asking. 

/ji I2n ga-lan ga-Ian dh il kalzu/ I am late on account of 
being busy in work (lit. work doing doing I am late). 

/u za-Ian na syunsi-nil he remains eating. 
/ji-su taku lelan sin tan-su/ I saw a falling tree. 
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Besides, the L S I also records a participial formative 
n(nu), as in ja-nu ni-chu: They were eating; go-no ni-chu They 
were making. 

10.3.2. Past Perfect Participle: Like present participle, the 
past participle also acts as a modifier of a noun, but contrary 
to  the sense of present participle. it indicates a completed state 
of the action related to the term modified by it. In this 
dialect it is formed by suffixing /-nu/ and prefixing /ka-/ to 
the verb root when used in active sense, as in /cur-nu/ pointed; 
/k-char-nu/ dried; /k-mo-nu/ ripe; /k-chali-nu/ tired; /sil-nu/ 
unripe; /k-thi nu,' wept; /pun-zu-nu/ dead. 

But in case of past passive participle, the verb root is 
prefixed by particle /ku-1, realized as /ka--k-/ in a colloquial 
speech and suffixed by passive marker /si/ and past parti- 
ciple /nu/: /kwe-si-nu/ cooked< /kwe-mu/ to cook; /ku-du-si-nu/ 
mixed; /ku-duri-si-nu/ tamed </dun-mu/ to tame, to  rear; 
/ka-ta~i-si-nu/ seen; /ka-chil-si-nu/ washed; /ka-ri-si-nu/ written; 
/ka-turi-si-nu/ drunk; /ka-ga-si-nu/ done; lka-da-si-nu/ given; 
/ka-za-si-nu/ eaten; /ka-lo-si-nu/ read. 

10.3.3. Conjunctive Participle: The primary function of this 
class of participles is to denote that the action indicated by 
it has either been already performed before the action indi- 
cated by the finite verb or still continues in the state com- 
pleted earlier. Syntactically, it is used to connect one 
clause with another, but the sense of the clause which contains 
it remains incomplete until the clause containing a finite 
verb is added to it.  In this dialect it is obtained by suffixing 
/Ian-ju/ to  the root of the verb: e.g. /un-lan-ju/ having seen; 
/le-lh-ju/ having said; /ta-Ian-ju/ having placed; /chil-Ian- 
ju/ having washed; /ui-lan-ju/ having called; /ri-Ian-ju/ having 
written; /tun-lan-ju/ having fdrunk; /rari-len-ju/ having sold: 
/cha-lan-ju/ having played; /lo-1211-ju/ having read, etc. 

/do ra-lan-ju, sunsyan/ having come here, sit down. 

having become unconscious, he fell down. 
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/u-si surni lag-Ian-ju ji kam-su/ 

having gathered together they all three struck me. 

But the data recorded by Greirson attests that it could 
be expressed with the suffix 1-si/ as well, as in /pak-si/ having 
left; /y?n-si-cu/ having heard. 

11  .O. INDECLINABLES 

There are certain classes of words which do not undergo 
any  change for any grammatical category. They are all 
termed as indeclinables, though on account of their syntactic 
'functions they have been designated as Adverbs, Particles, 
Conjunctions and Interjections, etc. Various forms and func- 
tions of these indiclineables as attested in this dialect are as 
follows: 

12.0. ADVERBS 

Adverbs is a word that modifies a verb, or restrict it in 
some way with respect to place, time and manner of the 
action referred to bv the verb concerned. Syntactically, the 
position of an adverb or verbal modifier. in a string of the 
components of a sentence is immediately before the finite verb 
form modified by it or before another adverb or just after the 
subject according to its semantic connotation. 

Symantically, all the verbal modifiers can be grouped as 
(1) Spatial or adverb of place and direction, (2) Temporal 
or adverb of time, (3) Modal or adverb of manner, (4) Intensi- 
fiers or adverb of degree. 

12.1. Formation of Adverb 

All classes of adverbs have basic and derived categories, 
though it is not always easy to  analyse the derived or poly- 
morphemic adverbs in their immediate constituents. Different 
classes have different sets of formatives. Some of these may 
be illustrated as below: 
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12.2. Adverb of Place 

Some commonly used adverbs of place or direction are- 

lcakirnar; arround, /picchan/ down. birbanl everywhere, 

/d3/ here, /udi/ where, lberul-/budru/ under, inside; 

Irama-ru/ under; Ipisa-ru/ on the top of; /tu tu/-Ilkan-ti/' 
before, /yunkon-ti/ behind, /tre/ there, etc. 

12.3. Adverb of Time 

The temporal adverbs which are commonly attested in 
this dialect are- 

/nogondi/ afterwards, /tugtu/ before, ljyaril daily, /ch2zu/ 
in the morning, /thyg/ to day, /khbi/ tomorrow, /ninja/ 
day after tomorrow, /sumja/ the 3rd day from tomorrow, 
/piza/ the 4th day from tomorrow, /nimari/ yesterday, 
/rhijo/ day before yesterday, Isumijal 3rd day, /piza/ 4th 
day, /hamega/ always, /th?n/ now, /job/ when, /tab/ then, 
/khijyari/ never. 

12.4. Adverb of Manner 

The commonly used adverbs of this class are-/ekdam/ 
at once, suddenly; !lizi/ slowy, /jhatf/ quickly, ljenu galansui in 
good way, /hadam/ like this. 

for how long will you continue weeping like this? 

!u tamina na ranu nizu/ he was coming all alone. 

1 2.5. Adverb of Degree 

The number of adverbs indicating the intensity of an action; 
or degree of another adverb modified by it, is very small.. 
The commoi~ly used adverbs of this class are- 

/tun/ very much, /alan/ this much, so, ;/jenu/ proper, good. 
1 
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/ji thy5 culi kachanzul I am very much tired to day. 

/usi cun dersu lan gada/ They are working for a long time. 

/ji jenu galansu lEri lahi/ I know swimming very well. 

/ji allan jhatt ra-rnat?ryo/ I cannot come so quickly. 

12.6. Placement of Adverbs 

The place of an adverb in a sentence is not fixed. It may 
occur in different places in it. But when there are more 
than one adverb in an utterance, then they occur in a more 
or less fixed order. For instance, if there are two adverbs 
belonging to the spatial and temporal categories then the 
adverb of time precedes the adverb of place, as in lu nimzn 
do rajul he come here yesterday. But the position may be 
reversed if specification of time is intended /khai do ramu tha 
leyallj Don't forget to come here tomorrow. In case of occur- 
rence of more than one adverb of the same class then the 
specificative term precedes the general or common term, a s  
in /u thya fianthzba do rani/ he is coming here today 
evening. In this case the term for 'day' precedes the term for 
'time' (i.e., evening). Further in case of adverb of manner 
it follows the time but precedes the adverb of place, as in 
/u nirnan fianthaba tamina d o  raju/ he was coming here all 
alone yesterday evening. /jhatf do ra-lan-ju Sunsyanl having 
come here, sit down quickly. 

12.7. Overlapping with Adjective 

There are some adverbs, particulaly intesifiers which formly 
overlap with adjectives, e.g., in ltaku cun jenu syanu/ 'a very 
good boy'. The intensifier 'very' is an adjective because it 
modifies the adj 'good' which in its turn modifies the noun 
'boy', but in /tun der/ 'for a long time. . .' it is an adv. which 
modifies another adv. 'late', as ,,in /u-sucun der-su sinu-ru 
lan gada/ they are working (=doing work) in the cold for a 
long time. 

12.8. Adverb Phase 

Besides simple adverbs; adverb pbrases are also commonly 
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attested in it, e.g. /fianthaba/ in the evening; litta wana-sul 
up-ti1 now; /hulaxi wana-su/ for how long, /tun dil wanasul 

f o r  a ldng time; /kha-jyari/ never; Ituk-tonal before hand; /man- 
,su bharil for the whole night etc. 

13.0. PARTICLES 

Besides the adverbs or the modifiers of the ;verb or verbal 
phrases, there are some other types of indiclinables which 
in the terminology of grammar are called 'particles'. On the 

'basis of their functions and syntaetic position these are 
grouped as connectives, emphatics, negatives, interrogatives, 
and interjections. These may be illustrated as follows: 

' 1 3.1 . Connectives 

The primary function of this class of particles is to conjoin 
two elements of the same nature, may be words, clauses or 
sentences. In this dialect the number of words belonging 
to  this class is very limited. For, in many instances the 
purpose of a connective is served by a pause juncture it- 
self. Semantically, the particles of this class may be designated 
as additive, alternative, constrative, coordinative and differn- 

-tiative. Structurally, these may be both monomorphemic or 
polymorphemic. 

Particles or the conjunctions joining two mutually indepen- 
dent sentences are called coordinative, and those joining 
one or more subordinate clauses /sentences to the principal 
clause/ sentence are called subordinative. The functions of 
some of these may be illustrated as under; 

I ? .  1 . 1 .  Adjective: The adjective particles in this dialect 
is /ji/ 'and', as in /ram ji :yam/ Ram and Shyam, /rhan Ei ji ti 
da /give grass and water of the horse. But in many cases its 
function is served by a mere pause juncture as well as in/ usu 
dada, ji turiii/ he gives (and) 1 drink. 

13.1.2. Subordinative: In fact, the languages of this group 
, d o  not prefer subordinative syntactic constructions. In these 
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cases the function of the subordinative connective is served 
by a pause juncture and both the sentences are put in a 
direct form of the narration; or used with /ki/ an 1.A. term. 

/usu lesu ki ji rona niS11 he said that I am hungry. 

/usu rueu, gegu giri udininil he asked, where is your son? 

13.1.3. Alternattive: The pairs of atternative particles are- 
/ya-arj either-or, /na-na/ neither-nor, placed at the head 
of each element linked by them, as in /na zada 'na zamu gads/ 
neither eats,nor lets eat; /ya yo, 3r de/ eitber come or go. 

1 3.1.4. Constrative: In this the constrative particles is- 

/philan/ instead of, 

lphilan do ramu, tre de/ Instead of coming here go there. 

13.1.5. Conditional: In  subordinative sentences either t h e  
particles expressing conditions are placed at the head of 
both the sentences or they are put in participles and simple 
verb forms. 

/gae ranje, jile rarisi/ If you come, I will also come (on your. 
coming). 

/jab lan kinsu tab zanusul When the work was done 
then food was eaten (lit. when the work did, then food 
ate) 

/u piranu leje t8 jenu lhelel had he come, so nice it would 
have been. 

13.2. Emphatic Particles 

In  an utterance, normally, it is the heavy stress /pitch on 
the particular word or longer quantity of particular syllable 
that marks the intended emphasis. Some times shifting 
of words from their normal syntactic position also serves 
the same purpose. But to  make it more pertinent a few 
particles or vocalic elements too are used with them. Tho 
most commonly attested emphatic :particles arewinat (pure 
emphasis), /le/ also, /tat (emphatic): 
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/i?ndu do na ni mu da/ Let it remain at this very place. 

/usi le dona sunsini/ they too dwell at this very place. 

/ji ta, zati kajasu/ So far as I am concerned, I have eaten 
food. 

/g?esu na ujo lenli/ you alone may have told him. 

1 3.3. Negative Particle 

As in other languages of this group, in this language too 
there are two negative particles, viz. /ma/ and Itha/. Distribu- 
t ional~,  the former negates the presence of any thing or action 
in general and the latter prohibits the execution of the action 
in question. The usual position of a negative particle in an 
utterance is immediately before the element negated by it: 
/ma da-su/ did not give, /ma d2-n.su/ didst not give, /ma ga-ya 
su/ I did not do. 

/u jigu rhin sya ma-nini/ she is not my sister. 

/ji tre khe jyari madarisi/ 1 shall never go there. 

/;ndu lan tha gal don't do this work. 

/khai do ramu tha lesyan/ don't forget to come here to- 
morrow. 

In a colloquial speech the verb may be left out after the 
negative particle, as in ltakliph tha, jeno nini/ don't take 
trouble, every thing is O.K. 

13.4. Interrogative Particles 

This dialect does not use interrogative particles for 'if 
whether' etc., with reference to sentences expecting their 
answers in terms of 'yes' or 'no'. The purpose of tbis type 
of interrogation is ;served by employing the sentence into- 
nation implying the sense of interrogation, as in /khaza ka- 
zya nosol Have you taken your meals?, /maha, batin-ro 
zahyanl No, we shall eat in Baling (a village), lramu J- / should 
I/ we come?, lzamu J- / should we eat?. 
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13.5. Interjections 

Interjections are complete sentences which carry the sen- 
tence intonation. In this dialect their number is not large. 
The commonly attested interjections are-/el calling attention; 
/Ze, oh, are/ expression of sorrow and surprise, yes, /maha/ 
no, etc. 

14.0. SYNTAX 

In a way, various aspects of the morpho-syntactic structure 
have been discussed in the foregoing sections of this analysis. 
Here we shall briefly present them in a more or less formal 
way. The nature and the structure of various types of sentences 
in it is as under: 

14. I. Types of Sentences 

Normally, like other languages of this group, this language 
too  favours simple sentences, even ideas of complex nature 
are expressed through more than one simple sentence. However, 
if necessary these can be expressed by combining together 
more than one simple sentence /clause by means of connectors 
or by a simple pause juncture. As such construction of com- 
pound and complex sentences also is possible. 

14.2. Constituents of  a Simple Sentence 

The essential constituents of a simple sentence are- a noun 
phrase, constituting the subject and its extensions, and a 
verb phrase, constituting the predicate. The normal order of 
occurrence of these elements in a simple sentence is - subject 
object+verb. As such syntactically, it belongs to the SOV 
group: 

/ji-gu sum rinsya ninil I have three sisters. 

lsyanu rota zanil The child is eating loaves of bread. 

/u kamda/ be beats the child. 

lsyanusu loburi losul the boy read book. 

In transitive constructions, in which the verb has more 
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than one object, the indirect object precedes the direct object: 

/mina-su syanu nu dada/ mother gives milk to the child. 

/usu rhari ci ji ti dada/ he gives grass and water to the 
horse. 

However, this order of objects is reversed if the direct 
object is qualified by pronominal adjectives: /minasu aphigu 
syanu thojnumi kadadasul mother gave away her son to the 
begger. 

14.2.1. Noun phrase. The constituents of the subject or the 
noun phrase can be a single unqualified noun/pronoun 'head' 
or a noun head plus one or more qualifiers, all preceding i t  or  
a case marker e.g., ltaku pya/ a bird; //jenu syZnu/ good boy; 
/taku wamnu khui/ a black dog; Iceme-su/ the girl, by a 
girl; Iceme-jan-su/ girls, by girls, ljenu cemejan-su/ by good 
girls. 

14.2.2. Extention of Noun-phrase: A noun phrase is also 
extendable in the form of various types of modifiers of the 
noun head which may precede it. The syntactic order of 
various classes of qualifiers in a simple sentence is more or less 
fixed. Normally, these occur in the order* demonstrative, f pro- 
nominal adj. *numeral,+ intensifier. &qualitative modifier. 
/ji-gu khui/ my dog, ltaku khui/ a dog, /taku wamnu khuil a 
black dog, /taku curi wamnu khuil a very black dog. ltaku cun 
punu wamnu khui/ a very big black dog. 

From the above examples it may be evident that in case of 
extension of an NP a numeral qualifier precedes a qualitative 
modifier, and in case of more than one qualitative modifiers 
referring to 'colour' and 'size' the one referring to 'size' prece- 
des the one referring to 'colour' (for the syntactic usage see- 
placement of adjectives). 

14.2.3. Verb Phrase: A simple verb phrase or a VP. con- 
tains either a simple finite or a copulative verb form with all 
morphological markers or a main verb plus one or more auxi- 
liaries or helping verbs or an adverb. In case of a simple 
finite verb, the VP can stand by itself, but in case of a copu- 
lative verb it may need a cornplemcnt to complete it which can 
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be a noun an adjective or an adverb: 

/jigu taku riqsya nini/ 1 have a sister. 

/ u  syanu kamda/ he beats the child. 

/pya laqnil birds fly; /pya tijuqnu ninil bird is seated. 

/zanu nisyan/ may be eating, /kaza sinu niyan/ may have 
eaten. 

14.2.4. Components of a composite verb phrase: The consti 
tuents of a composite verb phrase are-Principal verb stem, & 
one or more full verb steam, &/helping verb. Syntactically, the 
place of an aux. or helping verb is always at the end of the verb 
phrase and it is the real bearer of all the morphologizal 
markers of the VP concerned: 

/andu do na nimu dal let it remain at this very place 

/usi nisu mi ranu nijul those two persons were coming 

/gae su andu kha kaga-si-nu nini/ what all this has been 
done by you?/ hui tej lelen taju/ the wind went on increas- 
lug. 

14.2.5. Extension of verb phrase: A verb phrase can, nor- 
mally, be expanded by augmentation of an adverb, adverb 
phrase or a complement: 

/u-su ram-jo ru-su/ he asked Ram. 
/u-su ram-jo CUT kaqthE ru-su/ he asked many things to 
Ram. 

/ji dyaqsil I am going. 

/ji thy8 aphi suq-ru dya~s i l  I am going to  my home today. 

/ji thy5 fianthaba aphi suq-ru dya~si /  

I am going to my home today in the evening. 

14.3. Concord: It has already been stated that this dialect 
does not recognize grammatical gender, as such the scope of 
agreement between the subject /object and the verb is limited 
to number and person categories only which may be explained 
as follows: 
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14.3.1. Concord in subjectival constructions: In all subjecti- 
val constructions the agreement takes place between the sub- 
ject and the verb only, the subject may be in the direct case or 
ergative case. 

But as has already been stated earlier that in the verbal 
conjugation of Darn~iya the verbs have identical forms for the 
singular and plural in the 3rd person and in the second person 
singular and first person plural. As such the grammatical 
phenomenon of concord between the sub~ect and the verb is 
inferable from the subject of the verb only. 

/pya r81-su lar)-ni/ birds fly with wings 

/gae ude suqSyen/ where do  you live? 

/ji aphi suv-ru dyavsil I am going to my home. 

/ji gaqdi/ I shall do: /ni? g a ~ d a n l  we shall do 

/gE dada-n/ thou givest:/ gani dada-nil you give. 

/syallu rota za-nil the chiid eats breads. 

Isyanu-jan rota za-nil children eat bread. 

14.3.2. Ohjectival constrt~ctions: In objectival constructions 
the concord takes place between the object and the verb. But 
like most of the languages of the Tibeto-Himalayan group this 
dialect too does not attest any agreement between the object 
and the verb. 

/sy?nu-su lobuy losu/ A boy read a book. 

[synu-jan-su lobuq losu/ boys read books. 

/ S ~ ~ I I I J - S U  ceme taqsu/ A boy saw a girl. 

/elme-jan-su syan-jan taysu/ girls saw boys. 

In all the above examples the verb form is affected neither 
by the number nor by the gender of the object in question. 

14.4. Types of Simple Sentences 

Semantically and structurally too, a sentence can be desig- 
nated as affirmative, negative, interogative, imperative etc. And 
an affirmative sentence can further be classified, as active, 
passive, impersonal and causative etc. All these aspects of a 
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simple sentence, correlated with the morphosyntactic character 
of the verb, have already been dealt with in respect of various 
verbal sub-systems and model formations. These may be seen 
there itself. There reproduction here will be a mere repetition 
of facts which have already been explained. 

14.5. Compound Sentences 

Compound sentences are the combination of two indepen- 
dent sentences, joined together by a coordinative conjunction 
or by an additive conjunction, but in this dialect there occurs, 
normally, a pause juncture as well between the two sentences 
instead of a conjunction (for examples see subordinative 
connective particles). 

14.5.1. Coordinative sentences: Two or more simple senten- 
ces when joined by coordinative conjunctions like 'either . . . or' 
or 'neither . . . nor' are termed as coordinative sentences (for 
.examples see coordinative particles). 

14.6. Con~y lex Sentences 

Complex sentences too, are a combination of more than one 
clause/sentence, but in this one of the constituent sentences is 
subordinate or dependent on the other. The number of depen- 
dent clauses can be more than one. The clause to which the 
other clauses/ sentences are subordinate is called the principal 
clause. This clause may or may not have other phrases, except 
the subject and the verb. The following type of complex 
sentences have been noted for this dialect. 

14.6.1. Conditional: In this type of complex sentences the 
constituents clauses are bound together with condition markers 
.like 'if', 'when' and 'then' (expressed or understood). In 
which the 'iflwhen' clause is the subordinate clause and the 
'then' clause is a principal clause. Positionally, the subordinate 
clause precedes the principal clause. 

lgae ranje, ji le ramu paryaq/ (ifj you come, (thenj I will 
also have to  come. 
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/jab lan kinsu tab janusu/ when work finished, then food 
taken. 

14.6.2. Complemental: In this type of complex sentences 
the subordinate clause functions as a complement or a comple- 
mentary object of the principal clause. In this the conjoining 
conjunct is, usually left out, and its function is served by a 
pause juncture: 

/usu rusu, gEgu kha mu? lhe! he asked, what is your name? 

lusu lesu ki ji rona niIi/ he said that I am hungry. 

14.6.3. Relative: In this type of complex sentences the 
relative clause, which is introduced by a relative pronoun, 
functions as a subject or a complement of the principal clause. 
Positionally, it precedes the principal clause: 

/kha-mi rayan, idu deyaq/ whosoever comes, will go. 

/gae kha thojan syan, daqdil I shall give, whatever you 
ask for. 
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CHAUDANGSI-BYANGSI 





INTRODUCTION 

Linguistic Area 

The linguistic area under consideration lies northwards 
from the confluence of the rivers Kali and Dhauli. It con- 
sists of two administrative units, viz., Pattis, which are known 
as Chaudangs and Byangs and are separated by a barren 
tract called Nirpanyadhura. The jurisdiction of the Chaudangs 
Patti extends from Tawaghat to Zipti, and of the Byangs 
Patti from Bud] to Kuti. It is about . . . km in length and 
about . . . km in breadth, a greater part of which is moun- 
tainous and barren. It is bounded by the River Kali on the 
east which separates it from Nepal, on the west by Darma, 
intersepted by the mountain range Yirgnajung, on the north 
by Himalayan ranges separating it from Tibet and on the 
South by Dharchula and other winter settlements of the 
peoples of Darma, and Byangs Valleys. Kuti is the last and 
highest village of the Valley which also leads the way to 
Lipulekh pass further leading to Kailash-Mansarovar in Tibet. 

Prominent villages falling under the jurisdiction of Patti 
Chaudangs are -Panggu, Rongto, Rimzhim, Waiku, Mong- 
gong, Chilla Song, Sosa, Sirdang, Sirkha, Rung, Zipti, 
Gala, Tangkul and Syang Khola, and the prominent villages of 
Byangs are- Kuti, Nabi, Gunji, Napalchyu, Rongkang, 
Garbyang, Budi, Chhangru and Tingkar. Now, the last two 
villages, have become a part of Nepal, because of the accep- 
tance of the River Kali an international boundary between 
India and Nepal. 

The Language 

The Chaudangsi and Byangsi the two variations of the 
Rangkas are locally ternled as Bangba Lwo and Byangkho Lwo, 
on the basis of the division of the administrative units in which 
they are spoken, otherwise these local variants do  not attest 
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any such wide and significant differences which may compel 
us to recognize them as two distinct dialects. Even Grierson 
had his reservations to recognize them as two separate dia- 
lects, though he has dealt with them separately. On this 
point after describing Chaudangsi he opines-Byangsi in most 
characteristics agrees so closely with Chaudangsi that it 
seems probable that both represent the same dialect (L.S.I. 
111. Pt. I: 518). At another place also he admits that "the so 
called Chaudangsi and Byangsi are almost one and the 
same dia lect." (ibid, 428). Our analysis of these two forms of 
speech too attests that there is hardly any significant difference 
between the two, except in verbal forms and a few phonetic 
variations attested in nominal stems and suffixal endings 
which in  these mountainous valleys are attestable even at 
village levels, so I have taken these as one dialect. Some of 
the notable differences normally attestable in them have, how- 
ever, been pointed out in the ensuing pages of this very 
section. Separate discussion on both will be mere repetition 
of facts and sheer wastage of space. 

Sources 

Like other languages of the Himalayan group the principal 
sources of this dialect too are Tibetan and Indo-Aryan langu- 
ages. It has freely drawn upon these sources both for nominal 
and verbal stems. Besides, there are some linguistic elements 
which seem to have developed from indigeneous sources or 
belone: to languages of aborigines inhabiting these regions 
before their occupation by the fore-fathers of the present 
inhabitants. Some of the examples of these linguistic groups 
attested in our data are as under: 

Tibetan: /la/ <lag hand; /pho/<phug cave; /mul/ tdngtrl 
silver; /phi/< sphug to  expel; /lhal< zla moon; /cim/ t k h j i r n  
house; /ds/<phrag envy; /me.-meg/ <mig eye; /sa/ <so 
tooth; /ni/<fiima /sun; /mi/ man; /maimme/ fire; /n3khi.-ni- 
khi/< khyi dog; /boqc- bo?cai/< bong-bit ass; /sa/ earth; /Sya/ 
<sha meat;  mi^/ <rning name; ltiglcgchig one; /tuk/ 
t drug six; /nis/<gnyis two; /pi/< bzhi four; /riEi/< lnga five; 
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/jyad/ <brgyad eight; /ci/ < bcu ten; /gwi/ <dgu nine; / d h u q j ~  
rdung beat; /ja/< zo-[so-] eat; /Ihi-s/ < blza-s said, /fiat fish, 
/that71 /plain land; liiarol yesterday; /3hul/ silver; /sum/ three; 
/m?r/ ghee; /cha/ salt; /Iha/ moon, month; /ma?/ dream etc. 

Indo-Aryan: A close contact of the people of Chaudangs 
and Byangs with the Indo-Aryan speaking Kumaunis has 
given rise to a sizeable amount of Indo-Aryan terms in the 
speech of these valleys. Some of these are as follows:- 
lparlnesarl god; Ij8bli.-jzblel tongue; /anwall shephered; 
!bila/ cat; /lato/ dumb; /pala/ shoes; /ghat01 water mill; /rado/ 
widower; /rSdi/ widow; /tar/ wire: /ghat wound; /batti/ 
wick; /cantha/ clever; /h?k/ claim; /2kal/ famine; /j3-jE/ 
barley; lrusul angsr; ghantil bell; /kana/ blind; /kgso/ bronze; 
/kucci/ broom;/ / sa~l i /  chain; /padhan/ chief; /chinil chisal; 
/bEri/ enemy; /bSjo/ fallow land; lalo/ flour; /rota/ loaf of 
bread; /raph/ flame of fire; /maph/ excuse; /Syalo/ fox; /jdka/ 
leech; /dhan/ riches; /thEli/ bag; /pap/ sin; /bas/ smell; /mu:l/ 
source; /k?sni/ a metal jug (Iota); /dhi:l/ delay. 

Indigenous: But the greater portion of the basic vocabulary 
of these dialects belongs to some indigenous sources about 
which nothing definite can be said at this stage. Various 
terms belonging to this class of words can be enumerated as 
-follows: 

/pi:ya/ head; /cham/ hair; lnim-?im/ nose; /leki.-lcki/ foot; 
/dan/ belly; /lut7/ back; /najaq/ iron; /jaq/ gold; /mina-na/ 
mother; /ba/ father; /p&/ brother; /ra?sya/ sister; /syand/ 
child; /Ski/ son; /came/ daughter; /biid/ wife; /sins/ devil, 
ghost; /ti/ water; Ira71 - - / rha~/  horse; /rE-SirE/ Cow; 
/cipec/ bird; /a/ mouth; /rat.-racol ear; lphai ashes; /nu/ 
milk; /chab/ needle; /phecab/ rice; / y a ~ - t i /  river; /nilEn/ air; 
/goraq/ body; /dumps/ blunt; /ri;thi/ husband; /kokpa/ corpse; 
jlincal metal cup; /sapha/ dust; /k?sa/ cloud; /kha-mi/ who? 
/khai/ what?, /kha-car/ why?, Ira-/ to come; /di-.-de-/ to  go; 
/rhu-/ to ask; Ida-/ to give; Ipher-/ to blow; /kwe-/ to boil; 
,/koi-/ to chew; /che-.-cho-/ to mix, etc. 
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Linguistic Variations between Chaudangsi and Byangsi 

Basically the language of Chaudangs and Byangs is one 
and the same. However, as is but natural in these regions, 
they exhibit some local differences as well. There the major 
differences are attested in verbal conjugations which we 
have discussed with some detail in relevant sections. Here 
we shall take a few minor differences, particularly pertaining 
to phonetic tendencies and lexical variations. These will be 
discussed under two heads, (1) Phonologicai, (2) lexical, as 
under: 

P/zonol~gical: Normally the following type of variations 
have been attested in our data. In  these illustrations the 
first form represents Chaudangsi and the second Byangsi. 

(1) Vccalic preferences: These preferences are attested in 
the form of higher vs. lower, front vs. back vowels etc. 

(a) front vs central: /nilan: nalan/ air; /lakE: likE/ foot; 
/rathi: rethil husband; Ika~ta :  kan thE /ill; /cari: ciri ~inte- 
stine; /maldokta: mildok th2/ lightning; /me-lin: ma-lin/ fire 
place, oven; Iphecap: phacab-phucabl rice; /sinli: sanle/ chain 
(iron). 

(b) back vs front: /ja-jE/ barley; /nwo khi: mikhi/ dog, 
bitch; /koima:' kiemwo! to chew; Icema; cwo mwo/ to mix;. 
/linE: li6n/ ox; Icurgu: cirgul nineteen. 

(c) Central vs back: Idampa: dumpal blunt, /nanu: nunu/ 
younger brother; /by% suli; byZsali/ flute. 

( d )  Glidal vs non-glidal: /-ma: -mwo/ infinitive marker, 
as in /ja-ma: ja-mwo/ to eat; Iphyarma: phir-mwo/ to blow; 
/Itwe-mu: kwo-mwo/ to boil; /Syart: girt/ sour; {duno: dunya/ 
lame; Inis; nisyal seven; /syand: send/ child. 

(e) Higher 17s lower: Igumrarl: goravl body; /kutu: koto/ 
bread; /sivli : sBqlel chain;/ togo : tug01 six. 

( f ) Elision vs maintenance of a phone or a syllable: 

/p?se: pE/ blanket; /live: lye/ bull;/ koima: kwo-mwol tc> cook: 
/%-re: rEl cow; Ite-ma: tie-mwo/ to cry; / p a :  par/ navel. 
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(g) Assimilation vs  maintenance : /nZm-ma: nab-mwo/ t o  
arise. 

(h)  Partial replacement: Ija-jyari: ra-jyaril daily; Imin: miq/ 
name; Inim: qiml nose, honour; Ilhadam: lhan-ba/ patch; 
Ipipu: piku/ bug; /banam-so7: hinam-soq/ father-in-law's village 
(lit. The village of marriage i.e., sasural (Hindi). 

( i )  Maintenance or elision of the final phone: In Chaudangsi, 
a word final phone, particularly suffixal, tends to be elided 
whereas it is fully maintained in Byangsi, e.g., Ithanrn: ihanm2l 
to dance;/ tuq-m: tuq-ma/ to drink; Iji-s: ji-se{ by me; lapig: 
apigE/ his; /dem: di:ma/ to go;/ /me: megleye; Imina-siri: 
minaq-siril girl, woman; /kha-car: khacarPi/ why?, Ir2c: race/ 
ear, etc. 

(ii) Consonantal preferences: In case of consonants the 
phonetic tendencies attested in them are as under: 

(a) Voiced vs un-voiced: /pajan-da: pajarl-tE/ dead; lbrzdim: 
brathim/ dew; /khatarta: khatardal false, cheat; Igoq-mu: 
kansi-mwol to bend. 

(b)  Aspirate vs. un-aspirate: Ikav-ta: kaq-tha/ desease: 
Ijhaqk:, : ja, kh3/ lizard; Icate: cathe/ eleven; /kuv: khwolin, 
inside; /chanko: yun-kho/low. 

Lexical variations: Lexical variations are attested in two 
forms, ( I )  independent terms in both the areas, (2) native term 
in one area and borrowed term in another area. These may 
be illustrated as under. 

Independent terms: Some of the terms standing for a parti- 
cular item but having distinctly different forms, attested in our 
data, are--/kulu: ayalabuse; Inyo~i-ti; negcmlafter; /pi-rukfi: pi- 
tamri/ arround; Itogca: chappu/ an adge; Isespa: hacidZ/ 
remainder; balance, /jhil-mi: ci-mwo/ to bark; /lare: rhakam/ 
before; /nyun-ti: nim-phan/ behind; /duma; cyd/ chin; , chyu- 
mo: gar-mwo/ to close; Ipajyari-da : khokpal corpse; /linca: 
kanc;/ a metal cup; Ichaxiko; yukhol down; low,/ duma: cith;/ 
a few; Ichae: masE/ husband's younger brother; /labma: phon- 
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.mwo/ to jump; /milin: gibu/ oven; /karita: sok/ pain, /libin: 
jugu/ paper; /Ehu: kala/ part; /karini: napal patient, sick, etc. 

Native vs borrowed terms: There are some cases in which 
-one area has a native term and the other a borrowed one, e.g., 
/boto: talwo/ bottom; IghBsla: dir/a cattleshed; /joram: tab- 
mwo/ to join, to connect; 'jit-mu: tar-mwo/ to conquer; 
/ khaspase: lugral clothes. 

:Historical Development 

Although we do not have a systematic chronological data 
of the language in question, yet the developed forms of 
Tibetan and a few terms recorded by Grierson in the first half 
of this century may be taken as indicators of the directions of 
the linguistic development in this area. 

In  the Tibetan terms noted above we notice that (i) in 
most of the cases the initial conjunct consonants of Tibetan 
have been simplified, (ii) final single consonants too are often 
dropped, as in /la/< lag, /phu/<phug, /phi/ <sphyug etc., but, 
no notable changes are attested in the data given by Grierson. 

'Literature and the Sources of Data 

No previous literature except the sketchy notes of a few 
pa ge, in the L.S.I. (vol. 111. pt. I) is available on them. AS 
such the present analysis may be taken as the first detailed 
account of these dialects. 

It is based on the first hand recording of the data from 
native speakers of Chaudangs and Byangs. The principal 
informants for Chandangsi are Shri M.  S. Hyanki and Miss 
'Beena Hyanki of the village, Sirkha and Shri H. S. Phakaliyal of 
the village Chhilasong and the principal informants for Byangsi 
are -Shri Jitender Singh Garbyal and Miss Anita Garbyal, both 
'from the village Garbyang. The period of the recording of the 
data is between 1985-87. 

'The Speaker 

As stated earlier no valley-wise statistics of the population 
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could be obtained for this study. The census (1981) has 
recorded the population as under: 

Dharchula Tehsil-8,246, Dharchula Town Area- 1,242; 
Didihat Tehsil-1,lY 8, Town Area-448; Pithoragarh Tehsil-5 13, 
P. Municipal Area-405. Champawat Tehsil-188. Town Area-6, 
Lohaghat-14, etc. This may include Tribal population from 
other Valleys as well. According to Census of India, series-22, 
Part IIB, U.P, Primary Census Abstract, the total tribal popu- 
lation of Districts Pithoragarh and Almora is 19,472. 



SOUND SYSTEM 

Different sets of vowel and consonant phonemes attested in 
the sound system of Rangkas of Chaudangs & Byangs are as 
follows: 

1.1. Vowels 

Phonemically the following vocalic sounds rare attested 
singly or in sequences. 

Front Central Back 

High 1 u 

Mid e a 0 (3) 

Low E a 

As regards the lip position only the back vowels, /u/ and 
lo/ are rounded, all others are unrounded. 

1.1.2. Phonemic contrasts: Phonemic contrasts of these 
.vowels may be illustrated as under: 

i/e-/ri/ also: /re/ field; /chi-mwo! to feed: /the-mwo/ to 
meet. 

e/E-/re/ field: /rE/ cow; /se/ recognition: /sE/ god 

i/o-/ti/ water: /t3/ loan; /mi/ man: /mo/ female; /rgdi/ 
widow: /r%do/ widower. 

i/a-/i/ excreta: /a/ mouth, /ri/ also: Ira/ enclosure 

e/a-/re/ field: Ira} enclosure; /ye/ eagle: /ya/ a bow 

/de-mwo/ to go: Ida-mwo/ to give; /tete/ grand father, /tats/ 
elder sister 

Ela-/rE/ to bring: Ira/ to come; /sE/ god: /sa/ clay 

e/u-./re/ field: /ru/ horn 

E/u-/rE/ cow: /rut horn 
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u/o - /phu/ copper: /pho/ cave, /pho/ male; 

/cyu/ as soon as: /cyo/ chin: /luqca/ buttocks: lloqcal 
calf 

u/a-/ru/ horn: Ira/ enclosure; /na/ mother, pus: /nu/ milk; 

/zu-mwo/ to grow: /za-mwo/ to eat; /zyu/ life breath: 
/zya/ day* 

o/a-/ka/ a crow: /k3/ rind; /la/ hand:/ lo] language; 

/to-mwo/ to  stop: /ta-mwo/ to place; /chy6/ spoon; 
/chya/ similar 

o/a-/on-mwo/ to show: Ian-mwo/ to lift; Iron/ shoulder 
/ran/ colour 

u/a-/cukti/ cap: /cakti/ beer 

a/a-/ka/ a crow: /ka/ pillar; /than/ plain land: than/ price; 
/dan/ store: Idan/ stomach. 

1.1.3. Vocalic sequences: There are no diphthongs in this 
dialect. However, accurrence of vowels in a sequence is not 
infrequent. Their sequence too is not restricted, i-e., any one 
of these can occur as a first or the second member of the 
sequence with distinct syllabic entity. These may be illustra- 
ted as under: 

Front + Back 

/i?/-/miar/ heaven, sky, 

leu/-/beulo/ bridegroom 

Back + Front 

/ui/-/gui/ nine 

/oil-lkoi-/ to cook (Chaudangsi) 

/oil--/aha/ like this 

Front +Front 

lie/--/kie-1 to chew, /tie-/ to cry, 

lei/-lsei-/ to apply something. 
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Back +Back 

/ua/-/pus/ husband's elder brother 

Central 4 - Front 

/&/--/lai/ every. all, /nail five, /sail hundred, /Eina/ like this 
/;)el-/pael knee 

laiel-/kh?ie/ anything 

Contrast between /ail and /El 

There are at least two clear examples which attest a contrast 
between vocalic sequence and a resultant vowel, as in /sail 
hundred: /sE/ god, /hie/ thread: /be/ rock. 

1.1.4. Distribution : Distributionally, all vowels can occur 
in all positions without any restriction. This feature of the 
dialect may be illustrated as under: 

/a/-/i?~i/ to lift; /baba/ good, nice; /nayah/ fly, bee: /labu/ 
butter 

/a/-/a/ mouth; /wamda/ black; /ka/ a crow; ltogcal adge 

/i/-/i/ excreta; /Ski/ son; /ipa/ sleep: /heli/ brass;/nikhi/ 

dog 
/u/-lunalsome, which; /rusu/ anger; /us01 medicine,/ piku/ 
bug 
/el-/el this; /rhe/ bone; /tete/ grandfather; Iceme/ girl 

/El-/rE/ cow; /jE/ barley; /sE/ god; /damE/ drum; /bEri/ 
enemy 

lo/-lo?/ to see; /poyo/ elder brother; /worn/ bear; /cho- 
mo/ to  mix 

1.1.5. Allophonic variations: The above noted vowels of 
these dialects show certain allophonic variants in their respec- 
tive phonetic environments. Some of these are as follows. 

/o/+[3]: The mid back vowel lo/ is realized as lower mid 
back vowel when occurring before a nasal consonant or in 
the final position, as in /0n-/=[3fi-] to see; /son/=[sari] village; 
/ko/=[ks] a crow; /zaIikho/ =[zaykh~] lizard; /qaqkro/= 
[nailkro3] ant etc. 



/o/ t [wo]:  Another notable variant of the mid back vowel 
lo/ is its glidalized pronunciat~on, realized as [wo] which is 
more prominent i n  the dialect of Byangs, e.g., /kho mo/-[kwe 
mwo] to scretch; /lo-mo/ =[lwo-mwo] to say; /cho-mo/=[chwo- 
mwo] to mix; /kho-pa/=[khwo-pa] heel; /jhoro/=[jhwo-ro] 
with; /rho/ [rhw3] snow. 

luJ +[wu]. Like the mid back vowel 10;' the high back 
vowel /u/ too tends to be glidalized in these dialects, etc. 
/use/.-/oso/=[wuso] medicine; lthuil-mo/=[thwun-mwo] to 
rear; /su/=[swu] tooth; /khu/=[khwu] smoke; /lo/=[jwo] 
language. 

/i/+[yi], /el+[ye]-similar to the back vowels the front 
vowels ti/ and /e/ too are pronounced with a preceding 
front glide /y/, as in /Siri/=[syiri] SOU; /Siri/=[Byiri] tree, 
wood; /miti/ =[myityi] tears; /sed/ =[syedj white; /pintE/ = 

[pyintE] tired; /tosib/=[tyisyib] winnowing basket; /tete/= 
[tyetye] grand father; /in-koti!=[yin. ko.ti] behind; /send/= 
[syand] child. 

/e/+[E]-The lower front vowel /E/ besides a phoneme,. 
is also attested as an allophone of the mid front vowel /el, 
in a word final position, as in /ceme/=[cyemE] girl; /dame/= 
[damE] drum; /iianchel= [fiaqchE] dusk. 

/a/+[E]: The central vowel /a/ is also realized as the mid/, 
lower mid front vowel /el.-/El in word final positions, e.g., 
/rams8 tirsa bali kassa/--[ramsE tirsE bali kassE] Ram killed 
Bali with an arrow. 

It is also realized as a front vowel when followed by a front 
vowel /i/, as in/ taryari yai/=[tar-yari yei] I can. 

/a/-+]: In a word final position the central vowel /a/ also 
tends to be deleted in a quick tempo of speech, e.g., /jigs/= 
[jig] my; /bud31 [bad] good; /rhansa/=[rharis] by the horse; 
/ n ~ g a  danci/=[nag danci]=for you;/ gasa/=[gas] by you, etc. 

Moreover, in the absence of any standardized form of the 
speech there is a fair amount of laxity in the pronunciation 
of certain vowels, e.g., genitive suffix-/gu-go-gE/, ergatine 
case markers-/su-so-sE/; suffixes of verbal noun-/ mu-mo/; 
locative suffix-/ro-ru/ etc. e.g. Itado-tadu/ that; /Ihi-s-lhe-s/ 
said; 10.-u/ he, /ransya.-ririsyzl sister. 
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1.2. Consonants 

In these dialects the number of consonant phonemes esta- 
blished on the basis of phonemic contrasts is 32. All of them 
show a binary division based on their place of articulation and 
manner of articulation. The class of plosives and dental frica- 
tives further attest the opposition of the presence vs. absence 
of voice. Voiceless plosives and affricates, and the liquids 
attest the opposition of presence vs. absence of aspiration as 
well. All consonants with their phonetic characteristics may, 
.schemetical ly, be presented as under: 

Place of Articulation 

p' 
Q 

*- 
Z 
u 3 Plosives V1. 
t, 
.LI 
4 Vd. 

Affricates T 
Nasals 

0 Vibrant 
Flapped 
Lateral 

2 Fricative 

Semi- 
vowels 

N. B. Phonemes placed in parentheses lhave doubtful phone- 
mic status. 

1.2.1. Phonemic Contrasts: With regard to phonemic 
contrasts of consonant phonemes, it may be mentioned that 
though minimal pairs of consonants showing contrasts of 
their phonetic features are attested in the initial position, yet 
in non-initial positions there are only a few which attest these 
contrasts. In fact, like many other languages of the Tibeto- 
Himalayan group, this dialect, too, seldom attests occurrence 
of aspirate plosives in a non-initial position. As such the 
scope of contrast of aspirate and non-aspirate counterparts 
of voiced and voiceless consonants is extremely limited. 
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Similarly, on account of vowel ending and non-plosive con- 
sonant ending nature of these dialects the scope of the 
contrasts of unaspirate plosives too is confined to a few cases 
only (see distribution of consonants). Consequently, the four- 
fold distinction of presence vs. absence of voice and aspira- 
tion too is, normally, attested in the initial position only, 
both these features are almost neutralized in the medial and 
final positions in a polysyllabic word. The phonemic con- 
trasts of consonants available in this dialect may be illustrated 
as under: 

Plosives 

Bilabials /p, ph, b, (bh)/ 

p/ph-/pwu/ husks: /phwu/ copper; /pi/ four: /phi/ rope, 

phlb-/pha/ ashes; /ba/ father, 

p/b-/p3la/ shoes: /bda/ thumb, 

Denrals It, th, d, (dh)/ 

tlth-/tun-/ t o  drink, lthun-/ to  rear; /ME/ fallen; /lathE/ 
lonely 

t/d-/ti:r/ arrow: /dir/ cattle shed; lte-/ to weep: lde-/ to 
go; /tun-/ to drink: /dun-/ to  beat. 

thld-/than/ price; Idan/ hill; Ithi-{ to melt; d i  de-/ to  
go- 
Palatals: /c, ch, j; t, th ,  % (jh)/ 

clch-/cu-/ to hold: Ichu-/ to divide; /chi/  father's sister. 
or sugar; /chinil chisal; /Eim-/ to fry: /chim-/ to 
feed. 

cf --/cu-/ to hold: /ju-/ to grow; /ti/; ten /ji/ and. 

chlj-/chya/ similar: /jya/ tea 

c/E-/ci/ ten: /Ei/ grass, plant. 

t/th-/ternel daughter: /theme/ elder brother's wife. 

ch/f h-/cha/ similar: /Eha/ salt; /cham/ wool: /tham/ 
bridge. 

;h/Z-/Eho/ lake: /Zo/ a hybrid animal. 
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jjz-/jan/ axe: /%all gold; /jarno/ to eat: /zamo/ to sneez; 
/ja/ from, (p.p) /za/ to eat. 

Refroflex It, th, d (dh)/ 

t/th-/tasks/ . . a kind of improvised bridge: /fhaska/ a kind of 
dance; /!??ma/ to be alive: / tha~ma/  to improve; 
/tabma/ to join: /fhabma/ to put more. 

t/d-/!am . . tarn/ bank of river; /dam/ iron smith; /tab-ma/ 
to stick (trans.) to join: /dab-ma/ to stick (intrans.) to 
group. 

th/dh- . . /fhalika/ cut pieces: /dhaqka/ last, final; /thanma/ 
to tremble: ldhanrnal to dance. 

k/kh -/kgsa/ bronze: /khasa/ kidney; /kwo-/ to  work: 
lkhwo-/ to dig; /ka/ a crow: /kha/ walnut. 

k/g-/kuli/ labourer: /khuli/ nest; /kwo/ rind: /khwo/ lap 

kh!gh-/kha/ walnut: /gha/ wound. 

khlg-/kbar/ to deceive: /gar-/ to:cover. 

Nasals /m, n, 7, fi/ 

m/n-/mali/ dream: /naq/ bangle (of metal); /ma/ not: 
/na/ mother, pus; /pham-/ to spin; /phan-/ to reverse; 
/mi/ man /nil sun 

m/~-/kham/ pillow: /khaq/ a boil; /am/ path: I;?-/ to 
lift 

1117-/man/ night: /ma?/ dream; /nu/ milk: /qu/ a kiss; 
Idan/ belly; /d;q/ hill. 

Liqziids: /r, I ,  rh, I h! 

r/l-Ira/ enclosure: /la1 hand; Ira-/ to come: /la-/ to lick. 

rlrh-Iraq/ colour: /rha?/ horse; /re/ field: /rhe/ bone; /ri/ 
also: I rh i l  story, /radi?/ next: /rhada/ clean. 

l/lh--/la/ hand: /lha/ moon, month; /li:dE/ heavy: /lhi:dE/ 
yellow. 
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Semi Vowels /y, w/ 

y/w--/ya/ a bow: /wa/ tiger; /yar/ up: /war /  a belch 

Fricatives: 19, s, z, h/ 

;Is-/j.ya/ meat: /sa/ clay; /de/ of: /se/ recognition. 

s/z-/sa/ clay: /za-/ to eat: /3yal meat: /zya/ day. 

Contrast between dental and retroflex plosives 

t/t-/tarnu/ to place: /tarnu/ to prick (trans.) 

dld --/dam/ garlic: /dam/ iron smith. 

1.2.2. Phonemic status of voiced aspirates: Although there 
are instances of occurrence of voiced aspiratis in these dia- 
lects, yet they are confined to initial positions and to the 
I.A. borrowed items only. They do not attest a phonemic 
contrast with their unaspirate counterparts too (see distri- 
bution). Moreover, in most of the cases the aspirate plosives, 
voiced or voiceless, realized in this position are the phone- 
tic variants of their unaspirate counterparts, e.g., /jhaq/< 
l jarl /  axe; /ghwal-/ to rub (IA); /cham/</cam/ hair; /thu1/4 
/tuq/ to drink; Idha?-mi/ servant~ldaq-/  to serve; Idha111 riches 
(I.A.); /bhando/ utensil (I.A.). 

As such in this analysis, at  least the voiced aspirates, 
have not been accorded the phonemic status. 

1.2.3. Phonemic status of voiced sibilant: Among fricatives 
the voiced sibilant /z/ has a phonemic status. It attests a 
phonemic contrast with its voiceless counterpart (see phonemic 
contrasts). 

1.2.4. Distribution: Distributionally, all the consonants 
and semi-consonants can occur in the initial position of a 
word. But on account of being predominantly a vowel ending 
language, occurrence of plosives, particularly of aspirates or 
/h/ and semi-vowels, is quite restricted. The distributional 
aspect of consonants and semi-consonants in it can be illustra- 
ted as follows: 
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/p/-/piSa/ head; /dumpa/ blunt; {pi/ four; !cipc/ bird; 
/cup/ quiet; /pap/ sin; lpuwal sister's husband. 

/ph/-/phucab/ rice; /phada/ grey; /sapha/ dust; /raph/ 
flame 

/b/-/b?da/ good, nice; /libin/ book; /labu/ butter; /phacab/ 
rice. 

lbhl--./bhansi/ buffalo; /bhando/ utensil; /bhak/ sound. 

It/-/tete/ grand father; Icukti: cap; /rhati/ cheek; /girt/ 
sour. 

/th/-Ithay/ plain land; lputhral fore head; /canth/ sharp. 

/dl-Idurnpal blunt; /wamda/ place; /pod/ big; ljiyjadl 
property. 

/dh/-/dhan/ riches; /dhuv/ to beat. 

c / - i m  house; Jcuklil arm pit; /cyo/ chin; /cipc/ 
bird. 

/ch/-/8ham/ bridge; /cham/ wool; /chincha/ liver; /lakchab/ 
ring. 

/j/-/z/-zjarol fever; /zya/ day; llazu/ muskdeer; /pyaj/ 
onion. 

/jh/--/jhyar)-/ to run; /jharl/ axe; ljhil mu/ to  bark (Chad.). 

It/-/tayda/ alive; /lato/ dumb; /kofo/ bread; /c2tt/ at  
once. 

/th/-/theb/ shadow; Itham-/ to gather; /jitho/ dirty; /dith! 
evil eye. 

Id/-/dith/ evil eye; /dome/ happiness; /mildoktha/ light- 
ning. 

/dh/-Idhamil marriage party; /dhil/ /delay; Idhay-mi/ 
slave. 

/k/-/ka/ bark, rind; /karkha/ bags of load; /piku/ bug; 
/sak/ breath. 

/kh/-lkhucipcl bat; lkhok-pa/ corpse; /nikhi/ dog; /karkha/ 
bags. 

!g/-/gunda/ in between; /goraq/ body; /jagjya/ mud; /tig/ 
one. 
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/gh/-/ghwal-mwo/ to rub. 

Irl/-/riu/ akiss; /qhul/ silver; ltoqmil alone; /mi?/ name 

In/-/nunu/ younger brother; /nikhi/ dog; / l i  bin/ book; 
/nilan/ air. 

/B/-/Ra/ fish; /iianca/ evening; /fiaqchE/ dusk; /fiaro/ 
yesterday. 

/m/ -/mi91 name; /mi] man; jwomdal black; /sum/ three 

/r/-/rusu/ anger; /rhe/ bone; lgurdal a blow; /war/ 
belch. 

/I/-/la/ hand; /luq/ back; /cukli/ armpit; /gull cough. 

/y/-/ya/ a bow; /yarto/ above; /poya/ elder brother; /yeEa/ 
guest. 

/w/-/worn/ bear; /wamda/ black; lwal tiger; !war/ belch. 
/puwa/ sister's husband. 

/i!/-/gi/ blood; /6iri/ son, /pis's/ head: Ides'/ country. 

1st-/sa/ clay; /us01 medicine; /rusu/ anger; /kgso/ bronze. 

/h/-/heli/ brass; /haksa/ rays; /hyalba/ bamboo. 

From the above distributional data it is evident that like 
Darmiya in this too, voiced aspirates do not occur in the 
final position of' word. Their occurrence in the initial and 
medial positions too is mostly confined to loans from Indo- 
Aryan. Besides, occurrence of affricate palatals and fricative 
/h/ too is rare in non-initial positions. 

1.2 .5 .  Pilonetic tendencies and allophonic variations: Like 
other dialects of the Tibeto Himalayan group the dialects of 
Chaudangs and Byangs too are predominantly vowel ending 
and non-plosive consonant ending tongues. As such occur- 
rence of plosive consonants in the word final position is 
timited to a few only. There too, i t  ha; been noticed that 
the voice and the aspiration of the plosives occurring in this 
position is reduced considerably. Consequently, these are 
realized as their voiceless or unaspirate counterparts. These 
phonetic features of the dialects may be presented as under: 
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Devoicing: Voiced plosives, /g, d, b/ occurring in this 
position are usually devoiced, as in lag-cham/+[aq-cham] 
beard; /lag-chab/ -* [la k-chab] ring; /lag -sin/+[lak-sin] nails; 
/dok-da/+[dok-ta] bright; /li:da/+[li:tha] heavy; /dug-la+ 
[du k-leq] meal. 

There too, as compared with Byangsi, the tendency of 
weakly pronouncing or dropping the final consonant is 
stronger in Chaudangsi, e.g. Byangsi-/meg/ but Chaudangsi 
/me/ eye. 

(iii) Aspiration: But contrary to  the tendency of reducing 
the non-initial aspiration, the speakers of this dialect exhibit 
a tendency to pronounce voiced plosives, nasals and liquids 
with copious aspiration when these occur in the initial posi- 
tion of a word. Consequently, these are perceived as their 
aspirate counterparts, as in /jhav/ axe; Idhay,-mil servant4 
/day-/ to serve; /rihul/ silver; /rhay/ horse; /dhun/ to strike. 

(iv) Fricativization: A non-initial velar plosive /k/ or /g} 
is realized as a velar fricative /q/ or /g/ when occurring in 
cluster with a voiceless palatal, as in /tokca/=[toqca] adge; 
/lugca/ = [lugc?] buttocks: lag-cham/-[agc ham] beard; /logsi-/ 
=[logsi] to ascend. 

(v) Labialization: All consonants tend to have a labialized 
pronunciation, with an incipient /w/, before a rounded back- 
vowel; as in Ithuv-mo!=[thwuq-mwo] to rear; /kho-mo/= 
[khwo-mwo] to scratcb; /lo-mo/ =[lwo-mwo] to say; lkho-pa/ = 

[khwo-pa] heel; /phwu/ cave. 

1.3. Consonant Clusters 

In this dialect the scope of consonant clusters is quite 
extensive. However, the favourable environment for the 
occurrence of these is the initial and medial position only. 
There is hardly any scope for the occurrence of a cluster 
i n  the final position. Moreover, in the initial position too, the 
number of the members of these clusters is normally two. 
Clusters of different combinations attested in this speech may 
be presented as follows: 

( A )  Initial podion: Normally, the number of the con- 
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stituents of a cluster in this position is two. Distributionally, 
the first member may be a plosive /a fricative /a liquid and the 
second member a semi-vowel/ a liquid. These may be illus- 
trated as under: 

.(a) Plosive +Semi vowel 

/cyu/ as soon as; /zya/ day; /khwe/ grand son; /phwu/ 
.copper; /kw?lin/ small bells: /tyar/ festival; Icy01 chin; /kyu/ 
lamp; /khwara?pay/ pigeon; /chya?/ court yard; lkhwopal heel. 

(b)  Fricative +Semi vowel 

/syanda/ child: /hyokta/ deep; /hyalba/ bamboo; /Sya/ 
meat; /:yalo/ fox; /Iya~lay/ old age; lsyartarnl left. 

(c) Liquid + Semi vowel/Fricative 

/lye/ bull; llhasi-/ descend; lrbu-/ to ask: /rhukuy/ bank of 
-river; /rhati/ check: /lha/ month, moon; /Ihan-ba! patch. 

,(d) Plosive/Fricative + Liquid 

/slendi/ sieve; /hrib/ rib; /br?thim/ dew, /hripin,/ udder, 
/ireza/ day before yesterday, lhrizaal ibid (Chaud.) 

In this dialect no initial cluster consisting of more than 
.two members could be attested. 

(B) Medial clusters: As compared with initial clusters the 
-range of medial clusters is wider. The constituents of a two 
member medial cluster are attested as follows: 

(i) Plosive + plosive: /loqca/ adge; /aqcham/ beard; /sak 
thukta/ asthma; /cakti/ beer; /cukti/ cap; /hyokta/ 
deep; /khokpa/ corpse; /li?kchab/ ring, 

( i i )  Plosive+liquid /semi vowel/ fricative: /!okri/ basket; 
/gurda/ a blow; /navkro/ ant; /cukli/ armpit; /dokta/ 
bright; /loqsin/ to ascend; /haksa/ rays; /napla/ butter- 
fly; /hrizya/ day before yesterday; /put hral forehead; 
/phaksa/ hare; /nipya/ hen. 

(iii) Nasal /liquid/ fricative + plosive: 1Syandal child; 
/kc^rkha/ bags of load; /cirgu/ nineteen; /wamda/ black; 
/jamta/ even: /dumpa/blunt ; /syartam/ left. 
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( iv )  Liquidlnasal-l- nasal: lzarnarnl east; ltharl-mi/ father-in- 
law. 

( v )  fricative+liquid/semi vowel: /dasro/ again; another; 
/hyor)/ counting. 

( v i )  Nasal +liquid /semi vowel: /hamri/ any how, /hamye/ 
any how; ldavyo-/ to assist /mye/ son-in-law. 

( v i i )  Liquid + semi vowel: /tharwai leopard. 

The constituents of a three member cluster attested in this. 
position are: - 

( i )  Nasal+ plosive +liquid: /nallkro/ ant; lchoqkrol basket. 

( i i )  Plosive + plosive +semivowel: /jugjya/ mud. 

( i i i )  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~semivowel: lnimjyal 3rd day from 
yesterday. 

( i v )  Fricative+plosive +liquid: Irnistril carpenter. 

In our data there are no examples of clusters containing. 
more than three members. 

(C) Final cluster: As stated above it being a predomi- 
nantly vowel ending language has a very limited scope for the- 
occurrence of final clusters. The only patterns attested in 
this position are ( I )  a nasal +a plosive: /gint/ fatigue; /tind/ 
blue, green. 

(ii) a liquid +plosive; /girt/ sour. 

( i i i )  a pIosive+plosive: /sipc/ comb; /cipc /bird;/matt/ 
enough; /cat t/ at once. 

1.4. Gemination 

Gemination is not a significant feature in this dialect, 
though lengthening of certain classes of consonants may be 
realized in certain predictable environments: /catt/ at once; 
/kucci/ broom; /rannu/ curd; /matt/</mast/ enough; l2cchol 
plenty. 

1.5. Supra Segmental Phonemes 

Besides the above mentioned segmental phonemes, the 
dialect has the folloving supra -segmental phonemes as well. 
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1.5.1. Nasalization: In this dialect, nasalization is both 
phonemic and non-phonemic. In the non-phonemic nasali- 
zation all vowels occurring with a nasal consonant tend to be 
nasalized automatically (for examples see vowe 1s allophonic 
variants). But the phonemic nasalization is quite independent 
of the existence of any nasal consonant or a nasalized vowel 
in the vicinity of it e.g., /me/ fire; /myZ/ son-in-law; /ktisa/ 
bronze. 

1.5.2. Lengthlquantity: There are certain environments in 
which the quantity of a vowel or of a consonant becomes signi- 
ficant. This phenomenon is attested particularly in the case of 
particularization or intensification of the quality or quantity of 
an object or action in question. There the length is perceived in 
both, the vowel as well as the coda margin or interlude, if it 
happens to be a plosive nasal/sibilant, and in the vowel alone 
if it belongs to any other class of consonants. But there are 
a few minimal pairs of vowels in which this phenomenon seems 
to be fully contrastive as in /ye/ eagle /ye:/ sattu; !mull silver: 
{moll source of water. 

However, in general, the quantity of vowel is not signi- 
ficant in a word final position. Vowels /a/, /i/, /u/ may be long 
or short, in the medial position, too, these may show variation 
in quantity, as in, /?ti/-/ ati:/ that; /jig--ji:g/ my; /man-man/ 
a plural suffix, and so forth. There are many words in the 
data which have been recorded with variation in the quantity 
of vowels. 

1.5.3. Accent: Accent is not a phonemic feature in this 
language. At least we could not come across any minimal pair 
of accentual contrast in our data. 

2.0. WORD STRUCTURE 

A word in this dialect, may be mono-morphemic or pol)'- 
morphemic, has the following general characteristics: 

(1) It may begin with any vowel or consonant but in/' 
and 111 
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(2) Normally, a native word ends in a vowel, a nasal, a 
liquid, a voiced plosive or sibilant. 

(3) No native word begins or ends in a consonant cluster 
other than those mentioned above. 

(4) Normally, an aspirate plosive or a fricative /h/ or a 
semi-vowel occurs at the end of a native word in it. 

(5) In a slow tempo of speech a word necessarily admits a 
momentary pause on either side of it. 

2.1 .  Syllabic Structure of a Word 

As in other languages of this group, in this too the imme- 
fdiate constituents of a word are syllables, numbering from 
1-4, which may have one or more phonemes of linguistically 
permissible sequences, between the two successive junctures 
and also- are capable of conveying a single concept. 

2.1.1. Syllabic units: Constituents of a syllabic unit are a 
'nucleus' which is one of the vowels set up for this languagef 
consonantal margins occurring on either side of it, which can 
be simple (i.e., a single consonant or complex ( = a  consonant 
,cluster or a geminated consonant) permissible in the language, 
-within the established system of vowels and consonants. There 
is no restriction on the occurrence of a vowel as a nucleous or 
.-a consonant, including clusters, as a margin of syllabic unit. 

2.1.2. Patterns of syllabic units: On the basis of the analy- 
sis of monosyllabic words it has been found that the permis- 
sible structure of various syllabic units, the constituents of a 
word, may be one of the following patterns: /V / ,  /VC/, /CV/, 
ICCVl, /cvc/, /ccvc/, /cvcc/ 

These patterns, besides occurring independently in a mono- 
syllabic word, may also become constituent syllables of a poly- 
syllabic word. 

(1 )  Monosyllabic patterns: In monosyllabic words the 
patterns of the above mentioned units may be illustrated as 
under: 

/V/-/a/ mouth, beak; /i/  excreta; /u-o/ he, she 
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/VC/-/UV/ stone; /am/ path; /aq-/ to lift. 

/CV/-/pha/ ashes; /ii/ blood; /sa/ clay; /sE/ god; /ti/ grass: 
/iia/ fish. 

/cvC/-/luq/ back: /raph/ flame; /worn/ bear; /Eim/ home; 
Imarlghee. 

/CCV/-/rhe/ bone; /cyo/ chin; /zya/ day; /iya/ meat; /Iha/ 
moon. 

/CCVC/-/rham/ arrow; /nhul/ silver; /rhib/ rib; /hyoq/ 
counting. 

/CVCC/-/yint/ fatigue; /tindl blue, green, /girt/ sour 

It may be mentioned that in words with more than one 
syllable these very patterns are repeated in various sequences. 

( i i )  Dissyllabic patterns: The permissible syllabic sequen- 
ces in a dissyllabic word are attested as under: 

/CVC-CVj-lcuk-li/ armpit; /durn-pa/ blunt; loq-ca/ calf; 
jkhok-pa! corpse; /warn-dal black; /thuri-ga/ hammer. 

/CCVC-CV/-/chy ar- te/ dysentry; llhan- ba/ patch. 

/CV-CVC/-/li-bin/ book; /la-thaq/ stair case; Ina-za~/ iron; 
/ m e  tiklpearl. 

/CV-CVl-/u-so/ medicine; /he-li/ brass; lru-su/ anger lni-khi/ 
dog; /du-lo/ bald; Ini-mi/ both; /ta-nu/ brain. 

/CCV-CVC/-/rha-kam/ before; /bra-thim/ dew; lrhi-pin/ 
udder; Ikhwa-raq/ pegion; /kwa-tam/ a plough. 

/CCV-CV/-rha-ti/ cheek; /iya-lo/ fox; /khwo-pa/ heel, 

ICVC-CVCI-ltav-mi?/ animal; /kok-sin/ bark of tree; 
lag-cham/ beard; /wom-baq/ dark 

ICCVC-CVC/-/chya?-paw court-yard; /iyaq-la?/ old age; 
/syar-tarn/ left. 

/cV-Vl-/lai/ all, every; /pael knee; /pus/ husbands' elder 
brother; /gui/ nine; 

/CV-VC/-/saiph,/ pig, /miar/ sky, heaven. 
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/ c v ~ - ~ C V / - / c h o ~ k r o /  basket; /mis-tri/ carpenter; /mim- 
zya/ 3rd day from yesterday. 

/ c ~ ~ - C C V / - / r h i - z y a /  day before yesterday; lhyok-ta/ deep; 

/cCVC-CV-/slan-di/ sieve. 

In disyllabics the most frequent pattern is /CVC-CV/, fbllo- 
wed by /CV-CV! and /CVC-CVC/. Other pattern have only a 
limited stock of vocables in it. 

(iii) Trisyllabic patterns: The number of trisyllabic lexical 
words is not very large in it. The permissible syllabic sequen- 
ces of this class of words are attested as under: 

ICVC-CV-CV/-lthzrn-cam/ custom; /gal..cu-rat gum; 
1 

/man-ta-to/ luke warm; lchir-gi-mo/ belt. 

/CV-CVC-CV/-/chu-kul-ca/ elbow; lke-rak-ta/ equal; {pa- 
zaq-te/ dead; /ka-du'l-si/ injury. 

/CV-CV-CV/-/u-chu-ti/ naughty; /u-na-ri/ nun; /u-lo-ri/ no- 
where; Ithi-si-mo/ to smell. 

/CV-CCV-CV/-Ira-zya-ri/ daily; Ichan-cha-ro/ Saturday. 

ICVC-CV-CVCI-/bw-ma-yaq/cradle: /ver-da-@r/ peak. 

JCVC-CVC-CV/-/suk-thuk-ta/ asthma. 

/CCV-CV-CV/-/by%-sa-li/ flute, lphye-mi-te/ pregnant; /lha- 
da-i/ ordinary. 

/CVC-CCVC-CV/-/bov-kwal-ce/ hoof. 

/V-V-CV/-/aha/ like this. 

From the point of frequency the most frequent trisyllabic 
pattern is /CVC-CV-CV/, followed by /CV-CV-CV/ pattern. 
Other patterns attest only a limited number of examples. 

No lexical item containing more than three syllables could 
be recorded in our data. 

2.1.3. Syllabic division: Normally, the syllabic cut falls at 
the weakest link between each pair of two successive syllables 
determined by linguistic forces like accent (i.e., higher s,tress), 



quantity of the syllable peak or the patterns of the syllables 
concerned. 

In the matter of syllabic grouping it fully agrees with other 
languages of this group, i.e., the vowel is the nucleus (peak) 
of the syllable and consonants preceding or following it are 
the peripheri or margins. AS such, other things being equal, 
in open syllables, the consonantal onset marginlmargins of 
the initial syllable peak arc grouped with it, e.g., in /li-bin/ and 
{sya-lo/ the consonants preceding the vowels are grouped with 
the vowels / i /  and /a/ for the purpose of forming the syllabic 
unit, and the succeeding consonants go with the succeeding 
syllable peaks. Thus in the above examples the syllabic divi- 
sion will be as /li-bin/ and Isya-lo/ (The dash indicating the 
place of syllabic cut). 

But if the interlude, occurring in successive syllables, con- 
sists of more than one consonant, excluding semi-vowels, then 
the must conventional principle applicable to  syllabic division 
is that the first member of this cluster goes with the previous 
syllable peak to form its coda margin and the second member 
is grouped with the succeeding syllable peak to form its onset 
margin. For instance, in /warn-da/ black and lthar-wa/ leopard 
the components 1-m/ and 1-r/ form the coda margin of the 
first syllable peaks, /-a/ and 1-81, and /-dl and /w/ form the 
onset margin of the second syllable peaks /a/ and /a/. Similar- 
ly, in a pattern like /rhi-pin /and/ choq-kro/ too the syllabic 
division will follow the same principle of grouping of phones 
t o  form the syllabic unit and to affect the mechanism of 
syllabification. 

However, in case of the second /c/ of a complex interlude 
being a liquid or a semi vowel then the syllabic cut falls bet- 
ween the syllable peak of the preceding syllable and the first 
/c/ of the complex interlude: e.g. /to-lya/ deaf; /ii-Sya/ heart, 
friend; /hi-zyal dzy before yesterday; /ni-pya!hen; /pu-thra/ 
forehead; otherwise. /warn-da/; / thu~-gal,  lslan-di/ etc. 

3.0. GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE 

3.1. Word classes 

On the basis of their morphological peculiarities and 
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syntactic position the word classes attested in this speech are- 
noun, pronoun, modifiers, verb and function words enclitics, 
Normally, as in other languages in this words of noun, pro- 
noun and verb classes enter into various types of morpho- 
logical inflections, whereas others d o  not. As such words 
belonging to former group are variable, i.e. are inflected for 
various grammatical categories and those belonging to the 
latter group are invariable or non-flectional. 

3.2. Word Formation 

In it a word can be both mono-morphemic or poly-morphe- 
mic. The morphological processes employed for the formation 
of polymorphemic words are-juxtaposition, prefixation (in a 
few cases only), suffixation, infixation, reduplication and com- 
pounding. Of these the devices of suffixation and compounding 
are the most common particularly with regard to nominal, 
pronominal and verbal stem formations. Various structural 
and morphological elements, involving various grammatical 
categories of these classes of words may be presented in the 
following respective sections of this analysis. 

3.3. Noun 

Syntactically, a noun in it functions as a subject or  object 
of a verb. It may also function as a predicative word, referr- 
ing to the subject or the object. Morphologically, it takes 
grammatical categories of number, gender and cases, and is 
also followed by post-positions. 

3.4. Noun Classes 

There are some instances in which the distinction of human 
and non-human or animate and inanimate nouns also is 
attested which may be explained as follows. 

( i )  Inanimate nouns are not inflected either for number 
or gender. 

(ii) Among animates only human nouns are inflected for 
plural. 

(iii) Animate nouns are not inflected for locative case. 
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(iv) In the inflection of ablative case too the animate and 
inanimate nouns favour different post- positions. 

(v) This difference is also attested in the use of interroga-- 
tive pronouns. 

3.4.1. Nominal stems: As in other dialects of this group, 
in this too, three kinds of nominal stems, viz., primary, 
derived and compounded, are normally attested. Out of these 
the number of primary stems is the largest. Historically, 
a majority of them belong to the Tibeto-Burman stock, but 
there is a sizeable number of them which belongs either 
to Indo-Aryan or falls under the category of indigenous. 
stock. 

Primary stems belonging to  the T.B. sources are both 
monosyllabic and poly-syllabic, e.g., /tig/ one; /nilan/ air; 
/la/ hand; /nikhi/ dog; /na?/ bangle; /worn/ bear; !ag-cham/ 
beard; /bi/ blood; /rhe/ bone; /lipin/ book; /sa/ clay; /fya/ 
meat; /nhul/ silver; /mar/ ghee; /pho/ cave; /Cim/ house; /cham/ 
wool; /Chat salt; Imanldream; /mar-ti/ oil; Itha?/ plain; /my€/ 
eye; /me/ fire; /tete/ grand father; /fia/ fish; /Iha/ moon; 
month; /piia/ head, /pi/ four, /ci/ ten, /Iha/ moon, /fuk/ six 
etc. 

Similar is the case of stems borrowed from the 1.A. and 
other sources, e.g., /3iri/ son; /ceme/ daughter; /kaka/ uncle; 
lpoya/ elder brother; /kasa/ cloud; Iraqgal cock; /like/ foot; 
/rha?/ horse; /ti/ water; /lugya/ clothes, /fokri/ basket; /topka/ 
a drop; /b5jo/ fallow land; /tyar/ festival; /zaro/ fever; 
/dunya/ lame; /mantato/ luke warm; /phu/ copper; /ti/ plant; 
/jari/ axe; /:ha/ ghost; jiyalol fox; /dam/ garlic, etc. 

3.4.2. Stem formation: The normal mechanism of nominal 
stem formation in this is suffixation, reduplication and com- 
pounding. 

(i) Sutxation: It is the most common device of stem 
formation. The formative suffixes may have some specific 
sense to convey or may not. In the latter case, the formative 
suffixes are, usually, bound forms and the resultant form 
functions as a complex stem to which are added the number, 
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gender and case suffixes. Some of the commonly used suffixes 
may be illustrated as follows: 

pa-/hok-pa/ owl, /na-pal patient, /fiaq-pa/ evening, 
/phu~al /  a copper water pot </phu/ copper. 

(ii) Reduplication: Reduplication of syllables, stems or 
formation of echo-words is also a part of stem formation in 
-it, e.g., Ite-te/ grand father: /la-la/ grand mother; {ci-cil aunt; 
,/ka-ka/ mother's sister's husband; Iphu-phu/ father's sister; 
,/tam-tarn/ river bank; /ta-ta/ elder sister. 

(iii) Compound stems: The number of compound stems, 
having both the ccnstituents as free forms with their indepen- 
dent meanings is fairly good in it. In this type of forma- 
$ions, both the constituents of the compounded stem may be 
nominal or adjectival +nominal etc., conveying a copulative 
.meaning. For the purpose of nominal inflections these stems 
.too behave like primary stems. The following type of com- 
pound stems have been obtained from the data available 
t o  us. 

(i) Noun +noun=Noun: 

/mig-cham/ eye brow; lag-cham/ beard; /lagopan/ 
finger, /ruv-Siq/ handle; Idha-mi/ marriage party; /cag- 
dal/ frying pan; /lag-dal/ palm; {che-ti/ perspiration; 
/lag-chab/ ring; /bu-ti,' butter milk; /ma-mu/ breast of 
woman; /me-lin/ fire place; /lak-sin/ nail of finger; 
/pE-lan-bE/ bedding. 

(ii) Adj. +noun =Noun: 

Iphye-mite/ pregnant (with two beings); /6yav-mi/ rich; 
/b%lal thumb; /ca-la/ index finger; Igunri-gun-ma/ 
middle finger; Imin-minindl ring finger; /ki-kincl small 
finger; /khu-cipc/ bat; lkho-bu/ snake; /yarnam/ north. 

(iii) Verb +noun =Noun: 

/thxirada/ begger< 1 thoci-/ to beg; /dha~i-mi/ servant 
<Idan-/ to serve; /zernam/ east; /rE nemlwest. 

Article: There is no definite article. In a colloquial speech 
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it is, however, expressed either with the numeral /tig/ 'onep or 
pronoun /udi/, /unal, Ikh?mi/ a certain etc., as in /tig mi/ a 
man, ludi-khami bal a father. 

3.5. Nominal Inflection 

As in many other languages of this group, in this too there 
is no grammatical gender. As such a nominal stem is inflected 
for the number and the case categories only. In some cases 
these grammatical markers are kept apart from one another 
and in others are fused together; e.g., /8irig/ boy's /:iris/ by the 
boy; /sir;-man-sa/ by the boys; /Hirig darici/ for the boy; /Siri- 
rna~i-daiicil for boys: Thus the order of different elements 
being as nominal stem+numbe r marker+case marker. 

3.5.1. Gender: As pointed out above, Rangkas does not 
recognize any grammatical gender; at least for native vocables. 
The natural gender which in no way affects the structure of 
other constituents of a sentence is, however, distinguished ( i )  
either by using separate terms for paired groups of males and 
females, ( i i )  or by prefixing terms denoting the sense of 'male' 
and 'female* or 'he* and 'she' to the substantive concerned, 
or  (iii) by suffixing a gender marker denoting 'father' and 
'mother'. In borrowed items, however, the original pattern of 
the language from which it has been borrowed may be 
followed. 

But in this dialect the gender distinction is confined to 
animate beings only, all inanimate objects are genderless. In 
this context it may also be pointed out that in the languages 
of the T.H. group animatr: beings too are,treated as human and 
non-human for the purpose of gender differentiation, i.e., in 
case of human beings there are distinct terms for the male and 
female counterparts, or particular suffixes denoting the sense 
of 'father' and 'mother*, but in case of non-human beings 
these are indicated by prefixing the term for 'he' and 'she* to 
the epiceneous term: e.g., /mo mala/ she goat; /pho mala/ he 
goat; /pho nikbil (male) dog; /mo nikhi/ bitch (though rarely); 
/rhan/ horse;/ mo-rhalilmare. 

In human beings the gender distinction is attested as 
follows: 
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(a) Distinct terms for male and female counterparts: 

baba/ba father moma/na mother 

syand/syanna son cernelcame daughter 

pk brother rhinsya sister 

po-hya eldest brother po-ta eldest sister 

mi-hya youngest brother mi-ta youngest sister 

syant-mi old man syant dheri old woman 

tharl-mi father-in-law puni mother-in-law 

tete grand-father lala grand-mother 

liqe/lye bullock sirE/rE cow 

c&pya/raqga cock nipya hen 

(b) suffixation of terms denoting the sense of 'father' and 
'mother' or 'man' and 'woman'. 

ba: na - pod-ba elder uncle pona elder aunt 

mi- ba younger uncle mi-na younger aunt 

ka: ci - po-ka eldest uncle po-ni eldest aunt 

guv-ka next uncle gu-ni next aunt 

syarl-ka next uncle syav-ni next aunt 

pa: sya- byavkhopa Byangsi byaykho- Byangsi 
male SYa female 

4 : sya- rat hi husband rathi-sya wife 

ni: sya- baqbani Chaudangsi barbasya C. female 
male 

darmani Darmiya darimasya D. female 
male 

mi: ni- thaq-mi maternal pu-ni maternal aunt 
uncle 

In case of non-human animate beings the same epicene 
term is used for both the sexes of the species concerned, e.g., 
/mala/ewe, sheep; /rhaq/ horse, mare; /wa/ tiger, tigress: /nikhi 
-nikhu/ dog, bitch; /bila/ male/female cat etc. 
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However, if indication of sex in non-human animate beings 
is absolutely necessary then it is indicated by prefixing the 
terms /pho/ 'male' and /mo/ 'female' to the epicene term in 
question as in /pho-rhaq/ horse: /mo-rhav/ mare etc. 

3.5.2. Number: All nominal and pronominal stems are 
inflected for the singular and plural numbers only. There is 
no number marker for the singular. It is the absence of num- 
ber marker that distinguishes it from the plural. The plural 
marker follows the stem and precedes the case suffixes, as in. 
/ati-maq-sa/ by them, /!hi-marl-gel of the boys. 

However, the plurality is marked for human beings only. 
All non-human beings and inanimate objects are used in singu-, 
lar only. As in other languages of the T.H. group in this too 
plurality is indicated in two ways, (1) by means of the plural 
marker suffix/-ma~~/, and (2) by prefixing and attribute, viz. a 
numeral other than one or a term denoting the sense of 
plurality, such as some, a few, many, all, several etc. In 
verbal forms it is mostly inferred from the number of the 
subject of the verb in question. 

( 1 )  Suffixal plurality: In these dialects the plural marker 
suffix is /rna~~--rnaq/ which is affixed to all human animate 
nouns: 

lati/ he : lati-marl{ they 

/syand/ child : Isyand-mZr)/ children 

Icemelgirl : Iceme-mar)/ girls 

!mi/ man : /mi-marl/ men 

/siri/ son : /siri-marl/ sons 

Otherwise cf. /rharl/horse, horses; /lama/ goat, goats; Ida/ 
fish, fishes: /la/ hand, hands; /sit7/ tree, trees etc. 

( i i )  Non-suflxul plurality: As stated above the non-suffixal 
method of indicating plurality is either to use a numeral modi- 
fier other than for 'one' or use a modifier indicative of the 
sense of plurality such as /duma/ some, a few; /jammail all, 
every; /matt/ many. These may be illustrated by the follow- 
ing examples: 
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/jig tip rhinsya ane-yin/ I have one sister 

/jig sum rhinsya anne-yinan/ I have three sisters 

/in nisi pe yinel we are two brother(s) 

/in matt pe anne -yine/ we are many brothers 

/duma mi kaden sida/ some people are awakened 

/gat)-mi layakta yimanl others have gone to sleep. 

Grierson has recorded a term /titi/ 'many' also which may 
be used to indicate plurality which could be used predicatively 
as well, as in /ba titi-titibal fathers=many father. 

In case of non-human objects plurality is not marked 
overtly, it is inferred either from the number of the subject or 
the verb, e.g. in lsiqko khaci pat brakhan/ leaves fall from the 
tree; the plurality of the object 'leaves' is inferred by the verb 
form which is in the plural. Similarly /atiga (I-usiga) ulat, 
mala yinanl how many goats has he? 

/nii tiru nisnel fishes live in water. 

It is also inferred from the subject, as in 

/ryBnna-sa libin kalha (-logsa)/ a boy read a book. 

Isyanna-maq-sa libin kalha/ boys read books. 

Otherwise no distinction of plurality is available in expres- 
sions like 'field is-fields are filled with water, /rheza ti cibin 
(kabin)ni/. 

3.5.3. Case: Case is a grammatical category in it and can 
be established on morpho-syntactic basis. Besides expressing 
the relationship of a noun with the verb in general, a case, 
particularly the genitive case, also expresses a relationship 
between two nouns or between a noun and pronoun. 

The grammatical relations expressed by these are varied 
and numerous, such as subject, object, means, purpose, advan- 
tage, separation, origin, possession, material composition, 
place, time, etc. In both the dialects the case markers are, 
more or less, the same. 

In it the casal relations are expressed ( i )  either by means 
of suffixes, affixes to the bare stems of substantives in the 
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singular, and after the number suffixes in the plural or (ii) by 
means of postpositions which follow specific inflected bases of 
nominal and pronominal stems. In the real sense of the tenn 
there are only three cases, viz., direct, ergativelagentive and 
genitive. All others are expressed with the help of post- 
positions. 

All the case suffixes of Rangkas may be presented as 
below: 

sq* 
Direct 4 
Acc. dative j a ja 

Dative da?ci/ja dalci/ja 

Ablitive kh%i/ca? khaci/can 

Genitive -gal-@ -ga/-gE 

Locative kuq/kho (in) ku'l/kiio (in) 

3.5.3.1. Syntactic correlations: Various syntactic correla- 
tions expressed by various case forms may be explained as 
under. 

(a)  Dired case: Morphologically, the direct case has no 
markers for any number. But syntactically it is used to denote 
the following grammatical relations; 

(i) It is the subject of an intransitive verb or verb sub- 
stantive: 

lcipca (wnapya) phaqkan (.-laqni)/ birds fly. 

/sisko khaci pat prakhan-bhzrnil leaves fall from the 
tree. 

lati (mu) diega yin (-degane)/ he is going. 

/je tov-mi vine/ I am alone. 

/jig sum rhiltsya yinanl I have three sisters. 

/iia ti kho (wku) nisnel fishes live in water. 
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( i i )  It is an object of a transitive verb: 

/atisa (wusa) syanna duqtal he beats the child. 

/atis8 (--usa) s h  cGta/ he is cutting the tree. 

lsyanna (wsyanda) koto zagan/ the child is eating bread. 

/:iris8 ceme tins3 (--or]sa)/ a boy looked at a girl. 

/mid syanna nag8 nu tu?nan/ small children drink mother's 
milk. 

(iii) It i s  also an object (direct) of a verb having two 
objects, i. e., direct and indirect. 

/nasa (mrninaqsa) syanna nu data/ mother gives milk to  the 
child. 

/rha? ti ji Ei dani/ give water and grass to the horse. 

But in case of the direct object pertaining to  human being, 
it takes the object marker /ja/ 'possession' and the direct 
object is placed in the direct case. 

/jigs in@-mi nanuja rusa/ I asked my younger brother. 

/rajas8 apiga ceme thocidja kaddal 

The king gave his daughter to the begger. 

/wu wuja data/ he gives to  him; /wu ji-ja data/ he gives 
to me, /ins3 u-ja datanE/ we give to him. 

In a colloquial speech the objective marker /ja/ is usually 
dropped, consequently we get forms like /u ji data/ he gives to 
me; /gE wu data/ you give to him, etc. 

( e )  Casal relationship of subject and object of a transitive 
verb: 

The casal relationship of the subject and the object of a 
transitive verb is well defined in it, i.e., the subject of all transi- 
tive verbs is invariably placed in the ergative case and the 
object in the nominative/direct case: (see below, ergative 
case). 

The above mentioned casal relationship is fully maintained 
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even in the case of verbs having two objects, direct and in- 
direct (for examples see above, direct case (iii). 

(d) Vocative: The noun in the vocative case, used for 
addressing or calling a person has no relation with otherwords 
in the sentence. It is, however, accompanied with vocative 
intonation, as in /e: syand! ulo dega inno/ well boy! where are 
you going. /o ba/ well father!. 

(e) Ergative case: As in other languages of this group, in 
this too, the ergative case is used to express the subject of a 
transitive verb, in the past or non-past. The ergative marker 
suffix is /se/ which is realized as /sE/ or Is/ as well. 

/?tisa (-usa) Ian syuntal he is working. 

/syanna (wsyandsa) libin kalh3 (-- logsa)/child read a book. 

/Sirisa ceme tins8 (-o~sa)/ a boy looked at a girl. 

/sitas8 ramja am rusa/ Sita asked Ram of the way. 

/jisa tig womda nukhi talsa/ I saw a black dog. 

Ju-se-sE/ by him, lba-se/ by the father. 

( f )  Causative Agent. However, the causative agent takes 

/ja/ instead of /sa/, as in latisa syannaja Ian phuntal 

he gets the work done by the child: 

(g) Instrumental/Agenrive: Suffixes for the instrument all 
agentive case are similar to that for the ergative case. 

/rams8 tirsE bali k?sse/ Ram killed Bali with an arrow. 

/cipca (wnipya) rhavplisa phaqkanl bird fly with wings. 

latisa (-usa) jhaltsa S i n  cats/ he cuts the tree with an axe. 

(h) Sociative case: The sociative case which expresses 
a either casual or inherent association of a thing or a person 
with some other things or persons is expressed with the 
help of postpositions /pha, te, zero/ 'with': 

lai uso lu7 tite zamol take this medicine with hot water. 
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/gate zoro (wbha) gaqrni una (--khami) nisa/ who was the 
other person with you? 

/ati (UU) usiga bate zoro (-bha) dema yin/ he has to go. 
with his father. 

(i) Dative: The sense of dative case is expressed either with. 
the accusative marker /ja/ or with a postposition/dar)ci/ 
which follows the genitive base of a noun or pronoun: 

/jig daqcil for me; /nag daqcil for you; /gE-ja/ to  you; 

/cha da~i?i/ for a month; /duma zya davjci/ for a few days; 

/wu gE-ja data/ he gives to you; /gas in-ja datZn/ you give. 
to  us. 

It is also used with a verbal noun acting as a logical object, 
as in /zam daqci/ to  eat, for eating; /ram dayci/ to bring, for 
bringing: /khi:r koim d a ~ c i  phucab (wphecab) c i ~ k e n l  rice is , 
needed to prepare/ for preparing kheer. 

(j) Ablative: The casal relationship of separation of a thing 
or person from another thing or person is expressed with the 
postposition /khaci/ 'from', which is normally preceded by 
/yar, kur), ko/ the locative markers, though the suffix /ci/ 
itself is a locative marker as in /si:r ci/ in the jungle. 

/dilli khaci/ from Delhi; /siV yar (-ko) khaci/ from the tree; 

/uyar-danku khaci/ from the mountain; 

/lu khaci-la kuqkhaci/ from the hand. 

/siqko (.-yar) khaci pat pharni (-lhani)/ 

leaves fall from the tree. 

(k) Genitive: The genitive case expresses a mutual relations- 
hip between two substantives. In this it is expressed with the 
suffix /gal which is realized as /ge-gE/ as well. /jig81 my; 
/naga/ thy: Ig;3niga/ your; /uga.-atigal his; /nags/ mother's;. 
/rEga/ cow's: etc. /ai (midi) jig Zim ]be/ it is my house. 

/nag iirio ulo yin/  where is your son? 
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/mid syanmaq naga nu tutlnanl babies drink mothers' milk 

Ram's mother gives cow's milk to the children. 

lug8 (-atiga) kha min lhe/ what is his name? 

With regard to the genitive suffix Byangsi attests a distin- 
ction between human and non-human objects i.e., it takes the 
genitive suffix /mangal if the relationship is between human 
beings, as in/ rama~ge na/ Ram's mother, /Mohan-maqge ba/ 
Mohan's father, otherwise only /-gal, as in /ram@ libin/ Ram's 
book; /rEga nu1 cow's milk, etc. 

The genitive case has a morphological importance, because 
it serves as a base for the use of the post-positions expresoing 
casal relationship of the dative case, especially with reference 
to  pronominal stems (for examples see above, dative case). 

(I) Locative: The use of locative is restricted to  inanimate 
nouns only. Moreover, various time and space oriented 
relations of this case are expressed by various post-posi- 
tions and adverbial phrases: The most commonly used 
locative marker in Byangsi are: /kho/ 'on' /ja/ in, /her/ on, 
/khar/ on; and in Chaudangsi /kul/ 'in' and /yar/ 'on', e.g. 
/bando ku? (-kho)/ in the pot; /sorl ku l  (-kho)/ in the 
village; /pho kun/ in the cave; /ti kuq ("kho) in the water; 
/la kun (-kho)/ in the hand; /me ku (--kho)/ in fire; /rheza/ 
in the field; /lakho/ fin/ on the hand, /pilakho/ on the 
head; /tha?za/ in the field; {cimzal in the house. 

/ai (adi) bendo kurl (mkho) kha katasid he(-yin)/ what 
have you put there in this pot? 

lati soli kuq (wkho) ulav mi iiisine (-baste yinan)/ 

how many people live in that village? 

/nags (--na) la-kuv (--kho) idi(-ai) kha ]he/ 

what is this in your hand? 

3.5.4. Postpositions: There are a few more post-positional 
terms which, like case suaxes, indicate various casal relation- 
ships of nouns and pronouns with other nouns and pronouns in- 
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a syntactic string. These postpositions invariably follow the 
noun or pronoun to denote the relationship for which they 
stand. Some of the commonly used postpositions of Chaudangsi 
and Byangsi are- 

/kho/ in, /te/ with, /te-bha, te-joro/ together with, /gunda/ 
'between, lkha-ci/ from, /yar/ on, /ja-ti/ on, /cav/ from, etc. 

All of these are added to the nominative base of a noun 
,or pronoun. But there are some which follow an inflected 
base of a noun or pronoun in the genitive case. The most 
important of these are- /davci/ for, /yekhu/ under, /khE/- 
/khai/ instead of, /nero/ near, /nigam/ behind, /bhitaro/ inside. 

Besides, it has a post-position, viz., /ja/ which is used to 
indicate the sense of 'from, to, at, in possession of', etc. which 
may be illustrated as under: 

(a) Accusative: The accusative sense of /ja/ may be seen in 
-the following expressions: 

/jisa kham-ja luksa (.-lesu)/ to whom did I say? 

/gansa (--gasa) ?ti-ja (wuja) kalunisa Ihe (--lensalhe)/ you 
may have told him. 

/jisa ingami nanu-ja aikhoi (--hida) ram daqci kaluksidan/ 

I told my younger brother to come here. 

/rams8 mohan-ja tig katha rusa/ Ram asked mohan one- 
thing. 

/jisa inga syaq ka-ja citti rima yin/ 

I have to write a letter to my uncle. 

/je thin-za fian-cha Eim-ja degyinyel 

I am going to my home today. 

/in rojari atirnzq (usi) cimja ralline (-rane)/ 

we used to come to their house daily. 

!je itta re-ja demu cinkhyel 

wish to go to the field just now. 
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(6) It is also used as a marker of causative agentive: 

/atisa syanna-ja len phutnal he gets the work done by 
the child. 

(c) Possession-with animate nouns it also indicates the 
sense of possession, Igan-ja (-ga-za) ulav rupya yin (--hi) /  

how much money is with you (=in your possession)? 

/in-ja gani-ja cari duguna re ane/ 

we have (possess) double the land than you have 
(possess). 

3.5.5.  Models of Nominal Declension 

A .  Human 

/mi/ man sg* 

Nominative mi 

Accusative 

Erg4 Ag* 

Dative 

Ablative 

Genitive 

/Iiri/ boy 

Nom. 

Acc. 

Erg/&* 

Dat. 

Abl. 

Geni 

Iceme/-/came/ girl. 

Nom. 

Acc. 

came came-ma? 

9 9 9 9 
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Erg./&. came-s&se c2me-ma?-sa/-se 

Dat. came-daqci ,, danci 

Abl. came-za-k haci ,, za-khaci 

Gen. cameg ,, ga 

B. Non-human (only singular) 

/nikhi/ dog /lama/goat 

1-2 nikhi lama 

3- nikhi-sa lama-sa 

4- nikhi-da'lEi lama-da~Ei 

5- nikhiza-khaci lama-za- kha61 

6 nikhi-ga lama-ga 

/la/ hand /iiq/ tree 

5- la-co-khaci si'l-kho-khaci 

6- laga si'l-ga 

4.0. PRONOUN 

Pronouns which substitute nouns can, like nouns, function 
as subject, object, etc. in a syntactic construction. Morpho- 
logically these too are inflected for two numbers and six casal 
relations, including postpositional relations, but at  least the 
personal pronouns are not inflected for locative case. 

Semantically, all pronominal stems are divisible into six 
classes, viz., ( 1) Personal, (2) Demonstrative, (3) Interrogative, 
(4) Indefinitive, (5) Reflexive, (6) Relative. Of these the pro- 
nouns of personal, demonstrative and reflexive classes are 
inflected for both the numbers, but not others. 



4.1. Personal Pronouns 

Personal pronouns stand for nouns of 'the person speak- 
ing', 'the person spoken to' : and the 'person or thing spoken 
of'. These represent the 1st. 2nd and 3rd persons respectively 
and are clearly distinguishable from their distinctive stems: 
/ji/-/je/ I; /in/ we; /gan/ thou; /gani/ you; /kan/ you (hon.); 
/ati/ he; lati-mP?/ they. (for complete declensional forms, see 
Model Declensions). 

From the point of inflection, personal pronouns fully agree 
with the inflectional patterns of animate nouns, i.e., the case 
markers, post-positions added to them are the same and follow 
the same morphophonemic rules. In case of plurality they, 
except the 3rd person, follow a different pattern, i.e,, in these 
it .is marked either by replaciug the stem itself, ae in /je/ I: 
/in/ we; or by suffixation, as in /gan thou: Igdnil you; /u/ that: 
/usi/ those, they; but lati/ he: latimarl{ they. 

4.1.1. Possessive pronoun: In these ;dialects possessive pro- 
nouns are not inflected for the case category, e.g., 

/in rojari atiman (-mi) cim-za rad line/ 

We used to visit (go) their home daily. Here the personal 
pronoun jati-u/ which syntactically is in the possessive case 
is inflected for the number category only. 

4.2. Demonstrative Pronouns 

The third person pronominal stems represent the demon- 
strative pronouns as well which are used for 'pointing out' a 
relatively 'remote' or 'proximate' person or thing. In these 
dialects these are attested as lidi-ail this; lati-atin/ that; 
/ye-ne/this 

lidi (-ai) jig cim lhel this is my house. 

lati (-atin) iriga tete man@ so* lhe/ 

that is my maternal grand father's village. 

/nag-na lakho ai-(idi) kha lhel 

what is this in your hand? 
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4.3. Interrogative Pronouns 

This class of pronouns is used for enquiring about some 
one or some thing. I n  Byangsi the most commonly used 
interrogative stems are-/kha-mi/ who?; {khE/ what?; /una/ 
who, which?; /ulan/ how much, how many? In Chaudangsi 
these are attested as /kha-mi/ who?; jkha/ what?; /ulan/ how 
much?; /ham/ how? etc. 

lati una iiri nisi31 who was that boy? 

/jisa unaja (mkhamja) laks (-1esu)l 

to  whom did I say? 

/gate zoro ( w b h a )  ganmi una (wkha-mi) nise/ 

who was the other person with you? 

/una tokri ]he/ which basket is this? 

In these the term for 'which' normally occurs as a modifier 
and as such is not inflected for any number or  case. But the 
term for 'who' is inflected for all the cases, though for singular 
only, e.g. /khami-una/ who?/ kham-ja/ to  whom?; 

/kha-mi-sa-una-sa/ by whom?; /khami-danci/ for whom? 
/unaga/ whose?, of whom?. 

4.4. Indefinitive Pronouns 

Pronouns of this class refer to an unknown o r  unidentified 
person or thing. As in other languages, in this too these are 
formed with interrogative stems by adding /ri/ to  them; 
/khamiri/ anyone; /khari/ anything, something, /udi/ a certain; 
/duma/ some; /ajan/ another. 

latiman kha cinkhanan sunnen la/ they may do whatever 
they like. 

/gan khari thocin dayarigal whatever you ask for, I shall 
give. 

/wa tingai jammai kapeoril all ran away on seeing the tiger. 
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4.5. Reflexive Pronouns 

Reflexive pronouns substitute and refer to a noun or pro- 
noun which is, as a rule, the logical subject of the sentence. 

Reflexive pronouns are expressed either with genitive forms 
of the pronoun concerned or with the help of the stem lapi/: 

/je jig lan jie (-api) huhca/ I myself will do my work. 

/in apig lan apie syun cagnya/ we ourselves do our work. 

/gan na (.--nags) lan gaie syubcin/ you yourselves do your 
work. 

/ati uga (mapi) laa apie syonlol he himself should do his 
work. 

4.6. Relative Pronoun 

As in other languages of this group, in this too there are  
no separate stems for relative pronouns. Usually, the interro- 
gative pronouns are employed to serve the purpose of relative 
pronouns as well; or in most of the cases it is left out too; but 
in these dialects the I. A. relative pronominal stems have also 
found a place. 

/jE-g/ whose; /jo-kha-ri/ whatever, 

/ai rayan, ati dean/ who comes, he will go. 

latiman kha chinkhanan, 5uItlaan la/ they may do whatever 
they like. 

/ai atie mi Ihe jai in sai myare tinnesa/ 

He is the same person whom we saw yesterday. 

Irupyii jo rarEta/ the rupees which (he has) brought. 

/jo jig ani, ati nag ani/ whatever is mine, (that) is dine. 

4.7. Models of Pronominal Declensions 

/je/-/jil 'I' 

Case singular plural 

Nominative j i in 
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Accusative ji/ jija 

Erg. Agentive jisa 

Dative ji danci 

Ablative ji can ( 4 )  

/gan/ 'you*, /kan/ you (hon.) 

Nom. @an/ gE 

ACC. ,, /gE-ja 

Erg. ~ g .  ga-sa 

Dative naglna darici 

Abl. ga-can(ri) 

Gen. na-ga/na 

lati/ 'he' 

Nom. ati 

ACC. 9 9 

Erg./ Ag. itti-sa 

Da t. ati danci 

Abl. ati can 

Gen. ugal 6tiga (By.) 

/u/-/o/ that 

Nom. olu 

Acc. ulu-ja 

Erg. /Ag. usa 

Dative u-danCi 

Genitive u- ga 

LOC. u-kun/u-kho 

in linja 

in-sa. 

in-darizi 

in-can ( 4 )  

in-ga (-ge) 

gani 

y 9  /gani-ja 
gani-sa 

ganiga/na danci 

gdni-can ( 4 )  

gani-ga 

9 m 

ati-man-sa 

ztiman danci 

atiman can 

usiga/ atimanga 

usi 

usi/ usi-ja 

usi-sa 

usi-danci 
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5.0. ADJECTIVES 

As in other languages of this group, in this too, adjectives 
belong to that class of words which qualify a noun or pronoun 
o r  intensify the meaning of another adjective. Structurally, 
these belong to  the indeclinable class of words, but on the basis 
of their syntactic position and semantic function they are 
treated as a separate class of words. Morphologically, these can 
be classified as pronominal and non-pronominal. The former 
are variable, i.e., inflected for number, and the latter non- 
variable. 

5.1. Pronominal Adj. 

There are two types of them, (1) Possessive and (2) Demon- 
strative. These may be illustrated as under: 

(1) Possessive Pronominal Adj.-/jig81 my; /ingal our; 
/nag81 your (sg); /ganiga/ your (pl.); /atiga/ his: latimail-gal 
their. But in Chaudangsi the forms of the 3rd person are - 
lug31 his; /usiga/ their; Rest of the forms are common. How- 
ever, in a colloquial speech genitive case marker /gal is leftout 
with plural forms. 

(2) Demonstrative Pronominal Adj.-/ai rharil this horse 
/atin rhan/ that horse. (Chaudangsi terms are -/idi/ this and 
/ate/ that). Moreover, adjectives belonging to  this class can be 
termed as distinguishing too, because these distinguish a person 
o r  thing from another person or thing, e.g., in an utterance 
like /nag rhali your horse, the qualifier /nag/ distinguishes the 
/rhail/ 'horse' from other horses, /sid ran/ white horse, /atisid 
rahn/ tall horse. 

5.2. Non-Pronominal Adj. 

The non-pronominal adjectives which either denote a 
quality such as good, bad, black, red, etc., or quantity, such as 
enough, plenty, much, etc., or number, such as some, few, 
many, four, five, etc. or some state or condition, such as sad, 
jolly, cold, hot, etc., may be termed asdescribing one, because 
they simply describe the quality, quantity, state or number of 
the noun head qualified by them. Morphologically, these 
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belon,e to non-variable class, i.e., are not inflected either for 
th:: number or for the case form of the noun head qualified by 
them: /buds syanda/ good boy; /buds cemel good girl; /buds 
ceme man/ good girls; /wamda nipya/ black hen; jwamda 
rafigal black cock; jwamda rarigaman/ black. cocks; /adi-ai 
bandokho (-kun) in this pot; /atison kho (-kun) in that 
village; /?ti bakhtZr/ at that time. 

Some of the most frequently used radical adjectives belong- 
ing to this class are-/jamma/ all every; /daqtha/ beautiful; 
/mat/ much, many; /hajo/ more; /ulari/ how much, how many; 
/una/ which?; /duma/ a few; /tori -?ccho/very. 

The interrogative /kha/ and the indefinitive /jamma/ are 
invariably followed by the term /mi/ 'human being', when 
these refer to human beings, as in /gansa khami huig tansal 
(Chaud.) to whom were you calling forth?: 

ljisa kham(i) ja Iesu (-luksa)/ to  whom did I say?; 

/,?ti khami airi nis?/ which one was that boy?, otherwise 

/uga-atiga kha minlhe/ what is his name? 

5.3. Formation of Adj. 

Adjectives are both radical and derived. Radical adjecti- 
ves are mono-morphemic, but derived are poly-morphemic. 
The adjectives illustrated above are all radical ones.. -4 few 
examples of the derived are as under: 

(i) Ida/: Basically, it is a suffix used to form past participle 
in verbal constructions, but in Rangkas it is the most common- 
ly used formative suffix of an adjective as well, e.g., /yada/ bad; 
!bus/ better, good; /pods/ big; ImidElsmall; /wamda/ black; 
/khada/ bitter; difficult; /tinda/ blue, green; /loda/ cheap, easy; 
/rhada/ clean; /balds/ fat; /phuda/ grey; /kanda/ hard; /lunda/ 
hot; /hyeda/ yellow; lnudal new; /rada/ next; /malid?/ red; 
/[an-da/ alive; /pujinda/ burnt; /kakheda/hungry. 

In some cases it is also realized as /-t--thl (a dvoiced-d): 
/dokta/ bright; /li:thE/ heavy; /syakantE/ kind. 

(ii) Adjectives are also formed by 'compounding numeral 
and nominal stems, as in /ton-mi/ alone; /ni-mi/ both, 



( i i i )  They are also derived from verbal roots-/lui~-da/ hot< 
lluri-J to make hot. 

( iv )  1-ci/ pertaining to /yunkuEi/ lower; /yartoci/ upper; 
lgunnatilmedial: 

( v )  numeral +noun-lsumrute/ triangular; /pirutelsquare; 

(vi )  In Byangsi they are also formed with Itha-th/ as in, 
/wa-th/ far; lcin-th/ proper: Isyan-tha/ old, which is also used 
as past participal suffix. 

5.4. Placement of Adjectives 

In Rangkas, like I.A., the qualifiers of a noun are invariably 
used attributively; e.g. /mat pel many brothers; /sum rhilisyal 
three sisters; /ulan mala/ how many goats?; lwomda nikhil 
black dog; /lun ti/ hot water; /bud-mi-man/ good men; lunan 
yad 6iriJ a bad boy. 

In a noun phrase containing more than one adjective, the 
sequential order of different classes of adjectives is like this: & 
demonstrative, f pronominal, & numeral, & intensifier, & 
describing. /idi bud mi-man/ these good people. 

/ai (midi) jig Eim lhe/ this is my house. 

/jig tig rhinsya yin/ I have a sister. 

/jisa tig wamda nikhi tans31 I saw a black dog. 

ljisa tig matta womda nikhi taris31 

I saw a very black dog. 

But in case of more than one describing adjectives quali- 
fying a noun head, the one referring to size precedes the one 
referring to one quality/ colour: 

ljisa tig mattai pod8 womda nikhi tans81 

I saw a very big black dog. 

lkaya mida-mida mahda cipc-man tison sidenel 

very small red birds are seated on the roof. 

5.5. Degrees of Comparison 

As is the case with many I.A. and T.B. languages, in it too 
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the comparison of degrees of adjectives is non-suffixal. In 
two objects it is affected by placing the object of 
in the ablative case and the object being compared 

in the nominative case, along with the term /can/ 'from' or 
/cyari/ prepositioned to the modifier, e.g., 

/yu kuci re yarto-ci re can pod yin/ 

the lower field is bigger than the upper one. 

/inja kamiri caxiri niguna jimi yin/ we have double the land 
than your. 

lug p6 wo ransya cyan bhun tE ani/ his brother is taller 
than his sister. 

In case of comparison among more than two objects, i.e., in. 
the superlative degree the particle of comparison, viz., /lakcan/ 
'from all' or /1E cyan/ is prepositioned to the modifier in 
question: 

/gunna-ti re lakcaq pod yin/ 

The medial field is the biggest of all. 

/pod peza lakcaq pod3 jimi yin/ 

elder brother has/ possesses more than all others' land. 

/IE cyaq budla11 from good= best, /u cyav doma bud/him 
from-a-little-good = better. 

5.6. Agreement with the Noun Head 

As pointed out above, in it no class of adjectives shows 
any agreement with the noun head qualified by them: 

/jig iiri/ my son; /jig ceme/ my daughter; 

/jig airimaq/ my sons; /jig cememav/ my daughters; 

(Also see non-pronominal adjectives, above). 

lganza ulav rupya yin/ how much money is with you? 

lganiga ulav :ire-rE inan/ how many cows have you? 

/ati una airi nisa/ which boy was he? 

/ati una tokri nisa/ which basket was that? 
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6.0. NUMERALS 

As in other dialects of the Raogkas group, in Chaudangsi 
and Byangsi too numerals share the position of qualifiers. As 
such these are a sub-class of  adjectives. The formal sub 
classes of this class of adjectives are-(1) Cardinals, (2) Ordi- 
nals, (3) Aggregatives, (4) Fractionals, (5) Multiplicatives, (6) 
Approximatives. 

6.1. Cardinals 

The commonly used forms of cardinal numerals from 'one' 
to 'twenty' are as follows: 

/tig/ one; /nisi/ two; /sum/ three; /pi/ four; /nail five; 

/togo-tug01 six; Inis-nisya/ seven; /zyad/ eight; 

/gui/ nine; /ci/ ten; Icate-cathe/ eleven; /cane/ 

twelve; /c6sum/ thirteen; /capi/ fourteen; /cabatl/ 
fifteen; /cato/ sixteen; /cani/ seventeen; /cadze/ 

eighteen; Icurgu-cirgul nineteen; /nasal twenty. 

From the above it is evident that forms of the numerals 
from one to ten are monomorphemic and from eleven to  
twenty poly-morphemic which are formed by combining the 
appropriate allomorphs for the term 'ten' as its first compo- 
nent and those of one to nine as the second component, but in 
the case of 'twenty' the order of the components is reversed, 
i.e., it becomes two x ten, besides the phenomenon of replace- 
ment also takes place. 

In these forms the notable morphophonemic change is that 
the morpheme,ici/ is rewritten as /&/ before the components 
for 1-8. Besides the morphophonemic change in ltig/-+/te/; 
/ / / b / ;  /togo/+/to/; / r~is/+/ni/; /zy2d/ +/dze/; /gui/+ 
/gu/; /nisi/-+/n2/ also are notable. 

Like other languages of this group these too, follow the 
decimal system of counting. Consequently, numerals above ten 
are formed by compounding the terms from one to nine to 
terms for 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 and 90. Moreover, in 
this system the terms for the decades of 20, 30 etc., too are 
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formed by combining the terms for numerals for 2-9 and for 
10, respectively as the first and the second component of them, 
e.g., 20 is 2, 10 /nasal, 30=3, 10 /sum-sa/, 40=4, 10 ,'pisa/ 
etc. For 50 there are two terms, viz., /1iasa/=5, 10 and 
/pi-sa-ci/ (=4, 10, 10; 60 is /tukcha/ 6, 10, but for seventy 
there are again two terms, viz-lnissa* nis-sa-sum, and Itukcha- 
6, 10, 10 and 90 is /zy acchaci/=8, 10, 10. 

Further, to  form the series of different decades numerals 
from one to nine are directly added to the term for the decade 
in question, e.g. /nasa tig/ 21 (=20, 1); /nasa nail 25 (=20, 5); 

/tug sa sum/ 63 (6,10,3); jsyad-sa-pi/ [syzccha pi] 

84; /syaccha ci tug/ 96 (=8,10, lo), so on and so forth. 

Numerals for hundred series are formed by using the term 
for 1-9 followed by the term for hundred, viz., Isail, as in lnis 
sail 200, /sum sail 300, /pi sail 400 etc. 

Numerals above the series of hundred figures are formed 
by adding the specific numeral to the specific hundred nume- 
ral, joined by an additive particle /art, as in !sai ar tig 1101, 
/sai ar pisa/ 140, but for 250 there is a special term, viz.1 
Iphyadte sum sail i.e., half to three hundred. 

Higher numeral terms like thousand, ten thousand and 
lakh are seldom needed by common folk. In case of necessity 
either the Tibetan terms /ton/ 1000, /!hi/ 10,000, /bum/ 1,00,000 
were used or the I.A. terms, /hazar/ 1000, /das hazar/ 10,000 
and /lakh/ 1,00,000 are used. 

6.2. Ordinals 

The use of separate terms of ordinals is not prevalent 
among the speakers of these dialects. In case of necessity the 
borrowed I.A. terms, viz., /pEla/ first, /dusro/ second, Itisrol 
third, etc., are used. At least I could not get any term from my 
informants. 

6.3. Aggregatives 

This class of numerals denotes the n umber of persons or 
things together or collectively. In it the aggregatives are 



obtained by suffixing /mdn/, the plural formative particle, to 
the numeral in question. 

/ni-mi-ri/-lni-mi/ both,/ sum-man/ all the three, 

/i~ai-man/ all the five, and so forth. 

lati (musi) ni-mi channam raya~inan/ 

both will come tomorrow. 

/gani (usi) sum-man lagaka je lab-nis;/ 

all the three struck me together (=having met). 

/ati nai-maxi chanari aikho rayan-nan/ 

they all five shall come here tomorrow. 

,6.4. Mnltiplicatives 

This class of numerals denotes multiplicity of things in 
terms of 'times' or 'folds'. In it these are obtained by adding 
the borrowed terms /co, ro, gunal to the number in question, 
as in /ticco/</tig-co/ once, /dusro/ twice, again, /tisro/ third 

.etc. or /ni-guna/ double, two times, /sum-gunal three fold, 
three times etc. 

,6.5. Fractionals 

The commonly used fractionals in it are- 

Iphye-phyadl half; /phyadte nisa/ one and a half; 

Iphyad-te sum/ two and a half; 

.6.6. Segregative 

In  it the segregative adjective is identical with indefinitive: 
/jamm3/ every, all; /jamma miza tig tig duli nise/ every one 
had a stick. 

6.7. Approximative 

The sense of approximation is expressed by using the item 
for the specific numeral preceded by llagbhagj 'about' a borro- 
wed term from I.A. Besides, a set of two numerals in a conse- 

-cutive or a random order is used to form the approximative 
phrases. 
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at that time there were about 5-6 persons. 

/je duma zya danci gui-cii rupya dani/ 

please give me about 9-10 rupees for a few days. 

It may be interesting to note that in case the approximation 
pertains to human beings then the term /mi/ 'human being' is. 
appended to each of them, though the term for 'man' or 
'men' also is used as usual separately, e.g., /ria mi 6 s  mi mi/ 
about 5, 7 persons. But no such an affixation is attested in 
the case of non-human objects. 

7.0. VERBAL SYSTEM 

The verbal system of this dialect is quite simple. For, the 
verb roots attest minimum inflection for numbers and persons 
in various tenses and moods. 

7.1. Classification of Verb Roots 

Structurally, verb roots in it belong to three categories, viz., 
Primary, Derived and Compounded. Though most of the verb 
roots are primary ones, pet there are some which belong to 
the other two categories as well. Moreover, on the basis of 
casal forms taken by them for their subject or object or on 
the basis of syntactic distinction of having a second noun/ 
pronoun other than the noun/pronoun serving as their subject, 
as the legitimate object of the verb concerned, these roots can 
be classified as transitive and intransitive as well. 

The most distinguishing feature of transitive and intransi- 
tive verbs in it is this that the subject of the transitive class of 
verbs is invariably placed in the ergative case, whereas that of 
the intransitive class of verbs is placed in the nominative/ 
direct case. 

Besides simple transitive and intransitive verbs, there may 
be a few verb roots which are called verbs of incomplete pre- 
dication, i.e., requiring a predicative word, usually a noun or. 
adjective for completing the sense indicated by the verb form: 
as in 
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/in mat pe yine/ we are many brothers 

/jig sum rhihsya yinan mane/ I have three sisters. 

/je koto zama cinkhel I want to eat bread. 

(i) Primary roots: In these dialects primary roots are most- 
ly  mono-syllabic, e.g. -/dob-/ to see; /on-/ to show; /lo-/ to say; 
/Sun-/ to tell; /an-/ to lift: /ta-/ to place: lrici-/ to get up; 
Icici-/ to think; Ichil-/ to wash; /gal-/ to call; Inam-, nab-/ to 
arrive; /tu-/ to add; /ru-/ to ask; /dun-/ to beat; /jun/ to begin; 
Ice--ci-1 to bite; /ram-/ to bring; Igyuri-/ to make; Ira-/ to 
come; /za-/ to  eat; /tun-/ to drink; Ida-/ to give; /de-/ to go; 
/ko-/ to cook; /te-/ to cry;/ than-/ to dance,/ hi-/ to laugh. 

(ii) Derived roots: The commonly derived roots in it are 
those which belong to the category of intransitive roots, 
derived from transitive roots by suffixing 1-si/ to it; /pa-/ to 
make, to take circle: /pa-si-/ to encircle; /ta-/ to prick: 
/ta-si-/ to be pricked; /ya-si-/ to take bath; /km-si-/ to 
bend; Ilok-si-/ to climb; {lha-si-/ to descend; /dak-si-/ to fight; 
/lo-si-/ to  forget; llhap-si/ to learn; /dam-si-/ to lean; /cuk-si-/ 
to put on; /duk-si-/ to quarrel; llhok-si/ to read; /hyuk-si-/ to 
ride; Idan-si-/ to serve; /ca-si/ to hide oneself</cya/ to hide, 
conceal. 

7.2. Compound Yerbs 

Normally, languages of Tibete-Himalayan group do not 
favour the use of compound verbs, yet these are not totally 
wanting too, though the number of verbal roots forming a 
compound stem is not more than two, of which the first is the 
main and the second a subsidiary and all grammatical cate- 
gories are carried by the final constituent itself. In this dialect 
the most commo~ily employed auxiliaries are: /an-/--/ yin-1 to 
be, /ni-/ to be; /lhe/ to become; Its-/ continuity; /ci-/ desire, 
order. 

In Rangkas, besides the employment of auxiliaries in peri- 
phrastic constructions (see perfect and continuous tenses) 
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there are instances in which compounding of different verbal 
roots too is attested: /tar-/ can, ida-/-/ta-/ let, give, /-cin-/ 
want; /-par-/ had to; /syun-ci-/ to finish. /Suncin/do (=Hindi- 
kar lo): Idelan tak lhinanl were allowed to go; /sun parkan/ has 
to be done, one has to do; /diem parkan/ one has to go, /rams 
cinkh nisal wanted to come, /diema cinkh-ye/ (I) want to go, 
etc. 

7.3. Verbs compounded with Nouns and Adjectives 

The device of compounding certain nouns and adjectives 
with certain verb stems, to express a single verbal concept, 
,too, is attested in it, e.g., 

/suru syun-/ to begin; /rusu,'ra-/ to be angry; 

Irada-ani/ to clean; /binti syun-/ to request; lpsya-roll- 

Ipusyu-ro-/ to comb; /gul-si-/ to cough; /soma-ani/ 

to treat; /ma-syun-/ to  forbid; /hyaka-gun-/ to remember; 

/ori-si-/ to treat; /bud-ta-,I to love, to  like. 

7.4. Transitivization 

Basically, like other T.H. languages in the Rangkas group 
too, there is no inbuilt system of deriving transitive or causa- 
tive stems from other roots by modifying them, rather they 
have distinct roots for the transitiveEor intransitive sense of a 
.verb, e.g., 

Intransitive 

gwan- to fall 

Transitive 

kna- to fell 

yan- to listen sun- to tell, to narrate 

Iwz-/zim to burn ci- to kindle 

hici- to die sa- to kill 

zu- to grow yib- to  grow, to  be grown 

kujya- to be broken chya- to break 

rhinci- to stop to- to make to  stop 

raci- to rise, to get up i31i- to raise 
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But at the same time it may be interesting to note that 
besides the above noted feature, in some cases the mechanism 
deriving intransitive roots from transitive stems, by means of 
affixing the derivative /si/ is also attested: 

Transitive Intransitive 

lo- to swing, to shake lo-si- to take a swing 

chya- to break chya-si- to be,broken 

syan- to make to  sit syan-si- to  sit 

cya- to  hide cya-si- to hide oneself 

thi- to make to melt thi-si- to melt itself 

!a- to  prick !a-si- to prick itself 

pa- to make, to move pa-si- to  move, to whirl. 

7.5. Verbal Conjugation 

In it, a verb is conjugated for the grammatical categories 
of person, number, tense, mood and aspects. In these lang- 
uages a verb is, normally, not conjugated for voice categories, 
for in the colloquial speech no favour is shown for the use of 
passive or impersonal constructions. Rather all expressions 
relating to  passive or impersonal voices are transformed into 
the structure of an active voice. 

From the point of temporal conjugation too it attests a 
clear distinction for the present, past and future tenses only. 
Similarly, from the point of aspects (i.e., denotation of nature 
of action) the verb stems show a distinction between perfect 
and non-perfect only, there being no clear distinction between 
progressive and non-progressive aspects of it. Both of them 
are freely used for each other, though literal rendering of 
linguistic expressions, involving progressive aspect, is possible. 

7.6. Sub-systems 

The verbal conjugation of this attests the following type of 
sub-systems, having their respective conjugational patterns. 
These are-(I) Affirmative, (2) Negative, (3) Causative (4) Re- 
flexive. Of these the range of affirmative sub-system is the 
widest one. 
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7.6.1. Aflrmative sub-system: Under this system all verb 
roots are inflected for all tenses and moods. The prefixo- 

mechanism operative in the indicative mood of it may 
be presented as follows: 

7.7. Mechanism of Tense Formation 

In a verbal conjugation its various temporal categories are 
obtained by means of respective temporal suffixes, along with 
.number and person markers. AS such the normal order of 
-various constituents in a finite form is: root+tense marker_+ 
person and number suffixes. 

7.7.1. Person-number suflxes: In this dialect a verbal stem 
is inflected for 6 forms only (i.e., 3 persons X 2 numbers) in the 
present and future tenses, and for one single form in the past 
tense. 

7.8. Subject Incorporation 

Like many other Tibeto-Himalayan languages, it too belongs 
to a pronominalized group, consequently it too shows traces of 
incorporation of the pronominal subject in its verbal forms of 
the present and future tenses. I t  is attested as /-n/ i n  the 3rd 
person, as /-no/ in the second person and as /ya-ye/ in the 
first person in the present tense. In the future tense, however, 
the 3rd person does not attest any subject markers, it is the 
absence of it which indicate the subject as 3rd person, e.g., 

/za-/ to eat 

Chaudangsi 
Present tense 
3rd -zaghe 

Byangsi 

zagan 

I st-zaye zagaye 

Future tense 

,1 st - za-ye zayan-ye. 
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It may be mentioned that in Chaudangsi no subject marker 
is attested with intransitive verbs in the second person (sg) 
+.g., Ira1 to come (present) 

Chaudangsi Byangsi 

3rd-ragane raga-n 

2nd-ra raga-no 

3rd-ra-ye ra-ye 

similarly /de-/ to go etc. 

In this respect Byangsi is more uniform than Chaudaqsi 
(for more illustrations see model conjugations). 

7.9. Temporal Conjugation (Indicative mood) 

In these dialects all transitive and intrasitive verbs, includ- 
ing the verb substantive, are inflected for various temporal and 
non-temporal categories, but in a non-formal speech, how- 
ever, there is no strict adherence to  the use of various tempo- 
ral verbal forms, particularly with regard to indefinite and 
continuous forms, or perfective and non-perfective forms. This 
laxity in the uses of verbal forms is attested even in the use of 
forms pertaining to  different tenses, persons and numbers. 
Various forms and functions of temporal conjugation, in the 
indicative mood, may be presented as follows: 

7.10. Verb Substantive 

Various roots of verb substantives and their conjugational 
forms attested in these dialects are as under: 

Roots: /an--yinl to be; /ni-/ t o  be; /li--lhe/ to become. 

Present tense Sg* PI- 

3rd person 1 helanelyin lhene/anne/yinan 

2nd person I hen/yE/yinye lheni 

1 st person lhelay~lyinya anne/yine/inia 

Past tense 

3rd person nisa/niso/kalh3/ ninansa/ninas/ 
I hica/kaca nini/nin-ni 
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2nd person (Grierson) niyansa/ni-ninsa ni-nhes 

1st ,, niyes ni-nhes 

Future 

3rd person niyan/Ihe nyan-na/nin?n 

The LSI records the following forms of verb substantive 
for Byangsi (111; I, 520) Ihe ye I am, we are; lhe no thou art; 
Ir', Ihi, in is: ni-ye-so I was; ni-ni-SO YOU were; ni-so, ni-ni-ni 
they were, but in our data all these forms could not be 
attested. In this the roots /yin/ and / h e /  have been used 
differently, as in /soxi-gE yukho yari-ti yin/ there is a river 
below the village; /ai atiye milhe} i t  is the same person (speci- 
fication);/ Ihene-lhekan/ becomes; /ulo yin/ where is?; /kha 
min lhe/ what name is? 

7.11. Finite Verbs (Affirmative sub-system) 

A finite verb form, in these dialects, exhibits grammatical 
categories of tense-aspects and moods. All tense-aspect- 
person-number markers are affixed to the verb root directly. 
A structural analysis of all these is as under: 

7.1 1.1. Present Indefinite: In these dialects, the present 
tense besides the indefinite and indicative sense of an action 
taking place in the present time, also denotes an action in 
progress which may be technically termed as present con- 
tinuous. It  is affected in two ways, (i) with the help of 
the aux. /ta/ to remain, to  be, (ii) by suffixation of tense- 
number-person markers. Both these features may be illustrated 
as follows: 

(1) In the former case different forms of the aux. /ta/, 
viz. /ta/ (3rd person), /tan/ (2nd person), /to-tu/ (1st person) 
are affixed to the verb root, e.g., /dhunta-tunta/ he strikes; 
/sa-tan/ thou strikest; lsa-tu/ I strike; latisa (--usa) syanna 
(-sy2nda) tun-ta (-dhunta)/ he beats the child. 

/nasa syanna (msyanda) nu data/ mother gives milk to the 
child. 
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/atisa (-us?) gin ceta /he cuts/ is cutting the tree. 
Idholimi-sa lugru chil-ta/ the servant washes clothes. 

(ii) In the latter case the person-number marker suffixeg. 
are affixed to the tense marker suffix /ga-khl which is. 
identical with conjunctive participle marker. In this the varjoufi- 
forms affixed to different persons and members are obtained 
as under: 

e.g. lati za-gan/ he eats; lati-mzri za-g2nan/ they eat, 

~ ~ a n - z ~ - g a - n o /  thou eatest; /ga-ni za-ga-nil you eat. 

/je za-ga-ye/ I eat; /in za-ga-nye/ we eat. 

Besides, forms like /beste yinan/ dwells, /diegayin/ is 
going, etc. indicate the trend of periphrastic constructions as 
well, may be due to its contact with Indo-Aryan dialects. In 
Chaudangsi the suffixes are 1-ne/ 3rd person; /-n2l 2nd person 
and /-ye/ first person, which are directly affixed to the verb 
root, as in lati nisinel he lives, /ga nisi ni3/ thou livest, /je 
tunye/ I drink, etc., though Grierson has recorded only /nil 
for all persons and numbers. 

The conjugational differences of Byangsi and Chaudangsi 
dialects of Rangkas, in respect of present tense forms may be 
illustrated by the following usages: (Here the forms placed in 
brackets are from Chaudangsi). 

/sin ko (-yar) khaci pat brakha (.-bharni)/ leaves fall from 
the tree. 

/iia ti kuri (- kho) nigan (-nisne)/ fish: lives in water. 

/gan (-ga) ulo basgani (-nisina)/ where do you live? 

latiman (musi) aikhoi (hide) basganan (nisin?)/ they live at 
this very place. 
/syanna (-syanda) koio zagan (-zane)/ the child eats 
bread. 

- 
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/syannari (~syandman)  kotto zaganan (-zane)/ children 
are eating bread. 

/ji tun-gya (-je tuli-ye)/ I drink. 

/ati (-U) diegan (wdegane) she, he is going. 

'universal and habitual present is also expressed with present 
indefinite. 

/nazan meku (-kho) tagai (tamcan) lunda lhekanl iron 
becomes hot on putting in the fire. 

,he is in the habit of doing work even in illness. 

,lati zagai yin/ he is always eating. 

Present continuous: Normally, the speakers of these dialects 
d o  not make any distinction between present indefinite and 
present continuous, e.g., /dhunta/ means both-he strikes, and 
he is striking. Similarly, /jhan kan/ runs, is running. But if 
absolutely necessary then it can be expressed with the help of 
the aux. /ta/ or with the help of the aux. /nil: 

ldhunta-ta/ he is beating (=he remains beating); 

/ceta-ta/ he is cutting down; Isyun-ta-ta/ is doing; 

/atis8 Ian syurita-ta/ he is doing work. 

They are doing work for a long time. 

(In Chaudansi the verb form would be Isyunta-ta-na/) 

/je thanja cimja deg yinya/ I am going home today. 

Presentperfect: Present perfect is not a distinct conjuga- 
tional category in it. Normally, it is expressed with simple 
past-tense forms. However, it is sometimes affected by 
prefixing the perfective markers /ka, pi/ to the verb root, e.g., 
/pi-di-s/ gone, /pi-ra-dl came, etc. The perfective aspect may 
be seen in the following syntactic uses. 



/kansa dilli khaci jig danci kha rhansol what have you 
brought for me from Delhi? 

/ji dukl?n ka-zza/ I have finished eating. 

/ins8 api lan ka-ssyun/ I have finished my work. 

/nasa api siri thocidja ka-dda/ mother gave her son to the 
begger. 

Static present: The static present or the present prefect 
.continuous is expressed through periphrastic constructions, i.e., 
by adding desired forms of the aux /yin; an-/ to the past 
participle base of the main verb: 

'ai (adi) banda kho (-kun) kha ka-tasid yin ( -he ) /  what / 

has been kept in this pot? 

/sin kho (wyar) tig cipca tisyon sid yin (ticorisid-ni)/ a bird 
is seated on thz tree. 

/kha ka-syun da yino/ what has been done this? 

/ti sonsid yinan/ (they) are seated. 

7.1 1.2. Past indefinite: As in the present indefinite the past 
indefinite too, besides the usual denotation of indefinite/ 
indicative sense, denotes an action in progress or complete in 
the past as well. As compared with present and future the 
conjugational forms of the past tense are somewhat comple- 
cated. The usual suffix of the past is /sa/ which is variously 
attested as Isu, so, sa/ as well. In some cases it is directly 
affixed to the verb stem and in others it is preceded by infixes 
like /nai,  /ka/, /gal or /ye/, e.g., 

/logsa/ read (sg); /lonesa/ read (pl.); /onsa/-/tinsa/ saw; 

/tennesa/.-/tinnes~/ saw (pl.); pusa /asked; /rasa/ came; 

1nisa.-nis3/ was; /lesu/ I said; Idaksal I gave; /zayasa/ we 

ate; /ma zasa/ did not eat; lde-yesol I walked. 

In some cases the past tense marker /sa/ is attested as /cat 
a s  well, as in Iphakca,' spoke; /yakca/ slept; Ichilsal washed, 
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Past tense forms are also employed to convey the sense 

of completion of an action in the immediate past or even in the 
present, usually expressed by present perfect (see above). 

/thanta atimari diemo accho bakhtar ka Ih3/ 

now it has become enough time since they went. 

According to Grierson (508) the present tense forms are 
also used to denote the sense of past, as in /luk-ta/ he said; 
/ma-tar-nil he could not; Ira-nil he came; lsyun tanel they 
did etc., but these forms could not be attested in our data. 

Periphrastic constructions: The static past or the past 
perfect continuous is expressed by adding respective past tense 
forms of the subsidiary verb /nil to the participle form of the 
principal verb as in 

/tag nisal wept; Icing nisal-lcinkh-nisa/ wanted: 

/ati in tin maci ( ~ t a r i g a )  tegnisa/ she started weeping on 
seeing us. 

/Zti (u) aikho ram3 cinkh (ciria) nisa/ he wanted to  come 
here; Iheg nisal laughed, was laughing. 

Past continrrous: Normally, as in the present tense in the 
past tense too, the sense of continuity is affected by affixing 
respective past tense forms of the verb substantive /ni-1 
'to be' to the conjunctive participle form of the main verb; 
alternately it can be Ita-ni-/ as well: /ati (mu) ton mi raga 
nisa/ he was comin,g alone; /gansa una gal ka (whuig) tanisa 
/to whom were you calling for? /ati nigam was3 
hikkai nisa/ he remained laughing for long; /degE ninas~/ we 
were going; /deg-nisal he was going; /teg nisa/ he /she was 
weeping. latisa kokkai tasa atiman zagai ninansal (Byansi) /us3 
koige tasa usi zag3 nines/ Chaudangs) he remained cooking, 
they remained eating. /tesigai (wcasiga) ninansal were (con- 
tinued) quarreling. 

Past perfect: The past perfect is identical with immediate 
past in  which the completion of the action in question is 
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affected in two ways, (1) by reduplicating the stem, (2) by 
prefixing the perfective markers /ka/ and /pi/. According to 
grierson (111.1. 521) their free variants kab, ko, and pob, papi, 
also are attested. The resultant form is invariable for all 
persons and numbers, e.g., /pa-pi/ measured; /da-da-ta/ gave; 
ldi-di-nil went; /ni-ni-so/ was; /pi/-di-nil went; /tan-tan-ta/ got; 
/kab-tin/ was found; /pab-jyan-ta/ killed; ka-da-ta/ gave, /k&- 
se-nil stopped. . 

But in our data we could get the perfective forms with 
prefixes /ka/ and /pi/ only. In this the initial consonant of 
the verb root is lengthened when preceded by these prefixes. 
In this context both the dialects attest a uniform behaviour, 
e.g., /pidde/ d/de[-to go; /pi-di-ni/ they went; /kazza/ </za-/ 
to eat; /kattun/< /tun-/ to  drink; /pirra/ <Ira-/ to come; /pi- 
ra-s3/ came; /pawhe! left; /k3dda/< Ida-/ to give; /kaddun/ 4 
/duri-/ to strike; /katte/ wept; /k2ddob/ saw; /kayyan/ <yan-/to 
hear. 

Static past: Like static present, the static past too is 
obtained by adding the past tense form of the aux. lni-/to the 
past participle base of the verb in question: 

/gansa lugra ulo katasid nisel where had you put the 
clothes? 

7.1 1.3 .  Future tense: The normal function of future tense 
forms is to state some thing about an action or state that 
has yet to take place or to come into being. But in this dialect 
it, besides denoting the sense of absolute future or progress 
of an action taking place in future, also denotes the sense 
of optative and of the subjunctive moods, including possibility 
or conditional aspect of an action taking place in future. 

Normally, the flectional base of the future indefinite is the 
bare root itself to which are affixed the future markers inclu- 
ding respective person, number markers. As compared with 
Chaudangsi these are more uniform and systematic in Byangsi. 
Schemetically these may be illustrated as under: 
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(A) Byangsi Sgw P ~ O  

3rd person -an/-an/-yan -ya6-nanla~i- 

2nd ,, -an-/-an-na/-no -an-nilyan-ni 

1st ,, -an/-an-ye/ yan-yelye -yan-nye 
(B) Chaudangsi 

3rd person -ari/yan -an-ne/ yan-ne 

2nd ,, -yari-na -yan-nil-ni 

In these forms the real future marker morpheme seems 
to be /an/ which under various phonetic environments is 
realized as/-yari/ etc. (For full forms of various verb roots see 
model conjugation), /lhi-yan/ 1 shall say; Idan-ye/. I shall 
go, etc. 

Besides, future is commonly expressed with present tense 
forms as well, e.g., /sa-to/ I strike, I shall strike; /di-ye/ I go, 
I shall go;/ lhi-ye/ I shall be; /sa-tanit you will strike. Syntactic 
usages of some of these may be illustrated as follows: 

/rhuncan ga-ri dayangal wait, I will give to you also 
(Chaud). 

/gan lo ma taryannol you will not be able to read. 

/ji atko (-&a) khajari ma deyatiye/ I shall never go there. 

/jisa usi phamu ma dayatiel I shall not allow him to speak. 

/jai rayan. ate deyad/ who soever will come, shall go. 

lati (-mi) chanali ( ~ m u c i )  rayannanl they will come t o  
morrow. 

Besides the simple future these forms are used for indicating 
progressive and presumptive aspects as well. 

lulan wasa tega mayan na/ for how long will you go on 
weeping. 

lati (WU) zag3 niyali/ he may be eating. 

Ijammai-mi zaga kazokta nyannal (Chaud.) 
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All the people may have finished eating. 

/charinam (wmaci) sekya chime-ri rayah/ 

brother's wife also may come tomorrow. 

In non-simple sentences implying both the actions taking 
place in future, the verb of the preceding action is placed in 
the present tense and of the succeeding action in the future 
tense: 

/gan kha-ri thocin, dayangal I shall give, whatever you ask 
for. 

/gan ramcan, ze-ri rama paryad/ if you come I will also 
have to come. 

With regard to future tense another notable feature af 
this language is this that in it not only the future action is 
expressed with present tense forms, but identical forms are 
also attested for both the tenses. 

/je thinja nyancha cimja deg inya (--degaye)/ 

I am going (will go) home today evening. 

/tunye/ I drink, I shall drink; /zae/ I eat, I shall eat, etc. 

Ititta, gan-ri data/ wait, I will give to you as well. 

7.12. Passive Sub-system 

Grammatically, the passive voice represents that form of 
the verb in which the subject is not doer, but as acted upon. 
As such in this type of constructions the grammatical subject 
is not the logical subject, i.e., the doer, but the logical 
object, the person or thing towards which /whom the action 
is directed. In view of this the passive voice is naturally, 
restricted to transitive verbs only. 

Like other languages of this group, this too, does not 
favour passive constructions. For, in these languages the 
inherent use of the subject of a transitive verb in the ergativel 
agentive case is enough to convey the passive sense. Con- 
sequently, utterances like/ zace/ cgnvey the meaning 'be 
eats' as well as 'eating is done by him. .4s such in these 
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languages all expressions of other languages having an active 
structure are rendered as in passive voice with their subject 
in the ergative case. As a result of this a sentence like 'to 
whom were you calling?' will be rendered as 'who was 
called by you?, as in /gansa una gal katanisa/-/gas8 khami 
huigtans?/; /lare jammai kadan delsn takt lhinan/ formerly, 
all were allowed to go to Tibet. 

7.13. Impersonal Voice 

Contrary to passive voice the impersonal voice is restricted 
to intransitive verbs. It is always in the neutral construction, 
as such the verb is always in the 3rd person sg. number. For, 
it has either no subject at all, or if there is one, it is re- 
presented as able or unable to perform the action denoted 
by the verb. But in these languages in the absence of 
impersonal voice, all expressions of other languages involving 
impersonal voice are rendered as in active voice. Consequently, 
Hindi sentences like-nlujh se bEtha nahi jata 'sitting is not 
possible by me' (lit. it cannot be sat by me) will be rendered 
as 'I cannot sit/ je sonsi ma tarsel, /gan miran de ma taryarinal 
you will not be able to walk on foot. 

you will not be able to read this letter (=this letter will 
not be read by you). 

7.14. Cousative Sub-system 

These dialects, like other dialects of this group do not 
have an inbuilt system of deriving transitive or causative 
roots from other verbal roots. There are distinct roots for 
both the aspect of the verb in question; e.g., /un/ to see: 
/when/ to show; /za/ to eat: /chi/ to feed; /tun/ to drink; Ida/ 
t o  give (=to make  to drink). 

However, if necessary the causative forms can be 
obtained by compounding the aux. Iphin-/, or /phun-/ to the 
main verb, e.g., Ichil-1 to wash>/chil phinl to make to 
wash; ,ha /  to eat >/za-phi111 to make to eat, to feed; /syuri/ 
t o  do>/syun phin/.-/-phun/ to make to do; /tun/ to drink> 
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/tun-phi111 to make to  drink; /hyi/ to laugh>/hyi phi111 to 
make to laugh. 

latisa lab syun-ta/ he is working, he works, but 

latisa syannaja lansyuri-phunta/ 
he gets the work done by the child. 

/usa syandaja lansyun phinta/ id. (Chaud.) 

"7.15. Negative Sub-system 

As in other dialects of the Rangkas group, in this too 
there is no distinct category of negative constructions, i.e., 
the use of the negative particle /ma/ does not bring about 
any structural change in the verb form of any tense or mood, 
.e.g., /cin/ is desired: /ma cin/ is not desired; lzasa/ ate; 
/ma zasa/ did not eat; /dayan/ will give: /ma dayan/ will not 
give; /de/ go: /ma de/ don't go. 

7.16. Reflexive Sub-system 

Certain verbal constructions of these dialects indicate that 
these had developed a reflexive sub-system which is similar 
t o  that employed to derive intransitive stems from transitive 
roots, as in /cya/ to hide>/cya-si-/tlo hide oneself; /lo-/ to  
shake, to swing>/lo-si-/ to shake or to swing oneself; etc. 

7.16. Model Conjugations (in Byangsi) 

/demo/ 'to go'. 

Present tense sg. 

3rd person degan deganan 

.2nd person degano degani 

1st person degaya deganye 

Past tense (all persons and numbers) 
pidde /desa (?) pidde 

Future tense 

.3rd person deari 
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2nd person deanno 

1st person deyanye-degaya 

Imperative gan de 

/ram01 'to come' 

Present tense 

3rd person ragan 

2nd person ragan:, 

1st person rag Ye 

Past tense (All persons and numbers) 

pirralrasa 

Future 

3rd person rayan 

2nd person rayarina 

1 st person rayan-ye (raya) 

Imperative ra 

Iza-/ to eat 

Present tense sg* 
3rd person zagan 

2nd person zag2no 

1st person zagaya 

Past tense (All persons and numbers) 

kazzalzasa 

Future tense 

3rd person 

2nd person 

1st person 

Imp era t ive 

gani dini 

rag anan 
ragani 

ragane 

pirra 

rayannan 

rayhni 

ra yannye 

rani 

zayarinan 

zayanni 

zayan-nye 

zani 
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/tun-/ to drink 

Present tense 

3rd person tungan turiganan 

2nd person tungana tunga-ni 

1st person tunga-yeltunge t unga-nye 

Past tense (All persons and numbers) 

kattun ltuli s3 (7) 

Future tense 
3rd person tun-yan 

2nd person turiga-1131 tun-yan-ni 
tun- yan-no 

1st person tunyan-ye tun-yan-nye 

Imp era five tuli tun-ni 

Model Conjugation (Chaudangsi) 

/de/ to go 

Present tense sg. PI. 

3rd person degane degane 

2nd person de dani 

1 st person deye dinE/dinye 

Past tense (All persons and numbers) 

piddeldesu pidde 

Future tense 

3rd person deyan deyan-ne 

2nd person de dani 

1st person de y a n- y e deyanne-nye 

Impera five de dani 

Ira-/ 'to come' 

Present tense 

3rd person raganelrane ragane 
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2nd person ra 

1st person ra-ye 

Past tense (All persons and numbers) 

pirralrasa 

Future tense 

3rd person ray ali 

2nd person ra 

1st person rayan-ye 

Imperative ra 

/za-/ to eat 

Persent tense sg. 

3rd person zagane 

2nd person zagana/za 

1st person za-ye 

Past tense (All persons and numbers) 

kazza/zanesa 

Future tense 

3rd person ~ A y a n  

2nd person za 
1st person za-ye 

imperative za 

/tun-/ to drink. 

Present tense 

3rd person tu~igane 

2nd person turigana 

1st person tun-ye (tune) 

Past tense (All persons and numbers) 

kattuu/t unsa 

rani 

ra-nE 

rayan-n e 

rani 

rayan-nE/-nye 

rani 

PI. 

zagane 

zaganilzani 

za-nye 

turigane 

tungani 

tun-nye 
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Future tense 
3rd person tun-yan turiyanne 

2nd person tunyan-na tunyari-ni 

1st person tun-ye tun-nye/-nE 
Imperative tun tun-ni 

8.0. MODAL CONJUGATION 

Besides the temporal conjugation, there are some other 
categories of verbal conjugation in which there is only particle 
inflection of verbal stems for a particular mood or mental 

state of the speaker and for a particular point of time. 
As such modal conjugation deals with the inflectional 

forms of a verb indicating the manner of an action, whether 
it is ordered to be done, or is dependent upon a condition 
etc. The three types of moods which are normally attested 
in these lanauages are-Indicative, Imperative and Subjunc- 
tive, with further divisions and sub-divisions. The forms and, 
functions of the Indicative mood have already been detailed 
in the foregoing pages. Now, we shall take up the cases of 
the remaining two. 

8.1. Imperative Mood 

Imperative mood is that form of a verb which expresses 
an action as an order, a polite command, a request, a warning, 
prohibition, etc. In this type of expressions, the subject is 
the second person pronoun, honorific or non-honorific, and 
is usually, left out. By its very nature the imperative can- 
not refer to the past. As such its use and forms are restric- 
ted to the present and the future times only. In the dialects 
the singular is expressed with the verb stem itself and the 
plural takes the plural marker /nil.-In/.-/yo/: /?el go (sg); 
/deni/ go (pl.); /za/ eat (sg): /zani/ (pl.); /gan turi/ thou 
drink; /gani turinil you drink; {aiko ra/ come here (sg): /aiko 
rani/ (pl.); /rhan ti ji Ei danil give water and grass to the 
horse; /aiko raga syonginl having come here, sit down: 

In compound verbs it is the second component which takes 
the imperative suffixes: 
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/jete lba danEi cimza dielalitani/ 

let me go home for a month. 

/ai Ian chatto syunga cyoni/ do away with this work quickly. 

Ichamni, duma hazu dinel come, let us move a little 
further. 

Future imperative is expressed with infinitive forms: 

/ai uso lub tite zoro zamo/ take this medicine with hot 
water (fut.) 

lcimza dega sztyamsa yam01 having gone home, sleep 
comfortably. 

Besides /nil, Grierson has noted /ti/ and /yo/ as well, e.g., 
Ida-ti/ give, /kor-yo/ take. 

Prohibitive Imperative: It  is used to  prohibit a person from 
.executing an action in question, and is affected with the 
use of the prohibitive particle /ma/, prefixed to  the imperative 
,form of the verb concerned. In case of compound verbs, 
however, the imperative suffixes are appended to the auxiliary: 

/de/ go: /ma de/ don't go; /za/ eat: /ma-za/ don't eat; 

/tun/ drink: /ma tun/ don't drink. 

/charinam aikho rama ma losirno/-/m%i hida . . . 
(Chaud.) Don't forget to come here tomorrow. 

/attai ma yam/ Don't sleep now. 

'8.2. Subjunctive Mood 

The subjunctive mood and its various forms are used to 
express a variety of mental states and attitudes of the speaker, 
such as wish, hope, requirement, possibility, probability, 
presumption, ability, compulsion, permission, certainty, neces- 
sity, advice, obligation, benediction, condition, etc. For a 
broader analysis all these may be grouped into 4 groups, 
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viz., ( I )  Optative, (2) Potential, (3) Pressumptive, (4) Contin- 
gent. These may be illustrated as follows: 

( i )  Optative: It represents the action mainly as a desire, 
wish, request, requir€xUent, purpose, supposition or a possi- 
bility almost always with an implied reference to future. 
/zarna t / may I eat? /tunma t / may I drink?; ldema t / may 
I go? 

lgan ache jarur dem cin-ni/ you ought to have gone there. 

/u hida ra macinl he should not have come here. 

/cham, duma hazu denel come, let us move a little ahead. 

latiman kha cinkhanan :unnanla/ they may do whatever 
they like 

hi te lha danci cimza dielad tanit let me go home for a 
month. 

Ichannarn sekya chime ri aikho rayan/ 
perhaps brother's wife may also come here tomorrow. 

lgan ch@o bud3 lhiya/ may you be well quickly. 

(ii) Potential: This mood denotes, mainly, possibility 
of occurrence of an action with reference to the present or 
past. It is expressed by adding present or future tense forms 
of the verb substantive to the present or past participle forms 
of the main verb: 

lati (WU) duklaxi zags niyarij he may be taking food. 

{jammaimi kazada ninan] All may have finished eating. 

(iii) Presumptive: This mood expresses possibility or presu- 
med/ inferred certainty with reference to the present or past. 
I t  is obtained by appending present tense forms of the verb 
substantive to the past tense forms of the main verb. 

/gansai atiza (--uza) kalunisa lhe/ you alone may have 
told him 

laina bakyan casa thinzya ulo rho piradayanl 

It seems that snow has fallen somewhere today. 
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be quick, they may be about to  reach. 

( iv)  Contingent: This mood mainly denotes a condition 
which is contrary to  fact. It also implies a wish which can- 
not be fulfilled. In this the subordinate clause takes parti- 
ciple form and the main clause is in the past tense: 

/ati perada nimcant2 bad3 lhitta niso/ 

it would have been so nice, if he had come. 

/kani ramcan ziri zoro die dines31 

had you come, I too would have accompanied you. 

However, a condition expressing the fulfilment of the 
action in future is expressed with absolute future forms in 
both the clauses: 

/g?n ramcan zeri rayanye/ if you come, I will also come. 

8.3. Aspects 

Some of the other aspects of linguistic communication 
expressed with the help of subsidiary verbs are as under: 

( i )  Compulsive: The compulsive aspect of a statement is 
expressed by combining the infinitive form of the main verb 
with the respective tense forms of the verb substantive /par-/: 

/u (&ti) acan2k demo tok par-parca/ he had to go all 
of a sudden. 

/gan ramcan zeri ram3 paryan/ If you come, I will also 
have to come. 

(ii) Desiderative: The desiderative aspect is expressed 
with the verb /cin-/ 'to wish, to  desire' to the infinitive form 
of the main verb: 

/zi itth rheza demo cinkha-ye/ I want to go to  the field. 

/ati (-- u) ireza (hriza) rama cinkha-nisa/ 

he wanted to come day before yesterday. 
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(iii) Suggesrive: The suggestive sense for some future 
action or a polite command is expressed with /tin-) 'it is 
desirable': 

/u hida ra mTcin/ (Chaud.) he should not come here. 

/;ti aikho ma ram nisa/ (Byans.) ,, , 9 9 9 (with ni-) 
/gan atkho (-2che) jarur dem cin-ni (-lhe)/. 

you must have gone there. 

(iv) Inceptive: The inceptive sense of an expression is 
conveyed with simple past tense forms of the verb: 

/ati in tinmz-fi kattyel she started weeping (wept) on seeing 
US. 

However, i n  Chaudangsi it is affected with the auu. /ni-1 
added to the conjunctive participle form of the main verb, 
i.e., /teg-nis2/. 

(v) Abilitative: Ability or inability on the part of a doer 
in the performance of an action is expressed with the verb 
/tar-! 'can', combined with the base of the main verb: 

/je sonsi ma tarse (=tarsa-ye)/ I can not sit. 

/gan miran de ma taryanno/ you cannot go on foot. 

/je ailan chat0 ra matarsel I cannot come so quickly. 

/ai ciiti gi'n ma taryannol you cannot read this letter. 

/ji miraii de tarsel I can go on foot. 

9.0. NON-FINITE VERB FORMS 

Besides the regular finite verb forms, which are the 
essential constituents of the predicate, and regularly take the 
tense, person, number suffixes, there are also some verb 
forms which are derived from verbal stems but are not 
inflected for the above mentioned grammatical categories. 
Consequently these cannot be used independently as a pre- 
dicate in a sentence. In this dialect their formations are attes- 
ted as under: 
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9.1. Infinitive 

'Infinitive is that form of a verb which expresses simply 
the action of the verb without predicating it of any subject." 
In this dialect, it is obtained by suffixing the infinitive 
marker /mo/-/mul.-/ma/ to the verb root. (In Byangsi 
lmo-mu/ have a glidal pronunciation, which is equal to 
/mwo-rnwu/: ldob-mo/ to see: /on-mo/ --/onci mu/ to 
show; /yan mo-mu/ to listen; /demo/ to go; Ira-mo/ to  come; 
/za-mot to eat; /tun-mot to drink; /!hanm?/ to dance; /dh?nma/ 
tremble. 

In a colloquial form these are attested as /ma/ and some 
times the bare verb root also serves as an infinitive. In the 
verbal sequences an infinitive is followed by respective forms 
of the verb substantive, /nil: 

/u wig3 bate bha dema-ni/ he has to go with his father 
(Chaud.). 

/ati usiga bate zoro demo in/ ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, (Byans). 
/jisa inga kakaja cifti rimu nini-rima-in/ 

I have to unite a letter to my uncle. 

/je itta reza dema cinkh-ye/ I want to go to the field. 

J u  hida ramu cin/ he should not have come here (Chaud.) 

lati aikho ma-ram-nisa/ ibid. (Byangsi) 

/u hrijja hida ram-ciri nisaJ he wanted to come here day 
before yesterday. 

/ati sreja aikho ram3 cinkha nisa/ ibid. (Chaud.) 

9.2. Infinitive Used as a Verbal Noun 

An infinitive can also be used as a verbal noun, and as 
such it can take post-positional case markers as well, parti- 
cularly to express the meaning of an acc.-dative case. It is 
formed by suffixing 1-m/ to the verb root. 

/khi:r koima danci phucab (phecab) citi-kan-cin-nil 

rice is needed to prepare (cook) kheer. 

/atige Siri lhasima-rhisim-ko bdda yin/ 
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his son is good a t  studies. 

/jisa atiza aikho rama danci lesul I told him to come here. 

/u jyajyari gin rhama danci diem parkan/ 

he had to go daily to bring fuel. 

As a noun it can take case suffixes as well, e.g. lbyu-m-s/ 
fear-with=from fear; /pa-m6rigEl of the measuring, /tun-khu/ 
in order to drink; /di-di-m2-cil having gone (=from the 
going). 

The verbal noun, in spite of functioning as a noun retains 
its verbal character as well, and can, therefore, take an 
object or complement, in the some way as a iinite verb form 
does, particularly with verb denoting the sense of obligation, 
necessity, requirement, compulsion etc. 

ljisa tig citti rima-yin/ I have to write a letter. 

/ti k2bindE bando timo bud3 hiken/ 

It is auspicious to see a pot filled with water. 

{ji khai bud lan syurima cinkh-ye/ I want to do some good 
work. 

lati cimja diemo yin/ he has to go home, ljereja diema 
cinkh-ye/ I want to go to the field. 

/ati cimja rama cinkh niso/-/u rama cin nisa/ 

he wanted to come. 

.9.3. Participles 

Participles are verbal adjectives qualifiying nounlpronoun, 
but retaining some properties of the verb. There are two 
kinds of participles in it, viz., present and past. But contrary 
to Indo-Aryan languages, i n  these languages the participles 
are not affected by the grammatical categories of the noun/ 
pronoun qualified by them. 

9.3.1. Present participle: The present participle indicating 
a concurrent action is formed by suffixing !-an/-Ian1 or zero+ 
kai-gai to the verb root: /hikkai/ laughing; /tagsigai/ quar- 
reling. 
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/yin thanankai thanankai dege nansa/ 

we were going dancing and singing; /loekkai/ saying; 

lati za lan zalanai phakca/ he while eating, said. 

It is also formed by suffixing /gal to the main verb 
followed by the auxiliary form /talan/ or /-Ian/ /nilan/: 
Iraci-lan/ rising; /chilge talan/ washing; /hicige nilan !dying; 
/sake talan/ killing. 

9.3.2. Past perfect participle: Like present participle, the 
past participle also can be used as an ordinary adjective to  
qualify a noun. Contrary to present participle, it indicates 
the completed state of the action related to  the term modified 
by it. In this dialect it is formed by prefixing /ka/ and 
suffixing /dE/.-Italy /sidE/ to the verb root: /kacharta/ dried, 
/kachil sidE/ washed, /pasan sidE/ killed, /khu-s-id/ stolen. 

/ji sa jammai kacheta phal katthol I have pluclced all 
ripe fruits. 

/8mko tiga chotti podai khobu pajhyantE nisol 

There was a very big dead snake lying on the road. 

Jti kabindE bhando/ pot filled with water. 

/kadansida/ awakened; /kayari sidE/ listened. 

jje thinza mat8 purinta yinya/ I am very tired today. 

9.3 .3 .  Conjunctive participle: The primary function of 
this class of participles is to denote that the action indicated 
by it has either been already performed before the action 
indicated by the finite verb or still continues in the state 
completed earlier. Syntactically, it is used to  connect one 
clause with another, but the sense of the clause which contains 
it remains incomplete until the clause containing a finite 
verb is added to it. In this dialect it is obtained by suffixing 
gai- -gE/ to the stem of the verb which with some roots is 
realized as /kE/ as well. 

/chargE/ having dried, /lokE/ having said, /tagE/ having. 
\ placed, /chilgE/ having washed, /sakE/ having killed: 
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/hida-aiko ragE 3yon sin/ having come here sit down. 

lcirnza digE yam01 having gone home sleep down. 

/wa tingE jammai kapholil on seeing the tiger, all ran 
away. 

/6ttai ma yam, nu tun gE yam01 don't sleep just now, sleep 
after having taken milk. 

Conjunctive participle is also used in the context of two 
actions taking place in an uninterrupted sequence. In this 
case the former is placed in the conjunctive participle form 
and the latter in the finite verb form: 

/u in tarigE tegnisal (Chaud.): 
on seeing us she started weeping. 

The phenomenon of the simultaneity of two actions, 
carrying a force of an adverbial phrase, is also expressed 
with it. 

/je lan syuliga syuriga matts dhil ka-lho/ 

on account of being busy in work, I have became late. 

I t  is also used with reference to continuous action. 

/gan ulo khaci raga yin3/ where are you coming from? 

/ati tolimie raga nisa/ he was coming alone. 

/ulari was8 ainai-hinai tega myanna/ 

for how long will you continue weeping like this. 

According to Grierson, conjunctive participle is also 
formed by adding the ablative suffix, /ci/-/cu/ to the redu- 
plicated verbal noun in 1-m/, ni-ni mi-chi having been; di di 
ma-chi having gone; syu syun-ma chu having done; hu-hu 
im-clzu having called; ri-re chim chu rising; ra-ra-m-chu be- 
coming e t ~ .  

10.0. INDECLINABLES 

There are certain classes of words which do not undergo 
any change for any grammatical category. They are all termed 
as indeclinables, though on account of their syntactic func- 
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tions they have been designated as Adverbs, Particles, Con- 
junctions and Interjections, etc. Various forms and functions 
of these indeclinables as attested in this dialect are as 
follows: 

10.1. Adverbs 

Adverb is a word that modifies a verb, or restricts it in 
some way with respect to place, time and manner of the 
action referred to by the verb concerned. Syntactically, the 
position of an adverb or verbal modifier, in a string of the 
components of a sentence, is immediately before the finite 
verb form modified by it or before another adverb or just 
after the subject according to its semantic connotation. 

Symantically, all the verbal modifiers can be grouped as 
(1) Spatial or adverb of place and direction, (2) Temporal 
or adverb of time, (3)  Model or adverb of manner, (4) Inten- 
sifiers or adverb of degree. 

10.1.1. Formation of adverb: All classes of adverbs have 
basic and derived categories, though it is not always easy 
to analyse the derived or polymorphornic adverbs in their 
immediate constituents. Different classes have different sets of 
formatives. Some of these may be illustrated as below: 

(i) Prefixation and sufixntion: Irajyaril daily</jya/ day, 
/pi-tam-ri/ around </pi/ four, 

( i i )  Cornpoundii~g Iyar-to/ above-up-ward; Ifiirn-phanl 
behind; lyu-kho/ down=down ward; lchan-pan/ out 
side. 

( i i i )  Reduplication: /tar tar sE/ slowly;/ saro-saro/ loudly. 

10.1.2. Adverb of place: Besides the above noted types of 
polymorphemic adverbs of place or direction, some other 
commonly used adverbs of this class are -/yarl up; /yukho/ 
down, !hidat-/aikho/ here; /atkho/ there; /ulo/ where?; 
/ti-tu/ near, towards; /&a/ there (Chaud.) 

10.1.3. Adverb of time: A few more temporal adverbs 
which do not fall into any derivative pattern are-ldasrol 
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again; /catt/ at once, /cyu/ as soon as; littal just now; likta- 
ai bakhtar/ now; /ita wasa/ till now; lthig-thinjal today; 
Imuci-chilnernl /tomorrow; Inyaro-myarel yesterday; 
/khazari/ ever; /lare/ before hand; /ulaq wasal till what time?; 
/sreja-hrija/ day before yesterday. Grierson has recorded 
adverbs like, lhgtl-ha~1 when . . . . then, but these are no more 
attested in the present day speech. 

10.1.4. Adverb of manner: The commonly used, non- 
derived adverbs of this class are-/chrfa/ quickly; /tar-taros81 
slowly; /saro-saro/ loudly; /hinE-zinail like this; /chat0 rat 
hurriedly, quickly, hastly. 

10.1.5. Adverb of degree: The number of adverbs, indi- 
cating the intensity of an action or degree of another adverb 
modified by it, is very small. The commonly used adverbs of 
this class are-/coq/ very; /accho/ very; /m;ta/ much; /duma/ a 
little. 

/coq samE khzcil for a long time. 

/accho lare khZci/ for long back. 

/je thinza matt5 purirt; yo/ I am much tired today. 

/duma hazu denel let us move a little further. 

Ic'ccho nig2m was?/ till quite late. 

ije N a n  chiit? ra mc'tarsel I cannot come so quickly. 

10 1.G. Syr~tactic order of adverbs: As stated above, the 
place of an  adverb in a sentence is immediately before the 
finite verb, as in /je thinga degay?/ 1 shall go today. But 
when there are Inore than one adverb in an  utterance then 
they occur in a rnorz or less fixed order. For instance, if 
there are two adverbs belonging to the spatial and temporal 
categories then the adverb of time precedes the advcrb of 
place, as in  Iati (mu)  iiaro zikho rasa /he came here yesterday. 
In case of occurrence of more than one adverb of the same 
class then the specific~tive term precedes the general term, 
as in /ati iiaro iiaqpa aikho rasa /he came here yesterday 
evening. In  this case the term for 'day' precedes the term 
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for 'time'. Further in case of adverb of manner it follows the 
term for time, but precedes the adverb of place, as in/ ati 
Raro fiaqpa chatora aikho (-hida) rasa/ he hurriedly came 
here yesterday evening. /cha!ora aikho (hidar raga syov sin/ 
quickly having come here, sit down; /cham duma hazu denel 
let us go a little a head. 

10.1.7. Overlapping with adjective: There are some adverbs, 
particularly, intensifiers which formly overlap with adjec- 
tives. For example, in /tig accho (--COT) buda siril 'a very 
good boy' the intensifier 'very' is a n  adjective because it 
modifies the adjective 'good' which in its turn modifies the 
noun 'boy', but in laccho nigam wasa/ 'for a long time' it is 
an  adverb which modifies another adverb /nigam wasal, as 
in lati ~ C C ~ O  n i g h  was3 hikai nisa/ he remained laughing for 
a long time (Byangsi) or/ u con khaci heg-nisa/ (Chaudangsi) 
ibid. 

10.2. Particles 

Besides the adverbs or  the modifiers of the verb or verbal 
phrases, there are some other types of indeclinables which 
in the terminology of grammar are called Particles. On 
the basis of their functions and syntactic position these are 
grouped as connectives, emphatics, negatives and interjec- 
tions. These may be illustrated as follows: 

1 . 1 . 2 . 1 .  Connectives: The primary function of this class of 
particles is to  conjoin two elements of the same nature, may 
be words, clauses or sentences. In  this dialect the number 
of words belonging to this class is very limited, for, in 
many instances the purpose of a connective is served by a 
pause juncture itself. Semantically, the particles of this class 
may be dzsignated as additive, alternative, contrastive, 
co-ordinative and differentiative. Structurally, these may be 
both monomorphemic or polymorphemic. The functions of 
some of these may be illustrated as under. 

10.2.2. Additive: The additive particles or  the conjunc- 
tions joining two mutually independent sentences are called 
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coordinative, and those joining one or more subordinate 
clauses /sentences to the principal clause/ sentence are called 
subordinative. 

10.2.3. coordinative: The coordinative particles in this 
dialect are-/ji, ban/ 'and', as in /ati ji je/ he and I, /ram ji 
gyam/ Ram and Shyam, /rhay f i  ji ti danil give grass and 
water to the horse. But in many cases its function is served 
by a mere pause juncture as well, as in/ atis9 data ha? je 
t u ~ - y a /  he gives and I drink (Byansi), but  US^ data, je tuq-ye/ 
he gives (and) I drink (Chaud.) 

10.2.4. Subordinative: Normally, these dialects do not 
favour subordinative clause construction, nor do they have 
any connective to join the two clauses. In utterances of this 
nature both the clauses are placed in the direct narration 
and the purpose of the connective is served by a pause 
juncture, though in some cases the Indo-Aryan connective /kit 
is also attested in synchronic expressions. 

he said that I am hungry. 

latisa ranza, mag sirio ulo yin/ 

he asked, where is your son? 

he was ill, he did not eat (=he did not eat, because he 
waq ill). 

10.2.5. Alternative: The pairs of alternative particles 
#are: /kita . . . kil either . . . or, /na . . . nal neither . . . nor, 
placed at the head of each element linked by them. 

/kit2 gan ki nag poya deav/ either you or your brother 
will go. 

/na je na jig poya deaa/ neither I, nor my brother will go. 

10.2.6. Contrastive: There is no contrastive particle. It is 
expressed simply by a pause juncture: 
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/jeta duklati kazza, ati ita wasa ma zade yinl 

I have eaten my food (but) he has not eaten as yet. 

10.2.7. Conditional: There is no particle to express the 
sense of condition in conditional clauses. In this the clause 
expressing thz condition is formed with conjunctive participle. 

/gani ramcan, jeri die dines81 

had you come (=having your coming), I would also have 
accompanied you. 

having finished the work (when the work was done), meal 
was taken: 

10.2.8. Emphatic particles: In an utterance, normally, it is 
the heavy stress /pitch on the particular words or longer 
quantity of the particular syllable that marks, the intended 
emphasis. Some times shifting of words from their normal 
syntactic position also serves the Same purpose. But to 
make it more pertinent a few particles or vocalic elements too 
are used with them. The most commonly attested emphatic 
particles is /are-/i,-el, /ri/ also, /ta/ (emphasis) 

/u (-ati) tonmi-i (-e) raga nisa/ he was coming all alone. 

/ati aikhoi basgaol he lives at this very place. 

/gan kha-ri thocin dayaq ga/ whatsoever you ask for, I 
will give. 

/je-ri ram3 paryaq/ I will also have to go. 

/je ta d u k l a ~  kajyal so far I am concered, I have eaten 
food. 

10.2.9. Negative particles: unlike other languages of this 
group in this language there is only one negative particle, 
viz., /ma/ which negates the presence of any thing in general 
as well as prohibits the execution of the action in question. 
The usual position of a negative particle in an utterance is 
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immediately before the element negated by it: /ma day/ 1 am 
not; /ma rasol did not come; /ma da-ta/ does not give; /ma 
d&n9n/ did not give. 

/di (4%) jig Zim lhe/ It is my house, but 

/idi (-ail jig Eim ma lhe/ It is not my house. 

/yam/ sleep; /ma yam/ don't sleep. 

/je ra matarsel I cannot come, 

/ai (hidi) ci((i gan m?ta yan no (--ma lan syan) (Chaud.) 

you will not be able to read this letter. 

don't forget to come here tomorrow. 

Emphatic negative: The emphatic negation is affected with- 
/khajari/+/ma/ 'never': 

/je atko khajari ma deyahyel I shall never go there. 

/ati khajari aikho ra matar/ he can never come here. 

10.2.10. Interrogative particles: In these dialects the 
interrogative particle to be used with reference to  'yes', no' 
type answers is/la/ 'if, whether'?. It is placed at the end 
of the utterance in question and is accompanied with an 
interrogative terminal intonation, or it can also be ex- 
pressed with a sin~ple interrogative intonation, as in /uo 
pidde la t / has he gone?; /g?n kezza la t / have you eaten?; 
lati kFzza t /has he eaten?; /gan ragna : / would you come?; 
/ati rasa la / will he come?; /je ram la $ i should I come? 

In Chaudangsi it is, however, expressed by the terminal 
interrogative intouation alone. There the verb too takes 
the infinitive marker in this types of expressions, as in 
/je dema t lshonld I go?; /za-ma t / should 1 eat?, /tun-ma t / 
should I drink? etc. 
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10.2.1 1 .  Interjections: Interjections are complete sentences, 
which carry the sentence intonation. The commonly artested 
interjections of these dialects are-/e:/ calling attention, as in 

/e: syanu J. le! boy! ; /yo:/, as in /ba: yo;/ 0 father! 

/are/ Oh! (expression of surprise and sorrow); 

/e: syanda! ulo degainna/ well boy! where are you going? 

/ba: yo! jet2 aina syuri matarse/ 

my god! I can't do like this. 

/are! chuttu yad lica J. / oh! it is so bad!/ so sad! 

11.0. SYNTAX 

In a way, various aspects of the morphosyntactic structures 
-have already been discussed in the foregoing sections of this 
analysis. Here we shall briefly present them in a more or less 
-formal way. The nature and the structure of various types of 
-sentences in it is as under: 

1 1.1. Types of Sentences 

Normally, like other languages of this group, this language 
too favours simple sentences. Even ideas of complex nature 
are expressed through more than one simple sentence. How- 
ever, if necessary these can be expressed by combining together 
more than one simple sentence/clause by means of connectors 
or by a simple pause juncture. As such construction of com- 
pound and complex sentences also is possible. 

1 1.2. Constituents of a Simple Sentence 

The essential constituents of a simple sentence are-a noun 
phrase, constituting the subject and its extensions, and a verb 
phrase, constituting the predicate. The normal order of 
occurrence of these elements in a simple sentence is-subject& 

-object +verb. As such syntactically it belongs to the SOV 
group: 

lsyanna (.-syanda) zagan (-zane)/ child eats. 
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/syanna (.-yanda) koto zagan (-zane)/ child eats bread. 

/siris3 ceme tinsa (onsa)/ boy saw a girl. 

In transitive constructions in which the verb has more than 
one object, the indirect object precedes the direct object: 

mother gives milk to the child. 

/jisa ing syankaja citti rimo yin/ 

I have to write a letter to my uncle. 

But this order of objects is reversed if the direct object is. 
modified by pronominal adjectives: latisa apiga libin jija kadda 
(te)/ he gave his book to me. 

1 1.3. Noun Phrase 

The constituents of the subject or the noun phrase can be 
a single unqualified noun/pronoun 'head' or a noun head plus 
one or more qualifiers, all preceding it or a case marker, e.g. 
ltig nikhil a dog; /sum rhinsya/ three sisters; /jig sum rhinsyal 
my three sisters; /tig wonlda nikhi-nukhi/ a black dog; 
/cemesa/ the girl, by a girl; Iceme-rnerisal girls, by girls. 

11.3.1. Extension of noun-phrase: A noun phrase is extend- 
able in the form of various types of modifiers of the noun head 
which may precede or follow it. The syntactic order of various 
classes of qualifiers in a simple sentence is, more or less, fixed, 
Normally, these occur in this order- f demonstrative, & prod 
nominal adj.,f numeral,& intensifier,* qualitative modifier: 

/nikhi/ dog; /tie nikhi/ a dog; /jig nikhil my dog; 

/ai jig nikhil this my dog; /tig womda nikhil a black dog; 

/tig m8ttai womda nikhi/ a very black dog; 

/tig mattai pod womda nikhil a very big black dog; 

/aijig apig cim ]he/ this is my own house. 

From the above examples it may be evident that in case of. 
extension of an NP, a numeral qualifier precedes a qualitative 
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modifier, and in case of more than one qualitative modifiers 
referring to 'colour' and 'size' the one referring 'size' precedes 
the one referring to 'colour' (Also see placement of Ad-iectives). 

1 1.4. Verb Phrase 

A simple verb phrase or a VP, contains either a simple 
finite or a copulative verb form with all morphological markers 
or  a main verb plus one or more auxiliaries or helping verbs 
or an adverb. In case of a simple finite verb, the VP, can 
stand by itself, but in case of a copulative verb it may need a 

to complete it which can be a noun, an aaective 
or an adverb: 

lsyanna (wsyada zagan/ the child eats, but 

/syannaga tig rhiqsya yin/ the child has a sister. 

/idi jig cim lhe/ this is my house. 

/nag siri ulo yin/ where is your son. 

lganiga ular, rE yinan/ how many cows have you? 

1 1.4.1. Components of a composite verb phrase: The con- 
stituents of a composite verb phrase are-Principal verb stem, 
&one or more full verb stem,-+ aux./ helping verb. Syntacti- 
cally, the place of an aux. or helping verb is always at the end 
of the verb phrase and it  is the real bearer of all the morpho- 
logical markers of the VP concerned: 

/gan ulo khaci raga yim/ where are you coming from? 

/je thinza cimja deg yinyel I am going home today 

/atid zagai ninanse/ they went on eating. 

/je ra matarsel I cannot come. 

/ati (--u) hikkai nisa/ he was laughing. 

/je ram3 paryari/ I will have to come. 

/cipeamav tison sidinan/ birds are seated 

/lare jemmai kedan delan takta lhinanl 

formerly, all were allowed to go to Tibet. 
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1 1  -4.2. Extension of verb phrase: A verb phrase can 
mally, be expanded by augmentation of an adverb, an adverb 
phrase or a complement: 

/ram mohanza rusa/ Ram asked Mohan. 

/ram mohanza tig katha rusa/ Ram asked Mohan one thing. 
/je cimza deg yinyaj I am going home. 

/je thinza cimza deg yinye/ I am going home today. 

/je thinza iiadcha cimza deg yinyel I am going home today 
evening. 

1 1.5. Concord 

It has already been stated that this language has no gram- 
matical gender, as such the scope of agreement between the 
subject/object and the verb is limited to the number and the 
person categories only, which may be explained as follows: 

11.5.1. Concord in subjectival constructions: In all subjecti- 
val constructions the agreement takes place between the 
subject and the verb only, the subject may be in the ergative 
case or in the direct case. 

Interestingly, the verb is not inflected for number and 
person too in the perfect tense. There it has uniformly one 
single form. As such there cannot be any scope for the 
grammatical feature called concord or agreement., e.g. /kEdda- 
kaddate/ gave away, has/have given (all persons and numbers). 
But this concord is maintained in all simple tense forms. 

/syanna (~syancla)  koto zagan (.-zane)/ child eats bread- 

lsyannarnafl koto zaganan) (-zane)/ children eat bread. 
similarly, /gan zagan01 thou eatest; /gani zaganil you eat; 

/je zagaye/ I eat; /in zaganyel we eat etc. (for details see 
model conjugations). 

1 1.5.2. Objectival consrructions: In objectival construc- 
tions the concord takes place between the object and the verb. 
This dialect however, contrary to other T.H. dialects, at tests 
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agreement between the object and the verb, i.e., in these ex- 
pressions the verb is affected by the number of the object in 
question; particularly in the variety of Chaudangsi: 

/syann;sa libin kalho (-logs)/ the boy read the book. 

/syannzma?sa libin kallho (-lonesa)/ boys read books. 

/sirisa ceme tins8 (OW)/  the boy looked at the girl. 

/cememaqsa sirimay tinnasal girls looked at boys. 

(the variants placed in the parentheses are from Chaudangsi). 

1 1.6. Types of Simple Sentences 

Semantically, and structurally too, a sentence can be 
designated as affirmative, negative, interrogative, imperative, 
etc. And an affirmative sentence can further be classified, as 
active, passive, impersonal and causative, etc. All these 
aspects of a simple sentence correlated with the morphosyntac- 
tic character of the verb have already been dealt with in 
respect of various verbal sub-systems and model formations. 
These may be seen there itself. There reproduction here will 
be a mere repetition of facts which have already been ex- 
plained. 

1 1.7. Compound Sentences 

Compound sentences are the combination of two indepen- 
dent sentences, joined together by a coordinative conjunction 
or by an additive conjunction, but in this dialect there occurs 
norutally a pause juncture between the two sentences instead 
of a conjunction. (For examples see subordinative connective 
particles). 

/je ta duklari kazza, ati ita was8 ma zadai yin/ 

I have eaten (but) he has not eaten. 

1 1.7.1. Coordinative sentences: Two or more simple senten- 
ces when joined by coordinative conjunction like 'either . . . or; 
neither. . . nor' are termed as eoordinative sentence (for exam- 
ples see alternative conjunctions). 

/ltt?i ma yam, nu t u ~ g a  yam01 don't sleep now, sleep having 
drunk milk. 
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/jiza accho yino, hdjo ma cia/ I have enough, (1) don't need 
any more. 

/gan kh!ri tbocin, dayaqgal whatever you ask for, (I) shall 
give. 

1 1.8. Complex Sentences 

Complex sentences too, are a combination of more than 
one clause/ sentence, but in this one of the constituent senten- 
ces is subordinate or dependent on the other. The number of 
dependent clauses can be more than one. The clause to which 
the other clauses/sentences are subordinate is called the princi- 
pal clause. This clause may or may not have other phrases, 
except the subject and the verb. The following type of com- 
plex sentences have been noted for this dialect. 

(i) Conditional: In this type of complex sentences the 
constituent clauses are bound together with condition markers 
like 'if/when' and 'then' (expressed or understood). In which 
the 'if/whenY clause is the subordinate clause and the 'then' 
clause is a principal clause. Positionally, the subordinate 
clause precedes the principal clause. The verb of the subordi- 
nate clause is a conjunctive participle: 

(if) you give I shall take (lit. on your giving) 

/matE zameyaq, kaq yaq no/ 

(if) you eat more, you will be ill (lit. by eating more). 

/gan ramaca~ jeri rama paryatll 
(if) you come, I will also have to come (lit. on your coming). 

/u ramacaq bud8 letnisal had he come, so nice it would 
have become. 

(ii) Complemental: In this type of complex sentences the 
subordinate clause functions as a complement or a comple- 
mentary object of the principal clause. In this the conjoining 
conjunct is, normally, left out, and its function is served by a 
pause juncture. 

/2lisa loksa, je kakhed? yinyel he said, I am hungry. 
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/ba-sa rusa, ganza ula? rupya yinl the father asked, how 
much money have you with you? 

( i i i )  Relative: In this type of complex sentences the  
relative clause, which is introduced by a relative pronoun, 
functions as a subject or a complement of the principal clause. 
Positionally, it precedes the principal clause: 

lgan khari thocin dayar)ga/ I shall give whatever you ask for. 

/jai rayaq, ati deyaql whosoever comes, he will go. 

1 1.9. Interrogative Sentences 

Interrogative sentences can be of two types, (1) with 'yes', 
'no' answers, (2) with explanatory answers. In the former 
type these are affected with the interrogative particle /la/, 
accompanied with interrogative intonation (for examples, see 
interrogative particle). In the latter type these are affected by 
interrogative words: when, where, what, how, etc., placed 
before the object or the verb. 

jatigb kha min lhe/ what is his name? 

/atiga ulaq mala inan/ how many goats has he? 

/gan ulo basgani/ where do you live? 

/gan ulo khaci raga ino/ where are you coming from? 

/gens3 una galka tanka/ to whom were you calling for? 

lati una siri nisoj who was that boy? 

/ati una tokri niso/ which one was that basket? 

/na lakho ai kha lhel what is this in your hand? 
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JOHARI 





INTRODUCTION 

Linguistic Area 

Johari or the Shaukiya-khun was spoken in the Parganas 
of Johar and Danpur which forms the north-western part 
of the newly created district Pithoragarh in Kumaun Hills. 
Precisely speaking it was the native tongue of the people of 
a few villages in Malla Johar and of four villages in Danpur. 

The valley of Johar is drained by the river Dhauli Ganga 
which rises from the Milam glacier (12000') and its tributaries. 
Milam is the last village of the Valley falling on the ancient 
route to Kailash- Mansarovar, and the Untadhura Pass 
(17,640'), the ancient gateway to Tibet also falls in this very 
route. 

Topographically, the valley is situated at the elevation of 
10-12 thousand feet above the sea level. The snow clad 
high mountains separate it from Tibet on the north, on the 
east it is bounded by Pargana Darma, on the west by district 
Chamoli of Garhwal sub-division and on the south by Pargana 
Danpur and Sira. 

Administratively the Pargana of Johar is divided into 
three Patti units which are named as Malla Johar, Talla 
Johar and Goriphat. The important villages of Malla Johar 
which was the home of the Johari dialect of tbe Rangkas group 
are-Milam, Lwan, Tola, Ralam, Shumdu, Ganaghar, Pachh 
and Martoli. 

The People 

The native speakers of this dialect were called Shaukiyas 
or  Bhotias by the people of Kumaun, but the Tibetans called 
them Kyonbas, i.e., the inhabitants of Kyonam, the country 
falling on this side of the border. 
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The land of Johar is still termed as 'Chyanam' by the 
inhabitants of Darma, Chaudangs and Byangs, and 'Kyonam' 
by the Bhotias of Niti. 

The Shaukas of Johar were very adventurous and business 
minded people and had the exclusive privilege of trade with 
Tibet till this facility came to an end with the occupation 
of Tibet by the Chinese and their invasion on India in 1962. 
They had their own markets there and goods were purchased. 
through mutual barter system. Similarly, they had their 
markets here in Kumaun and elsewhere too. 

Though on account of their physical features and long 
association with Tibetans, the tradition associates them with, 
Bhotias, but Joharis do not cherish the nomenclature, 
Bhotia for them. They rather dissociate themselves with it. 
I have not to enter in this racial controversy. My limited 
purpose here is to take an account of the native tongue of the 
people inhabiting this valley which was quite current till 
the last century and was current in a few villages till the first 
half of this century too. 

According to L.S.1 (Vol. I11 pt. I: 479) it was the mother 
tongue of at least 614 souls and was spoken in the village 
Harkot of Malla Johar and in 4 villages of Malla Danpur. 
There were at least a few people belonging t o  older genera- 
tion who were well-versed in this tongue. George Grierson. 
(1908) and B. D. Pandey (1937 both were able to  collect 
specimen of this dialect for their respective works. According 
to Ram Singh Pangti (Johnr kri Itihis va ~amihvali, 1936) too, 
Baru Padhan, the father of Bhimu Padhan of the village Tola 
and his father were well-versed in this dialect. 

But regrettably the present generation of Joharis has 
totally given up the use of the old tongue and have for all 
purposes shifted to local variety of Kumauni. According 
to Pandey (1937: 633-34) the people of the older generation 
had as easy access to Tibetan (Hfiniya) tongue as well and 
used it in their confidential communications. He has listed 
some words and phrases of this variety of the Tibetan tongue 
which were employed by Joharis in those days (1937: 634). 
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The Sources of the Data and the Language 

As pointed out above, the older tongue of the people of 
Johar is n o  more current there. It has become a thing 
of history. Its specimen would have lost to us for ever had 
George Grierson not recorded them for us in the great 
Linguistic Survey of India, in the beginning of this century 
(L.S.I., vol 111, pt. I, 484-89). A t  present this is the only 
source of the information with us about this dialect, besides a 
scanty vocabulary of 20 words recorded by Pandey in his 
book on history of Kumaun. A comparison of the above 
mentioned material with the Tibeto Himalayan languages of 
this region shows that there is a close affinity between this and 
the other dialects of the Pargana Darma in general, and it was 
only a varient of them. 

Interestingly, besides the identical terms for numerals, 
there is a complete or  nearly complete identity between the 
nominal and pronominal data a t  our disposal and the d~alects 
of Darma group. This feature of Johari may be illustrated 
as follows: (Here the first form stands for Johari and the 
second for Darmiyan or Cliaudangsi) /ji/ I; Iga=gE/ thou: 
/g?ni =gEni/ you; /hwe=wo/ he; /Id hand; /like=liki/ 
foot; /him=nim/ nose; /mi=me/ eye; /a/ mouth; /su=so/ 
tooth; /rec=recho/ ear; Ipucham =cham/ hair; /puse=pisya/ 
head, /jibe=jiwE/ tongue; /dart/ belly; /lu?=tuqg/ back; 
/cya?=nijan/ iron; /jaq= ja?/ gold; /mull silver; /ba/ father; 
!min==mina/ mother; /pi-kl~an=pe/ brother; /syan/ child; 
/ri??sya/ sister; Iseri =ski/ son; Icimi =c:me/ girl; daughter; 
/b2chE-buchE/=/came/ woman, wife; /nil sun; /]ha/ moon; 
/rile/ fire; /ti/ water, /cim/ house; /rhaq/ horse; /rE=bcna/ 
cow; Ikhwi - khi/ dog; /bilal cat; /pya= sipyal bird; /kharni/ 
who?; /khZ/ what?; Even verb roots are identical, e.g. /di= 
de-/ to go; / ja - /  to  eat; Ira-/ to come; Ida-/ to give; / t u q - /  to 
drink, etc. 

Linguistic Background 

Joharis, on account of their business activities and pastoral 
living, had to move constantly to  market places and pas- 
ture grounds in Tibet and Kumaun for times immemorial. As 
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a natural consequence of this sustained contact a linguistic 
fusion too continued to take place among these languages. 
Consequently, Johari or the Shaukiya-khun, which originally 
had its own vocabulary and structure had been imbibing 
outer influences for long and ultimately, on account of 
severance of its ties with Tibet and downward movement of 
the people from Malla Johar and Malla Danpur to lower 
valleys or to plains of district Nainital, the new generations of 
Joharis are completely cut off from their ancestral linguistic 
tradition and have adopted the eastern variety of Kumauni 
as their first tongue. Consequently in spite of. my sincere 
efforts 1 failed to contact a person whs may have a fair know- 
ledge of this dialect. They say there may be a few octo- 
generians who may be acquainted with this tongue, but 
I have every apprehension of its coming out as a fact. Alas! 
I could locate one. 

Thus in the absence of any first hand synchronic data 
available to us -we had to depend solely, for this analysis, on 
the two specimen reeorded by G.A. Grierson in the L.S.I. 
(VoI. 111, pt. I: 484-89). 



SOUND SYSTEM 

Different sets of vowel and consonant phonemes attested 
in the sound system of Rangkas of Johar are as follows: 

1. VOWELS 

Phonemically the following vocalic sounds are attested 
singly or in sequences. 

Front Central Back 

High I u 

Mid e a o 

Low (El (3) 

a 

As regards the lip position only the back vowels /u/ and 
lo/ may be rounded, all others unrounded. 

1 . 1 .  Phonemic Contrasts 

Phonemic colltrasts of these vowels may be illustrated as 
under: 

i/e-/ji/ I: /jet my; /mi/ man: /me/ fire; 

i/u-/i/ this: /u/ that; /phi/ hunger: /phu/ cave; 

i/a-/li/ weight: /la/ hand; /phi/ hunger: Ipha! ashes; 

ila-/sifl/ wood: /satl/ village; /man/ mind: /mi111 mother; 

e/o-/le/ to  say: /lo/ bosom; 

a/o-/la/ hand: /lo/ bosom; /a/ mouth: /o/ he, that; 

.a/u-/pha/ ashes: /phu/ cave; /a/ mouth: /u/ that, he; 
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a/a-/am/ mango; /am/ path; /cyam/ home: /cyan/ iron; 

ale-/ba/ father: /be/ skin, hide. 

1.2. Vocalic Sequences 

In the written data with us we could not come across any 
instance of vocalic sequences. The words written as /khwi/, 
/gwi/ seem to be sequential occurrences of /u+i/ in which the 
back vowel /u /  has developed into 1-wl like glide. 

1.3. Distribution 

Distributionally, all the vowels can occur in all positions. 
without any restriction. This feature of the dialect can be 
illustrated as under: 

/a/:-/am/ path; Inam/ night; /mha/ not; /ramko/ story; 
Inyapan/ small. 

/a/:-/ba/ father; /jya/ day; /guda/ some; /taka/ one; /la/ 
hand. 

I;/:-/i/ this; /mi/ man; / t i /  water; /cimi/ daughter; /nisi,/ 
two; /Seri/ son. 

/u/:-/u/ he; /phu/ cave; /sum/ three; /dug/ all; /guda/ 
somecne 

/el:-/jei my; /let was: were; /be/ skin; /jibe/ tongue; /hwe/ 
he, that 

lo/:-/o/ he; /go/ of; /gog/ they; /lo/ bosom, chest; /ramko/ 
story. 

1.4. Allophonic Variations 

The above noted vowels of Johari show certain allophonic 
variants in their respective phonetic environment. 

/u-01-vowels lu/ and lo/ are attested in free variations, 
on account of non-standardised pronunciation, as in 
10-g/-/u-g/ his; 
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/so-su/ agentive marker. 

/e-El-similar is the case of /el and /El, at times these 
are pronounced as /e/ and at  times as /E/, as in /les-1Esl 
said; /bathe-bachE/ woman; /je-jE/ my. 

/i-e-y/-The front vowels /i/ and /el attest a glidal 
variant in free variation, as in /cim/-/cyam/ house; /jed/- 
/jyad/ eight, etc. 

Nasalization: All vowels tend to  be nasalized in the 
vicinity of a nasal consonant, as in /rhaq/ horse; /mha/ not; 
/min/ mother, etc. 

Phonemic status of /El aud 131: The mid-low vowels /E/ 
and /3/ have a limited occurrence; mostly confined to I.A. 
loans, as in /mEs*/ man; /thEli/ bag; /bachE/ woman; /rE/ 
cow; /s3da/ bargain; /p3l/ shoe; /nakar/ servant; /jE/ who, 
which. 

In view of their absence of occurrence in native words 
and absence of their phonemic contrast with /e/ and lo/ 
phonemes, these have been rccognized as allophonic variants 
of the vowels !e/ and lo/ for this analysis. 

2.0. CONSONANTS 

In Johari the total numbers of consonant phonemes, 
established on the basis of phonemic contrasts, is 29. All of 
them belong to different places and manners of articulation. 
The class of plosives, however, attests the opposition of the 
presence vs. absence of voice, and all classes of voicless 
plosives, nasals, vibrant and lateral consonants also attest the 
contrast of presence vs. absence of aspiration. All the con- 
sonant phonemes of Johari with their articulatory charac- 
teristics may, schemetically, be presented as under: 
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Place of Articulation 

4 V1. p, ph t, th c, ch t, th k, kh 
L 
0 

Plosives Vd. b, (bh) d, (dh) j, (jh) d, (dh), g, (gh) 
h Nasals m, mh n, nh ii 
0 

(n) h 
Vibrants r, rh 

c Lateral 1, lh 
Fricative s 8 h 
Flapped !' 
Semi-vowels w Y 

N.B.Phonemes placed in parentheses do not have of phonemic status 
in Johari. 

'2.1. Phonemic Contrasts 

With regard to phonemic contrasts of consonant phonemes, 
it may be mentioned that though minimal pairs of conso- 
nants showing contrasts of their pbonetic features are 
attested in the initial position, yet in non-initial positions 
there may be only a few which attest these contrasts. In 
.fact, like many other languages of the Tibeto-Himalayan 
group, this dialect too, seldom attests occurrence of aspirate 
plosives in a non-initial position. As such the scope of 
contrasts of aspirate and non-aspirate counterparts of these 
-consonants is extremely limited. Similarly, on account of 
vowel ending and non-plosive consonant ending nature of 
,these dialects the scope of the contrasts of unaspirate plosives 
too is confined to a few cases only (see distribution of con- 
sonants). Consequently, the four fold distinction of pre- 

sence vs. absence of voice and aspiration too is, normally, 
.attested in the initial position only, both these features are 
almost neutralized in the medial and final positions in a 
polysyllabic word. The phonemic contrasts of consonants 
available in this dialect from the limited material at  our 
.disposal may be illustrated as under: 
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Plosives 

Bilabials /p, ph, b,/ 

plph-/pi/ four: /phi/ hunger 
p/b-/pya/ bird: /bya/ marriage; /pi/ four: /be/ skin, hide 
phlb-/pha/ ashes: /ba/ father 
Dentals It, th, d/ 
t/d-/ti/ water: ldi-/-go; /ta/ one: Ida-/ give 

(from the limited data only contrast of voice is 
available) 

Palatals /c, ch, j/ 

c/j-/ci/ ten: /ji/ I; jcin/ /China; /jin/ saddle 
(only contrast of voice could be attested from the: 
limited data at our disposal). 

(No contrast could be attested in the limited data) 

Velars: /k, kh, g/ 
kh/g-/khwi/ dog: /gwi/ nine; /kha/ what? /ga/ thou. 

hrasds: In, nh, m, mh, tl/ 
nlnh-/nisi/ two: Inhisit seven 
mlmh-/man/ mind: Imhanl much, many 
n/m-/nil sun: /mi/ man: /ne-/ to  stand: /me/ fire 
n/n-/si~/ white: /siv/ wood 
m/v-/cyam/ house: /cyaq/ iron 

Liquids: /r, rh, 1 ,  lh/ 
r/l-Ires/ anger: /list rasin; Ira-/ come; /la/ hand 
r/rh-/ray/ colour, to sell: / r h a ~ /  horse 
l/lh-/la/ hand: /lha/ moon 

Sibilants 19, s/ 

its-lie-/ to run: /se-/ to beat, to strike. 
/Si/ to die: /si-/ to  leave. 

Semi vowels: No minimal pairs of the contrasts of semi- 
vowels and the fricative /h/ could be found in the limited data 
at our disposal. 
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2.2. Phonemic Status of Voiced Aspirates 

Although on account of a natural tendency of putting 
higher breath force in the initial position of a word in Johari 
some of the plosives may be realized as their aspirate counter- 
parts, but all these do not attest a phonemic contrast with 
their unaspirate counterparts. Moreover, all the instances of 
the voiced plosives occurring in Johari belong to I.A. loans, 
only, e.g., /bhari/ load, /bojh/ load, /lobh/ avarice, /bhitar/ 
inside, /bhEr/ outside, /bhuqnyal high, lughat/ opportunity, 
Ijhyan-jhEn/ good, /jhara/ forest, etc. As such the phonemi- 
city of this class of plosives is doubtful in the native sound 
system of Johari. For this very reason these have not been 
accorded the status of a phoneme in this analysis. 

.Phonemic states of aspirate nasals and liquids 

However, the data of this language, available to us, attests 
a phonemic contrast between the aspirate and unaspirate 
counterparts of nasals, /m/ and /n/, and liquids, /r/ and 111. 
(see phonemic contrasts above). 

2.3. Distribution 

Distributionally all the consonants, except In, r ,  n/ can 
.occur in the initial position of a word. Occurrence of /gh, dh, 
dh/ too is not attested in this position. In the medial position, 
too, occurrence of aspirate plosives, voiced or voiceless, is not 
usually attested. Occurrence of plosives in the final position 
i s  limited to a few unaspirates only, the usual endings being 
vowels, nasal and liquids. From among fricatives only the 

,dental fricative Is/ is attested a couple of instances. 
The distribution of consonants attested in Johari can be 

.illustrated as follows: 

/p/-/pucham/ hair, /puSe/ head, /pap/ sin, /kalpa/ bread 

)ph/-/pha/ ashes, /phi/ hunger, lphu/ cave 

/b/-/ba/ father, /be/ skin, /jibe/ tongue, /jab/ when 

j bhl-lbharil load, lbhitarl inside, /bhEr/ outside, /lobh/ 
avarice 

jtl-{ti/ water, /taka/ one, /tar/ star, /mihnat/ effort 
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/th/-lthyakl again, /thE/ to  take out, /thEli/ bag, 

Id/-/duk/ all, /badig/ duck, /gads/ ass, /jyad/ eight. 

/dh/-x 

/c/-/ci/ ten, /cim/ house, /rat/ ear, kid, {khicl other. 
/oh/ - /chaku/ cooked rice; /pucham/ hair, /bachE/ woman, 

/j/-/ji/ I, /ja?/ gold, /jam/ food, /jibe/ tongue 

/jh/-ljhyan-jhEn/ good, /jhyara/ forest, /bojh/ load. 

It/--/t uk/ six,/ /kh&barat/ noise, lughaf 1 opportunity 

Ithl-x 

{dl-/de/ camp, stay, Idan/ belly. 

Mh/-x 

[ I ]  -Idagar/ in the company, /khacbalat/ noise 

/k/-/kitl/ pit, /taka/ one, /like/ foot, /tuk/ six 

/kh/-/khwi/ dog, /khu-mi/ thief, /pi-khan/ brother. 

/g/-/gwi/ nine, /gads/ ass, /badig/ duck, /dug/ all 

/gh/ -lughat/ opportunity, 

/m/-/mull silver, /mi111 mother, /cimi/ daughter, /sum/ 
three. 

/mh/-/mhan/ much, many 

11.11-/nisi/ two, /ninam/ near, /min/ mother, /dan/ belly. 

/ n hl-/nhisi/ seven, 

/?/-/kitl/ pit, Isad village, Imhyaql name /cyaq/ iron 

Irl-/rec/ ear, /ieril son, /gar/ and, Igaribl poor 

Irhl-/rhaq/ horse, lrhissyal sister, /rha/ bring, /rhu/ ask 

,/I/ -/la/ hand, jlu?/ back, /bila/ cat, /mul/ silver 

/lh/-/lha/ moon. 

/El-lsu/ tooth, /I;eri/ son, /ie-/ to run 

Is/-/sum] three, /sic&/ cock, /nisi/ two, Iris/ anger 

jh/-/hi/ flour, /ha?/ but, /mihnat/ effort, /hwe/ that 
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/y/-/ysd/ remembrance, /jyad/ eight, /days/ pity 
/w/-/wid to call, /gwi/ nine, /gwal/ cowherd, shepherd. 

2.4. Phonetic Tendencies 

Although it is difficult to judge the nature of phonetic 
tendencies of the speakers of a language from the written 
records, yet some of these become identifiable from the written 
form of the language as well. Some of the tendencies notice- 
able in the material at our disposal are as follows: 

Devoicing: There are a few instances which indicate that in 
this dialect voicing too was not strong enough. For, devoic- 
ing of voiced phones is attested even In non-final position. 
The few examples of this tendency are-/duk/</dug/ all; /tuk/ 
<tug/ six; Ijyatl c/ jyad/ eight; /phyat/</phyad/ half; /can/< 
/jan/ plural marker: /patti/ <bati/ 'from' (abl. marker). 

De-aspiration: The cognates of I. A. loans with aspirated 
phones attest that the aspiration, particularly in voiced phones, 
was elided in it, e.g. /lobh/ > /lob/ avarice; /jibhe/ > /jibe/ 
tongue; /bojh/ > /boj/ load, /g2dha/ > /gads/ ass. etc. 

Aspiration: There are some instances which indicate that 
the speakers were in the habit of putting more breath force in 
the pronunciation of a nasal, vibrant, or a fricative in the 
initial position, as in /mha/ not; /hwe/ that; /hwanam/ far 
away; / h a /  bring; /rhu/ ask, /rhaq/ horse, /rhi?-syal sister etc. 

Interchangeability of phones: There are certain cases in our 
data which attest that there was an interchangeability between 
/r/ and IF/, and /s/ and /c/: e.g. /dagar-dag?r/, with in the 
company of; /bak?r- bakar/ goat; /zansic-zan-sis/ ate, used 
to  eat; Ira-c-ra-s-raz/ come, etc. 

2.5. Consonant Clusters 

In this dialect the scope of consonant clusters is quite low. 
However, the favourable environment for the occurrence of 
these is the initial position only. There is hardly any scope 
for the occurrence of a cluster in the final position. More- 
over, in the initial position too, the number of the members 
of these clusters is normally two. There may be a few with 
three members, but there cannot be more than three. Combina- 
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tions of these clusters attested in this speech may be presented 
as follows: 

Initial position: Normally, the number of the constituents. 
of a cluster in this position is two. Distributionally, ( I )  the 
first member may bc a plosive /a fricative/ a liquid and the 
second member a semi-vowel or fricative. These may be 
illustrated as under: 

(a) Plosive + Semivowel: /cyaq/ iron, /cyam/ house, /pya/ 
bird, /jya/ day, /jyara/ forest, / p i !  nine, Igwall shepherd, 
/kbwi/ dog, /khwad-/ to dig. 

(b) Fricative+ Semivowel: /syan/ child, /hya78u/ behind, 
/hwe/ that, he, /hwan;m/ far, /sya/ service. 

(c) Nasal + Semivowel: /nyap?n/ small. 

(d) Nasal+ Fricative: lnhisil seven, Irhaqsya! sister, /mhaj 
not, /mhan/ many. 

(e) Liquid+ Fricative: /rhaq/ horse, /rhaqsya/ sister, Irhal 
bring, /rhu/ ask. 

Three nzfmber initial cluster: The components of a three 
member initial cluster are a nasal +fricative +semi-vowel: 
/mhyZq/name. 

Medial clusters: As compared with initial clusters the range 
of medial clusters is very limited. The constituents of a two 
member medial cluster are attested as follows: 

(i) Nasal+plosive : /ramko/ story, /imta/ like this, 
/gumta/ how, of what type? 

(ii) Fricative + semivowel : lrhaqsyal sister, /hyaq;yu/ 
behind, 

(iii) Nasal +semivowel : /bhuqnya/high 
(iv) Plosive+fricative : /raksa,l friend, 
(v) Plosive f semivowel : /lag chyab/ ring. 

Final clusters: No examples of final clusters could be attes- 
ted in the data in hand. 

2.6. Supra-segmental Phonemes 

Nothing definite can be stated about the supra segmental! 
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phonemes on the basis of written material of a general nature, 
The only aspect which can be predicted may the phenomenon 
of of a vowel in the vicinity of a nasal consonant. 

3.0. WORD STRUCTURE 

A word in this dialect, may be mono-morphenic or poly- 
morphemic, has the following general characteristics: 

(1) It may begin with any vowel or consonant but lul, n, 

r, th, dh, dh/ 

(2) Normally, a native word ends in a vowel, a nasal, a 
liquid or a voiced plosive. 

f3)  No native word begins or ends in a consonant cluster 
other than those mentioned above. 

.(4) Normally, no unvoiced plosive or aspirate plosive or 
/h/ or a semivowel occurs at the end of a native word 
in it. 

5 )  In a slow tempo of speech a word necessarily admits 
a momentary pause on either side of it. 

'3.1. Syllabic Structure of A Word 

As in other languages of this group in this too the imme- 
diate constituents of a word are syllables, numbering from 
1-4, which may have one or more phonemes of linguistically 
permissible sequences, between the two successive junctures 
and  also are capable of conveying a single concept. 

3.2. Syllabic Units 

Constituents of a syllabic unit are a 'nucleus', which is one 
of the vowels set up for this language 5 consonantal margins 
occurring on either side of it, which can be simple, i.e., a single 
consonant, or complex (=a  conso~ant  cluster or a geminated 
consonant) permissible in the language within the established 
system of vowels and consonants, there is no restriction on 
the occurr:nce of a vowel as a nucleus or a consonant, includ- 
ing clusters, as a margin of a syllabic unit. 
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3.3. Patterns of Syllabic Udts 

On the basis of the analysis of monosyllabic words it has 
been found that the permissible structure of various syllabic 
units. The constituents of a word, may be one of the follow- 
ing patterns: IVI* IVCI, ICVI /CV/, /CCV/, /CVC/, /CCVC/, 
/cvcc/, /cccvc/. 

These patterns, besides occurring independently in a mono- 
syllabic word, may also become constituent syllables of a poly- 
syllabic word. 

( i )  Monosyllabic patterns: in monosyllabic words the 
patterns of the above mentioned units may be illustrated as 
under: 

/V/-/i/ this, ju-o/ that, he 

/VC/-/am/ path, /am/ mango 

/CV/-/mi/ man, /phu/ cave, /ba/ father, /ti/ water, /la/ 
hand, /be/ skin, /hi/ flour, /pha/ ashes 

/CVC/-/cim/ house, /dug/ all, /mull silver, Iris/ anger, 
/pun/ big, /pec/ elder, /yan/ bad. 

/CCV/-/jya/ day, /khwi/ dog, /gwi/ nine, /mha/ not, /bya/ 
marriage 

/CCCVC/-/rnhyarl/ name 

/CCVC/ -/cyaq/ iron, /rhaq/ horse, /thyak/ again, /syan/ 
child 

/CVCC/ -/surjl sun. 

It may be mentioned that in words with more than one 
syllable these very patterns are repeated in various sequences. 

( i i )  Dissyllabic patterns: The permissible syllabic sequences 
in a dissyllabic word are attested as under: 

/(C) VC-CV/-/imta/ like this, Igumtal how, in which 
manner? 

ICVC-CV/-/ramko/ story, /hyarlgu/ behind, /rzsya/ with 

/CV-CVCI-/pucham/ hair, /ila'l/ this much, /pikhan/ 
brother. 
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/cV- CV/-/Seri/ son, /siga/ balances, /like/ foot, /bila/ cat. 

/CCV-CVC/--Inyapan/ small, young, /hwanam/ far. 

/cCV-CV!-/jhy ara/ forest, /nhisi/ seven. 

/~~C-CVC/-/bh2gwan/  god, /lachyhb/ ring. 

/(C)VC-CCV/-lbhu~nya! high. 

/CCV C-CCV/-lrha'l-sya/ sister. 

3.4. Syllabic Division 

Normally, the syllabic cut falls at the weakest link between 
each pair of two successive syllables determined by linguistic 
forces like accent (i .e., higher stress), quantity of the syllable 
peak or the p a t t e r ~ s  of the syllables concerned. 

In the matter of syllabic grouping it may fully agree with 
other languages of this group, i.e., the vowel is the nucleus 
(peak) of the syllable and consonants preceding or following 
it are the peripheri or margins. As such, other things being 
equal, in an open syllable, the consonantal onset margin/ 
matgins of the initial syllable peak are grouped with it, e.g., in 
/siga/ and /pu-cham/ the consonants preceding the vowels are 
grouped with the vowels 1-i-1 and /-u-/ for the purpose of 
forming the syllabic unit and the succeeding consonants go 
with the succeeding syllable peaks. Thus in the above exam- 
ples the syllabic division will be as /si-ga/ and lpu-cham/ (the 
dash indicating the place of syllabic cut). 

But if the interlude, occurring in successive syllables, con- 
sists of more than one consonant, excluding semi-vowels, than 
the most conventional principle applicable to syllabic division 
would be that the first member of this cluster goes with the 
previous syllable peak to form its coda margin and the second 
member would be grouped with the succeeding syllbble peak 
to form its onset margin. For instance, in /gum-ta/ 'how'? 
and lbhuq-riyal high, the components 1-m/ and 1-ri/ form the 
coda margin of the first syllable peaks 11.11 and It/ and /ny/ of 
the second syllable peak /a/. Similarly, in a pattern like Inhi-si/ 
and /bhag-wan/ too the syllabic division will follow the same 
principle of grouping of phonemes to form the syllabic unit 
and to affect the mechanism of syllabification. 
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GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE 

4.0. WORD CLASSES 

On the basis of their morphological peculiarities and 
syntactic position the word classes attested in this speech 
are-noun, pronoun, modifiers, verb and function words 
/enclitics. Normally, as in other languages in this too, words 
of noun, pronoun and verb classes enter into various types of 
morphological inflections, where as others do not. As such 
words belonging to former group are variable, i.e., are 
inflected for various grammatical categories and those belong- 
ing to  the latter group are non-variable or non-flectional. 

4. I .  Word Formation 

In it a word can be both mono-morphemic or poly-mor- 
phemic. The morphological processes employed for the 
formation of polymorphemic words are-juxtaposition, pre- 
fixation (in a few cases only), suffixation, infixation, reduplica- 
tion and compounding. Of these the devices of suffixation 
and compounding are the most common, particularly with 
regard to nominal, pronominal and verbal stem formations. 
Various structural and morphological elements, involving 
various grammatical categories of these classes of words may 
be presented in the following respective sections of this 
analysis. 

4.2. Noun 

Syntactically, a noun in it functions as a subject or object 
of a verb. It may also function as a predicative word, refer- 
ring to  the subject or the object. Morphologically, it takes 
grammatical categories of number, gender and cases, and is 
also followed by postpositions. 

4.2.1. Noun classes: There are some instances in which 
the distinction of human and non-human or animate and 
inanimate nouns also is attested which may be explained as 
follows: 
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From the available material with us, at least this distinction 
is attested with regard to the use of the indefinite article, 
as in /kha-mi bat a father, /kha-mir mi/ a man, but /gub 
rha?/ a horse, /gar si.7-khul in a village. Similarly 
the use of indefinite adjective also attests this dichotomy 
in it, e.g. /khami/ some (for human beings) and Ikhari- 
k h h /  some (for non-human beings or things), as in /u:g 
khzmiri-s khari ma das/ nobody gave him any thing. 

4.2.2. Nominal stems: As in other dialects of this group, 
in this too three kinds of nominal stems, viz., primary, derived 
and compounded, are normally attested. Out of these the 
number of primary stems is the largest. Historically, a 
majority of them belong to the Tibeto-Burman stock, but 
there is a sizeable number of them which belongs either to 
Indo-Aryan or falls under the category of indigenous words. 

Primary stems belonging to the T.H. sources are both 
monosyllabic and poly-syllabic, e.g. /laq/ bull, /khwi/ dog, 
/ba/ fkther, /la/ hand, /mi/ man, /me/ fire, /jam/ food, 
/am/ path, Inam/ night, /phu/ cave, Ikhu-mi/ theif, /mull 
silver, /cim/ house, /jaq/ gold, /rE/ field, /lo/ bosom, /cimi/ 
daughter, Isitl/ tree, wood, /pya/ bird, /chak.u/ cooked rice, 
/kalpa/ bread, loaf. 

Similar is the case of stems borrowed from the I.A. and 
other sources, e.g. /ramko/ story, /seri/ son, /ti/ water, /rec/ 
ear, /rh2q/ horse, /luri/ back, /mall property, /kal/ famine, 
Iris/ anger, envy; /sud/ simple, /bhari/ load, /be/ skin, lphal 
ashes, /hi/ flour, /saq/ village, /bila/ cat, lughat/ opportunity, 
/syan/ child, /hen/ cow, /bachE/ woman, /pap/ sin, /mE5/ man, 
/siga/ balances, etc. 

4.2.3. Stem formation: The normal mechanism of nominal 
stem formation in this is prefixation, suffixation, reduplication, 
and compounding. 

(i) Prefixation: It is not a very productive mechanism 
in Johari. It is attested with regard to  a few nouns denoting 
kin relationship only as in /a-ma1 mother, /a-pa/ father. 

(ii) Suflxation: However, it is a common device of stem 
formation. The formative suffixes may have some specific 
sense to convey or may not. In the latter case, the forma- 



tive suffixes are, usually, bound forms and the resultant form 
functions as a complex stem to  which are added the number, 
gender and case suffixes. Some of the suffixes attested 
with the data in hand may be seen in the following terms: 

Irhiq-syal sister, /bhu~-nya /  high, /nya-pan/ small. 

( i i i )  Reduplication: Juxtaposition of formation of echo- 
words is also a part of  stem formation in it, e.g. /mal-l;al/ 
property, Inakar-cakarl servants, / k h a ~  barat/ noise, Ibhut- 
picas/ evil spirits, /seri-cimi/ sons and daughters=children. 

4.3. Compound Stems 

The number of compound stems, having both the con- 
stituents as free forms with their independent meanings too 
is not much in it. In this type of formations, both the con- 
stituents, of the compounded stem may be nominal o r  adjec- 
tival+nominal, etc. converying a copulative meaning. For 
the purpose of nominal inflections these stems too behave 
like primary stems. The following type of compound stems 
have been obtained from the data available to us. 

/lag-chyapl ring, /rE-sun/ cultivator, /ti-dharu/ water place, 

/lasuq-mala/ cattle (lit. She goats and he goats). 

4.4. Nominal Inflection 

As in many other languages of this group, in this too 
there is no grammatical gender. As such a nominal stem is 
inflected for the number and the case categories only. In 
some cases these grammatical markers are kept apart from one 
another and in others are fused together. 

4.4.0. Article: There is no definite article in it, the indefinite 
article is expressed either by ta a shorter form of the numeral 
for one, viz., taka or by an indefinite pronoun such as kltarnil 
khamiri some, grtb some or gar a,  some, as i n  ta naukar a 
servant, kharnir-mi a man, gub rli2q a horse etc. 

4.4 1 .  Getzder: As pointed out above, Rangkas does not 
recognize any grammatical gender, at least for native vocables. 
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The natural gender which in no  way aflects the structure 
of other constituents of a sentence is, however, distinguished 
(i) either by using separate terms for paired groups of 
males and females, ( i i )  or  by prefixing terms denoting the 
Sense of 'male' and 'female' or  'he' and 'she', to  the substan- 
tive concerned. In borrowed items, however, the original 
pattern of the languase from which it has been borrowcd may 
be followed. 

In the material available with us there are no instances, 
except one of borrowed case, in which the gender distinc- 
tion may be indicated by ineans of prefixation o r  suffixation. 
In fact, as in most other languages of this group, in it, too, 
all inanimate objects are gender less and in case of animate 
objects different terms are used to distinguish between 
male and female of the pair concerned, e.g. /bal father: /min/  
mother; /mi/ man: /b?chE/--/kuchE/ woman; r i  son: 
lcimil daughter;  la^/ bull: !ban/ cow; /khwi/ dog: /chwar/ 
bitch; /mala/ he goat: /lasu?/ she goat. 

But as in other languages in this too, in case of a few 
non-human animate objects, the gender of female species 
can be indicated by suffixing the term /bachE/ 'woman' to  the 
term standing for the species as a whole, e.g., /rhaq/ horse: 
rhaq bZchE/ mare, lit. horse-woman. 

I n  I.A. borrowed terms, however, the gender mechanism 
of suffixation, as attested in the original is fully maintained, as 
in /harin/ deer: /harini/ female deer, doe. 

4.4.2.  Number: As in Tibetan, in it too, nominal, pro- 
nominal and verbal stems are inflected for two numbers only, 
viz., singular and plural. In fact, in nominal or pronominal 
inflections the singular is not marked overtly. It is the 
absence of plural marker which distinguishes i t  from the 
plural. The plural markers, however, follow the stem and 
precede the case suffixes, but in a verbal conjugation these 
follow the tense-aspect marker suffixes. In fact, in this dialect, 
as in others, plurality is not marked if it is inferred from the 
contex. 

The plurality is nouns in expressed in  two ways, (i) by 
means of plural marker suffixes, occurring in their respective 
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phonetic environments, (ii) by adding a numeral other than 
for 'one', or by adding a qualifier conveying the sense of 
some, a few, many, all, several, etc. In verbal conjugations 
it is mostly inferred from the number of the subject of the 
verb in question. 

(i) SuJixal plurality: The suffixes employed to affect 
plurality are: /can-cari-c5--ljan/ and their distribution is as 
under: 

In fact, the real plural suffix is /can/-/jan/ which freely 
varies with /caql and is attested as /c5/ when followed by a 
case-marker, as in /be-can/ hides; skins, but /be-c%k/ of skins, 
Ikhwi-caq/ dogs, /ba-cS-g/ of father. 

A few more examples of suffixed plurality are attested as 
under-lbacho-can/ harlots, /mi-can/ men, lsyan-can/ children, 
/ba-c?n/ fathers, /cimi-can/ daughters, lkhwi-can/ dogs. 

Pandey (1937: 635) records the plural suffix as /jan/ in 
the example /mi/ man; /mi-jan/ men, or a prefix /duk/ as in 
/kuchE/ woman: /duk kuchE/ women. 

(ii) Non-JU-xal plurality: As stated above the non- 
suffixal method of indicating plurality is either to use a 
-numeral modifier other than for 'one' or use a modifier indica- 
tive of the sense of plurality such as /mhan/, or /titi/ many, 
several. Between these the term /mhan/ precedes the noun 
.and /titi/ follows it, as in /mhan-ba/-/ba-titi/ fathers. A few 
.more examples of it are: 

lmhin jya/ many day (s); /ilarl baras/ so many year (s), 
lmha jhyan mi/ many good men. 

But in a colloquial speech it is left out, particularly 
when the nominal stem is being followed by a case marker, 
.as in /rakso-k/ of friends, /khic mi-g lekh/ for the sake of 
other persons, /be ray-net having sold the skins, 10-g be-k 
raqk kurS/ took their skin(s) for selling. 

4.4.3. Case: Case is a grammatical category in it and can 
be established on morpho-svntactic basis. Besides expressing 

ahe relationship of a noun with the verb in general, a case, 
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particularly the genitive case, also expresses a relationship 
between two nouns or betweon a noun and pronoun. 

The grammatical relations expressed by these are varied 
and numerous, such as subject, object, means, purpose, 
advantage, separation, origin, possession, material composition, 
plaee. trme, etc. 

In it the casal relations are expressed (i) either by means 
of suffixes, affixed to the bare stems of substantives in the 
singular, and after the number suffixes in the plural or ( i i )  
by means of postpositions which follow specific bases of 
nominal and pronominal stems. In some of the cases these 
case suffixes are tied up with number suffixes and in others 
kept apart. Schematically all the case suffixes of Johari may 
be prmented as below: 

sg p l  
Direct 9 4 
Acc. dative 4 4 
Age-Erg. -so/-su/-s/-sic Same as in sg. 

Dative - lekha/&ba~ , , ,, 9 9  

Ablitive -bati/patti v B  , ,  ,, 

Genitive -go/-gu/-g (k) ,, Y 9  9 , 
Locative -ro/-ri/-r ,, ,, 9~ 

4.4.4. Syntactic correlation: Various syntactic correlations 
expressed by these case forms may be explained as follows: 

( a )  Direct case: Morphologically, the direct case has no  
markers for any number. But syntactically it is used to denote 
the following grammatical relationships: 

( i )  It is the subject of an intransitive verb: 

/hwe mi mhan kahyucl the man was very much frightened. 

/ji phi sic87 sis/ I am dying of hunger. 

10-g pac seri rE-r iyac/ his elder son was in the field. 

(ii) An object of the vocative case; 

10 ba:/ oh father! /seri:/ eh son! 
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(ii) An object of a transitive verb: 

/u ta7 ka-thij! he became destitute. 

/u-s to  nakar vi-ne rhusas/ 

he, having called a servant, asked (him). 

/je jal ji da/ give my share to me. 

/mi-so u berkiktasl they threw them on a precipice. 

(iii) A direct object of a verb having two obiects (direct 
and indirect): 

/u-su ucabav ti das/ he gave him water. 

/ji jam da/ give food to me. 

/*nogo cim mi! po-su/ put (their) own house to fire. 

(b) Accusative-dative: The acc.-dative marker in this 
dialect is the suffix /-g-/ and the postposition /cabs?/-/cub?ri/ 
which follows the number suffixes. Syntactically, it is used to 
indicate the following types of grammatical relations: 

(i) It is the case of animate object or. direct object of a 
transitive verb: 

/u-su u-cab87 les/ he said to  him. 

/u-g khamiri-s khari ma daS/ No body gave him anything. 

lusi-so u ta ber kik-tas/ they pushed them into a precipice. 

( i i )  A verbal noun acting as a logical object also is placed. 
in this case: 

10-g be-g raqgkuri/ (he) took their skins for selling. 

The genitive suffix /go-g/ is also used to express the sense- 
of the accusative case: 

lapno go cim me po-su/ put (their) own house to fire. 

10-g be-g ran-g kurI/ took their skins for selling. 

10-g o-ba-g days rac/ pity came to his own father. 
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(c) Casal relationship of subject and object of transitive 
verb: The casal relationship of the subject and the object of 
a transitive verb is well defined in it, i.e., the subject of all 
transitive verbs, other than those having two objects, is in- 
variably placed in the ergative case and the object in the 
nominativeldirect case: 

/us ta nakar vi-ne rhu-s8s/ he, having called a servant, 
asked. 

/hwe garibzs mi-sic hwe rE-mala be khu-s/ 

that poor fellow took off the skin of these animals (cow- 
goats). 

But in the case of a verb, having more than one object 
!the casal relationship is expressed like this: The subject is 
placed in the ergative case, the indirect object in the accusa- 
tive case and the direct object, real or logical, viz., a substan- 
tive or a verbal noun, in the nominative/ direct case: 

/u-su u c a b a ~  jam da-s/ he gave him food. 

/ba-so le-s/ father said (lit. father-by said.) 

inyapan-su le-s/ the younger (one) said (lit. small by said) 

[cl) Ergative case: As in other languages of this group, in 
?'his too, the ergative case is used to express the subject of 
s transitive verb; in the past or non-past. It has 3 allomorphs, 
which occur in free variation: /ba-s/ by father, /jis/ by me, I; 

/idas/ by it, it; /lis-as/ rasin, by rasin; /u-su/ by him. he. 

/jEda-su khic mi-g lekh kin khwada/ 

whosoever digs a pit for others. 

/usi-so u ta bet kik-tas/ 

they pushed them down a precipice. 

,/u-s ta n3kar wine rhu-sas/ 

he, having called a servant, asked (him). 

jseru-su u-cabaq les/ the son said to  him. 
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(e) Instrumental /Agentive: Suffixes for the instrumental/ 
agentive case are similar to those as attested for the ergative 
case. 

Icabuk-so/ with stripes, as in /jis cabuk-so kasi9/ 

I beat (himj with stripes. /Ihes-as/ by mistake (reason), 

/mu1 lobh-se/ on a account of avarice for rupees (cause). 

($) Sociative case: The sociative case which expresses 
either casual or inherent associatior? of a thing or a person 
with some other things or presons is expressed with the help of 
postposition /dag3r/ 'with': 

/je rakso-k dagar/ with my friends, 10-g rakia-sic 

o-dagar ri:s gan-syac/ his neighbours envied (with) him. 

Another postposition occurring in the sense of 'with' o r  
'in the company' is /r23ya/, as i n  jje rasya/ with me. 

/u-s hwe mu1 apan ragya ta-s/he took that money with 
him. 

(g) Dative: The sense of dative case is expressed either 
with the accusative marker /caban/ or with a postposition 
/lekha/ which follows the genitive base of a noun or pronoun: 

Iba cabaql to, for the father; /u jabaqi for him, to  him; 

/u  lekhal for his sake; /khic mi-g lekhal for the sake of 
other persons. 

The suEx /r;q/ is also used with verbal nouns, as in 
/ra?gati-raq/ for the sake of selling. 

(h )  Ablative: The casal relationship of separation of a 
thing or person from another thing or person is expressed 
with the pos tposition /patti/ or /bati/ phonetic variations of 
the I.A. post-position lbati/, e.g. jhwanam patti/ from a 
distance, /khami cimi ba!i/ from a daughter, /hwer @!ti/ 
from there, /joydad patti/ from the property, ihwe yart patti/ 
from it. 

Besides the postposition /cilbaq/ also is attested in the 
sense of 'from' which follows the locative case, e.g. /khami-r 
cubaq/ from some one (from the possession of some one). 
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( i )  Genitive: The genitive case expresses a mutual relation. 
between two substantives. In this it is expressed with 

the suffix /go/ which in a colloquial speech is variously 
attested as /go-gu-g-kl as well, e.g. /bag01 of the father, 
but /je bak nokar/ my father's servant, /payosi-go mi-can/ 
men of neighbowhood, 10-g pec seri/ his elder son, /mala- 
ku rat/ kid of a goat, /pha-g/ of ashes, b i g /  of a man, /go-g/ 
they, /o-g/ his, etc. 

The genitive case has a morphological importance, 
because it serves as a base for the use of many postpositions 
expressing various casal relations (see postpositions). More- 
over, in this dialect genitive case markers are freely used to 
indicate the sense of acc.-dative case as well, e.g. ju-g 
khami-ris khari ma das/ no body gave him any thing. 

(j) Locative: The use of locative is restricted to  inani- 
mate nouns only. Moreover, various time and space oriented 
relations of this case are expressed by various postpositions 
and adverbial phrases as well. The real locative suffix is 
/ro/ which in a colloquial speech is attested as 1-ru, -ri, -r/ 
as well, as in /la-ro/ in-on the hand, /am-ri/ on the way, 
/phu-ri/ in the cave, ljhyara-rl in the forest /thEli-r/ in the 
bag: 

/am-ri u-s apno thEli am-gu phe:r-su si-tas/ 

on the way he left his bag on the side of the way. 

/u-g lo-r 1E-s/ (he) clasped to his bosom. 

/o la-ro lagchab g8r like-r p ~ l  cugsan gal 

put on a ring in his hand (finger) and shoes on feet. 

/u rE-r syac/ he was in the field. 

Besides, postpositions like /suq/ and /khuq/ also serve 
\the purpose of locative, as in lkhutl s u ~ /  in, at the bottom, 
/saq-khuq/ in the village. 

Structurally, case markers /post positions follow the 
number markers, as in jbacli-g/ of father's (lit. ba+pl. +gens), 
Icimicii-g/ of girls, /cimicn lekh/ for the sake of girls/ 
-daughters. lusi-so/ by them, they. 
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(k) Peculiarity of case formations: In the specimen of this 
dialect we come across a peculiar feature of case formation 
which may be put as under: 

(a) use of genitive suffix with pronominal stems: 

/ap;no-k ba-g cubar)/ towards1 near his father. 

/ba-so apano-go n3kar les/ the father said to his servant. 

/8pno-go sari dec/ went to his village. 

lzpno-go cim me po-sul put his own house to  fire. 

/go-g/ the, /ji-g/ mine, Jijigu seril my this son. 

/hwe u-go pha-go raq ma ta-cu{' he could not sell its ashes, 

(6) Double use of case markers: There are a few instances 
in which the use of case markers is attested with qualifiers 
along with the noun qualified by them: 

/hwe garib-as sud misit/ by that (by) poor man. 

lhwedas mi-s hwe mu1 apan r2sya tams/ 

that (by) man (by) took that money with him. 

that (by) poor man (by) asked him. 

/u-s i-s sadas/ he (by him) with this (by) bargain. 

4.5. Postpositions 

There are certain indeclinable terms which like case 
suffixes indicate the casal relationship of nouns and pronouns 
with other nouns and pronouns in a syntactic string. As is 
clear from their nomenclature, they invariably follow a noun 
or  pronoun t o  denote the relationship for which they stand. 
In this dialect they normally follow a noun/ pronoun in the 
genitive case. The government of various post positions is 
attested as under: 

(u) Postpositions which follow an inflected form of a noun 
or  pronoun in the genitive case: 

/cubaq/ to, towards; /bag c u b a ~ l  to the father. 
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/khufi lyun /  under, below: /sili-go khu? syu?/ under the 
tree, /hyaqsu/ behind: /gani-g hyav su/ behind you. 

/lekha/ for the sake of: /mi-g lekha/ for the sake of man. 

/&gar/ with: /je rakso-g dagar/ with my friend. 

(b) Postpositions which follow an inflected noun or pro- 
noun in the locative case: 

Ipatti-b?ti/ . . from: lwher patti/ from there. 

/whe sarl-khu patti/ from that village. 

/tuba?/ near from:/ khami-r cubaql from any one. 

/rakSa/ with: /khami-r jhyEn mi rak:a/ with a certain good 
person. 

But in a quick tempo of speech/colIoquial expressions 
these case markers are dropped before these postpositions. 

/hwe des' pun kal parecl big famine occurred in that 
country. 

{o dagar/ with him; /hwanam palti/ from a far; 

/ba cubalil to, near the father, /go saman/ before you; 

/ u  lekhal for him; /it& baras b?i/ for so many years. 

/mu1 lobh se/ for the sake of money; 10 dagar/ with him: 

/py2t mufie hyar,su/ after:midnight; /phu bhitar/ inside the 
cave; 

/bhed ga-mo bast/ to know of the secret, /ba bati/ from 
father; lapno-go sa? decl went to  his home (village). 

(e) Postpositions can follow an adverb or an infinitive as 
well, as in Ihwanam patti/ from a far, /hwer patti/ from there; 
/bhed gamo-bast/ for getting the secret, or for the sake of 
knowing the secret. 

5.0. PRONOUN 

Pronouns which substitute nouns, can, like nouns, func- 
tion as subject, object, etc., in a syntactic construction. 
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Morphologically, these too are inflected for two numbers and 
six causal relations, including postpositional relations, but 
at least the personal pronouns are not inflzcted for locative 
case. 

Semantically, all pronominal stems are divisible into six 
classe~, viz., (1) Personal, (2) Demonstrative, (3) Interrogative, . 
(4) Indefinitive, (5) Reflexive, (6) Relative. Of these the 
pronouns of personal, demonstrative and reflexive classes are 
inflected for both the numbers, but not others. However, 
on the basis of their syntactic differences these stems form two 
groups, viz , personal and non-personal. For, in a sentence 
all non-personal pronouns can function as a modifier to a 
noun, in their uninflected form, whereas the personal pro- 
nouns cannot, though in their inflected genitive case form . 
these too can function as pronominal adjectives. 

5.1. Personal Pronouns 

Personal pronouns stand for nouns of 'the person speaking', 
'the person spoken to', and the 'person or thing spoken of'. 
These represent the 1st' 2nd and 3rd person respectively and are 
clearly distinguishable from their distinctive stems: 

/ji/-/je/ I; /null  we; /gal thou; /gani/ you; 

/u /  he she; /hwe/ that; /usi/ they; /hwecan/ those; 

/ i /  this; /idi/ these. 

From the point of inflection, personal pronouns fully agree 
with the inflectional patterns of nouns, i.e., the case suffixes 
postpositions added to them are the same and follow the 
same morphophenomic rules. In the case of number suffixes, 
they follow a different pattern. Accordingly, in them the 
plurality is marked by replacement of the stem or suffixes, 
not conforming with the plural marker suffixes of the nomi- 
nal stems: e.g., /ji/-!je/ I: but /nu?/ we; /ga/ thou: but /ga-nil 
you; / u /  he: but /u-si/ they; However, in the case of non-per- 
sonal pronominal' stems, it takes the usual plural suffix /-can/, 
as in /hwe/ that: /hwe-can/ those. 
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Various casal inflections of these may be illustrated as 
under: 

First person sg. PI. 

Direct case ji-je nurl 

Agentive ji-s/-su nuq-su/-s 

genitive ji-g nu?- !2 

Second person 

-Direct. ga gani 

Agentive g;so/-su gani-so/-s 

Genitive go-g /go/ gag gani-g 

Third person 

Direct u/o usi 

A gentive U-SU/-sol-s usi so/-su 

Genitive U- g usi-g 

'5.2. Demonstrative Pronoun 

The 3rd person pronominal stems represent the demons- 
trative pronouns as well, which are used for 'pointing out' 
a relatively 'remote' o r  'proximate' person or  thing. In 
this those are attested as /hwe/ that, those; /hwedas/ by them: 
/mi-g/ their; / i /  this; /idas/ by this; /i-s/ by this; lido-go/ of 
this. Their syntactic usages are as under: 

/i cuksan ga! put it on him. 

/hwe kh2 sin/ who is that? what is that? 

/o  khami sin/ who is that fellow? 

In a syntactic string whether a particular stem is to be 
treated as a demonstrative pronoun or a demonstrative adjective 
.can be ascertained from the context and from its syntactic 
position only, i.e., when there is definite 'pointing out with 
a modification of noun head, then they are to  be taken as  
demonstrative adjective and when they substitute a noun head 
then they are to be treated as demonstrative pronouns. In a 
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direct communication demonstrative pronouns arc usually 
accompanied with kinetics as well, that is, pointing out with 
gestures; as in /hwe kha sin/ what is that?, but /hwe phu 
bhitar/ inside that cave. 

5.3. Interrogative Pronoun 

This class of pronouns is used for enquiring about some 
one or some thing. There are three interrogative stems in it, 
viz., /khami/ who; /kha/ what, which; 

Igu-lay/ how much, how many? 

/hwe kha sin/ what is that? 

In this the term for 'which' normally occurs as a modi- 
6er and as such is not inflected for any number or case, but 
the other two are inflected for all cases, though for the singular 
number only. 

5.4. Indefinitive Pronoun 

Pronouns of this class refer to an unknown or unidentified 
person or thing. As in other languages, in this too these are 
formed with interrogative stems by adding /ri-r/ to them: 

/khami-ri-khami-r/ a certain person; /gwa-r/ a certain; 

/khari--kha-r/ any thing; some; /kuarai/ whosoever. 

5.5. Reflexive Pronoun 

Reflexive pronouns substitute and refer to a noun or 
pronoun which is, as a rule, the logical subject of the sentence. 
The sense of reflexive 'pronoun is expressed in  two ways, 
(1) by the use of the I.A. loans /apno/ and /aphi/ or (2) with 
the use of the genitive form of the pronoun concerned: The 
latter device seems to be the native one. 

/usu apno rEr-/ by him in  his field. 

/u apno dan pyangat unsic/ he wanted to fi l l  his belly. 

/us aphi cays-m mEki gas/ he tried to hide himself. 

/u u-g lor/ he to his bosom, /ji je rdkso-k dagar/ I with my 
friends. 
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5.6. Relative Pronoun 

As in other languages of this group, in this too there are 
no separate stems for relative pronouns. The specimen show 
that the speakers of Johari had borrowed Indo-Aryan terms for 
it which are attested as, /jE/-/jEd/ etc. 

/jE dasu khic mi-g lekh k i ~  khwada, hwe diq/ 

whosoever digs a pit for others, he fells. 

Ije-g je sin, go ]he/ whatever is mine, is thine. 

lgwar ta mhan sud mi jE dog 

there was a very simple man, who had . . . 
/kosu-sjE dzs sunar jan sic/ 

(by) the husk which the swine ate. 

A special feature of usage of pronouns in this dialect is 
that the pronoun /u-01 he, is sometimes used in order to 
repeat a preceding noun before post-positions or governing 
words, e.g. 10-g o-ba-g daya rac/ (lit.) his, his father, of pity 
came-his father pitied him, {whedas garib mi u cab87 rhu-sasl 
(lit.) by him poor man him to asked=he asked the poor 
man; /i @rib mi o dZ-s/ this poor man his envy by=on 
account envy for this poor man. 

6.0. ADJECTIVES 

As in other languages of this group in this too, adjectives 
belong to that class of words which qualify a noun or pro- 
noun or intensify the meaning of another adjective. Struc- 
turally, these belong to the indeclinable class of words, but 
on the basis of their syntactic position and semantic function 
they are treated as a separate class of words. Morphologically,. 
these can be classified as pronominal and non-pronominal. 
The former are variable and the latter non-variable. 

6.1. Pronominal Adjective 

There are two types of them, ( I )  Possessive and (2) Demons- 
trative. These may be illustrated as under: 



( I )  Possessive Pronominal adj.-/u-g/ his, aa in  /u-g Wl 
his son; /go-g/ your, as in /go-g bal your father; 
/jig/ my, as in /ji-g ciml my home; /je ba-gl of my 
father; 10-g pec Ieri/ hit elder son, /i jigu ieri/ my this 
son. 

(2) Demonstrative Pronominal Adj.-/i rhaq! this horse, 
/hwe rharll that horse. Moreover, adjectives belonging 
to  this class can be termed as distinguishing too, 
because these distinguish a person or thing from 
another person or thing, e.g., in an utterance like /u-g 
rhaq /his horse, the qualifier/ u-g /distinguishes the 
/rhall/ 'horse/ from other horses. 

6.2. Non-Pronominal Adjective 

The non-pronominal adjectives which either denote a 
quality such as good, bad, black, red, etc., or quantity, such 

enough, plenty, much, etc., or number, such as some, few, 
many, four, five etc. or some state or condition, such as 
sad, jolly, cold, hot, etc., may be,'termed as describing one, 
because they simply describe the quality, quantity, state or 
number of the noun head qual ikd by them. Interestingly, 
in it, these belong to the variable class, i.e., are inkcted for 
the case form of the noun head qualified by them; 

(For examples see supra 'pemlarity of case formations) 

Inyapan-so seri duk-chdn dij nya/ (lit.) the small by son 

all gathering =the younger having gathered all. 

Some of the most frequently used adjectives of this dialect 
are: ljhyan-jhEn/ good; /madan/ bad, wrong; /pun/ big; 
/nyapan/ small, young; /mhan/ many, more, /phi/ hungry, 
/pet/ elder, /yan/ bad; /bhu?nya/ high; /gula'l/ how many, 
/hwe/ that, /i/ this; /dug/ all; /thyak/ again; /kha/ what?, /ilaq/ 
SO much, s o  many. 

6.3. Formation of Adjective 

Adjectives are both radical and derived. Radical adjec- 
tives are monomorphenic, but derived are polymorphemic 
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Most of adjectives illustrated above are radical ones. A few 
examples of derived are as under: 

/nyapan/ small, /madan/ bad, wrong, /bhuqnya/ high, 

lkha-mi/ some (human beings), lkha-ri/-/ kha-r/ Some 
(non-human beings or thing), as in /khami mi/ Some or a 
certain person, /khar mull some rupees. 

In some cases reduplication also is attested as a mechanism 
of formation of an adjective, as in (Ikhakha ramko/ what what 
story, i.e., many kinds of stories. /duk-chan duk-ch;n/ all all- 
total. 

6.4. Placement of Adjectives 

In the Shaukiya Khun like Indo-Aryan the qualifiers of a 
noun are used attributively, e.g., /mhan pi-khan/ many brothers; 
/sum rha$ya/ three sisters; Inyapan cim/ small house; /pec 
ieri/ elder son; /jhyan mi/ good man, /i mull this money; 
lrnani mull a few rupees; /hwe phu bhitarl inside that cave; 
/ilay much/ this much money; /ilaq baras bati/ for so many 
years; /sin rha?/ white horse, etc. 

In a noun phrase containing more than one adjective the 
sequential placement of different classes of adjectives is like 
this & demonstrative, -+ pronominal, & numeral, intensi- 
fier, + describing. These may be illustrated as follows: 

/whe mi/ that man; /i si?/ this tree; 

/i jigu ieri/ this my son; /hwe gog rhat71 that your horse; 

/jig sum mala/ my three goats; 

/gula? mi/ how many men?; /ilarl mull this much silver or 
these many rupees. 

jta mhan sud mi/ a very simple man. 

lilat7 baras bati/ for so many years. 

/i  jhyan mi/ this gentle man. 

10-g pec-kri/ his elder son. 

But in case of more than one describing adjectives quali- 
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fying a noun the one referring to size or a common quality 
precedes others. 

/ta pun sin rh&/ a big white horse. 

/hwe garib-as sud mi-sic/ by that poor (and) simple fellow. 

6.5. Degrees of Comparison 

As is the case with many I.A. and T.B. languages, in it too 
the comparison of degrees of adjectives is non-suffixal. In 
comparing two objects it is affected by placing the object of 
comparison in the ablative case and the object being compared 
in the nominative case, along with the term /hwe/ 'from' or 
/mhan/ more, prepositioned to the modifier, e.g., /u pi-khan u 
rha$ya hwe mhan nhan h i /  (lit.) his brother his sister from 
more tall is, i.e., his brother is latter then his sister, /mhan 
jhyanl more good=better; /mhan bhu~nyal  higher < bhuqnya/ 
high. In case of comparison among more than two objects, i.e., 
in the superlative degree the particle of comparison, viz. ltuk 
hwe/ 'from all' is prepositioned to the modifier in question; 
as in /tuk hwe jhyan/ best (lit. all from good); /duk hwe 
jhyan cuksam/ the best clothes. 

6.6. Agreement with the Noun Head 

Contrary to other languages of this group, in it we come 
across many instances in ~ : h i c h  the adjective admits the case 
suffix of the noun head qualified by it, as in lo-g o-ba-g/ to 
his father, /hwedZs mi+/ by that man, 111-s i-s s3das/ by him by 
this bargain, Inyapan-so seri/ by the younger son, etc. 

7.0. NUMERALS 

In Johari numerals share the position of qualifiers, as such 
they are a sub-category of adjectives. 

The formal subclasses of this class of adjectives are- 
(1 )  Cardinals, (2) Ordinals, (3) Aggregatives, (4) Fractionals, 
(5) Multiplicatives, (6) Approximatives. 
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7.1. Cardinals 

The commonly used forms of cardinal numerals from 'one' 
to 'ten', are as follows: 

/taka/ one, /nisi/ two, /sum/ three, /pi/ four, /nail five, / t uk /  
six, /nhisi/ seven, I jyadl eight, /gwi/ nine, /ci/ ten, and for 
twenty we get Itansa,'. We have no record for other terms of 
numerals. However, from a compariqon of the above noted 
terms we can infer that the other terms were similar to those 
which are attested in Darmiya or Chaudangsi. 

Like Munda and other languages of Tibeto-Himalayan 
group it follows the vigasimal system of counting, i.e., numerals 
up to thirty are formed by compounding the terms from one to 
ten to the term for 20. Consequently, 25 is=20, 5, and 3C-  
20, 10, 40=2, 20 and lifty 3, 20, 10, viz- /nin-sa-ci/ so on and 
so forth. The term for hundred is /nanas/ which seems to have 
developed from In&-ninsal five twenties. 

The specimen at  our disposal do not provide data for 
other classes of numerals. From a close affinity between 
'Shaukiya Khun and other Rang dialects of the region we may 
presume that this dialect too had more or less similar forms of 
these numerals. 

8.0. VERBAL SYSTEM 

The verbal system of this dialect is quite simple. For, the 
verb roots attest minimum inflection for numbers and persons 
in various tenses and moods. 

8.1. Classification of Verb Roots 

Structurally, verb roots in it belong to three categories, viz., 
primary, derived and compounded. Though most of the verb 
roots are primary ones, yet there are some which belong to 
.the other two categories as well. Moreover, on the basis of 
causal forms taken by them for their subject or object or on 
the basis of syntactic distinction of having a second noun/ 
pronoun other than the noun/pronoun serving as their subject, 
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a s  the legitimate object of the verb concmrtd, th.cse roots can 
be classified as transitive and intransitive as well. 

The most distinguishing feature of transitive and intransi- 
tive verbs in it is this that the subject of the transitive class of 
verbs is icvariably placed in the ergative case, whereas that of 
the intransitive class of verbs is placed in the nominative/ 
direct case. 

Besides simple transitive and intransitive verbs, there may 
be a few verb roots which are called verbs of incomplete pre- 
dication, i.e., requiring a predicative word, usually a noun or 
adjective for completing the sense indicated by the verb form, 
as in /u apno d?n pya~gat  unsic/ he wanted to fill his belly. 

8.2. Primary Roots 

Primary roots, may be Tibeto-Burman or Indo-Aryan, are 
mono-morphomic. e.g. /di/go; /ja-/ eat; Ira-/ come; Ida-/ give; 
,/3e-/ run; /ii-/ die; 

Ise-/ beat; Ine-/ stand; Jcil-/ sit; /rhu-/ ask; 

/kur-/ take; /ga-1 do; /le-/ say; /tan-/ to find; 

/rhE-/ to live; Irha-/ to bring; lho-/ to graze; /pan-/ 

to hear; /si-/ to leave; /sun-/ to listen; /par-/ to fall; jnac-/ 
to dance; /fa]-/ to evade; /qa- /  t o  squander; lkhwad-/ to 
dig; 

:8.3.  Compowd Verbs 

Normally, languages of Tibeto-Himalayan group do  not 
favour the use of compound verbs, yet these are not totally 

.wanting too, though the number of verbal roots forming a 
compound stem is not more than two, o f  which the first is the 
main and the second a subsidiary and all grammatical cate- 
gories are carried by the final constituent itself. In this dia- 
lect the most commonly employed auxiliaries are: Itas/, /si?s/, 
/cas/, /cyaq rac/ returned, has came back; /thok-sas/ returned; 
lsi-t?s/ left, gave up; /ga-tas/ did; completed, has done; /kik-t2~/ 
pushed down; /cyaq-tas/ arrived; lkuqga-tas/ did, as in lpha 

, kuqga-tas/ reduced to ashes. 
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8.4. Verbs Compounded with Nouns and Adjectives 

The device of compounding certain nouns and adjectives 
with certain verb stems, to express a single verbal concept, 
too. is attested in it, e.g., /me phuk-tas/ pet to  fire; /me posu/ 
set to fire. 

8.5. Verbal Conjugation 

In it, a verb is conjugated for the grammatical categories 
of person, number, tense, mood and aspects. In these 
languages a verb is, normally, not conjugated for voice cate- 
gories. for in the colloquial speech no favour is shown for the 
use of passive or impersonal constructions. Rather all ex- 
pressions relating to  passive or impersonal voices are transfor- 
med into the structure of an active voice. 

From the point of temporal conjugation too it attests a 
clear distinction for the present, past and future tenses only. 
similarly, from the point of aspects (i.e., denotation of nature 
of action) the verb stems show a distinction between perfect 
and non-perfect only, there being no clear distinction between 
progressive and non-progressive aspects of it. Both of them 
are freely used for each other, though literal rendering of' 
linguistic expressions involving progressive aspect is possible. 

8.6. Temporal Conjugation (Indicative Mood) 

All transitive and intransitive verbs, including the verb 
substantives are inflected for various temporal and non- 
temporal categories in it ,  but in a non-formal speech there is 
no strict adherence to the use of various temporal conjuga- 
tions, particularly with regard to indefinite and continuous- 
tense forms. Consequently, indefinite tense forms are indiscri- 
minately used for their continuous or habitual tense forms. 
Various forms and functions of temporal conjugations, i n  the. 
indicative mood may be presented as follows. 

8.7. Verb Substantive 

Various forms attested for various senses of verb-substan- 
tives indicate that there are at least three different roots which, 
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are employed for this purpose. These may be illustrated as. 
under: 

Present sg- PI- 

3rd person 3ini /gin/ lhc sini /lhe/ l h a ~  

2nd person Min/ lhen Iisin 

1st person s'igi na-sisu 

Past tense 

3rd person sis /sic/ syac/ kalhig sic /lhe/ le 

2nd person s i n ~ s  SinE-s 

I st person 3 is i i i  

Iji :is/ I shall be: /ji lhej/ I may be; 

/ji-g je  sin, go ]he/ whatever is mine, is thine. 

The bases of the verb substantive are freely used in the 
formation of the various tenses of finite verbs. 

/ 

8.8. Sub-systems 

The verbal conjugation of this dialect too may have c o ~ j u -  
gational patterns of (1 )  Affirmative, (2) Negative, (3) Causative 
sub-systems, but in the material at our disposal we come across 
the affirmative and negative sub-systems only. 

8.8.1. A8rmative sub-system: Under this system all verb 
roots are inflected for all tenses and moods. The prefixo- 
suffixal mechanism operative in the indicative mood of it may 
be presented as follows: 

8.8.2. Mechanism of tense formation: In a verbal co~juga-  
tion its various temporal categories are obtained by mean of 
respective temporal suffixes, along with number and person 
markers. As suchthe normal order of various constituents 
in a finite verb form is: root + tense marker, 5 person and 
number suffixes. 

Person-number suflxes: Though in principle a verbal stem 
is expected to be inflected for 6 forms (i.e., 3 person x 2 num- 
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,hers) in all the tenses, yet in actual usage a formal distinction 
is available for 4-5 forms only. 

As such the semantic connotation of person and number is 
determined by the subject of the verb form in question. 

8.8.3. Finite verbs (Affirmative sub-system): A finite verb 
form in it exhibits grammatical categories of tense, aspects 
and moods. The markers of these categories are directly 
affixed to the verb stem and are followed by number-person 
markers. A structural analysis of these forms in all the tenses 
and moods may be presented in the following paragraphs. 

8 8.4.  Present indefinite: In this dialect the present tense of 
a finite verb, besides the indefinite or indicative sense of an 
action taking place in the present time, also denotes an action 
in propress which may be technically termed as present con- 
tinuous. It is also used to denote a habitual action or an 
action of universal character. 

In this dialect the inflectional base for these forms is the 
verb stem which sometimes in itself serves as the present indi- 
,cative, e.g. 

/jEdaj.u khic mig lekh kin Rhwada, hwe d i ~ l  

who digs a pit for others, he falls (ia it), 

But i t  also takes the forms of the verb substantive as an 
auxiliary, as in /je ba hwe nyapan cyarn-ar rhE-niJ my father 
lives in that small house. Also 

!rhE-sari/ theu livest: IrE-nil he comes; /din/ he goes; /diS/ I 
go;/ disin/ you go; /din/ they go; / d i s u ~ /  we go, etc. 

whose son comes/ is coming behind you? 

/u ra-ni hinil he wants to come. 

/rani ma nisi/ does not want to come. 

Present continuous: Normally, the speakers of this dialect 
 do not make any distinction between present indefinite and 
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present continuous, but if absolutely necessary, it can be 
expressed with the help of an auxiliary added to the present 
partic~ple of the principal verb, e.g. 

/je phi sican sis/ 1 am dying of hunger. 

/satit I strike; but /sa-ti-la/ I am striking. 

Present perfect: Present perfect is not a distinct conjuga- 
tional category in it. Normally, it is expressed with simple 
past tense because this dialect docs not make any distinc- 
tion between present perfect and simple past. However, if 
necessary it can be affected by adding forms of the verb root 
/can/ to the root form of the main verb: /cEpg-ra-s/ has come 
lphir taqc/.-lthyak tam/  is found again. 

/je ba-k n3kCr o dan Syu jam mhan jan-sic/ 

my father's qrvants take food more than the bellies need. 

/go pikhan rac/ your brother has come (lit. came). 

Static present: The static present or the present perfect 
continuous is expressed through periphrastic constructions, 
by adding the form of the aux, /can/ to the past tense form of 
the main verb: 

he is sitting on a horse under a tree 

8.8.5.2. Past indefinite: As in the present indefinite, the 
past indefinite too, besides the usual denotation of indefinite 
indicative sense, denotes an action in progress in the past 
as well. The common suffix of past tense is 1s.-su/ or / - c / -  
/sic/, as in Ilis-les/ he said: lga-su/ he made; /gE-s/ I did; 
Ida-nu-:! gavest; Itas/ took; /ta7-s/ got, found: /ta-su/ put; 
/paq-s/ sent; (as in /usu ucubarl paq-s/ he sent to him); /on-s/ 
saw: /whanam pi?tti on-s/ saw from a far). 

/-c/-/de-c/ went: lapnok ba-g cub27 de-c/ went to his. 
fat her; 
Ira-c/ came; /tapac/ went; /rhu: sas/ asked; /sE-s/ killed; 
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/khos/ took; /kur-s/ took; /rhaq-s/ brought; /til-s/ opened; 
/WE-s/ squandered. 

Past tense forms are also employed to convey the sense of 
-completion of an action in the immediate past or even in the 
present, usually expressed by present perfect. 

f e ba-k nokar o dan-iyu jam mhan jansicl 

my father's servants eat more than that of their bellies. 

/rEn-sic/ used to be, were, /gan-sic/ used to do. 

Periphrastic constructions: The static past or the past 
perfect continuous is expressed by adding /tas-sasccas/ to 
the verb root: Irhu-sas/ asked; /ga-tas/ made; /tho-cas/ deman- 
ded; Ipoksi-cas/ was dead; /kaho-sas/ was lost; /si-tas/ left 
out. 

Reduplication: Some times the verb stem is also redupli- 
.cated to convey the perfect serise, as in /ga-ga-di/ he has done, 
/gaga-ti/ thou gavest, /di-di-n/ he went, he has gone. 

Past continuous: Normally, as in the present tense in the 
past tense too the indefinite itself serves the purpose of the 
continuous as well. In the specimen there is only one occur- 
rence with a sense of past continuous, as in /dorl-n sic/ were 
grazing (they). 

Habitual past: The habitual sense is also expressed with 
,past tense itself, as in 

/jEda suq3r jansic/ which the swine used to eat. (=ate). 

Past perfect: The past perfect is identical with immediate 
-past in which the completion of the action in question is 
affected: 

/i jigre seri poksi-s;js/ my this son had died. 

/u-s ta siga tho-casl he asked for a measure. 

(Also see supra-periphratic constructions). 

/ i  mu1 jE u-s ta7-s/ this silver which he had brought. 
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But there is another way of expressing the perfective 
aspect in the past, according to which the past tense forms take 
the perfective marker /ka-/ which is prefixed to them, as in 
/ka-bet/ fell down; /ka-rhec/ stayed; /La-hyucl was frigtened; 
lka-rhocasl were alarmed; /ka-sec/ ran away; lka-doc/ stuck; 
/ka-hwasas/ was lost; 

jhwe ka-hwasas! he was lost; /u  kahyucj he was frightened. 

/am-ar u nam ka-bec/ night fell him on the way. 

/whena guda phu-ri ka rhec/ he stayed in a cave. 

/usi ka-rho-&s/ they were alarmed. 

8.8.3.3. Future tense: The normal function of future tense 
forms is to state some thing about an action or state that 
has yet to take place or to come into being. But in this 
dialect it, besides denoting the sense of absolute-future or 
progress of an action taking place in future, also denotes the 
sense of optative and of the subjunctive moods, including 
possibility or conditional aspect of an action taking place in 
future. 

Normally, the flectional base of the future indefinite is 
the bare root itself to which are affixed the future markers 
/-si, -ti/ which include the person, number-markers as well; 
e.g. /ji di9/ I will go, /le-ti/ I will say. 

A couple of examples from Pandey's data also are there- 
jacaryg,' will come; /ma-ra} will not come. 

8.9. Other Sub-systems 

So far as other sub-systems are concerned we do not have 
direct evidences for passivization and causativization in the 
specimen available with us. However, the inherent use of 
the subject of a transitive verb in the ergative case is 
sufficient to indicate that as in other languages of this group, 
in this too there is no independent system for these categories 
of the verbal constructions. These were rather expressed with 
forms belonging to active sub-system itself, e.g., IwhidZsu 
kosu-s jEdas S U $ ~  jansich/ those husks which were eaten by 
the swine. 
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8.10. Negative Sub-system 

The specimen do provide instances of negative construe 
tjons, but these arc confined to the past tense forms only. 
Consequently nothing definite can be said about the present 
and future forms. The data for the past tense show that the 
use of negative particle does not bring about any structural 
change in the verb forms, e.g., Ida-s/ gave: /ma da-s! did not 
give; /ga-s/ made; !ma gas/ did not make. But the examples 
of /;is/ 'is' and /mu-nil 'is not' indicate that some sort of 
structural change does take place in it too. Similarly, the 
examples noted by Pandey (1937: 635) also attest this fact, 
e.9. /u ran-ni hinil he wants to  come, but /u ran-ni ma nisi/ he 
does not want to come. 

8.1 1 . hlodel Conjugation 

verb substantives, /Ihe/, /nil, /si/ 

Present sg* Pi. 

3rd person Sirai /sin/ Ihe iini /lhe/ lh27 

2nd person gigin/lhen gigin 

I st person Sisi na- siIsu 

Past 
3rd person sic /sis/syac/ ka-lhig sic /le/ Ihe 

2nd person sin3-s ZinE-s 

I st person sis/gis si?s/sis/iis 

di- to go 
Present 

3rd person (hwe) din (hwe-jan) din 

2nd person (g2) diin (gan) d isin 

1st person cji) dig ( n u d  disuq 

Past 

3rd person (u-S) di-nin (usi-so) dec 

2nd person (ga-s) dinuS dini-s j 

1 st person (jis) di-s (nu?) diqs 

Imp. (gas) di di 
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8.1 2. Modal Conjugation 

Besides the temporal conjugation, there are some other 
categories of verbal conjugation in which there is only partial 
inflection of verbal stems for a particular mood or menta.1 
state of the speaker and for a particular point of time. 

As such modal conjugation deals with the inflectional, 
forms of the verb indicating the manner of an action, whether 
it is ordered to be done, or is dependent upon a condition 
etc. The three types of moods which are normally attested 
in these languages are-Indicative, Imperative and Subjuno- 
tive, with further divisions and sub-divisions. The f o r m  
and functions of the Indicative mood have already been detail- 
ed in the foregoing pages. Now, we shall take up the cases at 
the remaining two. 

8.12.1. Imperative mood: Imperative mood is that form of 
a verb which expresses an action as an order, a polite 
command, a request, a warning, prohibition etc. In this type 
of expressions, the subject is the second person pronoun, 
honorific or non-honorific, and is, usually, left out. By its 
very nature the imperative cannot refer to the past. As such 
its use and forms are restricted to the present and the future 
times only. But in this dialect its use is mostly confined 
to  the present time only. The usual suffixes used to express 
this mood are lne/ or Ite-del which are added to the verb 
root, as in Ida-ne/ give, Ida-te/ give, lga-te/ make, /gwi-de/ 
bind, (perhaps occurring in free variation). 

But in most of the cases the stem alone is used in its place, 
e.g., /cuk sam rha/ bring the clothes; 

Ilikerp~l cuksan-go-/ put on the shoes in the feet; 

!hwe jin hwe do-go luq-ar ta-te/ put the saddle on its back; 

/yo/ come; /di/ go; /cham/ let us go. 

8.12.2. Prohibitive Imperative: It is used to prohibit a 
person from executing an action in question, and is affected 
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with the use of the prohibitive particle /ma/, prefixed to the 
imperative form of the verb concerned, e,g. Ida/ give: /m;da/ 
don't give. 

Examples for various forms of subjunctive mood and other 
aspects could not be found in the specimen with us. 

,8.13. Non-Finite Verb Forms 

Besides the regular finite verb-forms, which are the 
.essential constituents of the predicate, and regularly take the 
tense, person, number suffixes, there are also some verb forms 
which are derived from verbal stems but are not inflected 
for the above mentioned grammatical categories. Consequenty, 
these cannot be used independently as a predicate in a 
sentence. In this dialect their formations are attested as under: 

8.13.1. 1,vjiniti've: "Infinitive is that form of a verb which 
expresses simply the action of the verb without predicating 
it of any subject." In this dialect it is obtained by suffixing 
the infinitive marker /mo-m/ to the verb root as in !sEm 
cyuq-nil it is proper to strike; /di-mo/ to go; /pa-mo/ to 
measures, etc. 

But there are instances which indicate that a bare verb 
root can also be used as an infinitive or verbal noun, as in 
/ti tuv dec/ (he) went to drink water; Isuqar ho/ to feed the 
swine. 

Moreover, there is one example in which it is attested as 
/-t/ as well, as in /py?gat/ to fill. 

8.13.2. Infinitive used as a verbal noun: An infinitive 
can also be used as a verbal noun, and as such it can take case 
markers as well: 

/u-s bhitar di-mo-k man ma ga-s/ 

he did not make his mind to go inside. 

/ra?-k kur6/ took for sale/ to sell. 

/pa-mik/ for measuring. 

/bhed gamo bast/ for knowing the secret. 
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Besides, as a verbal noun it can function as a complement 
o r  as an object to a finite verb form as well: 

/ U  apno dan pyaqgat unsicl 
he wanted to fill his belly. 

8.13.3. Pcrrticiples: Participles are verbal adjectives quali- 
fying noun /pronoun, but retaining some properties of the 
verb. There are two kinds of participles in it, viz. present 
and past. But contrary to Indo-Aryan languages, in these 
languages tbe participles are not affected by the grammatical 
categories of the noun/ pronoun qualified by them. 

( a )  Present participle: Tbe present participle indicating a 
concurrent action is formed by suffixing 1-n/-f~ to the verb 
root: 

/jan sic/ were eating; Isic2y sis/ I am dying; 

Isin-dec/ leaving; /dineg/ is going. 

( a )  Past perfect participle: Like present participle, the past 
participle also can be used as an ordinary adjective to 
qualify a noun. Contrary to present participle, it indicates 
the completed state of the action related to the term modified 
by it. In this dialect it is formed by suffixing the past tense 
form of the verb to the base when used attributively, as in 

lkhu-rac/ stolen (lit. theft done);/lc-s2n/ said, which is said; 
lta-benl gone. 

8.13.4. Conjunctive participle: The primary function of this 
class of participles is to denote that the action indicated by 
it has either been already performed before thz action indi- 
cated by the finite verb or still continues in  the state com- 
pleted earlier. Syntactically, it is used to connect one clause 
with another, but the sense of the clause which contains it 
remains incomplete until the clause containing a finite verb 
is added to it. In this dialect it is obtained by suffixing 
Ice-ne/ with their phonetic variations, to the stem of the 
verb: 

/di-ce nhEc/ having gone there lived (-started living) 

lhriq cel having got up, rising. 
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Irha-ne cuksan go/ having brought put on. 

/u-s ta n3kar vi-ne rhusasl he having called a servant, 
asked . . . 
Ira?-ne/ having sold, /tak-ne/ having seen, seeing, 

/ga-ne/ having done, /pan-ne/ having heard, hearing; 

/si-ne/ having left, leaving. 

9.0. INDECLINABLES 

There are certain classes of words which do not under- 
go any change for any grammatical category. They are all 
termed as indeclinables, though on account of their syntactic. 
functions they have been designated as adverbs, particles, 
conjunctions and interjections, etc. Various forms and 
functions of these indeclinables, as attested in this dialect, are 
as follows: 

9.1. Adverbs 

Adverb is a word that modifies a verb, or restricts it in 
some way with respect to place, time and manner of the 
action referred to by the verb concerned, syntactically, the 
position of an adverb or verbal modifier, in a string of the 
components of a sentence, is immediately before the finite 
verb form modified by it or before another adverb or just after 
the subject according to its semantic connotation. 

Syntactically, all the verbal modifiers can be grouped as  
(1) Spatial or adverb of place and direction, (2) Temporal, 
or adverb of time, (3) Model or adverb of manner, (4) Intensi- 
fiers or adverb of degree. 

9.1.1. Formation of adverbs: All classes of adverbs have. 
basic and derived categories, though it is not always easy to 
analyse the derived or polymorphemic adverbs in their imme- 
diate constituents. Different classes have different sets of' 
formatives. Some of these may be illustrated as below: 

( i )  /iyu/: /khuq 6yu/ down, under, /hyaq-fyu/ behind, 
after, ,'tbu-Syu/ up, /yu-Syu/ down, /pan-iyul before, 
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( i i )  1-ta: / im -ta/ like this, /gum-ta/ like which, how? 

9.1.2. Adverb of place: Besides the above noted types of 
polymorphemic adverbs of place or direction, some other 
commonly used adverbs of this class are- 

/hwer/ there; /hwena/ there; /bhitar/ inside; /bhEr/ 

outside; lwhanarnl far away; lkhutl Syu/ down, under; 

/thuq-3yu/ up; /yu-9yu/ down; /gan-Syu/ befor, 

lhyaq-zyul behind, after; /cubaq/ towards; /gu-dE/ 

whence? 

9.1.3. Adverb of time: A few more temporal adverbs which 
do not fall into any derivative pattern are- 

/jab/ when; /phir/ again; /thyak/ again; /aje/ then; after 
that; /gul pEr/ any time, never; /hyaq-su/ after; /i-jyarol 
just now; /ha71 then. 

9.1.4. Adverb of manner: The commonly used adverbs of 
this class are- 

/hise/ happily, /im-ta/ in this manner, /gum-ta/ in which 
manner?: /gasu ilal gar mu1 gumta gane gu-dE taqansul 
how did you get this much money? 

9.1.5. Adverb of Interrogation: Interrogative adverbial 
terms are attested as follows; /gum-ta gane/ how? Igu-dE/ 
whence? / k ~ l E /  why? /gulaf~/ how much? lgulari hwanaml how 
far? 

9.1.6. Adverb of Degree: The number of adverb indicating 
the intensity of an action or degree of another adverb modi- 
fied by it, is very small. The commonly used adverbs of this 
class are- 

/mhan/: /mhan hwanaml very far. 

9.1.7. Syntactic order of adverbs: As usual in this dialect 
the place of an adverb is immediately before the finite verb 
but it may be placed anywhere in the sentence in accor- 
dance with the sense involved, e.g., /gani-g hyan-su k h h i - k  
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3eri rEni/ whose son was behind you? (after the inflected 
pronoun), /gwar sari-khu ta mhan sud mi/ there was a very 
simple man in a village (in the beginning). But in an 
utterance, containing more than one adverb of the same class 
the term indicating specification precedes the term indicating 
a general term. In case of adverbs pertaining to spatial and 
temporal categories, normally, the adverb of time precedes the 
adverb of place. 

9.1.8. Adverbs overlapping with adjectives: The adverbs, 
belonging to  the category of intensifiers formly overlap with 
adjectives. For instance, in lmhan jhyan syanl a very good 
boy, thz intensifier /mhan/ is an adjective, for it modifies the 
adjective /jhyan/ 'good', which in its turn modifies the noun 
/syan/ boy; but in /mhan hwanam/ 'very far' it is an adverb 
which modifies another adverb 'far'. 

Moreover, there is a particular class of adverbs or particles 
denoting a place or direction which follow the genitive base 
of a noun or pronoun, e.g., /gani-g hyan su/ behind you, 
/je gan-su/ before me etc. 

9.2. Particles 

Besides the adverbs or the modifiers of the verb or verbal 
phrases, there are somz other types of indeclinables which in 
the terminology of grammar are called 'particles' on the basis 
of their functions and syntactic position. These are grouped as 
connectives, emphatics, negatives and interjections. These 
may be illustrated as follows: 

9.2.1. Connectives: The primary function of this class of 
particles is to conjoin two elements of the same nature, may 
be words. clauses or sentences. In this dialect the number of 
words belonging to this class is very limited. For, in many 
instances the purpose of a connective is served by a pause 
juncture itself. Semantically, the particles of this class may be 
designated as additive, alternative, contrastive, coordinative 
and differentiative. Structurally, these may be both mono- 
morphemic or polymorphemic. The functions of some of 
these may be illustrated as under: 
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9.2.2. Additive: The additive particles or the conjunctions 
joining two mutually independent sentences are called coordi- 
native, and those joining one or more subordinate clauseal 
sentences to the principal clauselsentence are called subordi- 
native. 

9.2.3. Coordinative: The coordinative particles in this 
dialect is /giir/ 'and' as in /u  gar jii he and I, /ram giir Iyaml 
Ram and Shyam, lolaro lagchyab g8r like-r pal cukssngaal 

put on a ring on his hand (finger) and shoes on feet. 

/ i  jigu geri pok-sicas g8r phir a t a ~ c l  

my this son had died and is again revived. 

/hwe k2-hwasas, thyak taqc/ he was lost, is found again. 

9.2.4. Subordinative: In fact, the languages of this group 
do  not prefer subordinative syntactic constructions. In these 
cases the function of the subordinative connective is served by 
a pause juncture and both the sentences are put in a direct 
form of the narration: 

/usu les, ji phisic27 sis /he said, I am dying of hunger. 

/usu rhu-ses, hwe kh8 sin/ he asked, where is your son? 

9.2.5. Alternative: The pairs of alternative particles are- 
/ya-ya /either-or. /na-n2/ neither-nor, placed at the head 
of each element linked by them, as in/ ya da ya kur/ either 
give or take. 

9.2.6. Contrastive: In this the contrastive particles is /kt-lE/ 
why, because. /jE/ if. 

/go ba-so jhyEn @gad;, kalE us ujhyE taq-s/ 

your father has made a celebration, because he has found 
him well. 

9.2.7. Conditional: In subordinative sentences the particles 
expressing conditions are placed at the head of both the 
sentences: 
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/jEhwe rac, ha khusi gagad;/ 

when he came, merry making was done. 

Some other conjunctions attested in this dialect are- 

9.2 8. Emphatic parricles: In an utterance, normally, it is 
the heavy stress/ pitch on the particular word or longer quan- 
tity of the particular syllable that marks the intended emphasis. 
Sometimes shifting of words from their normal syntactic posi- 
tion also serves the same purpose. But to make it more perti- 
nent a few particles or vocalic elements too are used with 
them. The most commonly attested emphatic particles /are- 
Iril, /lek/, / i /  

/ri/-/u-g khami-ri-s kha-ri ma d2-sl 
Nobody gave him anything. 

/lek/-/ta m3la-ku rec lek ma danu-s/ 

did not give even a kid of a goat, 

/whe @rib mi lek thok-sas/ that poor man too came back, 

/i/-/i bajib-i lhe,' it is of course proper. 

9.2.9. Negative particle: Unlike other languages of this 
group in this language there is only one negative particle, viz., 
/ma/ which is used to negate the presence of anything in 
general and prohibit the execution of the action in question. 
The usual position of a negative particle in an  utterance is 
immediately before the element negated by it: 

/mhan jya ma le/ many days not passed, 

/u-g khami-ri-s kha-ri ma das/ 

no body gave anything to him. 

/hwe u-go phago 197 ma tact11 

1 could not sell its ashes. 

9.3. Interjection 

Interjections are complete sentences which carry the 
sentence intonation. The few interjections attested in our data 
are-/ah/ yes, /mi?/ no, /khalakec/ alas! 
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10.0. SYNTAX 

In a way, various aspects of the morphosyntactic structure 
have been discussed in the foregoing sections of this analysis. 
Here we shall briefly present them in a more or less formal 
way. The nature and the structure of various types of senten- 
ces in it is as under. 

10.1. Types of Sentences 

Normally, like other languages of this group, this lang- 
uage too favours simple sentences. Even ideas of complex 
nature are expressed through more than one simple sentence. 
However, if necessary these can be expressed by combining 
together more than one simple sentence1 clause by means of 
connectors or by a simple pause juncture. As such construc- 
tion of compound and complex sentences also is possible. 

10.2. Constituents of a Simple Sentence 

The essential constituents of a simple sentence are-a noun 
phrase, constituting the subject and its extensions, and a verb 
phrase, constituting the predicate. The normal order of 
occurrence of these elements in a simple sentence is-subject &, 

.object +verb. As such syntactically it belongs to  the SOV 
group: 

/u-su u caban les/ he said to him. 

In transitive constructions, in which the verb has more than 
-one object, the indirect object precedes the direct object: 

/ga-su jig mala-ku rac lek ma danu-s/ 

you did not give me even a kid of goat. 

1 0.3. Noun Phrase 

The constituents of the subject or the noun phrase can be a 
.single unqualified noun/pronoun 'head' or a noun head plus 
one or more qualifiers, all preceding it, e.g., /pi-khan/ brother, 
/pZc pi-khan/ elder brother; /ta mi/ a certain man, /ta jhyan 
.mi/ a good person, Inyapan Seri/ younger son. 
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10.3.1. Extension of noun-phrase: A noun phrase is extend- 
able in the form of various types of modifiers of the noun 
head which may precede or follow it. The syntactic order of 
various classes of qualifiers in a simple sentence is, more or  
less fixed. Normally, these occur in this order-+ - demon- 
strative, &pronominal adj., & numeral, intensifier, + quali- 
tative modifier: 

/i Seri/ this son, / i  jigu seri /my this son, /je sum seri/ 

my three sons, /je ta khwi] my one dog, 

/og sum pun khwi/ his three big dogs, 

/sud mi/ simple man, /mhan sud mi/ very simple man, 

log sum pun sin khwi! his three big white dogs. 

From the above examples it may be evident that in case of' 
extension of an NP, a numeral qualifier precedes a qualitative 
modifier, and in case of more than one qualitative modifiers 
referring to 'colour', and 'size', the one referring size precedes. 
the one referring to colour: 

10.4. Agreement of Modifiers with the Head 

As stated earlier (6.6) all modifiers in this dialect except 
the pronominal ones, belong to indeclinable class of words. 
.4s such in this language no modifier/ qualifier shows any kind 
of agreement with the noun qualified by it: /pat seril eljder 
son, /pat cimil elder daughter, /pun khwil big dog, /pun pya/ 
big bird, /pun pyacan/ big birds. 

10.5. Verb Phrase 

A simple verb phrase or V P  contains either a simple finite. 
or a copulative verb form with all morphological markers or 
a main verb plus one or more auxiliaries or helping verbs. In9 
case of a simple finite verb, the VP, can stand by itself, but in: 
case of a copulative verb it may need a complement tol com- 
plete it which can be a noun, an adjective or an adverb:: 

/ta mi rhEn-sic! there lived a man. 
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/jig jE sin, go ]he/ whatever is mine, is thine. 

/gog kha mhyari sini/ what is your name. 

10.5.1. Components of a composite verb phrase: The const i- 
tuents of a composite verb phrase are-principal verb stem,& 
one or more full verb stem, aux. /helping verb. Syntacti- 
cally, the place of an auxiliary or helping verb is always at the 
end of the verb phrase and it is the real bearer of all the mor- 
phological markers of the verb phrase concerned; 

/i jigu seri pok sicas/ my this son had died. 

/gwar sankhu ta mhan sud mi rhEn-sic/ 

There live a very simple man in a village. 

10.5.2. Extension of verb phrase: A verb phrase can, nor- 
mally, be expanded by augmentation of an adverb, an adverb- 
phrase or a complement: 

/o i-jyaro ra-c/ he came just now. 

/o mhzn hwanan rac/ he came from a far. 

10.6. Concord 

It has already been stated that this language has no gram- 
matical gender, as such the scope of agreement between the 
subjectlobject and the verb is limited to the number and the 
person categories only, which may be explained as follows: 

10.6.1. Concord in subjectival constructions: In all subjecti- 
val constructions the agreement takes place between the 
subject and the verb only, the subject may be in the ergative 
case or in the direct case, 

/ji dig/ I give; /gan disinl you give; / nun disun/ 

we give; /u-s didin/ he gave; /usi-so dec/ they gave; 

/ga-s dino-s/ thou gavest; /gan dinis/ you gave etc. 

1 0.6.2. ObJectival constructbns: In objectival constructions 
the concord takes place between the object and the verb. But 
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most of the languages of the Tibeto-Himalayan group do  not 
favour objectival constructions. All the objectival construc- 
tions of Indo-Aryan languages become subjectival when 
rendered in them. Hence this dialect too does not attest any 
example of objectival construction in the specimen with us. 

10.7. Types of Simple Sentences 

Semantically and structurally too, a sentence can be desig- 
nated as affirmative, negative, interrogative, imperative, etc. 
And an affirmative sentence can further be classified, as active, 
passive, impersonal and causative etc. All these aspects of a 
simple sentence correlated with the morphosyntactic character 
of the verb have already been dealt with in respect of various 
verbal sub-systems and modal formations. These may be 
seen there itself. There reproduction here will be a mere 
repetition of facts which have already been explained. 

1 0.8. Compound Sentences 

Compound sentences are the combination of two or more 
-independent sentences, joined together by a coordinative con- 
junction or by an additive conjunction, but in this dialect there 
occurs normally a pause juncture between the two sentences 
instead of a con.iunction (for examples see particles: coordi- 
native sentences). 

/hwe deS pun kal parec gar u tafi ka-lhic/ 

a big famine fell in that country and he became destitute. 

Coordinative sentences: TWO or more simple sentences when 
joined by coordinative conjunction are termed as coordinative 
sentence (for examples see, above particles: coordinative) 

/i jigu seri pok sicas gar phir tancl 

my this son was dead and has been revived again. 

lo la-ro lagchyab gilr like-r p ~ l  cuksan gal 

put on ring on his hand (finger) and shoes on his feet. 
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10.9. Complex Sentences 

Complex sentences too, are a combination of more than 
one clause/sentence, but in this one of the constituent senten- 
ces is subordinate or dependent on the other. The number of 
dependent clauses can be more than one. The clause to which 
the other clauses/sentences are subordinate is called the prin- 
cipal clause. This clause may or may not have other phrases, 
except the subject and the verb. The following type of com- 
plex sentences have been noted for this dialect. 

(i) Conditional: In this type of complex sentences the 
constituent clauses are bound together with condition markers 
like 'if'/ when' and 'then' (expressed or understood). In 
which the 'if/ when' clause is the subordinate clause and the 
'then' clause is a principal clause positionally, the subordinate 
clause precedes the principal clause. 

IjE hwe rac ha ga-s u lekha mhan khusi gaga-ti/ 

when he came then he did much merry making for him. 

/jab o-g lasuri-mala don-sic, usi-so. . ./ 
when his goats were grazing, (then) they. . . 

(ii) Complemental: In this type of complex sentences the 
subordinate clause functions as a complement or a comple- 
mentary object of the principal clause. In this the conjoining 
conjunct is, normally, left out, and its function is served by a 
pause juncture. 

/usu u-cabzn les, go pi-khan rac/ 

he said to him, your brother has come. 

(iii) Relalive: In this type of complex sentences the relative 
clause, which is introduced by a relative pronoun, functions 
as a subject or a complement of the principal clause. Posi- 
tionally, it precedes t he principal clause: 

/jEdasu khic mi-? lekh kin khwada hwe diri/ 

whosoever digs a pit for others, falls (into) it. 
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/jE hanta u-s ga-su hwenta bale pachta-su/ 

he repented for whatever he did. 

Adjectival clause: This clause functions as a modifier of an 
.object or subject in a complex sentence: 

/u ta ti-dharu cubali jE ninam-sic ti tun dec/ 

he went to a water source to drink water which was close 
to it. 

/i mu1 jE u-s tan-s/ this silver, which he brought. 

1whedas1.1 kosu-s jEdas, sunar jansic/ 

he ate those husks which the swine ate. 

/i go pi-khan le jE pok sices/ 

This your brother is who had died (lit. was dead). 
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Pronoun, 53, 142, 147, 224; (--dem- 

onstrative), 54, 143, 225; (-inde- 
finitive), 55, 144, 227; (-intcrro.), 
55, 144-45, 194, 227; (-personal), 
54, 142-43, 225; (-possessive), 
143; (-reflexive), 56, 145, 227; 

Quantity, 36, 123, 147 

Reduplication, 43, 128, 130, 165, 
183, 215,230,238 

Reflexive (-pron.), 56, 145, 227; 
(-verb system), 157, 160 

Relative (clause), 100, 194, 253; 
(-pron.), 56, 145, 228 

Replacement, 107, I51 

Semi (vowels), 32, 1 17, 127, 205,209- 
10; (-cons.), 1 17, 209 

((Yw), 95, 183, 192, 249, 
252; (--simple) 95, 98, 188, 192, 
249, 252; (--complex), 99, 193, 
249,253, (-compound), 99, 192, 
252 

Sociative (case), 50, 137, 221 
Stem (nominal), 42, 129, 214, (-pro- 

nominal), 54, 142, 225; (-forma- 
tion), 43, 129, 214 

Subject, 86.97.98, 134-35, 218, 220; 
(-incorporation), 69, 158; 
(-logical), 145, 167, 227 

Subjectival (constructions), 97, 192, 
25 1 

Subjunctivt (mood), 83, 165, 174, 241 
Subordinative (:lause), 84, 92, 99, 

185, 247 
Subsidiary (verb), 84, 155, 164 
Sub-systems, 68, 167, 235,239 
Suffixation, 43, 128, 182, 214, 216 
Suggestive (mood), 177 
Superlative, 61, 150, 231 
Suppletivism, 75 
Supra segmental (phonemes), 36, 

122,209 
~~llablc/syllabic (-patterns), 38, 

124, 21 1; (-structure), 37, 124, 
210; (-units), 37, 124, 210; 
(-division), 40, 126, 212 

Syntactic correlations, 47, 135, 218 
Syntax, 95, 188, 249 

Temporal (conjugation), 68, 70, 82, 
157, 159, 173, 234; (-categories), 
71, 158, 183,234 

Tense (present), 7 1 ,  160, 162, 166, 
167, 236; (-perfect), 72, 162, 164, 
237; (-past), 73, 163, 177, 236; 
(-perfect), 74, 155, 157, 164, 
237-38; (-static), 72, 163, 165, 
237-38; (-habitual), 74, 162 

Transitivization, 67, 156, 239 

Verb (phrase), 96-97, 190-91, 250-5 1: 
(-roots), 65, 154, 232; (-pri- 
mary), 65, 154, 233; (-derived), 
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vocafic fsequencts), 25,111,292 Word (dasses), 4 1, 5 27, 21 3; (.-f.- 
voim (active), 98, 157, 168, 234; maion), 41, 128, 21 3; ("m- 

(-impersonal), 77, 157, 168, 234; ture), 37, 123 
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